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PREFACE TO THE REVISED EDITION
I t seems that China and Tibet in the earLy 18th century has stood
fairly well the impact of time. Nevertheless, it is but natural that
after the lapse of twenty-one years some parts of the book badly
needed revision; some mistakes had t o be corrected and the whole
historical reconstruction had to be brought in line with the progress
of recent studies. I am grateful t o the publishers and t o the directors of the T'oung Pao for having given me the possibility t o present
t o the scholarly world my old book in a thoroughly revised and
corrected shape.
Besides taking into account the learned studies published in
the last t~ventyyears, I could utilize some Tibetan and Chinese
texts that were not available to me in 1950. The chapters that underwent the most radical changes are the 2nd and the 4th; so also
the genealogical tables a t the end.
Several mistakes were corrected. To give an example, the identification of the regent "Chiesr6 Rimboce" of the Italian missionaries
with the K 'ri Rin-po-c 'e of dGaC-ldanwas wrong ; the name is a fairly
transparent transcription of rGyal-sras Rin-po-c'e (see p. 153).
A small change has been introduced in the spelling of Tibetan
words: ' has replaced g in the text (but not in the two maps, t o
avoid having them re-drawn). In Mongol words, I have replaced a
with e. The title Tashi-Lama, basically incorrect and now quite
obsolete, has been dropped in favour of Pan-c'en.
Rome, September 1971

LUCIANOPETECH

ABBREVIATIONS
A . Periodicals
HJAS
IHQ
J . As.
JASB
JRAS
PASB
TP

Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies
Indian Historical Quarterly
Journal Asiatique
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
Tcoung Pao

B. Tibelan Texts
Autobiography of the Second Pan-ccen
AzPC
Autobiography of the Third Pan-ccen
A3PC
Dad pa 'i 'dab brgyn Life of Nag-dba1.1-byams-pa
K. A n n .
Annals of Kokonor
L7DL
Life of the Seventh Dalai-Lama
M i dban rtogs brjod (Life of Pco-lha-nas)
MBTJ
sTag-lun
History of the chiefs of sTag-luil
For further particulars see Introduction and Sources

C . Documents of the Italian missionavies
MITN

L. Petech, I missionari italiani nel Tibet e nel Nepal
(7 vols.), Rome 1952-1956

CHAPTER ONE

SOURCES
The years from 1705 to 1751 decided of the future of Tibet for
nearly two centuries ; the political conditions, then created, lasted
till 1912. The importance of the events of those years has been
duly appreciated by scholars in Europe and America, and we have
a t least three good accounts of this period:

A-W. LV. Rockhill, The Dalai-Lamas of Lhasa and their relations with the Manchu emperors of China, in TP XI ( I ~ I O ) , pp.
1-104. Based mainly on the Shkng-wu-chi 9&z of Wei Yiian
(published in 1842) and the last of the several works called
Tung-hua-lu % %a,
viz. the one published by Wang Hsien-chcien
5%8 in 1884.
R-E. Haenisch, Bruchstiicke aus der Geschichte Chinas unter der
gegenurartigen Dynastic, I : Die Eroberung von Tibet, in TY XI1
( I ~ I I )pp.
,
197-235 and 375-42.1. Translation of 37 official documents concerning the Tibetan campaign of 1718-1720, from the
Manchu version of the Chun-ko-irh fang-liieh @ @$@ 3 @ .
C-11. Courant, L'Asie centrale au XVIIe et lYVIIle sibcles, Annales de 11Universit6de Lyon, Nouv. Sbrie fasc. 26, 1912. Based on
the Tzrng-hu,a-luof Wang Hsien-ch'ien.1
But it is remarkable that all of them are based only on the
To these may be added G. Schulemann, Die Geschichte der DalailamasZ
Heidelberg 1957 ; a fairly good second-hand compilation without independent
value. \V. D. Shakabpa, Tibet, a p ~ l i t i c a lhistory, New Haven and London
1967, a, valuable if not wholly critical account based on Tibetan sources,
gives a condensed account of this period. Older authors, e.g. those sumrna~ized
in Howorth, History of the Mongols, 1 7 0 1 . I (London 1876),pp. 521 -523, 532-533
643-644, are now useless.
A trailslation of the 5th chapter of the Shtng-w-chi, concerning the
Chinese relations with Tibet, was undertaken by Jametel, Histoire de la
pacification du Tibet, in Hezjtre de IIExtre^me Ovient I (1882), pp. 572-592;
it was never finished, and the account stops with the year 1718. Another
translation of the same text was begun by Ivanovskij, De la conquCte du
Tibet par les Chinois, in MusPon I11 ( I 884), pp. 165-18 I ; but this version too
never went beyond the first pages.

Chinese sources available at the time, with the addition of part of
the material supplied by the Catholic missionaries in 'Tibet (the
Jesuit Desideri and the Capuchins). The Tibetan records of this period had never been utilized; l nor have been the "Veritable Documents" (Shih-lu) of the Manchu dynasty, which have become
available to scholars only in 1937. The present work is based on both
the Tibetan and Chinese material; for the years 1705-1732 the
Tibetan sources predominate, while for the years 1732-1751 it is the
Chinese documents which are richer and more useful.
There are four chief Tibetan works relating to this period. First,
the Life of the Seventh Dalai-Lama Blo-bzan-bskal-bzan-rgya-mtsco
(1708-1757). 2 Its author is the well-known Changchia Qutuqtu (in
Tibetan : 1Can-skya Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje), the editor of the Mongolian
b ~ T a n - ' g y u r .He
~ began his work a t Lhasa in 1758 and finished it
in 1759. The L7DL is arranged in annalistic order, and sometimes
even the month and day of the events are given. Being the official
biography of the Dalai-Lama who ruled the see during the period
under consideration, it certainly is a source of the foremost importance. But like all the works of this class it is rather disappointing
for the Western scholar. I t is concerned strictly with religion and its
ceremonial ; even important events of political history are sometimes
ignored. Its interest, therefore, lies mainly in the very full lists of
Mongol, Tibetan and Chinese grandees who visited the Dalai-Lama,
and in its precise chronology. The literary style is beautiful, easy
and flowing, a fine example of the Tibetan prose.
The second work is the Autobiography of the Second Pa?z-ccen
Blo-bzan-ye-Ses-dpal-bzan-Po(1663-1737).~I t has no colophon and
I The first exception to this rule was G. Tucci, T i b e t a n Painted Scrolls,
Rome 1949, which on pp. 77-80 contains a very short abstract of the Tibetan
texts relating to this period.
F u l l title: r G y a l ba'i dbari Po t C a m s cad m k c y e n gzigs rdo ~ j e'cCari blo
bzan bskal b z a ~ zr g y a m t s c o ' i i a l sria n u s k y z r n a m pav tcav p a m d o t s a m bvjod
pa dpag b s a m r i n Po cce'i s77e m a ; f f . 558. On this work see G Tucci, T i b e t a n
Painted S c ~ o l l s ,pp. 168-I 69, and A. I. Vostrikov, Tibetskaja zstoric'eskaja
literatzwa, Moscow 1962, p. 307. Quoted by the abbreviation L 7 D L .
Died in 1786. L i f e of the F o u r t h P a n - c c e n f . 47b; Lzfe of the Eighth Dalai-Lama, f . 158a.
The date of birth in his Autobiography ( f . I I ~ is) T ~ / V I =
I August 17th,
1663. The date of death is given by the L 7 D L , f . 232b, as 5/CTII -- July 31st,
1737. Full title of his autobiography: S d k y a ' i dge slori 610 bza.+i ye i e s k y i
spyod t s C u lgsal bar byed pa nov d k a r c a n g y i $ctfeji b u ; f f . 400. First volume
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stops abruptly, the last entry being under the date 511, 1732;
apparently it has beell left unfinished by the author. Its arrangement is annalistic, with one of the most painstakingly exact chronologies ever found in Tibetan literature; the day and month of
nearly every event is given. Of course, from the modern historian's
point of view it suffers from the same drawbacks as the L7DL.
I t is written in a peculiar language full of rare words and urlcommon
constructions, although its syntax is sinlple and its style rat her
plain. There is also a continuation, compiled by the Third Panc'en, which carries the tale down t o 1737~.
The third work is the Azctobiography of the Third Pa?z-c'en
Blo-bzan-deal-Ldan-ye-Ses-dpal-bzan-o (1738-1780).2 I t is built on
much the same lines as the preceeding work, of which it shares all
the merits and defects; but its language is simpler, being thc
usual standard Tibetan. I t stops with the end of 1776.
The fourth source, and by far the most important, is the Mi-dbalirtogs-b~jod.~
I t is the biography of bSod-nams-stobs-rgyas of P'olha, ruler of Tibet ("king" for the missionaries) from 1728 to his
death in 1747.~Its author Tsce-rin-dban-rgyal of mDo-mk'ar was
first a finance director under the Tibetan council; in 1728 he was
appointed a member of P'o-lha-nas's first cabinet ; he was also a
member of the council of four ministers established in 1751, and
died in 1763.~He finished his work at rGyal-mk'ar-rtse (Gyantse)
( K a ) of the complete works (gsun )bum). On this work see G. Tucci, Op cit.,
pp. 161-162, and A. I. Vostrikov, Op. cit., pp. 293-294 Quoted by the
abbreviation A 2 PC.
Full title: rDo ije 'cca?i ccen Po Pa?z cce?z TCams cad m k c y e n pa Blo
bzavi ye Ses dpal bzaii po'i sku gsuti t'zbgs k y i mdsad pa m a lus pa gsal bar
byed paJi rnatn par tCavpa. 'od d k a ~can gyi 'pCren ba'i smad cca. Ff. 138.
Third volume (Ga) of the complete works of the Third Pan-c'en. Quoted
by the abbreviation A.rPCcont.
Full title: rJe bla m a srid i i J i gtsug rgyan pa?z ccen tcatns cad mkcyen
pa blo bzan dpal ldan ye Ses dpal bzan $0'2 ial stia nus k y i rnana par tCar pa;
ff. 375. First volume ( K a )of the complete works. Quoted by the abbreviation
A3PC.
Full title: dPal wai'i dban po'i rtogs brjod pa 'jig rten k u n tu dgaJ ba'i
gtavn; f f . 395. On this work see G. Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 169. Quoted
by the abbreviation MBTJ.
This personage is called by various titles in the Tibetan texts, such as
Pco-lha-nas, Pco-lha Taiji, dGun-blon Taiji, Mi-dbail. I shall call him Pco-lhanas throughout this work, mainly because the title regularly used in Chinese
3%B .
sources is Pco-lo-nai B
sTag-lzrri, f . 44oa.

oli the I/X = November 7th, 1733. Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal wrote
during the lifetime of his hero, and his high position gave hiin every
chance of a good inside knowledge of the events of which he was a
witness. Thus his work is marked by a high degree of trustworthiness.
There is of course the drawback of a strong bias in favour of P'olha-nas, of whom the author is an enthusiastic apologist. Another
defect is the vagueness of the chronology: only seldom a date is
given. But luckily this can be completed from the other sources.
In the first hundred or so pages, the work is written in a highljr
ornate and long-winded style, sometimes quite difficult to understand; occasionally use is made of the rules of Indian alamkira,l and
poems of various lengths are freely inserted in the narrative. As
the tale goes on, the style becomes gradually easier, a t times even
colloquial; and in moments of crisis, while relating events of the
highest importance, the author lets himself go, and then he can be
delightfully direct and straightforward, even if only for a short time.
Some minor works have been utilized as complement t o the four
mentioned above.
The history of the chiefs of sTag-lun is a valuable local chronicle,
full of interesting sidelights on Tibetan history ; it was compiled by
order of rtsis-dpon mDo-mk'ar-ba 'Gyur-med-ts'e-dban-dpal-'byor
between 1827 and 1829. Of particular interest for us is its 36th and
last chapter (ff. 387-442), containing the b i o g r a p h ~of Ts'e-rindban-rgyal, the author of the MBTJ.
The work not very aptly called Annals of Kokonor was written
by Sum-pa mK'an-po Ye-Ses-dpal-'byor in 1786. Its actual content
is a history of Tibet in the 17th and 18th century, some information
on the Mongol chiefs of Kuku-nor and a brief geographical description of the two countries.
An important secondary source is the collection of the biographies
of the K'ri Rin-po-c'e, or abbots of dGa'-ldan nlonastery. These
The use of Indian a l a m k z r a was introduced in Tibet by the Fifth IlalaiLama. G. Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 104.
Full title: d P a l stag l u n ga z i J i g d u n rubs z a m ma ccad pale b y o n pn'i
rnam tCarn o mtscar nor bu'i do S ~ t lskye d g u J i yid 'Pcrog; f f . 448. Manuscript
in the possession of Professor G. Tucci. Quoted by the abbreviation sTag-lzc~i.
Full title: waTsco s n o n g y i lo r g y u s sogs bkod pa'i tscalis g l u gsar siian.
Published by Lokesh Chandra as an appendix to his edition of the L'aidiirj~o
ser Po, New Delhi 1960, pp. 425-458 Quoted by the abbreviation K. A n % .
Translated by H . C. Yang, T h e A n n a l s of Kokonov (Indiana 1:niversitv
Publications, 106), Bloomington 1969.
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abbots, who rank third in dignity and influence after the DalaiLaina and the Pan-c'en, are not incarnations; they are elected for
their scholarly merits alone and remain on the see for a period of
seven years. The collection comprises the lives of Kcri Rin-po-cce,
beginning with the 47th of the series (on the see 1699-1700) and
ending with the 71th (on the see 1828-1829). The single biographies
were compiled by various authors between 1810 and 1831.
Some bits of information can be gathered from the life of the
incarnate of P'ur-bu-lcog Nag-dban-byams-pa (1682-1762) by the
Third Pan-c'enI2 and from two chronological tracts by Klori-rdol
bLa-ma Nag-dban-blo-bzan; they were written about 1790, as
the last date mentioned in them is 1787.
Lastly, I may mention a small booklet, the Lon-ba'i-dmigs-bu
(Guide of the blind).4 I t is a kind of manual, intended for the official
class, describing the seals of the Dalai-Lamas and of the regents. I t is
arranged in the form of chronological tables, the year being always
given as heading, even if no item is recorded under it. The author
is unknown. The work was apparently written in the first years of
the present century, but in spite of its being so modern, it gives
some data not found elsewhere.
The main Chinese source is of course the series of the Shih-lu
(Ta-ch'ing li-ch'ao slzih-lu A
@ ja a).6 This invaluable collection,
dGe l d a n gser k'ri r i n Po ccer dbaji sgyuv ba 'i skyes mcCog dam pa kCvi
c'en r i m b y o n r n a m s k y i r n a m fCavrmad b y u n nor bu'i pCven ba.
D U S g s u m sans rgyas t C a m scad k yi n o bo rigs d u n d k y i l 'kCorvgya m t s C o'i
mnn' bdag bka' d r i n mtscujis m e n rje btsun , ~ a gd b a ~ ib y a m s pa r i n po cce'i
r n a m par t'ar pa dad pa'i )da.b brgya biad par byed pa'i iii m a ; vol. Ga of
the complete works of the Third P~I!-cCen.Quoted by the shortened title
D a d pa'i 'dab brgya. ~ag-dban-byams-pawas a prolific writer; for a list
of his works see A catalogue of the Tdlzoku University collection of Tibetan u~ovks
012 B u d d h z s m , Sendai 1953, nn. 6150-6198.
b s T a n ' d s i n g y i skyes bu vgya, bod d u b y o n pa'a man gz grans; vol. Za
of the complete works. b s T a n pa'i ' b y i n bdag byuji tscul g y i man g i gratis;
vol. ' A of the complete works. The above two booklets are mentioned also
by Stael-Holstein, Notes on two Lama paintings, in JAOS 52 (1932). pp. 339
and 342. Now printed in India by Dalama, Tibetan Buddhist Studies b y
h'lo~i-rdol,11, Mussoorie 1964, pp. 276-362.
Full title: g Z u t i rabs r n a m s la n'e bar m k ' o ba bla d p o n r i m b y o n g y i lo
rgyzts t ' a m deb loli ba'i dmigs bu. Published by Tharchin, Yig bskuv r n a m
g f a g , Kalimpong 1956, pp. 173-194. See J . Bacot, Titres e t colophons d'ouvragts non canoniques tibbtains, in BEFEO 44 (1954)) p. 328 n. 64.
Published by the Manchoukuo government and photolitographied a t

officially compiled, of Ch'ing documents is the most important and
authentic source for the history of the Manchu dynasty. I t supersedes the several Tzcng-hz~a-lzt,which are only extracts of the Shih121.1 A cursory perusal of the Shtng-hsiin 9311 (Collected Edicts) of
K'ang-hsi, Yung-cheng and Ch'ien-lung showed that practicalljr
all of the documents in them are also included in the Shih-Lu. Both
Tz~ng-hua-Zu and She"ng-hsiin, therefore, are not quoted in the
present work.
Among the second-rank sources, the Wei-tsang-t'z~ng-chih @j
32: stands out. Its anonymous author wrote about the end of
the 18th century, but the work was published ill 1896 only.2 It
is a veritable mine of information on Tibet in the second half of
the 18th century. I n its 13th chiian (Historical Summary) I found
some interesting information. But the main emphasis is placed
on much later evens, above all on the Gorkha war of 179112.
Equally important is the Huang-ch'ao fan-pu, yao-liieh 9 @
agar$compiled by Ch'i Yun-shih mgk (1751-1815) and first
@ in 1845. I t gives some
published by his son Ch'i Chun-tsao
genealogical information about Tibetan noble families that is not
found elsewhere.
As far as Tibet in the early 18th century is concerned, the Fan-pzr.
yao-Ziieh is almost the sole source for the Ch'ing-shih-kao $j 9 in
536 chiian, compiled between 1914 and 1927 by the Ch'ing Historical
Board under the supervision of Chao Erh-hsiin ,f&
@
; it was intended to be the 25th dynastic history and the last to be written on
the traditional pattern. Thus for the period under consideration its
monograph on Tibet (Fan-Pu ch. 8 ; ch. 525 of the whole ~ ~ r o r has
k)
little
independent
value from the Fan-@ yao-liieh.
--

m@

-

T6kyd in 1937. On the Shzh-lu see W. Fuchs, Beitruge zuv nzandjurzschen
BibliograPhie u n d Literatur, Tokyo 1936, pp. 58-71.
See K. Biggerstaff, Some notes on the Tung-hua-lu ancl the Sh~h-luin
H J A S I V (1939), p p . 101-115.
An analysis of the Wei-tsang-tCung-chihis given by E. Haenisch, Eine
chinesische Beschreibung von Tibet (vermutlich von I<laproth nach Amiot's
Ubersetzung bearbeitet), in Sven Hedin, Southern Tzbet, vol. I X , p. IV, pp. 8-1 I .
The work has had a chequerecl career; it first edition was banned in 1 9 2 8
by the I<uomintang government, when their troops reached Peking, and i t
uras not again released for sale tlll 1037. Cfr. Haenisch, ])as 'rsClng-schi-liao
und die sonstige chinesische Literatur zur Geschichte der letzten 300 Jahre,
in A s i a Major 1'1 (1930)~
pp. 403-444 On its three editions see C. H. Yealte,
A comparison of the various editions of the Chcing-shill-kao,III T P S X S V
(1940)) p p 354-363. I have used t h e Hong Kong reprint.
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The Hsi-tsang-chih f i B Z was written shortly after 1737 by
Chiao Ying-ch'i
fi,who had taken part in the Chinese expedition
to Lllasa in 1720.' It adds some interesting details to the larger
works.
The polyglot dictionary [Ch'in-ting] Hsi-yii t'ung-we'n-chih &%
f i @ F l * Z ; compiled about 1771,~is chiefly interesting for its
genealogical material.
The Shing-wu-chi too has been of some little use. I have also
utilized the Chun-ko-e'yh fang-lueh in Haenisch's translation, and
the Wei-tsang-t'u-chih #ij@ t l i l , as translated by Iiockhill in the
JRAS of 1891.
Another set of important sources is represented by the documents
left by the Italian missionaries. The Jesuit Ippolito Desideri, who
was in Lhasa from 1716 to 1721, wrote a very important account,
to which we may add the records of the Capuchin missionaries, who
stayed in Lhasa in 1707-1711, 1716-1733 and 1741-1745. A complete critical edition of all this material is now a ~ a i l a b l eThere
.~
is also an English translation (not quite complete) of Desideri's account .4
A last word about chronology. Chinese and Tibetan dates are
here quoted by the Arabic number of the day, or by its cyclic name,
followed by the Roman number of the moon; e.g. 17/IX or kuei?nao/IV.European dates are written out in full, e.g. November 13th.
I11 Tibetan dates we find sometimes the expression"Hor (i.e.
Uighur) months" ; in practice it means Chinese moons, and they are
treated accordingly. Where the word Hor is missing, the difference
may amount to several days, as much as one month. I n that case,
and provided no independent confirmation is available, the equivalent of the Chinese date is given, preceded by the sign c.

a@

I t consists of an introductory chapter written in 1 7 2 1 a t the age of
57 s u i and of two unnumbered chapters. For the sake of clearness, I have
given the numbers 1-3 to these three sections.
On this date and generally on this work see I<. Enoki, Researches
in Chinese Turkestan during the Chcien-lung period with special reference
to the Hsi-yii-tcung-zele"l2-clzih, in Menz. T 6 y 6 Bzrnko 14 (1955)~pp. 1-46.
The dictionary was reprinted in three volumes, Tokyo 1961-1963.
L. Petech, I nzissionari italinni nel Tibet e nel Nepal (Nuovo Ramusio, I I ) ,
7 voll., Rome 1952-1956. Quoted by the abbreviation ncfIT.\'.
F. De Filippi, A N Accolrnt of Tibet: the travels of Ippolito Desideri of
Pistoin S..J. I ~ I z - I revised
~ ~ , ctl., 1,ontlon 1937.

CHAPTER TWO

L A JANG K H A N , THE LAST Q ~ S O TRULER O F TIBET
(1705-1717)
The supremacy of the Dalai-Lamas over Lamaism, and their
temporal power are due to the life work of one of the greatest
men Tibet ever produced : the Fifth Dalai-Lama Nag-dban-blobzan (1617-1682). He reached his goal through sheer diplomatic
skill and the clever use of the services of GuSri Khan, the chieftain
of the Mongol tribe of the Q6Sots. After the successful conclusion
of military operations against the last Tibetan ruler of gTsan (1642),
Tibet was placed under a rather complicated form of government.
Of course the Dalai-Lama had full religious powers, but he did
not concern himself with actual administration. A strong and masterful personality like that of the Great Fifth did, it is true, exercise a
powerful if indirect influence upon politics ; but this was an exception. The true bearers of political power ought to have been
GuSri Khan and his successors. But they were handicapped by
the fact that they did not usually reside in Lhasa; they were true
nomads and had their usual pasture-grounds in the land 'Dam.1
They roved there during the summer and came only in winter,
though not always, to the capital, where they resided in the dGa'ldan K'an-gsar p a l a ~ eThese
.~
chiefs were in absolute control of the
armed forces and everything connected with them ; they \jrcl-e also
the nominal heads of the civil government. But executive powers
were delegated by them to a regent, or sde-srid, the Tisri of the
Italian missionaries. At first he was a nominee of the Kham3 But
with the decay of Q6Sot power under the weak successol-s of GuSri
Khan, the Dalai-Lama succeeded in gaining influence upon the
government. The regent appointed in 1679, A-bar Sans-rgyasrgya-mts'o, was an astute and energetic statesman; he ruled Tibet
The valley of the 1)amchu t o the :,outh-east of t h e Tengri-nor. l t I S
still inhabited b y t h e southernmost Mongols, those of t h e '1):tni tribe.
Francesco Orazio della Penna, Hreve notizia del regno clel ' f ~ h e t ,111
MI TN, 111, p. 60. On t h e dGaJ-ldan JCcan-gsar (Jcangda Kangsar) prtl;~cc
see 1,. A. Waddell, L h a s a and its nzystcries, 1,ondon 1906, y . 4 1 5
G . Tucci, T i b e t a n Painted Scrolls, p. 6 7 .
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with a strong hand,' while the Fifth Ihlai-Lama in his old age gradually retired into spiritual seclusion. After the Ilalai-Lama's death in
1682 the sde-srz'd effectively concealed the event from the Tibetans ,
and above all from the Mongol princes and from the emperor; 11cdid
everything in his power to convince their envoys that the Fifth
Dalai-Lama was still alive but in religious retreat .* However, in 16H5
he had secretly searched for and found the new incarnation, the
Sixth Dalai-Lama Ts'ans-dbyans-rgya-mts'o, and in 1697 he officially communicated the change to the emperor. The latter sent to
Lhasa the Manchu official Booju to i~lvestigatethe matter and to reprimand the sde-srid; but at the same time he despatched the 1Cai1skya Qutnqtu Nag-dban-blo-bzaii-c'os-ldan (1642-1714) to represent him at the ceremony of enthronement performed by the P a n - ~ ' e n . ~
The Dalai-Lama grew up as a gifted but boisterous youth ; he was
one of the best Tibetan poets, and his love songs arc a landmark in 5
Tibetan literary history. Of course his ways of life soon aroused
protests from many quarters. Honestly enough, he was unwilling to
perform his final religious initiation and consecration (t'ugs-vdsogs),
feeling himself unfit to fill the place of his predecessor. The Pan-c'en
tried in vain to persuade the voung mail to do what was his plain
duty "toward religion and the living beings". He not only met with
a refusal, but in 1702 the Dalai-Lama renounced his monastic vows 5
in the hands of the Pan-c'en, returning thus to the lay state, but
maintaining his temporal prerogatives, such as they
This was a serious blo\v t o the yositioi~of the sdr-srid, who at
the same time was confronted with a ne\v danger from anothcidrection. The rather effaced and inactive (26Sot ruler of Tibet,
Dalai Khan (1668-1701) had beell succeeded by his son j'angjal (
(1701-1703). The latter in his turn was poisoned by his brother
Lajang (Tib. Lha-bzan) Khan. In that same year 1703 and perhaps
in connection with this change, Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o chose to
retire from his positio:~and was formally succeeded as sde-srid by
On his political and literary activities see G. Tucci,

Tibetnn Pnlnlerl

Scrolls, pp. 74-77, 136-137, 164-165.
U'. Heissig, Ein rnongolisches Textfragment iiber den Olbtenfiirst
Galdan, in Sinologische A rbeiten 2 (1944)~pp. 1 2 0 - 1 14.
W. W. Rockhill, in TP 11 ( I ~ I O ) ,pp. 21-22, 27-28. Father Anliot in
Mtmoires concernant l'hisfoire etc. des Chinojs, XIIT,Paris r 7 8 0 ) . pp. I 32- 1 3 4
"011 the "abdication" of the Sixth Ilalai-Lama see I,. l'etech. S o t e s
on Tibetan histor!. of the 18th c e n t u r ~ in
~ , TP 5 2 (1905-1960),p. 261-266.
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his eldest son Nag-dban-rin-c'en; it was, however, a mere formal
gesture, because in practice all actual power continuecl with the
former regent as before.1
Lajang Khan was a man of character and energy, who did not intend to tolerate any longer the powerless state to which the Q6Sot
chiefs had sunk. At once he began to show an activity and interest in
Tibetan affairs, which portended a revival of the almost obsolete
paramountcy of his family .
An antagonism between Lajang and Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o arose
since the very beginning (1703), and it was in this period that we
have to place the attempt of the ex-regent to poison Lajang and
his chief rnii~ister.~
According to a Mongol text, they were saved by
the blessing and the holy water of the head of the sGo-mans college
in 'Bras-spuns, 'Jam-dbyans-biad-pa (1648-1721) . 3 I n 1716 Desideri
found the QGSot ruler and his minister "Targum Treescij" still
suffering from the aftermaths of the p ~ i s o n i n g . ~
The quarrel flared out in the open during the smon-lave festival
after the New Year's day of 1705. I n a great gathering of the clergy
Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o proposed to seize and kill the Khan. But
'Jam-dbyans-biad-pa opposed the plot, and nothing came of it.5
Thereupon the monks, and above all the La-mo c'os-sky~ri,~
adFor 1,ajang career till 1703 and lor t h e events of t h a t year see T,. Petech,
Notes on Tibetan history etc., pp. 266-271. From this point on, t h e account
01 t h e end of the sde-svid is reproclucecl with little changes from t h a t article
(PP. '71-274).
The emperor alludes t o t h e fact in his edict dated t i n g - h u i / X I (6th
January, 1707) ; Shk'ng-tszt Shih-124, ch. 227, f f . rqa-25;~.The Pay-ccen too
mentions i t in passing under the date of the 6th month (July) of 1704,
when he sent two envoys t o a t t e m p t a medi;ttion between the ex-regent
and t h e QbSot ruler; h e was moved by t h e rumours among the clergy and
nobility concerning the behaviour of the Dalai-Lama and the poisoning
of t h e king ( r g y a l pov gyztr d u g gi glen) ; A z P C , f . 22oa.
F a n - p u yno-lueh, ch. 17, f . 12b;
.'1 Heissig, Eiil mongolisches Textfragment etc., p p . I 25-1 26. On 'Jttm-dbyaris-birtd-pi1 see J . F. Roclc, The
A n z n y e Ma-chh.en range a n d adjacent vegions, p p . 39-41; T,okcsh Cllandra,
The life and works of 'Jam-dbyaiis-biad-pa, in C A J 7 (1062), pp. 264-279;
id., Malei/inls for a history of Tzbetnn Iiterflt.rtve,I , New 1)elhi 1 ~ 1 6 3pp.
,
45-49.
H e acted as t h e heat1 of t h e sGo-mails college frotn 1700 t o I 708 ; in 1710
he iounded the famous monastery of Bla-brail in Amdo, \ v l ~ i c lis~ still heatlctl
1 1 1 7 his incarnations.
Desideri, R c l ( x z i o n ~ ,in IL!fITS, \', p p . 180-100, ;~ntl\ ' I , 11. 30.
V V . Heissig, Ein mongolisclles T e s t l ' r ; ~ g n ~ e nctc.,
t
1). r 26.
La-mo, \vl-ongly transliterated by Heissig as I,ha-mo, is t o the North-east

vised Lajang to leave for Kuku-nor. This was probably an order
rather than a piece of advice; apparently they saw in this a means
for avoiding an armed clash, and at the same time getting rid of
their Mongol protector.
Lajang Khan feigned to coinply and started for the North. But
when he arrived at the hanks of the Nag-c'u, he halted, gathered
his tribesmen and in the 6th month of 1705 marched on 1,hasa. The
monks of the three great moilasteries ('Bras-spuns, Se-ra, dCa'-ldan)
tried to mediate, and the Pan-c'en too sent a letter entreating the
Khan not to cause damage to living beings. But Lajang, although
not opposing a flat denial, announced his decision to advance in any
case as far as Glan-t'an.1 The ex-regent, on the other side, rejected
any compromise and concentrated the troops of Central Tibet,
K'ams and mf;Ta'-ris near Lhasa. This of course left Lajang free to
continue his advance. He reached his private domain of 'Dam, south
of the Tengri-nor, and hence the ' P ' a n - ~ u lvalley, where Glan-t'an
is situated. Then the QiiSot army crossed the mountains that lie to
the north of Lhasa, marching in three columns. The left column, led
by the Khan himself, passed through the rGad-mo dkfilk ('#'ran) ;
the centre, led by Tugus (T'u-g\vus) Jaisang, through the rGo pass ;
the right column, under the Khan's wife JerinraSi (Ts'e-rin-bkraSis), through the sTod-lun alley.^ The regent offered battle, but
was defeated with the loss of 400 inen; the decisive fighting seems

of dGa'-ldan; Ferrari, p. 109 n. I I I . Its c'os-skyoli (oracle) was supposetl
to be inspired by Ts'ans-pa dkar-po, a form of BrahmB; K . de NebeskyWojkowitz, Oracles and demons of Tibet, Den Haag 1956, p. 145. I t may
be identical with the Pel-Lamo oracle of the missionaries (MIT,V, 11, p. 261) ;
but in any case R. -4. Stein in J . As. 1956, pp. 342-343, has shown that the
goddess dPal-ldan Lha-mo is not concerned here. The La-mo oracle was
particularly connected (at least in this period) with the Pan-ccen. Kot only
he gave the general indications for the search of the second incarnation
f f . 8b-ga), but it was the only oracle whom the latter
of the Pan-ccen (AzPC,
regularly consulted during the whole of his life, as shown by numerous
entries in the A2PC.
On Glan-t'aii (Langdong of the maps) see Ferrari, p. 84 n. 3 1 .
The same as the dGa'-mo dCfilC on the sKyid-ccu, to the East of Lhasa,
wrhich played a similar role in the civil war of I 727-1728 ; see later, p. 138.
The Penbogo-la ('Pcan-po sGo-la) of the maps, to the north of Lhasa;
Ferrari, p. 39 and n. 36.
The Tolung valley of the maps, to the \vest of Lhasa; Ferri~ri,p. 7 3 ;
jl'ylie, pp. 77-78 and n . 321.
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to have. taken place on the rGo pass, where Tiigiis Jaisang fought
and killed the Tibetan commander rDo-rje-rab-brtan.l
At this point the clergy intervened once more; the Pan-c'en mren
started for the theatre of war, but he had barely reached a couple of
stages from bKra-Sis-lhun-po, when he heard that the matter had
been settled. The position of Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o was llopeless
and he had to agree to the new proposals, which amounted to a
capitulation: he laid down his powers upon an assurance of safety
and was sent to live at G o n - d k a r - r d ~ o nwhile
, ~ Lajailg took over the
government of the country . 3
The new ruler remained for the moment encamped a t Jarbusib( ? ) ;
but his wife JerinraSi, who seemed to harbour personal hatred against the fallen regent, had him arrested at Gon-dkar-rdson and
brought to the sTod-lun valley. The monks of 'Bras-spuns tried to
intercede for him ; but before their spokesmail arrived, the princess
caused Sans-rgyas-rgya-r!its'o to be put to death on the slopes of
the hill where the sKyor-mo-lun monastery is built.5 The actual
killer was one Bar-c'o-k'a QoS6Ci and the date of the event was
probably the 19/VII, i.e. the 6th September, 1705.~Colnmon opinion
This account of t h e events t h a t led t o the war, and of the QdSot march
on Lhasa is based mainly on I(. Ann., p. 438 (transl. p. 44) ; also on A z P C ,
f , 223a, and on the Bolur toli, t h e passage in which concerning t h e events of
I 705 was edited and translated b y W. Heissig, Erganzungen zu einem mongolischen Textfragment iiber Galdan, in Sinologisclze Arbeiten 3 (1945), pp. 173175.
Kongka 1)zong of the maps. Ferrari, pp. 134-135; Wylie, p . 88 and p . 479.
I t was t h e customary place of banishment.
W. Heissig, Erganzungen etc., p. 175.
W n sKyor-mo-lun, now almost deserted, see Ferrari, p. 167, 11. 690;
Wylie, p . 77 and p . 320.
The authorities for Sans-rgya-mtscoJsend are chiefly K . Ann., 11. 438
(transl. p. 44) ; W. Heissig, Erganzungen etc., pp. 175-176; A z P C , f f . 223b,
224b; and 1'13BTJ,f . 55a The ReJu-wig,in dPag-bsnw-ljon-bzan,I'art 111, S e n
Delhi 1959, p. 75, and t h e Fala-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, f . 12b, mention t h e fact in a
few words. The Lon-baJi-dmigs-bu, p . 179, places t h e murder a t sTod-lun
sN\raii-rtse (locality unknown). Desicleri, in M I T N , V I , pp. 30-40, gives a
more romantic tale: t h e ex-regent was persuaded t o surrender by a falsified
order (6kaJ-Sog) on which the seal of the 1)alai-Lama nras affixed while
the latter was dead drunk. This account, although much embellished, m a y
be substantially true, because the 6ka'-Sog is mentioned also in ,42PC, f . 223b.
Date given in the biography (vol. ICca of the collection) of the 48th licri
l<in-po-cccT)OII-grub-rgya-mtsco( I 665-1727 ; on the see of dGaJ-ldan I 70'1.700)~
f . gb. The Loti-baJi-dmigs-bzt, pp. 178, 206, 208, has t h e ( h t e rcj/\:II

attributed the deed to the suggestiolfi of wicked ministers, and later
considered the tragic end of Lajang in 17x7 as a fitting retribution
for the break of his pledge and the murder.'
After this, Lajang was recognized as king (rgyal-Pok'ri-pa),apparThis courtesy
ently with the style of bsTan-'dsin Jin-gir rGyal-~,o.~
title of Jingis Khan was normally used by foreigners; the Italian
missionaries in Tibet and Unkovskij, the Russian envov to 1)sungaria, knew no other name.
The beginning of his reign was marred by some acts of harshness
and oppression. During the advance to Lhasa he had put to death
the head of the Se-ra sMad college, and 'Jam-dbyans-biad-pa restrained him with difficulty from destroying
.
that establishment,
which had dared to show some hostility to him.3 Many acts of
cruelty, such as flogging and imprisonment, took place in g T ~ a r i . ~
This severity may be a sign of the unstable position in which
Lajang found himself at first. His success against the ex-regent had
been complete. But his victory placed him in direct opposition to the
Dalai-Lama, whose position was nearly unassailable. However
personally unworthy, for the clergy and the populace he was the
embodiment of spyan-ras-gzigs and thus the spiritual head of the
countrv. To tackle this delicate proposition, the Q6Sot Khan first
of all conciliated the Pan-c'en, whom his wife visited in the 9th month
of 1705,bringing him costly presents6 He also made some friendly
advances toward the great monasteries; thus he donated to Se-ra
the Gron-smad estate (giis-ka), which had belonged to Sans-rgyasrgya-mts'o and from whom the late regent had sometimes got his
name.6
But these conciliatory gestures were not enough. Lajang's military power was verv limited, and thus he needed external support.
-

(16th September); but this work is late (early 20th century) and carries less
weight.
MBTJ, f . 55a; K . Ann., pp. 438-439 (transl. p. 441.
Actually this title occurs only once in the Tibetan texts, under the date
of the 9th month of 1705; A2PC, f . 227b. Let us also remark that the -42PC
drops henceforward the style of prince (rgynl-sras) and the name Lha-bzan
and employs only the title of king ( r g y a l - p o )or of bsTan-'dsin Ccos-kyi-rmalPO.
q'.
Heissig, Erganzungen etc., p. 75.
MBTJ, f . 55a-b.
AzPC, f f . 227b-228b.
Dad pa 'i 'dab rgyas f . 2 I it.
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This he sought and found in the K'ang-hsi emperor (1661- 1722),the
greatest ruler of the Manchu dynasty. K'ang-hsi, whose politics
were then mainly directed against the youlig and rising kingdom
of the Dsungars in the Ili valley, was becoming much interested
ill Tibetan affairs. This was not so much for strategic reasons (Tibet
\vas, and has always been, a military backwater), but because of the
religious relations between the Holy See of Lhasa and the Lamaist
monarchy in Ili. The sde-srid had always been notoriously proDsungar,l and was known to have entered a compact with dGa'ldan, ruler of the Dsungars from 1676 to 1697. If the Dsurlgars
succeeded in drawing the Dalai-Lama to their side, this would
seriously affect the loyalty of the R1longol princes, who occupied
an important strategic position and supplied China with a considerable percentage of the troops serving on the Western frontier.
K'ang-hsi was therefore eager to secure a t the earliest opportunity
some political influence in Tibet. To obtain this, it was only necessary to give a positive content, through diplomatic and military
action, to the old moral supremacy over Tibet, which the Chinese
emperor had enjoyed since the times of the Yiian dynasty. This
religious-political incentive is the main spring of K'ang-hsi's actions,
and from this angle we must view Chinese activity in the period
under review.
Lajang Khan readily found out that the ideas of the emperor concurred with his own and that he could count on his friendship and
moral support. As soon as the sde-srid had been eliminated, the
Q6Sot Khan sent a report of his action to the emperor, who approved
of it wholeheartedly.
He sent to Tibet the Manchu lieutenant-colonel Hsi-chu R f i
Zahiruddin Ahmad, Sino-Tibetan relations zn the se~jenteenth centztry,
Rome 1970, pp. 254-323.
Hu-chiin-ts'an-ling 3
t i . Cfr. W. F. Mayers, I'he Chinese gover/nment, Shanghai 1878, n. 398. Mayers is still the best manual available for
Ch'ing official nomenclature. Hoang's A4blanges s i t v l'administvation, S h a n g h a ~
1902, adds little material of any imp:~rtance. Brunnert & Hagelstronl,
Pvesent d a y political ovganzzntion of C h i n a , Shanghai 1912 , gives only Mayer's
materials, completed and brought u p to date according to the reforms
of the last years of the dynasty, but is of not much use for early 18th century
conditions. The Manchu titles are conveniently collected ant1 studietl in
Nieh Chcung-chci 2 @ , Man-lzzlan han-shik :&
%
! (Manchu official
titles with Chinese explanations), in Yenching ~ J o l ~ v n nofl Chilzese Stlrdies,
11. 3 2 (June 1947)~
pp. 97-116.
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to convey to Lajang Khan the title of I-fa-kung-shulz-ha11 j& 41,
I I t~
~ (religious and devoted Khan), and to stiffen his back in the
proposed action against the Dalai-Larna.1 But on this point K 'anghsi had to walk warily. He had reached the conclusioll, to which hc.
was forced chiefly by the general opinion of his court, that the
Dalai-Lama was illegitimate and spurious. But, as he ctxl)ressed
himself to his council, "all the Mongols wholeheartedly obey the
Dalai-Lama; although he is spurious, he still has the name of a
Dalai-Lama and all the ilIongols follow him". Much caution was
therefore needed if K 'ang-hsi wanted to avoid a conflagration
in Mongolia and Kukunor. Lajang Khan himself recommended
prudence. The emperor had ordered the Dalai-Lama to be sent to
Peking ; but Lajang Khan feared a strong reaction among the Tibet
lamas, and begged that the proposed action be postponed. 1:ever- t
theless the emperor sent him through P'yag-na-rdo-rjc, (Shangnan-to-6rh-chi & & @ .@), the chief lama of Koke-qoto11,~then
residing at Hsi-ning, positive orders to arrest the Dalai-Lama and
to send him to the ~ a p i t a l . ~
Lajang Khan now had to comply; if he had at first demurred, it
was for reasons of expediency, but he too was fully convinced of
the necessity of eliminating the Dalai-Lama. He tried to carry out
his task in a legal way. To this purpose he summoned a meeting of the
leading churchmen, presided over by the K'ri ICin-po-c'e Don-grubrgya-mts'o, in order to obtain the disavowal of the unworthy DalaiLama as a n incarnation of AvalokiteSvara. But the K'ri Kin-po-c'e,
the great nobleman sTag-rtse-pa and the other members of the
meeting decided that Tscans-dbyaiis-rgya-mts'owas the rightful
Dalai-Lama; although shocked at his behaviour, they dared not
depose him and limited themselves to a declaration that the spiritual
enlightment (bodhi) no longer dwelt in him. Lajarzg &d not succeed in persuading them to go beyond this. Nevertheless he decided to take action even on this doubtful response. On I/V =
June ~ ~ t 1706,
h , the Dalai-Lama \bras taken out of the Potala and
Some members of the Cninese mission went to bKra-Sis-lhun-po, where

they were received by the Pan-ccenin the 4th month of 1706; A r P C , f. 23ob.
If. Ann., p. 437 (transl. p. 43). For other mentions of this lama, who
acted as a sort of diplomatic agent for the emperor, see K. Sagaster, Stibtrd
Erike, "EZTIRoselzk~anz aus P e ~ ~ l e ~ z \Viesbaden
",
1967, pp. 105- 106.
Already in 1696 he had visited the Pan-ccen;A r P C , f . 146b.
Shtng-ts~rShih-111, ch. 227, f f . ga-b, lea, 2qa-rga. Cf. Fan-plr vcl.0-liieli,
ch. 17, f f . 12b-13a.
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brought to the Lha-klu &a'-ts'al
gardens near Lhasa.1 The
Potala and the Lha-ltlu dGa'-ts'al were surrounded by Lajang
Khan's men. A large crowd, foremost among them the monks of
the three great monasteries (dGa'-ldan, Se-ra and 'Bras-spuns),
massed themselves round the gardens in order to see the Dalai-Lam a ; but they were driven back by the troops, who made use of their
arms. On the 17/V = June 27th the Dalai-Lama was declared deposed. The Chinese envoy Hsi-chu intimated to him the imperial
summons to Peking, and the Dalai-Lama started for his last journey
on earth. He was followed by an infuriated crowd of monks, some
of whom requested the K'ri Rin-po-c'e to place himself a t their
head. While they passed through Dam-'bag-glin-k'a, not far from
'Bras-spuns, the crowd, which was now pressing too closely, was
violently driven back by a QiiSot officer. This was the last straw.
The mob, led by the monks of 'Bras-spuns, though unarmed,
attacked the escort with sticks and stones, overpowered it, released
the Dalai-Lama and brought him in triumph to his summer residence, the dGa'-ldan palace in 'Bras-spuns. 0 1 1 the next day, the monks
summoned the state oracle (the gNas-c'un C'os-skyon) and asked
for a revelation about the Sixth Dalai-Lama. The C'os-skyon
proclaimed that whoever denied that Ts'ans-dbyaiis-rgya-mts'o was
the incarnation of the Great Fifth, was snared by devilish illusions.
This oracle was greeted with great enthusiasm by the monks,
who were ready to defend the Dalai-Lama to the last.
But on the next day ( I ~ / V= June 29th) the troops of Lajang
Khan advanced from the lCan-bsruns-k'an house towards the
dGa'-ldan palace, supported by artillery fire (me-sk yogs) . They
surrounded the monastery, directed a hail of missiles on it, and
prepared to set it on fire. The desperate resistance of the ill-armed
monks, led by the K'ri Iiin-po-c'e, was clearly useless. 111 order
to avoid a general massacre, the Dalai-Lama came out of the palace
with only a few companions, and after these had fallen fighting to
the last man, he allowed himself to be taken 11v the Q6Sots. 'Brasspuris was nevertheless stormed and sacltecl. The Dalai-Lama was
sent again on his journey to Peking, via Hsi-ning, this time in charge
of a 14ong.01officer in the Chinese service, the bit?&' (writer) Padma.

I t is the Lhalu ~nansions,in the plain t ) the N.-\\'. of thc l'otala, u~hich
\{-ere the Iieaclquarters of the L3ritisli nlission In 1004. \!'rttltlell, p. 355.
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But on the way thither, he died near Kun-&a'-nor lake on the
IO/X = Novembei 14th. 1706.~Popular rumour, preserved by
the Italian missionaries, believed him to have been executed or
r n ~ r d e r e d But
. ~ the official account, both Chinese and TibetanIs
maintains that he died of illness, and I think there is no sufficient
reason for doubting that this is true.
Incidentally, we may remark that on this occasion (June 1706)
Lajang got rid also of Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtscolseldest son Nag-dba~iI-in-cCen,who had continued till then as the titular sde-srid, devoid
of any power or political importance ; he was deposed and sent to
China along with his brother, in the train of the exiled Dalai-Lama.
But, more lucky than the latter, he actually reached Peking and was
then settled at Dolon-nor in Chahar.'j In 1717 he was received at
SKU-'bum by the Li-tcang pretender; and this is the last information we have about him.
Having thus eliminated as spurious the Sixth Dalai-Lama, the
consequence was that the true incarnation of the preceding DalaiLama, the Great Fifth, had still to be found. And accordingly
Lajang Khan presented as such a monk of the 1Cags-po-ri medical
college in Lhasa, bearing the title of Mon-pa Pad-dkar-'dsin-pa,

'

Gungga-nor, a small lakelet to the south of the Kukunor. See 11'. M'.Rocklllongolia and Tibet, IYashington 1894, p. I 18.
hill, Diary of a jozsrnej~tk~oz~gh
This account of the end of the Sixth Dalai-Lama is based mainly on
the biography of the 48th Kcri Kin-po-cce (vol. KCa),ff. 6a-8a; on K. Ann,
p. 439 (transl. p. 45) ; and on L7L)L, ff. r o a - r ~ b .Cfr. also A z P C , f. r31b;
Kloil-rdol, vol. Za, f . 21a; dPag-bsanl-ljon-bzan (by Sum-pa mKcan-po,
edited by Sarat Chandra Das, Calcutta 1908, vol. 11), p. 304; .9.Giorgi,
Alphabelzc~iz Tibetatzu~~,
Rome 1762, pp. 251-252.
Desideri, in fi?ITN, 1'1, p. 42; the account of Fr. 1)omenico da Fano
(1714)~in M I T N , 111, p. 6; Della Penna, in MITI\-, 111, p. 6 2 .
W n k2ng-ltsii/XII = January rgtll, 1707, Pcyag-na-rdo-rje reported t o
Peking that the spurious L)alai-Lama had been sent by Lajang Khan to court,
that he had arrived outside the frontier pass of Hsining and had died there
of illness. The emperor ordered his corpse t o be thrown away, a deliberate
and deep insult which denied to the dead man the funeral honours befitting
his rank. Sh2ng-ts1c Shilz-lzs, ch. 227, f . 28b. Chcing-shih-kao,ch. 525 ( F m - p t c
8), p. 164oa. Shkng-wzt-chl, V, f . 6a.
L7DL, i. I ra. Re'lr-mig (ed. Lokesh Chandra), p. 75. Same version in
A. Giorgi, Op. cit., p. 252.
K . .4ni1., p. 439 (transl. p. 45).
L7DL, f . 41a. This text gives no names, but speaks only of the two
elder sons of the sde-wid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsco. In 1718 the two younger
sons too paid their respects; L7I)L, f . 47b.

who was born in 1686 at Ts'a-ron in K'ams and was rumoured to be
Lajang Khan's natural son; in 1699 he had been admitted as a
novice in 'Bras-spu~is.~
I n I707 the Pan-c'en installed him or1 the
see of the Potala under the style of Nag-dbali-ye-Ses-rgya-mts'o;
the ceremony was witnessed by a large gathering of high Lamas.4
As was to be expected, the action of Lajang Khan provolted
the strongest resentment among the Mongols, and all Kultunor
was soon restless. The nobles there were mostly QoSots, belonging
to the branch of the clan issued from GuSri Khan's younger sons.
I t was thus a sort of clan affair, and they were keenly debating the
question. The emperor did what he could to calm their apprehensions, supporting at the same time his ally Lajang Khan. Late
in 1707 he sent the sub-chancellor of the Grand Secretariat
La-tu-hun @@.$+i
to Tibet; he was to bring along with him the
representatives of all the Kultunor chiefs, and to investigate the
matter in their presence. Everything was done according to the
emperor's orders. Lajang Khan reported to La-tu-hun the particulars of the installation of the new Dalai-Lama. As this was
not enough, in the 7th month of the following year La-tu-hun with
the Kukunor chiefs went to bKra-Sis-lhun-po and asked for the
opinion of the Pan-c'en; of course the second head of the Lamaist
Church upheld the legitimacy of the man he had consecrated.
Nevertheless, when the findings of this investigation were reported
to the emperor, he did not a t once draw the logical consequences
from i t ; the fact was that the Kukunor princes had shown themselves bitterly hostile to Lajang Khan and his p ~ p p e t In
. ~ 1709
K'ang-hsi decided to delay the recognition of the Dalai-Lama till
he was older, and in the meantime not t o leave Lajang K h a l ~
alone in charge of Tibetan administration, but to send an irnperial representative to supervise him. For this post he selected
Biography of the 48th Kcri Rin-po-cce,f f . 6 s and 8b. Lori-ba'i-dmigs-bit,
p. 179. Re'u-mig (ed. Loltesh Chandra), p. 75. dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan, p . 304.
Lon-ba'i-dmigs-bu, p. 179; Llornenico cla Fano, in MITN, 111, p. 6.
Re'zt-mig (ed. Loltesh Chandra), p. 74.
AzPC, f . 236a; K. Ann., p. 439 (transl. p. 45)
According to a letter of Fr. Giuseppe da Ascoli, dated Lhasa, Januwv
27th, 1708, in MITN, I, p. 38.
Nei-ko hsiieh-shih
mE$2
Mayers, n. 143.
A 2 P C f. 248b.
This hostility went back to the last years of the 17th century; I,. I'etech,
Pu'otes oil Tibetan history etc., pp. 268-269.
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the vice-president Ho-shou # a who travelled to Lhasa accompanied by a large retinue and by representatives of the 1Cariskya Qutuqtu and of the Jeciin Damba Qutuqtu of the Khalkha.a
His task was "to support Lajang Khan against the disaffected and to
finish restoring order among the lamas partisans of the sde-srid". Besides, he had another mission, of a quite different order. In 1708
emperor K'ang-hsi had decided to have his huge empire mapped
out, and had entrusted the task to the Jesuit missionaries of Peking,
foremost among them Father J. B. R6gis. Tibet was not included in
their range of work ; but the Chinese envoy to Lhasa had been ordered to have a map of Tibet drawn. He "had brought with him some
people of his Secretariat, and during the ~ n o r cthan two years that
he passed in Tibet, he caused them to prepare the maps of all the
countries immediately subject to the Dalai-Lama".4 Upon Hoshou's return to China, his sketches were presented to Father Rkgis
(171I). They are at the basis of the four maps of Tibet (nn. 16-19) in
the older set (in 28 sheets) of the Jesuit atlas of China.5
The mission of Ho-shou was a first attempt to establish a sort
of protectorate in Tibet. But the imperial envoy was not backed by
Chinese troops in Lhasa, and was thus depending on the goodwill of
Lajang Khan, in spite of his pompous official title of administrator
of Tibetan affairs (kuan-li hsi-tsang shih-wu E a p j 8 3 g).K'anghsi, always a realist, soon perceived that his scheme did not work,
and boldly faced the consequences. On w.u-yin/III = April 10th~
1710, he passed order for the regular installation of the Dalai-Lama,
Shilz-lnng 43 @I. Mayers, n. 16I.
Chi-hail1 = March 8th, 1709. She'ng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 236, f f . 17a-18b.
Chcing-shih-kao, ch. 8 (Ptn-chi 8), p. 3 2 ~ F.
. Amiot in Mdmoires cotzcev~za~zt
les Chinois, X I V , 135; and in Eine chinesische Beschreibung von Tibet, p. 20.
The biography of Ho-shou is found in the hfnjz-chou-ming-chce'n-chuan
$$9!{
B@,ch. 23, f f . 52a-57b, in the Clzcing-shili lieh-chuan 's!&!F@?,
ch. I I , f f . I ~ b - 1 3 band in the Kuo-clzcao chci-ltsien lei-cheng
5%
i%,
ch. 62, f f . 2a-4a. He was a Manchu of the Plain
Banner. After his
short stay in Tibet, he was posted in Kiangsi and was later employed in the
Mongolian Superintendency (Li-fan-yiian),where he rose to be its president
(slrnng-shu f$8,
Mayers, n. 160). He died in October/November 1719.
K. Sagaster, op. cit., p. 132.
J.-B. Du Halde, Description gdogrnphique, histovique, chvonologique, politzque et plzysique de I'en~pitfede la Chine et de la Tnrtnvie chinoise, Paris 1735,
vol. IV, p. 459.
11'. FUC~IS,
Der Jes~titen-Atlasdev Kanghsi-Zeit (hlonun~enta
Serica blonograph IV), Peking 1943, pp. 14-18.

!#a

granting him a sealed clocnment of investiture.1 The imperial cdict
on all Tibetans obedience to the Dalai-Lama and to Lajang
Khan. In return for this recognition and support, the Q6Sot Khan
had to promise an annual tribute, which the Capuchin missionaries
say to have been equivalent to 95,000 Roman ~ c u d iA. ~little after,
went back
wards (apparently at the beginning of I ~ I I )Ho-shou
to China.3 This Manchu official chances to have an important
place in history: he was the first Chinese resident in Tibet, and
at the same time the founder of the cartography of Tibet. But
for the moment his post was not filled again, and the residency of
Lhasa was d i s c o n t i n ~ e d .Lajang
~
Khan was thus left supreme in
Ti bet.
So far, it seemed that everything had gone according to plan and
that Lajang Khan, with his puppet Dalai-Lama, was firmly established as the ruler of the Land of Snows. The country was now
so safe, that in the years 1715-1717 the Jesuit cartographers of
Peking, having found Ho-shou's materials unsatisfactory, coulci
organize and carry out the great survey of Tibet by m-eans of tnro
lamas, whom they had trained in geometry and a r i t h m e t i ~ The
.~
results of this survey were embodied in the map of Tibet included in
the great atlas of China presented to the emperor in 1718.
But the quiet and order were only apparent. The fact was that
Lajang Khan had made a grievous miscalculation in his church
policy. Although the Sixth Dalai-Lama had not enjoyed much
personal respect, the Tibetans, and above all the clergy, strongly
resented any interference with the consecrated mode of succession.
Ts 'aris-dbyaris-rgya-mts'0, however unworthy, had still been the
rightful Dalai-Lama. Lajang Khan could impose his puppet on
the lamas by force, but they would not accept him in their hearts as
the true incarnation of AvalokiteSvara. This state of latent
tension was sharply increased when a report was heard at Lhasa
that the incarnation of the Sixth Dalai-Lama had bcen found in
ShLng-tsu Shih-ZZL,
ch. 241, f f . 14b-15a.Chcing-shilz-kao,ch. H (Phz-chi H),
p. 3 3 a Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, f f . 13b-14a Re%-nzig, p. 75.
Fr. Domenico d a Fano, in MITN, 111, p. 7.
Shtng-tsu Shih-lzt, ch. 244, f. 21a.
I. The Chcing-shih-kaocharacterizes accurately t h e event with the follo\vin,n
words: "This therefore was t h e first time t h a t in 'Tibet the office of resident
was set u p ; b u t it was not a permanent institution" ; ch. 525 (Fon-fir! 8 ) , p. 3.3".
J.-B. Du Halde, vol. IV, p. 460.
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Eastern Tibet, in accordance with a prophecy made by Tsca*sdbyans-rgya-mts'o himself.
bSod-nams-dar-rgyas (d. 1744)~thc father of this new incarnation, :
is an important figure in the history of this period, as he was for a
long time the real power behind his infant son, till his influence
was broken by the events of 172718. He was born a t rGyal-mk'ar-rtse
(Gyantse), and belonged to a family from 'P'yon-rgyas, who were
old retainers of the princes of Ran-stod.1 A lusty strong man of
about seven Italian feet and a half, very tall for a Tibetan,e he became a monk a t 'Bras-spuiis. Later he was sent by the administrator
of that monastery to Li-t'ang in Eastern Tibet ; according to the
Capuchins, he was expelled from 'Bras-spuns because of his having
relations with women. Anyhow, a t Li-t'ang he turned layman
and married Blo-bzan-c'os- 'ts'o, of the A-ii-ts'an village.= A son
was born to them on the 1g/LTlI= September 3rd. 17the lamas of the local monastery ti at once recogilized him as the
reincarnation of the deceased Dalai-Lama. The fame of this event
soon spread to Kukunor. The descendants of GuSri Khan living
there had always been jealous of their cousins in Tibet ; and, possibly
prompted also by the Lamas, they saw here a possibility to lower
Lajang Khan's exalted position, in spite of Manchu protection. As
usual in Lamaist countries, a political intent was clothed in religious garb. I11 I 1 2 two of the for~nostKukunor princes declared
opeilly that the i-t'ail boy was the reincarnation of the Sixth
Dalai-Lama ; their names are given in the Tibetan texts as Cingwang
Biitur Taiji and Junwang Galdan Erdeni Jinorg.6 The first of the
two, called Bathor Tacy
. by- the missionaries,' was GuSri Khan's
youngest son DaSi Biitur (1632-1714), the paramount chief of the

@+
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On 'Pcyon-rgyas and its ruling family, to whom the Fifth Dalai-Lama
belonged, see G. Tucci, Tibetan Painted Sclfolls,pp. 2 7 , 57-58, 609-610. 011
Rail-stod see G. Tucci, Indo-Tibetica, vol. II'p. 1, Rome 1941,pp. 49 and 54-56;
on its princes, ibid., pp. 78-84.
Thus he is described in 1741, when he was about seventy, by Father
Cassiano Beligatti, in MI TN, IV, p. 121.
L71)L, f f . 135-15a. Fan-pzc yao-liieh, ch. I 7, f . r3b.
According to the Wei-tsang-tcu-chih, in J R A S 1891, p 41, the llalaiLama's birthplace \vas the hamlet of Chca-ma-chung near Li-t'ang
' Li-tcaii Tcub-c'en-byarns-glin. Founded in the 16th century by the
Third 1)alai-Lama bSod-nams-rma-n1tsco. T'cridMvj~o-se~~-P~,
i. aSyb.
L7DL, f . i7a-b.
.A. Giorgi, up. c i t . , pp. 332 and 333.
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Icukunor QiiSots since about 1660.1 His was a pale figure and 11e
played a rather defaced role.0f less standing but greater political
importance was his colleague, called Amdomha (A-mdo-ba) by the
~nissionaries.~
His real name was DaiEing QoS6Ei Cayan Danjin,
(d. 1735). He was the third son of BoSoytu Jinong, who in his turn
was a grandson of GuSri Khan. He was much honoured by the emperors and had also some family connection with the Dsungar ruler
Galdan. His descendants, the Huang-ho Nan ch'ing-wang, ruled over
the district around the Bla-bran monastery down to the advent
of Cominunisnz in China ; in the 19th century they became thoroughlv
Tibetani~ed.~
Since two of the greates QiiSot princes showed their interest in the
child of Li-t'angJ4Lajang Khan, who at first seems to have taken the
matter lightly, had to something about it. Thus he sent some officers
, t o Li-t'ang to make enquiries. Although the state oracle of Lhasa,
the gNas-c'un c'os-skyoli, had already recognized the new incarnation, these officers declared him to be a f i - a ~ d . ~
But the Q6Sot princes continued to support him, and Lajang
eventually sent again two envoys to Li-t'ang. Their intentions were
only too apparent, and before their arrival the father thought it
necessary to remove his son out of danger; ont the 4/I (February
17th) I714 they left for sDe-dge (Derge) n ~ o n a s t e r yThey
.~
reached
it in safety, under the protection of sDe-dge troops and of Moilgo1
tribesmen. Though the boy was in safety there, it was a makeshift
arrangement which could not last. Accordingly, junwang dGa'-ldan
Erdeni Ju-nan summoned a meeting of the Mongol chiefs of Kukunor to discuss the matter. Although the junwang pressed for direct
action against Lajang KhanJ7the assembly merely decided to offer
their protection t o the qubilyan, and to apply to the Chinese emperor
for r e c o g n i t i ~ n .The
~ boy j ourned to mTs '0-k'a, i.e. the I<ul<unor
L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc., pp. 281-282.
V. Giorgi, Loc. cit.
L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc., pp. 282-283.
About t h a t time Cayan 1-lanjin sent a jaisajzg as a permanent resiclent
in Li-tcang. 111 1718 this man was, rightly or wrongly, suspected by the
Manchus t o have secret intercourse with the Dsungnrs; 1.3. Haenisch, Die
Eroberung von Tibet, pp. 227-228.
JJ7DL, f . 18a-b. Biography of the 48th l i c r i Itin-po-rce, f . Xa.
L7DL, f . 20a.
' A. Giorgi, op. cit., p. 333.
L7DL, f. 22a. W e know from Tibetan sources t h a t an invasion froill
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regionI1 where he was enthusiastically received and fCted by the
Rfongols. But the second part of the programme failed. When the
memorial of the Mongol chiefs was received at I'eking, the first
reaction of the emperor was an order to send the new qubilyan to the
capital, so that His Majesty could examine him personally. In 1712,
as soon as the rumours about the new incarnation reached Peking,
the emperor had sent to bKra-Sis-lhun-po a lnission headed by the
Jasak Lama dGe-legs-~'os-'p'el.~Their task was to ascertain
whether the Pan-c'en acknowledged or not the legitimacy of the
new incarnation. The Mongol chiefs, loth to part with the boy,
asked for a delay ; it was granted, the qubilyan being in the meantime
directed to stay in a monastery inside the frontier pass of Hsining.
When the imperal messenger came back from Tibet, he brought the
Pan-c'en's disavowal of the boy. Thereupon Cayan Danjin and other
chiefs applied to the emperor for permission to travel to Tibet to
discuss the matter with the Pan-c'en. But K'ang-hsi would hear
nothing more of this troublesome matter. On hsin-wei/I\r = May
8th, 1715, he ordered the guards officer Atitu K%@,(in the L7DL:
A-c'i-t 'u K'i-yZ) to assemble the Kukunor chiefs and to intimate
to them the imperial will : the boy and his father, who in the meantime had reached the Kukunor, should be interned for the time
.~
being in the Hung-shan ,#g (dhfar-po-ri?) ~ n o n a s t e r y K'ang-hsi
had thus decided to keep under his hand the new incarnate, even
though he was not ready to recognize him as such. Probably he
thought it better to have a reserve pawn in the game, in case Lajang
should fail to impose his puppet on the clergy of Tibet.
The imperial order was badlv received by Cayan Danjin and his
faction. They declared to Atitu that the new qubilyan was still too
young and had not yet had the smallpox, and that therefore it was
inadvisable to make him travel in that
The ferment among
.
.
--

--
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I<ukunor \vas seriously apprehended in Lhasa, and that military precautions
were taken on the north-eastern frontier ; MB TJ , f f . q o a - g ~ b .
Lon-ba'i-dmigs-bu, p. I 79.
A z P C , f . 263a.
W a n c h u hiyn, Chinese s h i h - z c ~ 4%
~ %i. RIayers, n. 97.
Sh?ng-ts~iShih-lu, ch. 263, f f . 4b-5b; cf. L7DL, f . 24b. The Hung-shan
monastery is a small and obscure establishment, 60 li to the south of C h ' i tcan in the Monguor country. I t was destroyed by Tibetan nomads in 1510,
but was rebuilt later. I,. M. J . Schram, TJze I ~ ~ O ? L ~ofU the
O YKaqtszi-Tibetall
S
Border, 11, Philadelphia 1957, pp. 2 1-23.
Information received on hsin yu/IX = October 25th, 1715; She'?zg-tsz4
Shih-lu, ch. 265, f. 13a-b. Ci. Fan-pz~yao-liieh, ch. 10, f f . 31b-32".

the chiefs mounted so high that the fear arose that Cayan Ilanjin
mould embark upon a military adventure ; the]-efore Laj ang deemed
it advisable to take some precautions, about which we shall have
occasion to speak later (see p. 28). On the other side there was also a
party among the princes who advocated submission under the imperial \\rill. I t was headed by Sebtenjal (Ts'e-brtan-rgyal), who was
not a QbSot at all, but the chief of that branch of the Dsungars
who, led by his father Jotba Batur, had migrated to the Kukunor
and had settled there.'
But no war broke out, neither bet~reenLajang and his Kultuno~
relatives, nor between the two Kukunor factions. The emperor, apprehending a conflict, took serious military measures, mobilizing
1000 Manchu bannermen of Hsi-an fu and 3000 other troops
(January 14th) 1716).*At the same time the Pan-c'en sent a i~~ission
to conciliate the differences in Kukunor, which reacted unfavourablv
on the financial situation of the great Tibetan monasteries ; the
unrest among the Kukunor chiefs and their hostility against Laj ang
Khan had caused a slackening of the steady flow of donatives which
the Tibetan monasteries used to receive from M ~ n g o l i aThe
. ~ diplomacy of the Pan-c'en and the firmness of the emperor soon produced their effect. Cayan Danjin saw reason and yielded with a
good grace, begging only that the qztbilynn be allowed to reside in
the great monastery of SKU-'bum (Kumbum), the birth place of
gTso~i-k'a-pa.The request was granted, and on 151111 = April
18th the boy, who was still waiting in mTs'o-k'a, received the
imperial order to betake himself to sKu-'bu111.~ He arrived there
in the 7th month (August) of 1715. His father did not lose timc
there. He cultivated good relations with the RTongol commanders
in the Chinese army watching the border against the Dsungars,
and started friendships with Tibetan grandees coming there from
various parts of Tibet.5
The presence of the 11cw pretender at Hsining u~ldel-what
amounted to Chinese protection was a definite setback for Lajang
Khan. Imperial support, it is true, did not fail hiin to the tlntl.
On him see L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan histol-y etc., p. 184.
She'ng-2su. Shih-lu, ch. 266, f f . 17a-18a.
AzPC, ff. 274b-z75a
Chi-nznolII1 = May 5th, T716; S ~ & Z ~ Shih-lzc,
~ - ~ S I Ic11. 268, f f . 41)-51).
F a v ~ - p ~yao-liieh,
r
c h . 10, f . 33a Cf.K. A n n . , p. 439 (transl. p. 45).
L7DL, ff. 28a rtllcl 3oa.

As late as the begin~ungof May 1717, shortly therefore the stornl
broke out, three imperial envoys with their suite had arrived in
Lhasa. This mission is ~nentiolledby Desidcri and bv the Capuc h i n ~ and
, ~ is probably identical with the geographical mission
sent out by the ernperor in I7 r 7 under the command of the secretary
of the Mongolian Superintendency Sengju (Shdng-chu # 4) : they
had orders to procure more detailed geographical inforination on
Tibet (determination of coordinates and of the altitude of the chief
mountains). The mission seems to have had no yoli tical importance,
and is not mentioned in the Shih-114 and in A 2PC. It remained in
Lhasa during the first months of the Dsungar war and coopcrated
in the hasty stseixthening of the walls of L h a ~ a But
. ~ they left
prior to thc fall of the city and reached safelv Peking with their
cartographical material. The latter was employed for thc new maps
of Tibet in the second woodprint set of the Jesuit atlas (in 32
sheets), published in 1721.~
The first draft of the description of
(General Geography
Tibet in the Ta-ch'ing i-t'ung-chih ks--@s
of the Ch'ing Empire) is also due to them.6
But Chinese support, however strong, could not balance a n
ecclesiastical policy that was completely wrong. Beside his illstarred interference with the see of Lhasa, Lajang Khan
perhaps also showing too much at tention to the Italian missionaries,
and countenanced, or appeared to countenance, their oral and
written polemics against Lamaism. 11ost probablj* the accounts
of the missionaries are over-sanguine on this score, and Lajang
Khan, wit11 true nlongol tolerance, did nothing more than interest
Letter of August 4th, 1718, in M I T S , \-, pp. 56-59. translated in English
by Fr. Hosten, Letters and other papers of Fr. Ippolito Desideri S . J . , in
J A S B 1938, pp. 658-665.
Letters of Fr. Domenico da Fano dated I,hasa, M a y 23rd and June 26th,
1717; in & f I T h T , 1, pp. 92-93,Desideri and the Capuchins were eanlestly
requested, nay pressed, by the Chinede to proceed with them to Peking,
but refused. Lajailg Khan left them free in t h e ~ rdecisions, although the
Chinese envoy asked him to employ his authority in order to obtain the
assent of the missionaries.
a Desideri, in MITN, \'I, p. 48 n. 49.
In 1718 they gave to the Manchu commander Erentei a report on the
events in 'Dam; Haenisch, Eroberung von Tibet, pp. 2 1 8 - 2 1 9 .
On the Chinese surveys of Tibet see 11'. Fuchs, Der Jeswiten-Atlas der
Kanghsi-Zeit, pp. 12-18.
Fr. Amiot in n/lirtzoives co?tcernant les Chinois, SIV, 154-155, and in
Eine clzinesische Besc/zveibu?zg volz Tibet, p. 28.

himself in the peculiar theories and way of life of these foreigners.1
But it is not to bc excluded that this too contributed to make him
thoroughlv hated by the lamas. And slowly it became apparent
that the powerful influence of the clergy was undermining Lajailg
Khan's seemingly unassailable position.
The other political factor in Tibetan history, the aristocracy,
'had always stood for an independent Tibet dominated by the
nobles. They could not but be hostile to Lajang Khan's personal
rule under Chinese protectorate, a regime which excluded them
from the highest offices in the state. Over and above this, inspite
of the jealousy felt by the aristocracy towards the clergy, LajangKhan's hostility to the rightful Dalai-Lama was too much even for
the nobles, who became either lukewarm or downright hostile.
There were of course some notable exceptions; several nobles still
held full loyalty to Lajang Khan. Among them was a young man
of great promise, whose future career was to contribute a great
deal towards shaping the history of Tibet in the coming years : bSodnams-stobs-rgyas of P'o-lha. I t is therefore not out of place to give
here a short sketch of his life before 1717.
His father Padma-rgyal-po had been a general under the Lhasa
Lhasa was then open t o all traffic with the south. Not only the missionaries had found no difficulty in establishing themselves there, b u t in 1717
there arrived in Lhasa :t Frenchman, the first European layman who set
foot in the holy city. R u t of this pioneer (evidently a trader) we do not Itnow
even the name. All t h a t we have is a stray reference in a letter of F r . 1)omenico
da Fano dated Lhasa, April 25th, 1717, in MITN, I, pp. 86-87. "I do not
know whether the news is true which I hear from a Frenchman who has
arrived in these parts ancl who has been a t Patna for some time, and then
has gone t o Nepal, and thence has come t o Lhasa, without bringing me a
single line front the Capuchin Fathers; he excused himself by saying t h a t
he had had no intention t o makc this journey. R u t he tells nle t h a t the yearly
remittances from Rome have not arrivecl" ( N o n so se sia veva la novella,
che intendo d a un fvancese capitato in queste parti, i l qltale h stato i n P a t n a
q~calchetempo, poi d andato a N e k p a l e d i ld d venuto a L h a s a , senztG portalfmi
neppuve 14n vevso de' P P . , scusandosi d i n o n haveve a.r.,uta 1:ntenzione tZi ,fare
quest0 c a m m i n o . Egli per6 nzi asserisce n o n esse1.e venztte le a n ~ z n t eda R o m n ) .
And again: "This Frenchman tells me t h a t in a short whilc t h e Fathers
Angelico of Brescia and Bonaventura of Idapedona \\rill arrive here" ( Q ~ ~ e s l o
frclncese .mi dice che in breve gi~.l,nge~/anno
q ~ t i/I: P P . Angelico do. R ~ ~ r s c i ne .
I ~ o n a ~ l e n t z r ~dalla
~ n . Pedona,). And t h a t is all. I wonder whether i t will e\.er
possible t o identify this unknown traveller; perhaps something could be
found in the registers of the French factory in l'atni~, if they still exist.
Probably identical with Pco-lha-rdson-pa ~nentioned in 1670 in the

government and had fought in the Ladakh war of 1679-1684.1
He was afterward magistrate at gRa'-nan,2 and fought against
the Bhutanese and the Nepalese.= He then married s c r o l - m - b u k'rid of sTag-lun sMan-dali and was granted the estate of P'o-lha 0
in g T ~ a n Shortly
.~
afterwards (1689) a son was born to him and
In 1697 the boy came to
was later called bSod-nams-stobs-rgya~.~
Lhasa for the first time with his father and elder brother and was
introduced to the sde-srid.' He grew up in P'o-lha, in close relations
(as was fitting for a gTsaii noble) with his neighbour and spiritual
superior, the Pan-ccen. He took then a course of studies a t slfingrol-glinI8 and to that rRin-ma-pa monastery he remained particularly attached during the whole of his life; at the end of 1705 he
interceded in its favour with gZuii-dar Taiji, the leader of a Q S o t
foray.g
About 1707 he married dPal-bzan-skyid, a girl belonpng to the :.
sKyid-sbug family.1° Shortly after, the Kukunor prince Sebtenjal
(mentioned above) came to gTsan on a visit to the Pan-c'en. He
took a fancy to the promising youth, brought him to Lhasa and introduced him to Lajang Khan.ll This was the beginning of a brilliant 0
career. First of all, Lajang Khan confirmed him in his chiefship
(his father had died early) l2 and granted him extensive estates in
gTsan.13 At the end of 1707 he was present at the reception in Lhasa
of the Qalqa noblemen Lobjang Serap and Taiji Lavang Jamco
Life of the 5th Dalai-Lama, C'a, f . orb, and with Pco-lha-ba of 1678, in the
same work, J a , f . 77a.
On which see L. Petech, The Tibetan-Ladakhi-Moghul war of 168I - I 683,
in IHQ 23 (1947)~
pp. 169-199, and Z. Ah~nad,New light on the Tibet-1-adakhMughal war of 1679-1684, in East a d IVest, 18 (1968), pp. 340-361.
On the Nepalese border to the east of Iiirong (sIiyid-gron). Its capital
is I<uti @a)-lam).
M B T J , ff. z5a-r6a.
M B T J , f . 29a.
Pco-lha,not found in the maps, is in the hills to the west of the Ran-ccu,
due west of Gyantse. Wylie, p. 72 and n. 255.
MBT.1. f . 31a-b.
' IWBTJ, ff. 43"-46;t.
Index (dkalt-ccag)to the bIia'-'gyur of sNar-tcaii, f f . 3rb-33a.
MBTJ, i f . 65b-66a.
lo M B T J , ff. 71b-76b.
l 1 M B T J , ff. 8oa-81a.
l 2 M B T J , f . 65b.
l 3 M B T J , ff. 81b-8ra.
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acconlpanying the Chinese envoy La-tu-hun. Shortly afterwards
he received a minor post (biteti, writer) in the account department
( S S - a ): it was there that he obtained a thorough training in
Qevenue work and administration under the supel-vision of the
steward (gizs-giier) of B y a - ~ aAfter
. ~ a while he was appointed district judge (k'rims-kyi-k'a-Lo-pa) at Gyantse, the headquarters of
~ a i i . ~
At an unknown date, but presumably early i11 1714, a conflict
was apprehended with Cayan Danjin and the other Kukunor
princes (see above), and Lajailg Khan made some prepa-rations for
it, sending his eldest son Galdan Danjiil with a small force to the
Nag-c'u (Qara-usu) region. He was also informed that the inen of
Hor-k'a-gii had joined the hostile forces. P'o-lha-nas and Lha-rtse
sKyid-sbug-pa (apparently a member of his wife's family) were
despatched to deal with this new threat. They reached the Qara
usu and went on by forced inarches as far as the banks of the sag-c'u
( ?) river. There P'u-lha-nas took by complete surprise the Hor-k'agii chief UiEing Taiji,4 who surrendered without striking a l~lo\v.
On his return P'o-lha-nas was thanked and r i c h l ~rewarded by the
Khan.5 He took advantage of these inarks of favour for seizing bj.
force the castle of ICin-c'en-rtse of Srad, on which he claimed old
rights. This seizure nearly provoked a conflict with Sikkim, but
Lajang Khan supported him, and eventuallv the castle remained in
his possession . 6
Some time afterwards the Q6Sot ministers trai~sfei-redhim and
Ts'ul-k'rims to ml(la'-ris sKor-gsum (m'estern Tibet) as magistrates; but P'o-lha-nas, unwilling to lea\;e his home country, protested ; and eventuallv the Khan rescinded thr: order.e
M B T J , f. 85a.
M B T J , f f . 87b-8th; Index (tlknr-cca,q)t o the h h ' ; ~ ' - ~ g y uofr sNar-tCali,
f . 33.2
M B T J , f . 8th.
This might be t h e same as the ['icing Taji who was t l l c clcler brother
3f sag-clbail-blo-bz;ln-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtscan,
t h e Cayan Nolnun Qan
~f s'ron-'kcor; I\;. Sagaster, o p . cit., p. 1 2 0 .
W B l ' . j , f f . goa-92a.
M R T J , f f . 9 3 b - ~ q a Rin-ccen-rtse
.
is Ithe o f tllc map.;, 011 t h e Sritd-cCu
(Iiliechu or Shapchu), to the south-west o f Shigat-e; see G. Tucci, T OLlmsfl
m t l beyo~za', Rome 1956, pp. 15q-1Oo. Cf. M'ylie, y . 7 2 .
' He Wit:< the so11 of the q26sot chief Tiigiis Jaisallg, \\rho hat1 let1 :L u.ing
3f the invading QdGot army in 1705.
JZHTJ, f f . 05b-98a.

LAJANG KHAN
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In the war against Bhutan, which will be narrated below, Pco-lhanas took an important part. His brilliant conduct in that unfortunate campaign drew upon him the attention of Lajang Khan, who
suitably rewarded his zeal (with robcs of honour etc.) and enrolled
him among his personal attendants. In spite of his youth, P'o-lhanas had thus rapidly risen to be one of the best and most trusled
adjutants (gser-yzg-pa-c'en-Po) of Lajang Khan, to whom he was
very devoted and of whom he spoke with affection even a long time
after the tragic death of the Q6Sot ruler.
P'o-lha-nas's career is fairly representative of the conduct of
the gTsan nobility, who as a whole seem to have been favourable
to Lajang Khan. But among the aristocracy of dRus opposition
was as strong as it was among the clergy.
On the other hand, the foreign policy of Lajang Khan was not
so uniformly successful as to produce a lasting impression in the
country. I n his dealings with the Chinese emperor there was nothing
to be proud of. His only independent enterprise was the Bhutanese
war, and it was apparently no unqualified success. This we shall now
proceed to narrate. Besides some stray references in the Chinese
texts, our only source is the M B T J ; but its author is so intent in
extolling the deeds of his hero, that we gain not much insight in the
motives of the war, and still less in its outcome.
The urar began in 1714 after a threatening exchange of letters
between Lajang Khan and the Bhutanese ruler, whose name is
not mentioned in the text. The Khan organized his invading
army in three divisions. On the \vest, he led in person a division on
the road to Pa-gro (Paro in Western Bhutan). In the centre, another
division was sent towards the Bum-t 'ari valley under the command
of Erke Daiting. Farthest to the east, toward the Nam-mk'a-ldiri
lake, there was a third division under Baring Taiji and other commanders. I n the centre division, general Erke DaiEing conznlanded
personally the centre brigade. Under him served 'Bum-t'an-pa
d N ~ s - ~ r as
u bcommander of the left wing and P'o-lha-nas as commander of the right wing. Thus it happens that while we are full!.
informed about the movements of the Bum-t'ari force, we do not
get even a glimpse of the action of the other divisions.
The advance of the second division began under happy omens.
Starting from the meadows of Za-mda', it crossed the IIon-la-dknr1

-

---

-

f'umthang of t h e maps, in Eastern Bhutan.
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c'nil pass 1 and desce~idedthe Bum-t'ail valley. They passed through
Su-lu-rgyud-t'a~i(?)
and arrived at S i n - ~ g o - l t a ~ - ~ ~
where
o l i , they
attacked and stormed a stocltade which barred the way. Continuing to advance, the invaders came up against the strongly fortified castle of Bya-dkar.2 P'o-lha-nas, remembering the experience
of his father ill the Ladakhi war, advised against an attempt at
taking the castle by storm. The advice of the young officer remained
unheeded, wit11 the result that the assault was bloodily repulseti.
The division then sat down before the castle, firmly occuping the
surrounding strip of land.
But at this time there arrived a letter from Lajang Khan, ordering the withdrawal of the division. We do not know the reason for
this, but it is only too easy to suppose that Lajailg had not been
successful on his front, and that his retreat entailed that of the
other divisions. Of course such a move in the face of the enemy was
fraught with great dangers. As soon as the invader moved away,
the Bhutanese crowded on their flanks and rear, trying to cut off
a part of the Tibetan forces. The rear-guard under 'Bum-t'an-pa
had a difficult stand, and P'o-lha nas was ordered to come to their
rescue. The dashing young officer carried away his and 'Bum-t'anpa's men with his example, and this surprise counterattack succeeded in scattering the enemy, who fled headlong as far back as
Bya-dkar. After this the retreat was no longer hampered, and sis
days later the Tibetan border was reached a t the Mon-la-dltar-c'uii
pass. The campaign was over and the army was disbanded. While
the other two commanders of his division went straight to Lhasa,
P'o-lha-nas travelled to Nan-stod, where he met Lajailg Khan;
they went together to pay homage to the Pan-c'en at bKra-$is-lhunpo; then they returned to the capital."
Although we do not know the terms of peace (if any was concluded), it is certain that the war had been a failure, or a t the
very best a draw. This lame result of Lajang Khan's only great
campaign, coupled with the hostility of the clergy and of the dBus
aristocracy, was not suited for establishing more firlnlv his insecure position.
Morllakachung pass of the maps, a t the head of the Pumthailg valley.
Chaltaclsong of the maps, Bya-gha of J . C. U'hite, S i k k i n l n ~ z dR h ~ ~ t a ) ~
T,ondon 1909; the the east of Tongsa.
W B T J , i f . 101a-111a. A z P C , f f . z68b-r6ga.

LA J A N G K H A N ( I 705-1717)

3I

At the beginning of 1717the situation in Tibet was rather uneasy.
The natural trend of events pointed towards all increasing interference of China in Tibetan affairs. But this development was
abruptly interrupted by an unexpected event : the Tlsungar
invasion.

CHAPTER T H R E E

THE DSUNGAIi INVASION O F 1717
Chinese foreign policiy for nearly seventy years (1690-1758)was
clominated by the tenacious struggle with the last of the nomad
empires of Central Asia, that of the Lamaistic Mongol tribe of the
Dsungars. This imposing conflict has been the object of detailed
study by Courant in his fine book already quoted, to krllich I bcg
to refer for the events of the main campaigns outside the Tibetan
theatre of operations.1 In 1715 open war had broken out again,
and each side was spying on the other for a chance to secure strategical advantages for the impending decisive struggle. We are not
informed as to how the Tibetan expedition came to be decided
in the councils of the Dsungar ruler Cewang Arabtan (Ts'e-dbanrab-brtan, 1697-1727).2 The ostensible reason was the desire to
avenge the death of the sde-wid.3 But the real motives are obvious
enough. Cewang Arabtan could not but view with the gravest concern the extension of Chinese influence over Tibet, through the alliance with Lajang Khan and the possession of such a reserve pawn
in the game, as represented by the rightful Dalai-Lama. I t was of
the highest importance for the Dsungars to secure influence over
Tibet, not so much on strategical grounds, for that road led nowhere,
as because of religious-political reasons. The man who ruled over
Tibet in harmony with the lamas was sure to have at his disposal
the influence of the Lamaist church, a great factor of power in thc
Mongol world. As things then stood in Tibet, the only manner in
which Dsungar intervention could be attempted with a fair hope
of proving acceptable to the Tibetans, was to present it as a restoration of the rightful Dalai-Lama. As he was in the hands of the
Chinese, it implied of course also the necessity of a raid to sKuA good summary call also be found in 13. Grousset, I,'empive cles steppes,
Paris 1 9 4 1 , pp. 605-6.22.
The oiily hint, if we would trust it, about foreign influence on the tlecision
is Giorgi's (p. 333) statement t h a t Amclomba (i.e. Cayan 1)i~njin)111 1 7 1 4
instigated the I )sungars t o invade Tibet.
" F r . Amiot in M t m o i i / e s conceifnant les C h i n o i s , X I I ' . ~ 3 4 a
, n d in Ii11e
chznesische Beschveibl~ngslon T i b e t , p. 20.

'burn, to rescue him and bring him to the 1)sungar camp. It was a
risky undertaking, but it was worth trying.
The Dsungar expedition was planned a long time beforehand,
because the diplomatic preparations were careful and elaborate.
Cewang Arabtan did all he could to lull Lajang Khan into a false
sense of security. The best means for this purpose was, as so often
happened in old Asia, a matrimonial alliance. Cewang Arabtan
was already a close relative of Lajang's, having married the latter's
sister. His son and successor Galdan Cering (d(I;a'-ldan-ts'e-ri n)
was born from this marriage.' Now he offered his daughter Boitalaq
in marriage to Galdan Danjin (dGa'-ldan-bstan-'dsin) , the eldest
son of Lajang Khan, with a dowry of roo,ooo taels; but he
insisted on the wedding taking place in his territory. The Khan,
on receiving Cewang Arabtan's letter, was suspicious and demurred
for a long time. But he was finally overruled by his son, who even
threatened suicide if not allowed to leave for Ili. Lajang Khan had
to let him go with a retinue of 300 men. At the same time he sent his
second son Surja with 600 men to the Kukunor region in order to
ease possible diffidences on the part of the Chinese ; Surja's presence
near their frontier was to serve as a token of good faith.2 The
I may add here that Galdan Danjin
marriage took place in 1714~.
remained in Ili during the war: he was treated as a guest and
resided in the neighbourhood of the Dsungar royal camp. At one
time he was placed under surveillance, but not otherwise molested.
But in 1721, after the disaster of the Dsungar army in Tibet, he was
imprisoned and Boitalaq was given to Cewangjambu, a chief of the
dPag-bsam-ljon-bzaji, 3rd part (ed. Lokesh Chandra), p. I 58.
MBTJ, ff. 115a-116b. Cfr. She"?zg-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 2 5 9 , f f . qb-5b. The
Lama surveyors of 171617 found prince Surja encamped to the east of
ICukunor lake; his camp is marked there in sheet 9 of the Jesuit atlas,
as reproduced by Fuchs. Surja or Sorja is the normal Mongol name; see
W. Heissig, in ZDMCI 1951, p. 440. The MBTJ uses consistently the Sanskritized form Surya.
The emperor received the news on i-hai/VI = July 16th, 1714. Of course
he was displeased by the event, and with his usual sharp judgement he
foresaw that the Dsungar ruler would detain Lajang Khan's son for several
years, and that there was trouble in store for his old friend, for which he
had only himself to blame. KCang-hsi knew also that, should anything
happen to the Khan, he could not be succoured in time, because the distance
\\as too great. But, as the emperor sadly concluded, he was powerless
against Lajang Khan's folly and blindness to the dangers ahead. Shtng-tslr
Shih-174, ch. 259, ff. qb-ga.
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Qoit. He was charged with hostile magic and was done to death
by pressing him between two red-hot cau1drons.l
On the occasion of the wedding, the Dsungar ruler asked for and
obtained from Lajang Khan a sum of money (30,000 scudi according
to the Capuchins) and 800 soldiers to serve him in his w a s 2 I think it
is not often that a ruler succeeds in making his intended enemy pay
the war expenses in advance!
Another measure taken by the Dsungar king was to place himself
in correspondence with the lamas of the three great monasteries of
Se-ra, 'Bras-spuns and dGa'ldan. He disclosed to them his intention to crush Lajang Khan and to restore the rightful Dalai-Lama
to his see. He got an enthusiastic support from these seats of
Lamaistic learning. The move was very clever; the king was ranging
on his side the full-hearted support of what was, for all practical
purposes, the public opinion of Tibet. The lamas in their turn by
persuasion or bribe won over to the Dsungar cause some of the
minister and retainers of Laj ang Khan. Besides, they secretly
sent to Cewang Arabtan, in small batches, a good number of their
younger, stronger, and more warlike monks. These hardy mountaineers, fully familiar with the country and hardened to the strain of
marching in the desert highlands of north-western Tibet, formed a
welcome addition to the Dsungar expeditjonary force.3
After these diplomatic preparations, came the military organition. The expeditionary force numbered 6000 men, and their leader
was no less a man than Cering Donduk (Ts'e-rin-don-grub) the
elder, a cousin of Cewang Arabtan ; under him served four generals :
On Galdan Danjin see L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc., p. 276.
Both the Kcang-hsi emperor and Desideri believed wrongly that the prince
was killed in 1717, as soon as his usefulness as decoy was a t an end.
Letter of Fr. Domenico da Fano dated Lhasa, May 29th, 1718, in
M I T N , I, p. 109.
Desideri, in M I T N VI pp. 45n, 46. The Jesuit Father was in a condition
to know these things better than anybody else, because a t that time he was
residing in the Ra-mo-cce monastery in Lhasa and a t Se-ra; besides, he
had no axe to grind when he wrote his account. Tibetan authors are nearly
all of them anti-Dsungar (the one exception is Sum-pa mKcan-yo),both
because of the odious behaviour of the Dsungar in Lhasa and because of
Chinese influence. They do not like to speak of the help which the Dsungar
found in Tibet.
Even after his failure in Tibet, he was still found by the Iiussian envoy
Unkovskij to be the most important man in ])sungaria, though on cool

the jaisang Llugar, Tobti, Comyil and Sanji.1 His base was Khotan;
from there he intended to march through north-western Tibet to the
ileighbourhoud of Nag-c'u-k'a, where he hoped to surprise Lajang
Khan, unaware in his summer resort. At the same time a smaller
body of only 300 men (we do not know under whom) was sent through
Eastern Turkestan to SKU-'bum; its task was to surprise the monastery and to carry away the Li-tcang boy, whom the Kukunor
Q6Sots maintained to be the rightful Dalai-Lama. The two divisions
were then to meet at Nag-c'u-k'a, to escort the Dalai-Lama to
Lhasa, and to establish him there as the protegee of the Dsungars.
In order to screen, as long as possible, the movement from the
watchful eyes of the Chinese, the Dsungars spread the rumour thaf
the Khotan army had been sent out to help Lajang Khan in his
(long since finished) war against B h ~ t a n . ~
Cering Donduk started for Tibet in the 11th month (December
terms with the king. He died in or before 1743, when funeral rites were
performed a t Lhasa; L7DL, f. 303b.
The first of them is called Dugar Sanduk in the Manchu text of Haenisch
and in Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, f . 14b; gDugs-dkar 'Je-saris of AzPC,
ff. 278b and 284b, of MBTJ, f . 124a, of dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, 3rd part
(ed. Lokesh Chandra), p. 304, and of K. Ann., p. 440 (transl. p. 46). He died
of illness, probably still in Tibet; E. Kraft, Zum Dsungavenkvieg il?z 18. JalrrIzundert, Leipzig 1953, p. 83.
TobEi is Tcob-cciin AzPC and K. Ann., loc. cit. ; CobCi in Fan-pu yao-lueh,
loc. cit. In July 1718 he accompanied Cering Conduk on his visit to bKra-Sis
lhun-po, and in May 1720 he was again there; AzPC, ff. 285a and zgqb.
He was killed on the retreat from Tibet with 500 men; Kraft, loc. cit.
Compil is Ccos-'pcelin -'MBTJ, f. 122b; AzPC, ff. 278b and 284a; K. Ann.,
loc. cit.; Coyimbal of the Mongol text translated by W. Heissig in ZDMG
1954, p. 407. In February and June 1719 he was in bKra-Sis-lhun-po;
AzPC, ff. 287a and 2goa. In the same year he was reported to be crossing
the Qara-usu and marching toward Kukunor; E. Haenisch, Erobereung v o n
Tibet, p. 387. But the rumor was probably false. In the following year he
was given the task of stopping Galbi in his march from Yiinnan; Haenisch,
Op. cit., p. 404. Possibly in connected with this assignment, in March I 720 he
visited again bKra-5is-lhun-po; AzPC, f. 294b. But we hear nothing further
of the matter, and apparently he retired without risking a combat. He arrived
back in Ili three months after Cering Donduk, i.e. in May 1721 ; Kraft,
loc. cit.
Sanji is the Sans-rgyas of AzPC, f . 284a, and K. Ann., loc. cit. The Chinese
heard that he returned to Dsungaria in the 3rd month (April-May) of 1719;
E. Haenisch, Op. cit., p. 302.
Shbng-tsu Shih-Ill., ch. 273, f. 8a.

1716- January 1717).1 The Dsungar army travelled over a inost
difficult route, which was later reopened for traffic with Siilkiang
by the emperor Ch'ien-lung, but is now completely forgotten.
As it is, on the average, perhaps the highest route in the world and
leads over absolutely barren regions, the difficulty and hardships
of such a journey can be easily imagined.2 '
After the departure of his son, Lajang Khan had gone to the
thermal springs (sman-gyi-c'u-bo) in '01-k'a for a bathing cure.3
But there general 'Bum-t 'an-pa and some couilcillors began to grow
suspicious (as usual in Tibetan texts these suspicious are couched in
terms of dreams and visions) ; earlier Chinese warnings came back to
their minds, and on their advice the Khan returned to Lhasa.
And indeed, the alarm came immediately afterwards. bSod-namsrgyal-po of K'an-c'en in Sans 4, then the governor of 1nNa'-ris
sKor-gsum (Western Tibet), got news of the Dsungar expedition,
n
probably from the trade caravans, and wrote to Lajang ~ h a as
follows : "Reports following one after the other from Yarkand have
reached our ears to the effect that a Dsungar force of 5000 men has
left that country and is advancing rowards mNa'-ris. As we cannot
know whether they are enemies or friends, I have mobilised the
mNa'-ris contingent and am marching to the border of the badlands
(sa-nan). Kindly send me order^".^ Lajang Khan's officers and courtiers were a t first incredulous of such a treachery on the part of
Lajang Khan's new relation. But they were soon undeceived. K'anc'en-nas's information was quite correct, except for the direction
taken by the Dsungar troops, who only skirted mNa'-ris without
entering it. A little later Lajang Khan was startled by the news that
"a Dsungar army numbering 6000, passing through paths which were
unknown till now, has suddenly arrived in Nag- ts 'an ,6 proclaiming
themselves to be the escort of the returning son of Lajang Khan,
According to a report to the emperor by the R'lanchu general Funingga
in Kansu. Haenisch, pp. 208-209 ( = Sh2ng-tsu Shih-121, ch. 273, f . 25b).
Also E. Icraft, Op. cit., p. 34. Cf. Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 10, f . 3 7 s
On this route see Sven Hedin, Southevn Tibet, vol. 111, pp. 38-39 and
58-61.
MBTJ, f . 116b.
He is called by various titles in the Tibetan sources; in his last years
nearly always he is styled LlaiCing BZitur. I prefer t o call him Kcan-ccen-nas,
also because of the Chinese transliteration I<cang-ch'i-nai @ @
. $$.
MBTJ, f . 117a.
The region of the lakes to the west and north-west of the Tengri-nor.

and have quartered themselves upon the trustirlg and misled
population, who provide them with supplies" . I
The mask was off. Though a tactical surprise had been impossible
because of the enormous distances to he crossed, the strategical
surprise was complete. Lajang had been caught entirely unprepared. He was by now an easy-going old man addicted to drink;
he tried to rise to the occasion, but though he could fight and die
like a hero, all his dispos'tions during this campaign display a
lamentable lack of forethought and decision. He had just arrived
at his favourite pastures in 'Dam (June 1717).~His second son
Surja was just back from Kukunor, where he had married a girl
of a princely family, and was celebrating the wedding in the company of his father. As soon as the Khan heard the news, he sent a
party under his Mongol officer ASitaI3 to reconnoitre and to discover the intentions of the newcomers. On the banks of the gNammts'o (Tengri-nor), ASita had a brush with Dsungar advanced
units, and was able to ascertai and to report to the Khan that
a large hostile army was before them. Lajang Khan ordered P'olha-nas to issue immediately written orders for the mobilization
of the levies of dBus and gTsan and to go down to Lhasa to organize
them. P'o-lha-nas carried out his task very quickly and was able to
join again Lajang Khan in a short time. The Tibetan troops, infantry and cavalry, assembled with remarkable swiftness and were
soon concentrated in 'Dam.4 Along with these military preparations,
Lajang Khan wrote to his friend the Chinese emperor, informing
him that the Dsungar armv had arrived in Tibet on 4/VII =
August ~ o t h ,1717, after having pillaged the Po-mu-pao &*B
clans in Nag-tscan,and that Cering Donduk was advancing against
.

MBTJ, f. 117b. cf. K. A n n . , p. 439 (transl. p. 46).
Desideri, in MITN, The above quoted letter of Fr. Domenico da Fano
June 26th, 1717. Desideri's account more or less agrees with the MBTJ's
narrative. According to him Lajang went to 'Dam believing the false
report of his son's return. While engaged in preparations for ithe feast,
he was warned of the impending surprise by his younger son arriving in all
the same account was current among
haste from I<ukunor. -Nearly
the Dsungars. Veselovskij, Posol'stvo k Zjungarskomu khuntaiii Cevan
rabtanu kapitana ot artillerii Ivana LTnkovskago, in Zapiski Imp. Russ.
G e o g ~ .Ob.?testzlcl, po otdelenijzt etltograf?i, X, 2 (18871, p. 1 9 1 .
K . A n n . , p. 439 (transl. p. 46).
M B T J , f . 118a.

him.' Incomprehensibly, he did not apply for help, and even left
the emperor in uncertainty about his real intentions towards the
Dsungars. I shall relate later the measures taken by the Chinese ; but
when Lajang Khan applied a t last for Chinese intervention,
events moved too swiftly; when his letter reached the emperor after
a long delay during the and month (March) of 1718, its sender had
already been dead for about three months. At the same time the
Khan tried to shield himself behind, or a t least to obtain the mediation of the head of the Church ; not his discredited puppet, but the
revered and respected Pan-c'en. He summoned him to his headquarters in 'Dam, where he was to try the possibility of negotiations.2
The Dsungars had not been able able to follow up their initial advantage. They needed a short spell of rest after their terrible march
through Byan-t'an. They had suffered serious losses from the hardships of the journey, and had arrived in Nag-ts'an in a state of com.~
Lajang Khan's position was worse
plete e x h a ~ s t i o nNevertheless
than theirs. His own Q6Sots seem to have been little more than a
handful of men.4 What Tibetan troops had been able to join him
in a desperate hurry were, it is true, fairly numerous ; but they were
not to be trusted beyond a certain point, owing to the avowed
hostility of the lamas to Lajang Khan. Only superior generalship
would have equalized the chances; and this was sadly lacking.
P'o-lha-nas, with a clever appraisal of the situation, had selected
a strong defensive position : a mountain called K'u-'dus, dominating
the countryside and easily defended by a few men. He suggested
to the Khan that a company of matchlockmen should occupy
the K'u-'dus. But he found himself opposed by T'ar-pa Erke
, ~ old Mongol who belittled
Taiji, Lajang Khan's f a t h e r - i n - l a ~an
Haenisch, Eroberung von Tibet, p. 211 ( = Shtng-ls?~Shih-124, ch. 273,
f . 23a-b). According to the A z P C , I . 277b, they arrived in Nag-tsCan on
IO/VII = August 16th.
AzPC, f. 287a-b.
Report t o the emperor by Lobjang Danjin, \].?o6ot prince of ICultunor.
Haenisch, pp. 214-215 ( = Shtng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 274, f f . zob-21a).
The army with which in 1705 Lajang Khan marched on Lhasa included
only 500 Mongol soldiers. dPag-bsam-ljon-bzari, parts 1-11, p. 165.
The Jesuit Fathers in China calculated Lajang Khan's army a t 20,000 ;
Du Halde, IV, 464. This number seems rather exaggerated.
Lajang Khan's wife JerinraSi, from whom he had two sons (C'Talclan
I)anjin and Surja), had died in I 708 ; MBTJ, f . X8a, and cf. Fr. 1)omenico
da Fano in MITN, 111, p. 8. In 1713 he was still a. widower; Fr. IJonienico
I

these new-fangled ideas and insisted on the time-honoured manner
of Mongol cavalry fighting in the plain. The other members of
the council ranged themselves on his side.' Nevertheless P'o-lhanas's advice was sound. Lajang Khan, whose army consisted for the
greater part of Tibetan infantry, was hoplelessly outclassed in the
cavalry. A strong defensive position would give him a chance to use
his slow-firing matchlockmen with advantage against the Dsungar
cavalry, which was still very poorly provided with fire-arms; the
Chinese had done so with briiliant success at Joo-mod0 in 1696. The
Swede Renat had begun his activity as gunmaker and cannon-,
founder with the Dsungars in 1716 onlyI2so that we may infer that
Cering Donduk's army was still armed for the greater part in the
traditional fashion. But Lajang Khan was not a great leader; he
wavered and put off his decision till the Dsungars advanced towards
'Dam and occupied the K'u-'dus, while the QGSots remained encamped in their beloved pastures; as bad a situation as could be
imagined for an army reduced to the d e f e n ~ i v e . ~
A council was finally assembled, and decided to accept battle.
The fighting opened with a general volley of musketry, then the
troops charged, and fighting at close quartes became general. At a
certain moment some of Lajang Khan's units gave way, and P'o-lhanas, who was then a sort of adjudant of the Khan, was sent to rally
the fugitives, which he did with full success. The fight fizzled out
without results, and each side returned to their encampment^.^
The Khan highly commended P'o-lha-nas for his valour and
appointed him a commander ( d p u n gi k'a lo pa) in his army. I t was
a right decision to take, but unfortunately it came too late, as the military situation had already worsened after the missed occupation
of the fine positions in the hills.
The lack of cohesion and low fighting value Lajang Khan's
troops was glaringly shown shortly afterwards. 0-rori-pa, a Kon-po
officer, had marched all night in order to occupy a hill in the rear
da Fano, loc. cit. I n that year or shortly afterward he married a daughter
of I<'u-k'ul Erke Taiji, a Toryud descended from AyuSi Khan, who had
settled among the Dsungars and thence had come to Tibet. Pco-lha-nas
acted as go-between on that occasion; M B T J , f . 98b.
M B T J , f. 118b-11ga.
On Renat see Sven Hedin, Soutltel~nTibet, vol. I , pp. 253-261.
W B T J , f . 119b.
M B T J , f . 12oa-b. The encounter took place on I/VIII; A z P C , f . 27ga.

of the Usungar camp. But some traitors in Lajang Khan's army
had sent word of the move t o the Dsungars, with the resultat that
0-rod-pa found the hill (which he believed deserted) occupied
by the Dsungars, and was shot down by a sudden volley while
ascending the slopes. His fall utterly demoralized the Tibetan
troops from ~ a g s - r o nDvags-po
,
and Kon-pol who began plotting
to lav down arms. P'o-lha-nas, being appointed their new commander, succeeded however in averting the plot and keeping the
troops together. Although the MBTJ is silent on this point, wc
know from Desideri that there was a real conspiracy among some
of Lajang Khan's ministers, which was discovered by the vigilance
of prince Surja. "The traitors were seized and the whole plan of
battle altered owing to letters and preconcerted signals found in
their possession. Thus king Laj ang Khan with his small force gained
a complete victory and was able to occupy a position commanding
the road to Lhasa, and cutting the enemy's communications with
any rebels inside the cityH.lGiorgi too speaks of the Dsungars being
defeated a t No-c'u-dkar (sic), and of their half-starved condition,
because of which they were even thinking of retreat; he gives also
the names of the traitors, who sided with the Dsungars, as Datses
(sTag-rtse-pa, on whom see later) and Glag-sgya-ri (the chief of
Lha-rgya-ri).2This "complete victory" is a n obvious exaggeration
of the good Father who felt a good deal of sympathy for Lajang
Khan. The MBTJ makes it clear that there was no single great battle, but several encounters drawn out 017er a lengthy period. And the
Khan himself, in a letter to the emperor, stated that in these fights
there was neither winner nor defeated.3 He had simply succeeded
in stopping for the moment the advance of the enemy, which in itself
was no mean achievement.
But a serious fact had come to light in the meantime. The troops
from Central Tibet (from dBu-ru and gYu-ru in dBus, from gYas-ru
and Ru-lag in gTsan, from Byar, Dvags-po and Koii-po), and also
some Turks, had been deeply infected by the clever Dsungar propaganda, which was more or less along these lines: "We do not come
to fight you in support of the enemies of Lajang Khan; we are
Desideri, I n MITN, VI, p. 48.
Giorgi, p. 334. All t h e names in Tibetan script t o be founcl in Giorgi
are not original, b u t reconstructed from the Italian transcription, often
\\.rongly. They are therefore t o be used with the utmost caution.
W ~ a e n i s c h ,pp. 219-220 ( = ShBng-tszr Shih-111, ch. 277, f . r j h ) .

simply cooperating with prince 1)aieing QoSiiEi (Cayan Uanjin) who
supported by an army, is bringing the rightful Dalai-Lama from the
Kukunor lake to the masterless and defenceless Tibetans. As we
have in mind only your welfare, it would be better to become friends
and t o return each to his own country". Upon a soil so well prepared
by the whispering propaganda issuing from the great monasteries
of dBus, it is no wonder that this seed took root and prospered.
Only P'o-lha-nas, the higher officers of the dBus and gTsai1 troops,
the Mongol ASita and some soldiers from southern Tibet remained
loyal.l
On one of the following days Lajang Khan's troops, with P'o-lhanas and 'Bunl-t'an-pa at their head, tried a desperate assault on the
enemy camp ; they suffered heavy losses, including 'Bum-t 'an-pa,
but the Dsungars were pressed so far back, that P'o-lhas-nas could
send word to the Khan that a charge well pressed home by him personally would achieve the rout of the enemy. Lajang Khan tried to
lead forward his household troops, but was held back by his son Surja.
T'ar-pa Erke Taiji and his officers. The charge did not materialize,
and P'o-lha-nas's men, unsupported, were driven back. From this
time onward the break between Tibetans and Q6Sots in Lajang
Khan's army was ~ o m p l e t eP. ~
'0-lha-nas however, continued leading
his men and exposing himself bravely all the time, till a t last he was
wounded in the legs; nevertheless he refused to quit the army as
advised by his friend^.^
All these events had taken a considerable time, which was employed by the clergy, preoccupied by the devastations of the war,
in an attempt at mediation. Bv order of the Pan-c'en, who was
then in the Q6Sot camp, the K'ri Rin-po-c'e, other leading monks
and the nobleman sTag-rtse-pa tried to bring about an armistice,
to avoid a further shedding of Buddhist blood ; but, as was to be
expected, the attempt failed.4
Weak and divided as it was, Lajang Khan's ramshackle arnlj*
had succeeded in holding back the Dsungars for more than two
months. But the resistance in 'Dam could not be protracted. The
Dsungars bore down from the hills "like a cauldron rolling do\vn
a slope" and forced the troops of Lajang Khan back step by step

*

MBTJ, ff. 1 2 1 a - ~ r r a .
MBTJ, i f . 12ra-124;t.
M U T I , I.r q b
..32PC, f . z7ga-b.
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towards Lhasa. I t was clear that nothing more could be done in the
plains of 'Dam, and the officers of the Khan advised him to throw
himself into the capital, to hold the fortresses of dBus-gTsan, and
to wait for the hoped-for succour from China and the Kukunor
princes. P'o-lha-nas opposed the proposal on the ground that to
pen up the army in Lhasa would mean to ruin it materially and
morally and to make it unfit for field service. He suggested that
prince Surja should hold Lhasa with a strong garrison, and that
the Khan himself should keep the field with the main forces,
harassing the enemy. The plan was sound; but once again the advice
of the officers prevailed, and in the first half of November Lajang
Khan with the whole army retreated into Lhasa, where the Pan-c'en
had preceded him by a few days.1 According t o Desideri the retreat
was due to the impossibility of holding the field in winter, because
'Dam, "open to the north, was swept by icy and violent winds in
winter". I t may be that climatic reasons contributed t o the retreat,
but the fact was that the military position in 'Dam was no longer
tenable.
Shortly before, Lhasa had been fortified by Lajailg Khan with
stout walls and a deep moat.2 These fortifications were in the pink
of conditions and were still being strengthened. There was a large
garrison, reinforced by troops summoned from the outlying districts
of Tibet, and now by the whole QGSot armv. The Pan-c'en was
in Lhasa, and his presence gave moral support t o the troops.
Last but not least, Lajang Khan had by now realized the seriousness of the situation and had at last grudgingly consented to request Chinese i n t e r ~ e n t i o n .I~t seemed thus that he could wait
with composure of mind for the arrival of the Chinese army. But
while all material factors were in his favour, they were set at nought
by the moral cancer which ate up his army and his administration.
The army had been reorganized and their regular commandel-s
were subordinated to trusted and speciallv appointed officers of the
Khan. Thus the sons of 0-roli-pa and 'Bum-t'an-pa, who led tl-re
dBus and Kon-po troops, received as inspector the Mongol dPa'MBI'J, f . 126a-b. The Pal!-c'en arrived in Lhasa on 8/X Novemhe~-clth ;
A z P C , 280a.
W B ? ' J , f . 127a. I)csicleri, in ;1.117'1\T, \'1,
48 11. 40.
W ~ a e n i s c h ,p. 2.20 ( = Shing-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 277, f . 2311).

rtul-can Durai Taiji.1 bsam-grub-gliii-pa and bKra-hi~-rtse-pa,~
commanders of the gTsan troops, were placed under the order of
P'o-lha-nas; this division was encamped in the southern section of
Lhasa, in the gardens on the hanks of thc sKyid-c'u (Kichu).'
But the troops were utterly demoralized and their loyalty more
than suspect. P'o-lha-nas suggested therefore that Lajang Khan
and his army should leave Lhasa and reach the Kukunor region by
a detour through K'ams; thence they could march back to Lhasa
with Chinese help. But to this Lajang Khan's pride rebelled.
Old and slothful he might be, but he was no coward. In a spirited
speech, a fine piece of eloquence, he turned down P'o-lha-nas's suggestion. He remembered his ancestors and their proud deeds; their
descendant could not flee away like this. Better to die, dragging to
death with him some of the enemies. His forefather GuSri Khan had
defeated such foes as Coytu Khan15Be-re KhanlWuSuqtu Khan,'
king gTsan-pale the regent Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o; if the ancestral
blood was still running in his veins, he would yet defeat his enemiesg
After Lajang Khan's retreat, Cering Donduk had stopped
where he was for about ten days, waiting for the arrival of the
division which had the task of rescuing the Dalai-Lama and bringing
him to Nag-c'u-k'a. But soon he was bitterlv disappointed. That
division had been defeated and destroyed by the Chinese; and the
Dalai-Lama was still held confined in SKU-'bum.1°I t was a terrible
This is apparently identical with the Da-la Taiji of the K. Ann., p. 439;
(transl. p. 46) ; he was a son of dPa'-bo Tiigiis Jaisang, who had led the centre
division of the Qo8ot army in 1705 and who is still mentioned in 1707 and
1713; AzPC, 241b, 261a.
bSam-grub-glin-pa is mentioned for the first time in c. 1706 as a commander of the Ran troops, and appears in the same quality a t the time of
P'o-lha-nas's wedding; MBTJ, f f . 57b and 71b.
On bh'ra-Sis-rtse-pa see later, p. 55.
MBTJ, f . 127a.
Chahar prince, defeated by Guiri Khan in 1637.
Ruler of Ii'ams, defeated and executed by GuSri Khan in 1641.
I cannot identify this adversary of GuGri Khan.
"<arms-bstan-skyon, ruler of gTsaii, defeated by GuSri Khan in 1642.
MBTJ, f f . 1r7b-1r8b.
l o Mongol document translated by \V. Heissig in ZDMG 1954, p. 408;
Desideri, in MITN, VI, pp. 49-50; Giorgi, p. 334. I t is odd that the expedition
against SKU-'bum should be ignored by the Chinese, Manchu and Tibetan
tests. 13robably its significallce was unnoticed by the Chinese. n-ho classed
it as one of the usual frontier raids.

"

blow to the whole enterprise; it cut a t its very root. The I)sungars
had started for Tibet with the avowed intention of dominating
the country and the other Lamaist lands through the Dalai-Lama.
That hope was now shattered, and they could no longer count
upon the support of the Yellow Church, which had beell so effective
till now. If the Dalai-Lama was with the Chinese, the Dsungars
had to take into account, sooner or later, the actual hostility of the
lamas, who would be very happy to have a pretext for returning
to their traditional pro-Chinese tendencies. I t would become very
difficult, as later events proved, to hold Tibet against the Tibetans
and the superior Chinese forces. But what was he to do ? Retreat
under these circumstances would have been disastrous. He tried
the bolder way, to take Lhasa by storm and to keep Tibet in subjection by sheer terror, a program which was carried out to the
letter, as we shall see. Of course, the support of the lamas had to be
exploited as long as possible. To this end, Cering Donduk gave
out that the SKU-'bumdivision had been victorious and was joining
him soon, carrying with them the rightful Dalai-Lama. Having
thus encouraged his soldiers and secured the further support of the
Church, Cering Donduk marched on Lhasa.
At daybreak of the 21st November,l the Dsungars drew near
Lhasa, halted just out of gun range, and separated into four
divisions, which encamped on the four sides of the town, establishing thus its blockade. Cering Donduk himself remained to the
northern side of Lhasa near Se-ra monastery. The Dsungars were
enthusiastically greeted by the monks of the three great monasteries,
who brought them food, arms and ammunition; a number of the
younger monks equipped as soldiers joined the army, thus considerably increasing its number^.^ The blockade of Lhasa was
organized as follo\vs : to the eastern side, the Dsungars encamped
on the banks of the sKyid-c'u ; to the northern side, on the desert
plains of Gron-smad, Grva-bii etc. ; to the western side, on the
slopes of sKye-ts'al Klu-sdins; to the southern side, the Dsungars
lost some time on their march round the city and did not complete
Desideri's date. The AzPC has r7/X, corresyo~~cling
t o c. November 1~1th.
VT)esideri, in MITN, VI, pp. 50 n . S T . Tibetan verslon o f this in 14z?PC
f . r8oa.
Dabchi in M'adtlell's sketch o f the environs of T,has;~;it is the cmplitcelnent of the parade grounds t o the north o f the to\vn. The other names are
difficult t o identify.
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the ring for a few days. Giorgi (p. 335) tells us that on the 25th.
upon a signal given by traitors inside the town, an attack was
launched against the eastern sector; it was repulsed by P'o-lha-nas.
This attack is mentioned in no other source, and is probably a
duplicate of the events of the 30th. due to a misunderstanding by
Giorgi or his informants.
In a few days the Dsungars completed their military preparations
outsice the city, and agreed on a definite plan of action with their
friends inside. When all was ready, after midnight on the 30th of
November 1717 the Dsungars attacked Lhasa on all sides. In
the southern sector, P'o-lha-nas was no longer sure of his men.
Shortly before the attack, he had discovered treasonable correspondence with the enemy. Letters were passing to and fro between the
Dsungars and his close friend bKra-Sis-rtse-pa. He had hushed up
the affair by putting to death the man who carried the letters;
he wished neither to denounce his friend, nor to betray Lajang
Khan, to whom he owed so much. In these conditions he left most
of his men behind and sallied forth against the Dsungars only with
some trusted men of his personal retinue. By his surprise counterattack, he succeeded in throwing the enemy into confusion and
driving them back as far as SKU-'bum-t'an ( ?). In the nothern
sector the Dsungars from the Grva-bii plain attacked the Pa-tagSa-du~igate. They were helped from the inside by some partisans
of theirs, headed by the Mongol minister (yabulun, Tib. bka'-blon)
Sa-ydurjab (P'yag-rdor-skyabs) and by the Tibetan Taiji rNam-rgyal.
For a short while neither these nor the Dsungars outside could make
any impression on the gate, which, if weakly defended, was very
strongly barricaded and difficult to smash in. In many other places
in the town, several officersand dignitaries of Lajang Khan had been
in correspondence with the enemy, and has sent them word of everything that happened in the city; now, as soon as the Dsungar attack
began, they fired a few shots and then abandoned their posts, thus
increasing the confusioll which was already spreading in the city.
A Dsungar lama revolted, occupied some districts of the city and
went over to the Dsungars. Everywhere, ladders were being let down
from the battlements, to enable the Dsungars to scale the walls.
The western gate was thrown open by the commandant of the
Desideri's date. The ABPC has 2g/X, corresponding to December 1st.
So also the Dad pa% )dnb brgya,, f . 36b.

gate-guard. No wonder that the defence collapsed very soon; we
nlay even say that there was no defence at all, except in the southern
sect0r.l
The fight, or rather the massacre, raged during the whole night.
Lajang Khan, in spite of his brave words, had lost his head and
illstead of placing himself a t the head of his troops, had taken refuge
in the Potala. P'o-lha-nas had come into the town to report t o
Lajang Khan the successful repulse of the attack in his sector.
When the Dsungars broke into the city, he was in the P'un-ts'ogsrab-brtan-dpal-'byor, or Palj or-rabtan p a l a ~ e .At
~ once panic
broke out around him. The defenceless people ran hither and thither
like frightened cattle. The palace was crowded with clerks and officials of Lajang Khan, a panic-striken rabble. Some Mongol girls filled the air with their shrieks and wails. Amidst this terrible scene of
confusion, P'o-lha-nas left the palace with a small retinue, to try
to find his way to Lajang Khan. On his way, in the ward called
rGya-'bum-sgan he had an encounter with about 15 Dsungar
horsemen, whom he put to flight. But as he saw that it was impossible to get through, he went back to the gardens in the south of the
city, from where, in the meantime, his troops had vanished dispersing themselves. Serious fighting, if there had been any, was soon
over. At dawn the Dsungars were masters of the city, and Cering
Donduk was conductedin triumph to the K'rom-gzigs-k'an place. As
soon as he was installed there, he gave permission to his troops to
sack the town. Savage scenes ensued; the monks who had joined
the invaders became the most greedy and cruel robbers. The houses
were looted, including those belonging to men who had actively
helped the entry of the Dsungars into the town ; even the temples
and monasteries of the sacred city were not spared. People were
mercilessly tortured in order to compel them to disgorge their
wealth. Even the Capuchin friars suffered from the sack. They were
stripped of everything, even of the robes and the drawers which
The Prefect of t h e Capuchin Mission, who was a n eye-witness, rightly
sums u p the elrents ~ I Ithe following words: The n s u ~ l g a r stoolc 1,hasa by
dint of intelligence inside t h e town, b u t with little force outside. Above
quoted letter of F r . nomenico d a Fano, dated I,hasa, May zgth, 1718, in
MITN, I , p. 109.
On this palace see S. Ch. Das, Journey, pp. 198-199. I t is the "lodging
house for Tashilhunpo people" (n. 10) in t h e plan of 1,hasa in Waddell.
L. A. Waddell, Lhclsa and its I I Z ~ J S ~ P Y ~ P1,ondon
S,
1005, plan of T , I ~ ~ s ; L
facing p. 331, n. 32.
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they wore on their bodies ; they were flogged with horsewhips till
blood ran from their backs, in order to make them reveal where
they had concealed their m0ney.l Ilesideri escaped this fate, because at that time he resided in Se-ra; but he lost all his belongings
which he had left in the city. The sack, which its trail of dreadful
suffering, lasted for three d a y s 2
P'o-lha-nas was still bent on rejoining Lajang Khan. He threw
away his arms and rich clothes, donned the dress of a man of the
people, and set out on foot. On his way he saw a detachment of
Tibetan troops of the feudatory chiefs of 'Od-gsal-lha-rigs in Klusbugs and of the Bya-pa myriarchI3numbering about 500, abjectly
terrorized and cringing, being led away be a few lance-brandishing
Dsungars. His blood boiled over at the shameful spectacle, and he
snatched a t a lance in order to attack the Dsungars. He was held
back in the nick of time by two old friends, Bon-rigs Nag-dbari-hdec'en and bKra-Sis-rtse-pa (already mentioned). Thev entreated him
to take care of himself; he had done enough for Lajang Khan,
and it was useless getting himself killed for nothing. Owing to the
awful turmoil in the streets of the looted city, it was clearly impossible t o reach the Potala, and P'o-lha-nas gave \Yay to his
friends and went back with them to the inner city. Shortly afterwards he left it, and repaired to 'Bras-spuns monastery. But he
was still loth to given up every hope. He bought a good horse and two
mules, as the first step to a project of his. He hoped that Lajang
Khan would be able to hold out for a while in the Potala; in the
meantime, he would hasten away to meet the army of the hlongol
chief Dayan Qungtaiji * which was rumoured to be on the march
Above quoted letter of Fr. 1)omenico da Fano, dated Lhasa, RIay zgth,
1718.
The above account of the blockade, storm and sack of Lhasa is based
on M B T J , ff. 128b-13ob; A z P C , f . 280b; Haenisch, p. 225 ( = Siting-tsu
Shih-lu, ch. 277, f . 23b); Fan-pzt yao-liieh, ch. 17, f f . 15b-16a; the Bolziv toli
quoted by W . Heissig, in ZDMG 1954, p. 398; Desideri, in M I T N , \'I,
pp. 50-52. Cf. also A. Giorgi, Alphabetzll~tTibetanzrm, pp. 335-336.
On the Bya-pa myriarchy, which was to the south-west of Yar-kluns,
see Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scvolls, pp. 613-614.
Dayan Qungtaiji was a QdSot chief of Kukunor. In 1697 he had traveled
to Peking; K. A n n . , p. 438 (transl. p. 43). In 1713 he took part along with
the imperial troops in a campaign against the Dsungars; K. Ann., y . 439
(transl. p. 45). In 1716 he came again to court and was appointed beile and
psrainount chief on the Kukunor QoSots; Fan-pzb j~ao-liieh, ch. 10, f . 34b.

froln the Kukunor towards Lhasa; he would act as a guide to thenl,
But events moved too quickly, and soon he heard of Lajang Khan's
sad end, which showed a glamour that all his life had lacked.'
Lajang Khan, shut in the Potala, recovered his balance of
mind and took stock of the situation. The Potala, as rebuilt by
the Fith Dalai-Lama, was a strong palace, not a fortress. At the
best, it could only resist for some days more. But there was no
chance of timely succour from any side whatsoever. Negotiations
with the Dsungars had been tried by the only authority in Tibet
who could command their respect ; on the day after the fall of
Lhasa the Pan-c'en held a parley with the Dsungars in order
to save the life of the Khan. But they requested an unconditional
surrender, and he fully knew what this meant; thus this attempt
too failedS2The inevitable end was bound t o be the storming of the
Potala and the wholesale massacre of its inmates. The old Khan
stoically decided on a course of self-sacrifice. I n order to avoid
the extermination of all his family and attendants, he decided to
sally out of the Potala and to die fighting, keeping the enemies as
much and as long occupied as he could. I n the meantime his son
Surja would lead out the inmates of the Potala and effect their
escape northwards. And once he had taken his last decision, he stuck
to it ; in vain his people tried to detain him. On the 11x1 = December
3rd) the Khan came out through the gate of the walled dependency
on the eastern side of the Potala, followed only by the Mongol Blobzan-c'os-'p'el, and rode away on the road t o the Klu-sbugs
district. The flight was soon discovered, and the Dsungars hastened
in pursuit. The fugitives reached a deep ditch with a double palisade,
at which the Khan's horse took fright, and instead of jumping the
ditch it fell down with its rider. The Dsungars attacked the small
party, which held them at bay with matchlock fire, till the ammunition gave out. Then the Dsungars charged down on them. The
two officers continued to defend themselves using their matchlocks
He died in 1715; Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 10, f . 38b. Listed by I-'. Pelliot, Notes
critiques d'histoire kalnzouke, Paris 1960, Tableau gdnCalogiqne 11, n. 2 I 3.
M B T J , f f . 13ob-131a.
A z P C , f . r8ob.
"ha-201; this terms indicates "a village or collection of abodes belo~v
or belonging to a monastery; thus a t the base of the Potaln in Lhasa is a
large group of houses and huts styled the 201 or sde-kol of t h e l'otala".
S. Ch. Das, Tibetan-English Dictionary, p. 1077a

as clubs, till at last they were cut down. The Dsungars then crowded
on the exhausted Khan, without recognizing him. He defended
himself valiantly, wounding and killing several of his at tackers ;
with a last stroke he cut off the right arm of the nearest man, then
he fell dead.1
The fate of Lajang Khan's family may be briefly told here. Prince
Surja was in command of a division of 3000 men, who at once melted
away. What followed is narrated in a highly romantic strain by
Desideri. Surja, the chief minister Targum Trekscij and general
Ton-drup-zze-ring (Don-grub-ts'e-rin) had broken through the
Dsungar lines, killing many of them and getting safely away. In
the middle of the night they reached the home of sTag-rtse-pa,
the Tibetan governor of sKyid-Sod. In the hope of reward by the
enemy (and rewarded indeed he was most handsomely), sTag-rtsepa by an act of the blackest treachery handed over his guests to
the Dsungars. Lajang Khan's wife and youngest son Ts'e-brtan,
who was only 3-4 years old, had not been able to leave the Potala
and had been taken by the Dsungars. The Pan-c'en, who too
was in the Potala, was able to save their lives for the moment,
by dint of entreaties and reproaches to Cering Donduk, who had
once been his pupil at bKra-Sis-lhun-po. They were all imprisoned,
except general Ton-drup-zze-ring, who was set free because he was
a Dsungar by birth. The Dsungars sacked the Potala in the most
thorough manner, even desecrating the tomb of the Fifth DalaiLama. As they knew that the greatest part of Lajang Khan's
treasure had been entrusted to the chief minister Targum Treescij
they put him to the torture, without being able to overcome his
stubborn loyalty. Seeing all his efforts to be useless, Cering Donduk
sent his prisoners to Dsungaria. On the road, the party was attacked by the faithful Ton-drup-zze-ring; he succeeded in freeing
the chief minister, who escaped to mNa'-ris; but he was killed in a
vain attempt to rescue Lajang Khan's far nil^.^
This account of Lajang Khan's end is based on MBTJ, ff. 131a-132b;
A z P C , f . 281a; the Biography of the 48th K4.i Rin-Po-cce,f. gb; and Desideri,
in M I T N , VI, pp. 53-56.
According to Desideri, Ton-drup-zze-ring, a man of Dsungar origin,
was the peacetime commander-in-chief of Lajang Khan's army; it was he
who received the Jesuit missionary on his arrival in March I 716 ; MITlV, V,
p. 184.
Desideri, in M I T N , VI, pp. 56-64.

Desideri's tale is a fine school example of loyalty unto death; but
most probably it is a fiction. Neither the chief minister Targum
Treescij, nor general Ton-trup-zze-ring, nor his heroic attempt at
rescue are known to the Tibetan, Chinese, Manchu or Mongol texts;
and, in the case of the chief minister, the narrative runs counter to
the ascertained facts, as we shall see later (pp. 62-63).
So much is sure, Lajang Khan's widow, her son Tsce-brtan and
prince Surja were seized treacherously by sTag-rtse-pa, handed
over to the Dsungars and sent to Ili, where they arrived in July
1718.1 Only Surja's wife, wo had fled by another route, succeeded in
reaching the Manchu outposts in the Tsaidam region, where she
gave to the imperial officers an account of the events in Lhasa.2
Surja remained in Ili and died there in 1743.~His three sisters
(daughters of Lajang Khan by JerinraSi), were also brought to Ili,
and one of them was t o be married to Cewang Arabtan's second son
Lobjang Sono. But the eldest son Galdail Cering, the future ruler
of the Dsungars, helped her to elope and took her as his
Tsce-brtan, who in 1717 was but a child, lived in Ili till he was
liberated by the Chinese in 1755 and settled in Chahar. I n 1783 he inherited the title of duke (fu-kuo kung) from the line of Surja, which
had become extinct. He died in his turn in 1784.~The descendants of
the last Q6Sot Khan of Tibet are living even now in Chahar.
As for the Q6Sot ruling class in Tibet, they were always few in
number and their power was broken forever in 1717.' NO QOSot
played a part in Tibetan history after that year.8
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 10, f . 37a-b, and ch. 17, f . 16a; Hnenisch, pp. 225-226
( = Sh2ng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 279, f . za-b); E. Kraft, Zuvn Dsungarenk~/ieg
irn 18. Jahrhundert, p. 43; W. Heissig, in ZDMG 1954, pp. 404-405, 407.
Haenisch, pp. 222-226 ( = Sh2ng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 278, f f . 19b-zob)
In 1731 the Dsungars proposed to restore him as ruler of Tibet; but
nothing came of the attempt; see later p. 166.
Funeral rites were held a t Lhasa in that year; L 7 D L , f . 303b.
E. Kraft, o p . c i t . , p. 85.
Hsi-yii tcung-w&n-cl~ih,
ch. 24, f f . zb-3a; Fan-pu yao-liieh, piao 4, f . 3b.
Cf. Fan-pu-yao-liieh, ch. 17, f. 26b, and Lon ba'i dvnigs bu, p. 178.
' At the end of 1718 the Dsungar commanders in Tibet received from
their ruler the order to arrest and deport to Dsungaria all the former officials
of Lajang Khan; no difference was made between Q6Sots and Tibetans.
However, the Pan-ccen succeeded, by dint of serious representations, in
obtaining the countermanding of the order. A z P C , f f . 287a-b and 28gb-zgoa.
"or
more particulars about 1,ajang Khan's family and the QdSot ministers
and generals see T,. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc., pp. 278-279.

CHAPTER FOUlC

DSUNGAR OCCUPATION AND TIBETAN IiISINGS
The corlquest of Tibet had been mainly due to the masterly
diplomacy and military organization of king Cewang Arabtan.
Cering Donduk had not shown, nor was to show in future, any outstanding qualities as a general, as far as we call judge, but he
had faithfully and successly carried out the difficult task allotted
to him. The failure of the unnamed commander of the expedition
to SKU-'bum, though of no consequence from the military point
of view, had jeopardised the ultimate success of the enterprise;
but he was in no way responsible for this. Now, after the fall of
Lhasa and the death of Lajang Khan, he found himself confronted
with the task of organizing his conquest. The situation was by no
means rosy. His army was small and tired, and its original Dsungar
kernel had undoubtedly been diminished by the terrible march
and the hard fighting. His Tibetan levies were not to be depended
upon. He was in deep disagreement with his chief lieutenant
Sanji, a disagreement which was known even to the Chinese and
lasted till Sanji's return to Dsungaria in the 3rd month of 1719.~
Thus far, the Dsungars held only Lhasa and parts of Central Tibet.
The situation in the rest of the country can be summarized thus:
Western Tibet was for the monlent politically a no man's land,
soon be t o galvanized into active resistance by K'ari-c'en-nas and
P'o-lha-nas; K'ams was practically independent of Lhasa under its
great lamas, and Chinese political influence there was growing
stronger and stronger; Amdo and Kukunor were under the sway of
Mongol chieftains under Chinese suzerainty. Lajang Khan's government had collapsed, his ministers were dead or in flight. I t would
have been feasible to choose the new administration from among the
lamas only if the Dalai-Lama had been under Dsungar influence. But
the clergy had a t once found out that the Dalai-Lama was not in the
train of the invaders ; and what was going to be their reaction to this
-

The Dsungars seem to have formed only a smaller contingent (about
one third) of Cering Donduk's army. Cfr. Haenisch, pp. 215 ( = Shgng-tsu
Shih-lu, ch. 274, f . 20b) and 387 ( = Op. cit., ch. 284, f . 21b).
Haenisch, p. 392 ( = ShCnp-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 284, f . 22b).

discovery, was at once shown by the highest of them, the Pan-ccen,
Almost a t once, on 31x11 = January 4th, 1718, he had left for
bKra-Sis-lhun-pol where he arrived 17 days later.1 The Dsungars,
fervent Lamaists and self-styled defenders of the Yellow Church,
could certainly not detain him by force: but the fact showed that
the Pan-c'en was clearly dissociating himself from the new regime.
Cering Donduk found thus himself in a political vacuum. There
was absolutely no political party in the country, on which he could
rely. Even the aristocrats, anti-clerical and anti-Chinese as they
were, had been shocked and outraged by the sack of Lhasa, the
indiscriminate slaughter of the people and the barbarous treatment
of Lajang Khan's family. Cering Donduk's only way of governing
the country was military occupation, leaning only on superior force
and imposed by terror on the people.
At the centre he formed a puppet Tibetan government, headed
by Lha-rgyal-rab-brtan of sTag-rtse in Bye-riJ2called also the Taiji
the betrayer of the Q6Sot royal family.
of dGa'-ldan in ~I<yid-Sod,~
He is first mentioned with the title of tai? in 1678,~but his father
Zabs-drztri rDo-rje-rnam-rgyal was still alive in 1683.~The son must
have succeeded to the estate before 1697, in which year he first ap~
after he was appears with the title of s T a g - r t s e - n a ~ .Soon
pointed a high official ; he was certainly one a t the time of Lajang
Khan's coup in 170516; however, the title of minister (bkaJ-blon)is
never used with him, the usual style being simply sTag-rtse 5absd ~ u r iIn
. ~ any case, he was a man of age, authority and considerable
administrative experience. He had played an important part in the
abortive negotiations which took place in 'Dam on the initiative of
the Pan-c'e11, and perhaps it was on this occasion that he entered a
secret compact with the Dsungars. The author of the MBTJ, who
of course belonged to the opposite party, gives a repellent portrait
A z P C , ff. 281b and 283b.
Taktse-dsong on the right bank of the slcyid-ccu to the east of T,hasa.
" o n ba'i dmigs bu, p. 179. M R T J , f . 133a. He is the s;Lnle as the Ta-lcotsan of the Wei-tsang-tcu-chih, in J R A S 1891, p. 7 4 .
Life of the Fifth Dalai-Lama, Ga, f . 92a.
A z P C , f . 82a. He had been an official of Gu4ri K h a n and had executed
some works a t bSam-yas. [Guide of] The Sccmgle n~o~zastery
(ecl. T2olcesh
Chandra), New Delhi 1961, p. 63.
A z P C , f . 176b.
Life of the Sixth Dalai-Lama, f . 338b; A z P C , ff. 234" ancl 236b. He too
effected some repairs a t bSam-yas; T h e bSanz-yns nzonasteuy, p. 64.
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of him; he was heavy, with a skull-like white face, with hanging
jowls, toothless, with a staggering gait and an unclear and stammering speech. He received now the title of sa-skyon (Protector of the
Realm), but seems to have enjoyed little effective power.1 Every
measure taken by the Dsungars was endorsed by him, even those
which hurt the religious feeling of his countrymen.
Lajang Khan's puppet Dalai-Lama Nag-dban-ye-Ses-rgya-mts'o
was of course deposed, but allowed, as an act of grace and on the
intercession of the Pan-c'en, to return to the 1Cags-yo-ri as a simple
monk; he remained confined in that college. The Dalai-Lama of
SKU-'bum, though an absentee in the hands of the Chinese, was
proclaimed as the lawful head of the Tibetan Church.
After this reorganization of the administration, Cering Donduk
undertook the effective occupation of the country. He sent out
summons t o all provinces requesting the whole realm to pay
homage to him.2 dBus seems to have been soon cowed into submission by systematic raids of Dsungar troops starting from Lhasa.
The general policy that lay at the background of these raids was
inspired by the sGo-mans Bla-ma Blo-bzan-p'un-ts'ogs; it was a
a
of
clear-cut programme of persecution of the r R i n - ~ n a - ~school
Lamaism. Religious persecution was till then little known in Tibet;
the struggle between Reds and Yellows had been of a purely political
n a t ~ r e Now
. ~ these strangers from the north-west, more Lamaist
than the lamas, imported into Tibet a f ull-dress religious in tolerance
and persecution. All the images, statues and books of Padmasambhava were burnt.6 The monasteries of rNam-rgyal-glin and bSamldin were stormed, sMin-grol-glin was attacked, all of them rBinma-pa
centre^.^ The main centre of that sect, rDo-rje-brag, suffered
.-

The Raggzraglio of Fr. Gioacchino da Santa Anatolia (1746) says that
"although the Dsungars had appointed a Tibetan as king, it was they who
governed the country, much inore than the king appointed by them".
M I T N , 111, y. 214.
Already quoted letter of Fr. Domenico da Fano, dated Lhasa, May zgth,
1718, in M I T N , I, p. 109.
I<.A n n . , p. 440 (transl. p. 46). He was a Dsungar by birth ; MBTJ, f . 1 3 1 ~ .
But see some examples to the contrary cited by W. Heissig in Z D M G
19.51, p. 440.
Desideri, in M I T N , V I , pp. 159-162.
Re'u-mig (ed. Lokesh Chandra), p. 76; 1i. Ann.. p. 440 (transl. p. 46);
Bolur toli quoted b y \V. Heissig in ZD;1IG 1954, p. 398; Mongol document
cited ibid., pp. 409, 410; S. Ch. Das, Journey to L I ~ a s aand Centval Tibet,
pp. 186 and 306.
I

the same fate ; and its incarnate, the Bla-c'en, was killed.' The rNa.11~rgyal school (grva-ts'an) of bSam-gtan-glin in '01-k'a was exiled to
rTses-t'ah and then dispersed.Vhe abbot of Gun-t'an was driven
from his see.3 Even the Bon-po sanctuary of Ri-rgyal ,&en-dar was
pillaged.4 Of course the countryside too suffered heavily of these
raids, as the Dsungars scoured it for food and fuel and behaved like
a raiding horde, not like occupation troops. One lasting consequence
of their activity was the complete denudation of the Lhasa district;
all the trees in it were cut for fuel by the Dsungars, and the Chinese,
who came after them, completed their work by digging up even the
rook5
But if by these means the Dsnngars intended to gain the support
of the Yellow Church, they were soon disappointed. As soon as the
lamas found out that the Dalai-Lama was still a t Hsining, the
Dsungars had played out with them. The bratal looting of the
rnin-ma-pa monasteries merely fanned their rising hostility against
the conqueror. They had also to suffer from the puritan airs which
the Dsungars gave themselves. The Mongols undertook even to
reestablish discipline in the dGe-lug-pa monasteries, by driving
out of them the laymen and those among the lamas, whose virtue
and learning were not above doubt.6 This tactless interference
soon bore its fruits.'
The regime of terror set u p by the Dsungars in Lhasa grew worse
and worse with the passing of time. On this we have the unimpeachable witness of the Capuchiils: the Dsungars "during the whole of
1718 did nothing but practise unheard- of atrocities on the people
of the kingdom". The missionaries had stuck to their post in Lhasa
.---

K . A n n . , p. 441 (transl. p. 46) ; W. Heissig in ZDMG 1954, p. 405.
dPag-bsam-ljon-bza?i, parts 1-11, p. 315.
Biography of the 50th Kcri Rin-po-cce (vol. Nu of the collection), i. gb.
S. Ch. Das, J o u r n e y , p. 2 7 2 .
Rnggunglio of Fr. Gioacchino cla S. Anatolia, in M I T N , 111, pp. 2 3 2 - 2 3 3 .
Letter of Fr. Domenico da Fano, Lhasa, May 29th, 1718, in M I T N , I,
p. 110. K. A n n . , p. 440 (transl. p. 46). Atongo1 document translated by
FIT.Heissig, in ZDlVIG 1954, p p 405 and 410.
According to Desicleri, the Dsungars carried about even a raid against
Shigatse, which was defended by the Pan-ccen. The small garrison inflicted
such losses on the assailants, as to compel them to raise the siege and to
withdraw; M I T N , VI, p. 2 2 . But the A2PC not only is silent about this
attack, but shows us Cering Sanduk in continuous and fairly good relations
with the Pan-ccen. I n this case too I think that Desideri's tale is not based
upon facts.
I
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in spite of the loss of all their scanty property ; step by step they had
gained some measure of tolerance from the Usungar authorities
by their skill in the practice of medicine. But it was that very
skill that exposed them to the danger of being seized and deported
to Ili. To avoid this, they left Lhasa and hid themselves in a
place called ThuCe ( ?), two days of march away from the capital,
where they remained six months. Then the acute discomfort compelled them to return to Lhasa, where they went into hiding. All
their hopes were pinned on the Chinese troops, whom everybody
knew t o be on the move towards Tibet.1
At first opposition against the Dsungars remained more or
less fluid and intangible, a state of mind more than a definite movement. For the moment, many old Tibetan officers of Lajang Khan
rallied to sTag-rtse-pa's puppet government. Foremost among them
was bKra-Sis-rtse-pa. He was originally an official of the Pan-c'en,
in which quality he appears for the first time in 1693.~In 1706 he was
. ~ the stormin command of the troops of the Ran district in g T s a i ~At
ing of Lhasa in November 1717 he plaved a highlv suspect game.
And indeed he rallied the Dsungars at once and was sent b\l sTagrtse-pa to occupy the castle of Rin-c'en-rtse, which had been confiscated from P'o-lha-nas (see below). He was appointed a minister
(bka'-blon) in the puppet government, and with this title he appears
frequently in the memoirs of the Pan-c'en, for the first time at the
end of 1718.~This appointment cost him eventually his life, when the
Chinese after their arrival in 1720 tried and sentenced the members
of the puppet government.
Another instance of ralliement to the conqueror, although at a
lower level and without much conviction is the career of P'o-lha-nas
under the Dsungar occupation. \Ve have left him a t 'Bras-spuns,
where the news of Lajang Khan's death had for the moment put
an end to his activities. sTag-rtse-pa a t first thought of employing
him in his service. The new regent was issuing general summons to
the abbots and incarnations of the dBus monasteries to come to
Lhasa; thus the former minister of Lajang Khan, the B a k ~ jwas sent
Letters of Fr. Domenico da Fano dated ThueP, January 25th and
February 2nd, 1719; in MITN, I, pp. 112-115.
a AzPC, f. 135b.
M B T J , f . 57b.
AzPC, f . 287a.
His name is unknown. Baksi was the title of the paymaster of the army,

with some Mongols to fetch the incarnate of sMin-sgrol-glin ; Pcolha-nas and a Mongol called T'os-pa-dga' were entrusted with the
task of summoning the incarnate (rDo-rje-'dsin-pa-c 'en-po) of
rDo-rje-brag. But P'o-lha-nas guessed rightly that this summons
had the purpose of laying hold of and imprisoning that great churchman. He sent some men to bribe T'os-pa-dga' with clothes, silver,
horses and mules. The Mongol accepted the bribe and the incarnate
of rDo-rje-brag, who was already on his way, was allowed to return
to his monastery. When P'o-lha-nas returned to Lhasa, he was
severely taken to task by Cering Donduk for the failure of his
mission. P'o-lha-nas replied that the incarnate was a n old man,
near to death, unfit for travelling. The excuse was too flimsy, and
Cering Donduk blamed and upbraided P'o-lha-nas violently; for
the moment the matter was allowed to drop but later (as we have
seen) the incarnate was seized and killed.
Shortly afterwards P'o-lha-nas was informed by the sGo-mans
Bla-ma that all the old retainers of Lajang Khan were going to
be arrested. The lama took him to 'Bras-spuns and offered him
asylum, if he would renounce the world and take the vows. But
P'o-lha-nas refused, and when a Dsungar messenger came to fetch
him to Lhasa, he fatalistically complied and followed him. On the
edge of the "dust-dam" near Lhasa he was arrested by a score of
Dsungars, undressed, bound and marched along; although his
wounded leg made it difficult for him to walk, his march was
hastened with the whip. They reached thus the Palj or-rabtan
palace. P'o-lha-nas was handed over to a Dsungar officer, dressed
in lousy old rags and then led into a tent. There he was questioned
by the Dsungars and requested to give a full statement of all his
estates and movable property. To this he replied that all his movable
property was stored in Lhasa and had been looted by the Dsungars, so that he was practically destitute. As to his estates in gTsan
he was unable to say anything about them, because, being on attendance to Lajang Khan since his boyhood, he had never returned
home and could not remember conditions there. The Dsungars
insisted with promises and threats, but in vain. P'o-lha-nas was
then led t o the banks of the sKyid-c'u and threatened with drowna t least in RIuslim India. In 1706 he had been the main agent in the deposition of the 6th Dalai-Lama. Biography of the 48th ICCriRin-po-cce, f f . 6a,
8b. He is fairly often mentioned during the war; ,WBJT, f f . 9511, I r7a, I Z L ~ .
M B T J , ff. 133a-134".
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ing, the usual mode of execution in Lhasa; lastly, he was flogged with fifteen lashes. But it was of no avail, so that the Dsungars
gave up trying to extort money form him. The next morning
he was committed to jail with many others, Tibetan and Mongols, among whom was the sMin-sgrol-glin incarnate, who i l l the
meantime had been brought to Lhasa. mNa'-bdag Brag-pa, alias
Myan-st on Rig- 'dsin-rgya-mts'o 1, tried to intercede for the
prisoners, and was thrown in jail for his pains. As usual in Tibetan prisons, P'o-lha-nas would have died of hunger and maltreatment there, if some friends of his, viz. gYag-sde Ram-pa-ba,
Bon-rigs Nag-dban-bde-c'en, 1Cog-spe-ba, Nor-'dsin-dban-po of
gZis-gron, and sKyid-sbug-pa of 'Dus-byun, had not cared for the
welfare of their imprisoned leader. sTag-rtse-pa himself sent him
some clothing. Shortly afterwards sTag-rtse-pa went to the Dsungar
leaders, pointed out the unpopularity to which he was exposed
because of this high-handedness towards a respected nobleman, and
by threatening his resignation obtained the release of P ' o - l h a - n a ~ . ~
P'o-lha-nas's release was greeted with great rejoicing b s the populace and specially by the lamas of the three great monasteries.
sTag-rtse-pa offered him the post of nlinister (bka'i-rndt4,n-nu-'don),
but P'o-lha-nas would not accept. He recovered his moncy, which
had lain buried in various secreted spots in Lhasa, and princely
rewarded sTag-rtse-pa for his intervention. His family estates and
serfs in gTsan were formally granted back to him, but not so those
which had been given to him by Lajang Khan, nor the castle of
Rin-c'en-rtse, which sTag-rtse-pa reserved for himself, and which
had been occupied on his behalf by bKra-Sis-rtse-pa.3 In order not
to lose it, P'o-lha-nas emylojred a small trick, very conzmon in Tibet.
He put himself in touch with the treasurer (gnus-mdsod-'c'aiz-ba)
of bKra-Sis-lhun-po, and made over the castle as a gift to the
monastery (which of course was later to give it back t o him for a
nominal rent). The question became now an issue between the
Pan-c'en's administration and sTag-rtse-pa, and P'o-lha-nas
dropped out of it.4 I may mention that the ownership of Rin-c'enEvidently a descendant or incarnation of mNaJ-bdag Ran Rin-po-c%,
one of the two foremost g t e ~ ~ - s t oof
~ z the rRin-ma-pa. Ferrari, pp. 45, 54, 57
and n. 137. Wylie, p. 71 and n. 227.
a M B T J , ff. 134a-14ob.
M B T J , ff. 141b-142a.
M B T J , f. 14zb.
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rtse was recognized to the Par>-c'en in 1719,' although it is doubtful that actual possession could be gained until after the expulsion
of the Dsungars.
After having thus settled all pending questions, and after having
given many presents to several faithful old warriors of Lajang
Khan, P'o-lha-nas left for Ran, his homeland. At P'o-lha, where
he was much f2ted by his family, he found the financial situation of
his estates so flourishing, that it compensated all his losses at
the hands of the Dsungars. He took advantage of this by lavishly
performing several religious rites, thus conciliating t o himself the
local ~ l e r g yTwelve
.~
months passed in this manner i.e. the whole of
1718). For the moment, P'o-lha-nas could do nothing but wait ; the
Dsungars were too strong, and he was only just tolerated by them.
The little he could do, was to help secretly his old comrades persecuted by the Dsungars. I t happened thus that some old RZongol officers
of Lajang Khan were arrested by the Dsungars and sent away
to Ili. I n Nag-ts'an they freed themselves, took the way back and
arrived a t P'o-lha-nas's castle, where they were gladly received as
guests. Soon a dozen of Dsungars, who had come to bKra-Sis-lhunpo, got wind of the presence of the refugees a t P'o-lha and came
thither. The refugees escaped by a secret door to the mcuntains;
the Dsungars searched the castle, found nothing and went away.3
I t seems that during this period there were some attempts at
conciliation, in which P'o-lha-nas had a h ~ ~ i At
d . least we may
guess something of the sort from the very careful and guarded
account of the MBTJ. The facts are these: the Dsungar prince
Bhu-ti-mur4 then dwelling in 'Bras-spui~s,requested a secret interview with P'o-lha-nas. He accepted and travelled secretly to 'Brasspuns, riding three days and three nights--a rather incredible feat of
horsemanship. All we are told of the interview, is in the nature of
religious discussions only.5 Soon afterwards P'o-lha-nas went to
bKra-Sis-lhun-po and met the Pan-c'en; here too we are not told of
the matter discussed. Apparently nothing came of the negotiations,
if there had been any. P'o-lha-nas took the occasion of his stay in
AzPC, f f . 2gob-2g1a.
M B T J , f f . 145a-146"
M B T J , f f . 146b-147b.

Apparently the Bodimur listed by Pelliot, Notes d'histoive kcclmouke,
Tableau g6nCalogique I, n . 293.
M B T J , f f . 148b-151a.
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bKra-his-lhun-PO to increase his popularity by gifts in cash and
estates to the church and by feasts and games to the nobility of the
neighbourhood.1
On 23/VI = July zoth, 1718, Cering L)onduk himself visited
bKra-Sis-lhun-po with a suite of zoo men, anti met the Pan-c'en.
We do not know whether P'o-lha-nas was still there and could meet
him.2 Things thus dragged on till the news spread that a Chinese
army had arrived on the banks of the Nag-c'u (it was the ill-fated
expedition of Erentei in 1718). P'o-lha-nas's first impulse was to go
and join it, but luckily for him he was dissuaded by his wife. Still
undecided, he went to bKra-Sis-lhun-po to take advice from the
ministers of the Pan-c'en. At that very time four Dsungars officers
arrived there bringing him a rescript (bilik) from the Dsungar king.
As this could be a signal of danger, P'o-lha-nas first sent word to
his family to hide in some safe spot in the mountains; then he met
the envoys in the P'un-ts-'ogs-k'ali-gsar palace a t bKra-$is-lhun-po.
But the rescript contained only empty complimentar\r formulae:
"Oh, P'o-lha Taiji! I recognize that what you said when you were
detained in prison, was sincere and without guilt. Even afterwards
you did not place your reliance elsewhere than in the teaching of
the Yellows alone. If there is any other tale of virtues fit to be told,
without deceit say it!" P'o-lha-nas was much reassured bv this
document, and sent messengers to P'o-lha to stop the departure
of his uncle and his wife.3
This apparent easing of the situation was only a deception. Several old retainers of Lajang Khan were at this time attacked and
put to death by the Dsungars, and a friend of P'o-lha-nas sent him
a warning, that his ruin too was intended. P'o-lha-nas heeded the
warning, and with some twenty men took refuge in a ravine near
P'o-lha. Soon afterwards the Dsungars went to gRa'-nan, where
he owned some estates, and ravaged several places. P'o-lha-nas
thought of going to Lhasa to get an explanation of these hostilities,
which were shown to him just after he had received a courteous
writing from the king. On his way to the capital, near Lun-dmar
he met sTag-rtse-pa and a Dsungar commander with a small troop
MBTJ, f . 152a-b.
A z P C , f . 285a.
MBTJ, f f . 153b-156a.
Lungma o f the maps, not far from the Rva-lun monastery, to the east
o f Gyantse; G. Tucci, Indo-Tibetica, IV, I, Rome 1941, p. 58.
a

on their way to bKra-Sis-lhun-po. The Dsungar gave him the news
of the defeat and destruction of the Chinese force under Erentei 011
the Qara-usu (Nag-c'u). P'o-lha-nas was deeply disappointed ; but
nothing could be done for the moment, and he saw that sTag-rtse-pa
was even being greeted with outward rejoicing by the people of
gTsari.1 This time he could hardly avoid accepting office under the
puppet government, and thus he attached himself to the train of
the regent. The latter went to bKra-Sis-lhun-pol where he was received with honour and communicated to the Pan-c'en an
invitation by the Dsungar ruler to come to Ili ; of course it was politely refused (January-February 1719).2
But in spite of this apparent cordiality, the executions of the
former officials continued, and even two nephews of the Pal!-c'en
where put to death.3 The future looked dark indeed, and P'o-lhanas, who was already thinking of rebellion, decided to take himself out of the DsungarsJ reach. He had followed sTag-rtse-pa and
his Dsungar escort as far as Shigatse ; but there he pleaded ill health
and applied for an appointment as official (sne-mo las-'dsin) in the
&a'-nan district on the Nepalese border. The request was granted.
After having made the necessary preparations, he started in the
company of the three Bon-gron-pa brothers, the youngest of whom
was his old friend [Bon-rigs] Nag-dban-bde-c'en, who had helped
him during his imprisonment. P'o-lha-nas went first to bKi-a-Sislhun-po, where he payed his respects to the Pan-c'en. His journey
went then through his old fief of Rin-c'en-rtse, now held by bKraSis-rtse-pa, and hence to Lun-nag Sel-dkarI4ddca'-ldan P'un-ts'ogsglinJ5 Man-mk'ar bDe-glinI6and came to an end a t el-dkar Mi'gyur-rdo-rje.' Here he was greeted by the local magistrates, one of
whom was a son of bKra-Sis-rtse-pa. He took up his duties in gRa'M B T J , f f . 156b-157b.
A z P C , ff. z86b-z88a.
M B T J , f . 159a Cf. the Moilgo1 document translated by .I\
Hcissig in
ZDMG 1954, p p 404, 409. Also ZDMG 1951, p. 440.
Luli-nag is a district south of Gyantse; G. Tucci, Indo Tibctica, IV, I,
p. 63. But $el-dkar is unknown.
Pinclsoling of the maps, on the gTsan-po west of Shigatse. Ferrari,
p. 66 and n. 560; Wylie, p. 68 and n. 185.
The Man-mkcar district, watered by the river of the same name, is a t
one day's march to the west of Sa-skya. Ferrari, pp. 65-65 and n. 515.
bDe-glin is unknown.
Shekar-dsong of the maps. Wylie, p. 66 and n. 157.
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nan, while his uncle dGra'-'dul, to whom he was fondly attached
and to whose advice he always listened, went to Nepal, probably on
pilgrimage to the Buddhist shrines there.'
Up to this point P'o-lha-nas had outwardly behaved more or less
like a loyal official of the Lhasa government and of the Dsungar
generals. Now, in this out-of-theway place, where he was practically
outside the reach of the depleted Dsungar occupation army, his
outlook changed. The welcome of the country people had been so
cordial and he had found such a ready support, that he now definitely
projected a n armed rising against the Dsungars. These ideas came
to a rapid maturation, when he heard of the events in Western Tibet.
This introduces to the stage one of the foremost actors of Tibetan
history of the early 18th century : bSod-nams-rgyal-po of K 'an-c'en
in Saris, belonging to the dGa'-bki family ; many texts and chiefly
the Chinese ones call him K'an-c'en-nas. According to some late
sources he was a son-in-law of Lajang Khans2 who at the end
of 1715 or a t the beginning of 1716 appointed him as governor
(sgar-dpon) of mNa'-ris sKor-gsum (Western Tibet).3 I t was due to
his vigilance that the Q6Sot ruler got the first news of the approach of
the Dsungar army.4 After the fall of Lhasa and Lajang's death he
still maintained his post in mNa'-ris, although we do not know whether he recognized the authority of the puppet government of sTagrtse-pa. So much is sure, some time a t the end of 1719 he intercepted and annihilated a party of Dsungar soldiers, who werc
carrying into exile to Dsungaria some old officers of Lajang Khan.6
MBTJ, ff. 15gb-163b.
The Jen-Jzc ti-i bici'g of Sung-yiin (amba.rz in Tibet 1794-1799) quoted
by W. Heissig, in Oi~iensExtrernz{s 9 (1962), p. 88; Life of the Tenth LlalaiLama, f. 70a.
For the appointment see Hsi-yii Tcung-wtlz-chih,ch. 24, f . 3b. The
date can be inferred from Desideri's travel account. When on the 7th September 1715 he arrived a t Gartok, the headquarters of rnRa'-ris, "the
commander of those regions and of the troops had been a Tartar prince,
and when he died the princess his widow had remained in command for
two years (i.e. 1713-1715). NOWshe had obtained permission to leave with
her retainers, and other troops with another commandant were to be sent
from Lhasa to replace her"; MITN, V, p. 173. Desideri made his journey
to Lhasa in the company of this lady, whom Fr. Freyre calls Caqal; MITN,
VII, p. 199. Her unnamed successor would have been Kcan-ccen-nas.
MBTJ, f. 117a; cf. above p. 36.
MBTJ, f . 166a-b. This must be the same party mentioned by the
Mongol document in W. Heissig, ZDMG 1954, p. 409.

The story at this point grows somewhat complicated because of
the very detailed account of Desideri. He tells us that Lajang KhanJs
chief minister, whom he calls Targum Tre&scijJ1after his imprisonment and torture and after his adventurous deliverance by Tondrup-zze-ring, fled with all speed toward Western Tibet. There "he
sought out, encouraged and organized the survivors of the troops
sent by Lajang Khan to defend that extreme frontier of Tibet . . .
His intention was to close the pass between Gartok and Eastern
Turkestan, thus cutting all communications between Cering Donduk
and his native country. His design succeeded. The Chinese had
occupied the eastern road, so the Dsungar king, being unaware of
the snare laid by Targum TreSscij, sent envoys and then troops to
reinforce the army in Tibet by the road passing through Gartok.
None of the messengers sent from Lhasa t o Dsungaria, or any troops
sent from there to Tibet, ever reached their d e ~ t i n a t i o n " . ~
Somewhat later, still according to Desideri, Cering Donduk was
getting anxious a t the lack of news from Dsungaria and began to
suspect of having lost the favour of his ruler. To mollify Cewang
Arabtan, if this were the case, he sent a convoy with a strong escort,
loaded with all the wealth plundered in Tibet. On its way through
ml(la'-ris, the party was invited by Targum TreSscij to a drinking
bout, and while intoxicated they were cut down to the last man.3
This account is very consistent in itself, and had some resemblance with the story reconstructed from the Eastern source. However, the Tibetan, Mongol and Chinese authorities know of no
QGot minister of this name. Above all, Targum TreSscij cannot be
identified with Kcan-ccen-nasfor several reasons. The latter was a
Tibetan and not a Q6Sot; he would have been mentioned by the
Tibetan texts if he had been the chief minister for a t least thirteen
years ; and since he was the governor of Western Tibet before, during
and after the war, he never fell in the hands of the Dsungar. I an1
under the impression that Desideri built up a story of his own starting from an actual basis of fact, such as the attempted poisoning of
Lajang Khan and his chief minister by the regent Sans-rgyas-rgyaTargum TreCscij may transcribe approximately the Mongol title terigiin
(first-class) taiji, the spelling being influenced by the Tibetan bkra-;is.
M I T N , V I I , p. 242. Cf. the name Tcer-kun Ju-nail Tca'i-ji in the Life of the
Eightlz Dalai-Lama, f . I 13s.
M I T N , V I , pp. 64-65.
M I ? - N , VI, pp. 65-66.
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mts'o in I704 and the anti-Dsungar activities of K'an-c'en-nas
in 1720. His Targum TreCscij does not belong to actual history ; and
indeed he is never mentioned in the letters and accou~ltsof the
Capuchin missionaries, who were in Lhasa at the same time as
Desideri.1
To take up again the thread of our story: P'o-lha-nas sent a
to K'an-c'en-nas by a trusted officer of his, informirlg him of
the situation in gNa'-na~iand proposing a concerted open revolt,'
A substantial centre of resistance was thus built up in Western and
South-Western Tibet. Whether Chinese intrigue had a hand in this,
is difficult to tell. But a possibility of direct contacts had actually
existed when in May 1719 five messengers of the marshal1 prince
Yiin-t 'i, Manchu commander-in-chief, arrived at bKra-Sis-lhun-po
and were received by the Pan-c'en. This imperial mission will
be noticed later (see pp. 69). They had several meetings with
Dsungar officials but we do not know whether P'o-lha-nas had
contacts with the imperial envoys.
Another fact that perhaps contributed in shaping P'o-lha-nas's decision was the death of his uncle dGra-'dul, which happened al
mNa'-ris rDson-dkar about that t i m t 4 A restraining element of prudence may have disappeared with him. Before open hostilities broke
P'o-lha-nas, who remembered that he owed his freedom and
perhaps his life to sTag-rtse-pa, sent him a letter, in which he told
him that a great Chinese army was accompanying the rightful
Dalai-Lama to Tibet, and that their victory was certain ;he suggested
that sTag-rtse-pa should come secretly to him and take refuge in
the gullies of the Nags-ron countrv in the south, because, in case
of Chinese victory, his life was in danger. But as thc country
was by now in a complete turmoil, the messenger carrying the
letter could not reach his destination and had to come back without having accomplished his task. Military operation were by now
in full swing in the gTsan-po valley. Kcah-c'en-nas and the mNa'-ris
See also L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan History etc., pp. 279-280.
MBTJ, ff. 166b-167a.
AzPC, f . 2goa-b.
MBTJ, ff. 167a-168a.
This must have been not earlier than the beginning of 1720, because
Cering Donduk intervened a t the New-Year's festival of that year in bKraSis-lhun-PO; A z P C , f . 2q3b. He could hardly have done so if the country
had been in open revolt.

troops had crossed the Maryum-la and had occupied Nam-rins in
La-stod.1 The Pan-c'en sent to him his official dKa'-c'en Blobzai-dar-rgyas with a letter entreating him to avoid starting
. ~ K'an-c'en-nas took no heed;
a ruiilous war in the c o ~ n t r y But
he advanced as far as G r o - S ~ dwhere
,~
he encamped. The governor
of Gyantse, Rab-brtan-Sar-pa, and some troops from Lho-dgon were
at Lha-rtse; towards them advanced a division of the mNa'-ris
troops marching towards el-dkar under the orders of Nag-dban-Yontan.4 But as both sides thought only of replenishing their stores and
of requisitioning whatever they could use, there was no actual fighting. P'o-lha-nas intervened and made a speech to the leaders, which
was a kind of political manifesto. He recounted the atrocities committed by the Dsungars, spoke of the advance of the Chinese army
and invited all of them to submit loyally to the Chinese emperor.
Everybody assented and pledged his faith to P'o-lha-nas. The troops
fraternized amidst general rejoicii~g.~
After this, a chieftain from Nag-ts'an brought the news that a
Dsungar force was marching against mNa'-ris. In order to intercept it, and also because it was feared that the Dsungars would try
to carry away the Pan-c'en, P'o-lha-nas a t once set out with a mixed
force con~posedof troops from Southern gTsan, some Mongols and a
mNa'-ris contingent. He encamped a t E-dmar-sgan in S a n s , ~where
a Mongol deserter from the Dsungar army told him that the main
Dsungar forces had passed through &on-mo K 'u-lun in Nag-ts'an
on their way back to Dsungaria. As it was evident that a pursuit
would be useless, and since all the fortresses as far as the Kam-pa
pass had fallen into his hands, P'o-lha-nas marched back in eight
days to the Zan-zan country.'
Seems to be different froin am-rins which is on the left bank of the
gTsan-po between Lha-rtse ant1 Pcun-tscogs-gliii.I t should be somewhere not
f i ~ rfrom sI<yid-groli, which is also in Ida-stod.
AzPC, f. 296a.
Gro-Sod (Troshot) is the upper valley of the gTsai1-PO,from the Maryumla to the Tsachu-tsang-po. Wylie, p. 60 and n. 83.
Tniji ~ag-dbail-yon-tanwas a former officer of Lajang Khan, and
was then and later the chief adjutant of I<caii-ccei~-nas;
Hsi-tsnng-chih,
ch. 2, f. 6b.
MBTJ, if. 16ga-171a.
On the northern bank of the gTsan-po, not far from Shigatse.
MHTJ, ff. 171a-172b; A z P C , f . 296a. Zati-zan is Sangsang in the valley
of the Raga-tsangpo. Ferrari, p. 65 ant1 n. 537.
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There he met a t last K'an-c'en-nas and exchanged gifts with
him among the acclamations of the troops. While encamped
there, they received a letter from the Manchu commander inviting
them to Lhasa. P'o-lha-nas was against immediate acceptance ; his
reason was that it was doubtful whether the Chinese commander
had the power to reward them for their deeds, or whether he had
first to report t o the court. In this case it was better to wait for the
order of the emperor and not to risk the affront of obeying the
summons and then returning empty-handed. But K'an-ccen-nas's
officers, foremost among them Nag-dbari-yon-tan, insisted on
compliance, because they did not wish to be absent from Lhasa
when the guilty were punished and the deserving rewarded.
Their advice prevailed, and soon the two leaders reached Lhasa.1
Thus ended the Tibetan rising against the Dsungars. Its chronology is very vague, but I am under the impression that the actual
revolt started only in the spring of 1720, possibly aided by the withdrawal of the Dsungar forces in Southern Tibet in order to concentrate against the imperial army advancing from the north. Far from
being of help to the Chinese, the revolt had been a direct consequence
of the Chinese advance. I t achieved little or nothing beyond seizing
a country practically bare of occupation troops, and did not influence the main course of the events, which was decided solely by the
Manchu-Mongol-Chinese armies.
MBTJ, f f . 171b-173a During the last stages of the journey the t w o
leaders accompanied the Pan-ccen, who had also been invited to Lhasa;
A z P C , f f . zg6b-2g7a.

CHAPTER FIVE

THE CHINESE CONQUEST O F TIBET
The emperor got the first inkling of Dsungar rnili tary movements
on jtn-shtn/VII = August 26th) 1717. A report by general Funingga
from Hsining stated that in the previous year Cering Donduk,
Tobci and Dugar Sanduk with 6000 men had marched towards
mNa-'ris in order to help Lajang Khan in his war against Bhutan,l
and up to the date of writing they had not yet r e t ~ r n e d .The
~
following events are well-known; the tale has been told by Rockhill,
Courant and Haenisch. Haenisch's account is by far the best and
most exhaustive; a short outline of the main features of the campaign, drawn from his narrative, will suffice for our purpose. The
political aspects of the war will be dealt with later.
When the emperor heard that Cering Donduk was definitely
marching south-eastwards, he was a t first in doubt about the intentions of the Dsungars. Either they were aiming to conquer Tibet,
or they were marching through Tsaidam against Kukunor; in
the second case, it was probable that Lajang Khan was cooperating
with them. Lajang Khan was a friend of the Chinese ; but since his
matrimonial alliance with the Dsungars, the emperor did not trust
him overmuch. K 'ang-hsi prudently took military precautions keeping in view both possibilities. But already in the 8th month (Seytember) of 1717 he received Lajang Khan's letter with the announcement of the arrival of the Dsungars in Nag-ts'an. In the and month
(March) of 1718 Lajang Khan's appeal for help came in.4 It was of
course much too late, but nevertheless the Chinese offensive began
a t once on two fronts: in the north from Hsining through Kukunor
and Tsaidam, in the south from Szechwan through K'ams in the
Pu-lu-kco-pa % E, the Tibetan 'Brug-pa.
SheAng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 273, f . 8a.
Haenisch, pp. zoo-208. The Shih-lu contain nearly all of Haenisch's
37 documents, and gives besides some more pieces (chiefly reports by prince
Yiin-tci)of little historical importance.
Lajang Khan's appeal was widely circulated by the emperor among
the Mongol chiefs; W. Heissig, Die Familien- und I~ircheuzgeschichtssch~ei2,z~ng
der Mongolen, I, Wiesbaden 1959, pp. 122-123.
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direction Ta-chien-lu-Li-t'angBatang. The northern army under
the Manchu officer Erentei and the Mongol duke Cewang Norbu
entered Kukunor, where they were reinforced by 6000 men of local
levies. There they received the news of the fall of Lhasa and of Lajang
Khan's death. The whole strategical outlook was changed by this
event; it was no more a question of a relief expedition, it was a
campaign of conquest which had to be organized on quite different
lines. The emperor ordered therefore the postponement of operations
until the next year. Only a small detachment under an officer called
Sereng (Ts'e-rin) was sent towards Tibet for reconnoitring the enemy.
Erentei was to follow with a larger force in support. Sereng marched
much farther than previously intended, followirlg the call of the
Tibetan populations who begged him to save them from the
Dsungars. He encamped on the Nag-c'u and, repulsing a night
attack by the Dsungars, waited for Erentei. The latter had followed
Sereng a t a distance of some days, had repulsed a Dsungar attack
l , joined Sereng on the Nag-c'u.
on the banks of the C i n ~ - ~ oand
There they had to resist heavy attacks by strong Dsungars forces.
The two Manchu leaders were in complete disagreement, provisions
and ammunition gave out, and in the 8th intercalary month (September-October) of 1718 the whole force of about 7000 was
destroyed. But the Dsungar army too must have suffered; a
project of Cewang Arabtan t o reinforce it with 2000 men did not
materialize, and Cering Donduk was left t o confront the main Chinese attack with a much depleted force.
the governor
On the southern front Nien Keng-yao +3@,3
of Szechwan, had solidly occupied Ta-chien-lu as the base for
further advance, and had sent a detachment to Li-tcang. I n the
next year (1719) the Manchu general Galbi took over command
in the south; he occupied Batang and prepared everything for an
offensive in the next spring, for which purpose the Na-khi ruler of
Likiang supplied him with an auxiliary force of 2000 men; local
oppositition was sternly repressed by the execution of the abbot of

This number is given in a letter of Fr. Domenico d a Fano, dated Thube,
February znd, 1719; MITN, I, p. 115.
E. Kraft, Zunz Dsungavenkrieg im 18. Jah~hundert, pp. 53-54, 71.
D. 1726. His biography in Hummel, pp. 587-590.
J. F. Rock, The Ancient hlakhi kingdo~tzof South-West China, Cambridge
Mass., I, p. 143.
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Li-tcang.l A part these local levies, the Szechwan army was cornposed of Manchu and Chinese troops only. In 1720 by a most noteworthy marching feat over a difficult route, Galbi's forces reached
Lhasa, which they occupied on 23/VIII = September 24th. They
had met with no opposition, because the Dsungars had concentrated
in 'Dam all the troops available, including even Tibetan infantry and
cavalry from dBus and gTsanI2against the Kukunor army, which
was nearer to them and the advance of which threatened their line of
retreat. The Kukunor army was commanded by general Yansin
(Yen-hsin Qis);3 he was accompanied also by prince Yiin-t'i
fC f i ~ , 4K 'ang-hsi's 14th son, the commander-in-chief of the Tibetan theatre of operations. Its bulk consisted of the contingents of
the Kukunor and other Mongol princes, with a stiffening of Manchu
bannermen. Thus the expedition became a national enterprise of the
Kukunor Q6Sot and, because of its religious implications, of the
Mongols at large.5 Yansin advanced, repulsed three night attacks by
the Dsungars during the march, and reached 'Dam after heavy
fighting. Here every resistance ceased. Cering Donduk with the
remnants of his army fled from 'Dam toward Nag- ts'an and Dsungaria, while his Tibetan auxiliaries dispersed to their homes.6 The
Dsungar general reached Ili in February 1721. Of his officers, Compi1 came back three months later; Dugar died of illness during the
retreat; Tobci was killed with 500 men. Of the whole army of 6000
men who had marched to Tibet with Cering Doncluk, o~zly500
came back.'
Yansin left 'Dam on 8/IX = October gth, and arrived at Lhasa a
week later, bringing with him the new Dalai-Lama.
Till 1718, life at the court of the boy Dalai-Lama in SKU-'bum
had followed its even course without much change; at least nothing
special can be gleaned from the stately account of the L7DL,
always concerned only with ceremonies, gifts and state visits of
grandees from various countries. But in 1718 the Chinese court
A. Heim, M i n y n Gongkov, F o v s c l z ~ r ~ z g . s ~i~nesi sHochgebivge
~
u o n CliinesischT i b e t , Berlin 1933, p. 150.

AzPC, f f . z96a-297.
Dates of birth and death unknown. His biography in Huminel, pp. (307-008.
1688-1755. His biography in Hummel, pp. 930-931.
T h e list of the Mongol princes participating is fount1 in I<. A n n , p 440441 (transl. pp. 47-48).
AzPC, f. 296b.
E. Icraft, Op. cit., p. 83.
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begail to turn their attention to the boy, who was the rightful, ancl
since the Pad-dkar-'dsin-pa's deposition, the only Dalai-Lama.
During the spring the treasurer dKa3-bcu Nag-dbati-dpal-rngon
brought several gifts from the emperor and the Chinese ministers.
Generally speaking, there were signs of an increased deference
and respect on the part of the Chinese. The officers of Funingga's
army, which was then preparing for action against Hami, often
came to pay their respects. In the 5th month, two officers of
Erentei's force asked for the Dalai-Lama's blessing before their
departure. The men who acted for the Dalai-Lanla, forernost among
them his capable father, seem to have soon understood what was
in the wind, and they began to spin their threads with Peking.
Their faithful supporter, prince Cayan Danjin, who was going
to court, was entrusted with a message for the emperor requesting
protection and expressing the wish to be escorted to Lhasa. He had
an audience with the emperor, who expressed himself in terms favourable to the request. This news caused much joy at SKU-'bum.'
A diplomatic interlude preceded the final resumption of hostilities. In the autumn of 1718 some envoys of king Cewang Arabtan
passed through SKU-'bum; they were on their way to the C,hinese
court with a message of their ruler, which justified the invasioil of
Tibet by pleading his loyalty to the Lamaist church and the necessity of punishing Lajang Khan's misdeeds. In the spring of 1719,
the Dalai-Lama's father, during a visit to the fortress of Hsining,
was informed that the Dsungar envoys had been well received a t
Peking and that they were going back to Lhasa with some Chinese
officials. I t was then decided to send along with them a representative of the Dalai-Lama and some messengers of the Kukunor
princes. And thus on 8/III = April 27th) the treasurer dKa'-bcu
Nag-dbari-dpal-mgon and E-pa Blo-bzan-dkon-mc'og left for Tibet,
ostensibly for the purpose of offering gifts to the two holy images, the
. ~we have seen above (p. 63) they reached
Jo-bo h k y a in L h a ~ aAs
bKra-Sis-lhun-po and had several interviews with the Pan-c'en and
.~
purpose was to secure the
with the Dsungar officer C ~ r n p i lTheir

L7DL, f f . 45a-47b.
L7DL, f f . 48b-qga On the Jo-bo Sgkya see E. H. C. Walsh, The image
of Buddha in the Jo-wo-khang temple at Lhasa, in JRAS 1938, pp. 535-540.
AzPC, f . agoa-b.
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withdrawal of the Dsungar army.' This of course they failed
to obtain, and so force had to be resorted to.
The great Chinese army was then assembling, and the Mongol
prince Cewang Norbu, representing the emperor, came to pay
his homage to the Dalai-Lama. He had been sent from Hsining
by prince Yiin-t'i, with offerings for the recitation of prayers for
the emperor's life. Shortly afterwards prince Yiin-t'i came yersonally to SKU-'bum and interviewed the boy Dalai-Laina, showing
him much honour. The Dalai-Lama wished good success to the
imperial arms and took leave of the prince giving him many
presenk2
The exchange of courtesies, chiefly with the Dalai-Lama's father,
continued afterwards for a long time. I t was all part of the Tibetan
policy newly settled by the emperor. On i-wei/IX = November 7th,
1719, K'ang-hsi intimated to the Grand Secretariat his intention
of officially recognizing the qubilyan of SKU-'bum as the legitimate
Dalai-Lama, and gave detailed instructions for his safe escort to
Lhasa in the train of the advancing army. He also ordered the
co~lvocationof an assembly of the Kukunor chiefs, to hear his
. ~ imperial rescript was soldecision and to give their a d ~ i c e This
emny read by special envoys in the Dalai-Lama's full court. In
the words in which the emperor's Tibetan chancery put it, it
read: "Within the 4th month of the next year, four great offic.ials
(blon-c'en-mi-drag) together with the commanders of the great
army of fulgent splendour, will lead the most excelle~ltLama towards dBus-gTsan of Tibet ; they will place the lotus of his feet
upon the great golden throne, built by Malladeva ('Jigs-med gDonlna), of the matchless grand palace of 120k6svara,the second Potala".4 The rejoicing and merry-making at SKU-'bum was indescribable, and all the chieftains hastened to offer gifts t o the future ruler
of Tibet. On this occasion E-pa Blo-bzan-dkon-mc'og came back
from Tibet and gave an account of his mission. He had been well
received everywhere, and sTag-rtse-pa and other Tibetan nobles
had entrusted hirn with presents for the Dalai-Lama. About
the end of the 10th month (November-December), E-pa and
Desideri, in MITN, VI, p. 67. 1,etter of Fr. Domenico cla Fano, dated
Lhasa, August 25th, 1719, in MITN, I, pp. 117.118.
L 7 D L , f f . qga-5ob.
Haenisch, pp. 392-395 ( = Shtng-tsu Shih-lu, c h . 2 8 5 , f f . 16a-18a).
L 7 D L , f . 53a.
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another monk were sent to Peking to bring a letter to the emperor ' and to given him an account of their failure.
In the meantime the assembly of the Kukunor chiefs met a t
Hsining with Cayan Danjin and Lobjang Danjin as hairm men.^
They took cognizance of the emperor's rescript and approved it.
After the New Year's festival (February 8th)' they assembled again
a t SKU-'bum. Prince Yiin-t 'i too came there to explain the emperor's
intentions. He was received by the father of the Dalai-Lama in a
scene of great splendour ; the prince was accompanied by a brilliant
suite and a division of 3000 men. He was received in audience by
the Dalai-Lama, to whom he announced the emperor's plans. The
meeting of the Kukunor chiefs ended with their complete approval
of the emperor's message and with the promise of cooperation with
the Chinese forces3 Their decisions were communicated by prince
Yiin-tci to the emperor (kuei-chou/II = March 24th' 1720). Then
at last followed the official recognition of the Dalai-Lama, in the
form of the grant of a state seal. On 20/III = April 27th) the
precious seal was received at SKU-'bum. I t was made of gold
and jewels and weighed 130 ounces. It bore in Manchu, RIongo1 and Tibetan the legend "Seal of the Sixth Dalai-Lama, leader
of the creatures, diffuser of the T e a ~ h i n g " .Evidently
~
the Imperial
chancery with much elegance had avoided all discussion by ignoring the boy's two predecessors, Ts 'aris-dbyans-rgya-m ts'o
and Lajang Khan's puppet, who had both been recognized by
the emperor. Another document was represented by a diploma
engraved on a gold plate of 150 ounces; it bore the date of
the day dge-bar of the 2nd month of the 59th year of Ii'ang-hsi.
Seal and plate were accompanied by many precious gifts. They were
handed over by prince Yiin-tci with gorgeous ceremoniaL5
On the 22/IV = C. May ~ 8 t h the
. ~ Dalai-Lama set out on his
journey to Lhasa, in the train of Yansin's invading army. For
L7DL, f f . 53b-54b.
Lobjang Danjin was the son of DaSi Biitur, after whose death in 171-1
he continued the policy of support to the Li-tcang boy. He was to play a
great role, culminating in his unlucky revolt (1723). See a brief sketch
of his life in L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc., p. 288.
L7DL, f f . 55b-58a.
L7DL, f. 60a; Lori ba3i dlnigs bur, p. 182. Exactly the same title in
Chinese: Haenisch, p. 401 ( = Slze^?zg-tszc Shih-lzr, ch. 287, f . 12b).
L7DL, f. Goa-b.
L7DL, f. 61b; Lon ba'i dmigs bu, p. 181.

a long distance he was accon~panied,as we have seen, by the Chinese
commander-in-chief and a considerable escort. At each stage the
Mongol chiefs of the neighbourhood presented themselves, offered
ho~nageand showered gifts on him. On the shore of the Kukunor
it was heard that sDe-pa Na-p'od-pa of Kon-po has revolted against
the Dsungars. Prince Yiin-t'i sent an invitation to him, and in due
course the sDe-pa presented himself to the Chinese in the sKar-mat 'an plain.1 We know very little about this man, who was to play an
a
important if infamous role seven years later. The N a - p ' ~ d - ~have
always been the foremost family of Kon-po. He seems to have been
a high official under Lajang Khan and to have succeeded in keeping
the Dsuilgars out of his home d i ~ t r i c t . ~
The journey continued, and on the banks of the 'Bri-c'u (upper
Qutoqtu Nagcourse of the Yangtze-kiang) the T'u-kuan Jt
dban-c'os-kyi-rgya-mts'o and the bKa'-'gyur Ta Bla-ma Blo-bzants'ul-k'rirn~,~
sent by the enlperor, greeted and made obeisance to
the Dalai-Lama. In the same place prince Yiin-t 'i took leave with a
great feast, and went back to his standing quarters on the frontier.
At Toyo-toloyoi (T'o-go-t'o-lo-mgo) the convoy was joined by the
Dalai-1,ama1s faithful sponsor and chief supporter, Cayan Dan jin,
with some thousands of Kukunor Mongols. They passed through the
gDan-la and came to 'Bog, where there was a moment of danger, because of Dsungar bands still roving in the zone. But no untoward accident happened. On the Nag-c'u the 'Dalai-Lama was greeted by
Lotsawa Lha-btsun from bKra-Sis-lhun-po. In the gYan-ra pass
many Tibetan grandees presented themselves, among them Lum-panas and sByar-ra-ba,the future ministers, the abbot of Rva-sgren and
others. At bCom-mdo the representatives of the chief monasteries
of northern dBus ('Bri-k'un, sTag-lun etc.) gave their welcome to the
L7DL, f . 62a-b. sKar-ma-tcan is the Mongol Odon-tala, the marshy
region to the west of the Huang-ho sources.
Hsi-tsang-ch,ih, ch. 2 , f . 6b.
1680-1736. The first of the Tcu-kuan Qutuqtu of Peking. His biography
in 'Jigs-med-rig-pa'i-rdo-rje, Hor ccos 'byuri, transl. G. Huth (Geschichte
des Ruddhismus zn der Mongolei, Strasbourg 1896), pp. 280-288.
The abbot of the gSer-kcog monastery in Kukunor; I<. Ann., p. 440
(transl. p. 47).
Between Rva-sgreil and 'Dam. Cfr. the Chinese itinerary translated by
Rockhill in JRAS 1891, pp. 93 and 101.
Chomdo of the maps, on the road from Rva-sgren to Pco-mdo (Phondu).
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new head of the Church. At Lhun-grub-rdson the third dignitary of
the Yellow Church, the K'ri Rin-po-c'e dGe-'dun-p'un-ts'ogs and
the retired K'ri Rin-po-c'e Blo-bzari-dar-rgyas3 waited upon the
Dalai-Lama, together with the most respected and learned monks of
the three great monasteries. At 'Brom-ston-pcu the Dalai-Lama
received the homage of the leading inhabitants of Lhasa, among
whom strangely enough the Dsungars' henchman sTag-rtse-pa. On
15/1X = October 16th~1720,~the Seventh Dalai-Lama entered
with all pomp the pillaged and desolated Potala. His retinue was
a splendid assemblage of Mongol chiefs, Manchu and Chinese
officers and Tibetan clergymen and nobles. In one of the foremost
places in the procession, riding to the left side of the Ilalai-Lama
just behind two Chinese generals, was sTag-rtse-pa, who for the
moment seemed to stand in high favour. The Dalai-Lama and his
father had reached their goal.s
Lhundrup-dsong of the maps, on the PCo-mdo--- L,hasa road.
The 50th Kcri Rin-po-cce (b. 1648, 0x1 the see 1715-1722, d . 1724).
His biography is vol. ~n of the collection.
The 49th Kcri Rin-po-cce (b. 1662, on the see 1708-1715, d. 1723).
His biography is vol. Ga of the collection.
L7DL, f. 66b. TVei-tsang-tcung-chih,ch. 13a, f . 3a. Della Penna's date
of October 6th may be due to a slip of the pen.
L7DL, ff. 61b-67a.
1

CHAPTER SIX

THE CHINESE PROTECTORATE DURING
THE LAST YEARS O F K'ANG-HSI
Immediately after their entry in Lhasa, the Chinese installed
a provisional military government , l presided by General Y ansin
and composed of two Khalkha princes (Cewang Norbu and
, ~ Kukunor Q6Sot chiefs (Lobjang Danjin and
Dondup D ~ r j i )two
Aboo),' and two Tibetan noblernen (Na-p'od-pa and Lum-pa-nas).
They held office till the spring of 1721, when it gave place to the
regular government, which had been formed in the meantime.
The main task of the provisional government was the liquidation
of Dsungar rule through the trial and punishment of those Tibetans
who had collaborated with the Mongol invaders. Foremost among
them was of course the regent sTag-rtse-pa. On the arrival of the
Chinese troops form Szechwan he had been enticed out of his fortress
of sTag-rtse on the sKyid-c'u, and had accon~paniedthe Chinese
to Lhasa. At first his activity under Dsungar rule, albeit not unknown to the Chinese, clid not prevent them from treating him with
deference; we have seen him taking part in the ceremony of the
The complete list is found in Lo?$-ba'i-dmigs-bu, p. 180, where the
names are given as follows: kung Tsce-dbnri-nor-bu,Don-grub wang, bsTan'dzin wang, E-spos Ba'i-li, %a-pcod-pa, Lum-pa-nas. Cf. Desideri, in MITN
VI, p. 75; De Filippi's English translation, p. 172, is rather misleading
on this point.
Cewang Norbu was enfeoffed in 1712 as a chtn-kuo kung in the Sain
Noyan division of the I<halkha. After the Tibet campaign he served also
against the rebel 1,objang 1)anjin and in 1724 was promoted to beise. He died
in 1732; L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc., p. 287.
Dondup Dorji inherited in 1692 the title of ch.iin-wang, and in 1700
was promoted t o chcing-.rua,n,yand Khan of the Tu8Etu division of the Khalkha.
He lost the latter dignity in 1702, but was reinstated in 1723, and died in
1743. L. Petech, Op. cit., pp. 287-288.
Aboo was a great-grandson of GuSri Khan and the chief of the Alashan
QdSots. In I 704 he became hos'o efu (imperial brother-in-law). He fought in
Tibet and against Lobjang Danjin. As a personal enemy of general Nien
Keng-yao, he made a rapid career after the latter's disgrace. H e was promoted
t o chiin-wang (1724), degraded (1729), reinstated (1732), and died in 1739.
L. Petech, Op. cit., pp. 288-289.
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~ a l a i - L a m a ' sentry into the Potala. But then accusations began
to reach the Chinese authorities from every side, and soon sTagrtse-pa was col~finedin a small house in Lhasa. There was much
discussion among the populace, and chiefly among the lieutenants of K'an-c'en-nas and P'o-lha-nas, about the treatment to
be meted out to those Tibetans who had accepted office from the
Dsungars ; many maintained the necessity of exemplary punishment. P'o-lha-nas was decidedly on the side of leniency, and worked
hard in favour of sTag-rtse-pa; he remembered that after all hc
owed to him his freedom and perhaps his life. But soon a definite
charge against sTag-rtse-pa was brought before the Chinese general:
the betrayal of Surja and Lajang Khan's family into the hands
of the Dsungars. P'o-lha-nas went to Yansin and pleaded passionately for the accused. His defence ran on the following lines: sTagrtse-pa's co-operation with the Dsungars was forced, and the betrayal of Surja was the work of his retainers ; on the other hand
sTag-rtse-pa had always tried to save the Tibetans from the oppression of the Dsungars; he had even protected the rRin-ma-pa
from persecution; when the Chinese had arrived from K 'ams, he
had duly paid homage to their generals. Even the Dalai-Lama (or
rather his father) was favourable to sTag-rtse-pa, partly because he
belonged t o a verv nohle family, and partly because he had been a
benefactor of the Church; the Chinese generals were entreated by
the Dalai-Lama to spare sTag-rtse-pa's life.1 But it was of no avail,
as the Chinese courteously but firmly rejected any i n f e r e n ~ e sTag.~
rtse-pa, his two ministers (bka'i-dgu,n-blon) bKra-Sis-rtse-pa and
A-c'os, and several minor officials were manacled and imprisoned
after much dishonour and insult in the Chinese camp a t the foot of
the Potala. This gave an occasion to P'o-lha-nas for repaying
sTag-rtse-pa's former kindness, by providing him with food and
clothes, and otherwise caring for his welfare. The Chinese found
sTag-rtse-pa guilty of co-operation with the Dsungars, which was
the charge weighing most heavily with them, and sentenced him to
death. sTag-rtse-pa and the two ministers were led with full
pomp under a large escort to the execution ground on the bank
of the sKyid-c'u. The troops lined up and gave a triple salvo of
musketry, and after this militarv display the three culprits were
L7DL, f. 72a.
Desideri, in AIITN, VI, p. 74; A z P C ,

f . 299b.

beheaded (11th month of 1720). P'o-lha-nas did not even succeed
in saving the dead minister's families from deportation to Peking.l
After justice had been done, the important problem of the organization of the new Chinese protectorate received its due attention.
The situation of the Chinese after the fall of Lhasa was incomparably more favourable than that of the Dsungars three years before.
They had the rightful Dalai-Lama with them, all the glamour
and authority of his name in their support. The clergy, always
pro-Chinese, rallied to them without difficulty. The nobility, some
of whom had been in revolt against the Dsungars, crowded round
the Chinese representatives, expecting from them honours, titles
and power. Of the provinces, K'ams and Kultunor, always under
some measure of Chinese influence, had been effectively occupied
during the war. mNa'-ris and gTsali were under the influence of
the most bitter enemies of the Dsungars. Tibet had thus come
willingly and completely under Chinese sway ; there was no necessity
for sending out expeditions from Lhasa to bring the provinces under
subjection, as the Dsungars had been compelled to do. Lastly,
though the possibility of Dsungar intrigues was by no means to
be excluded, a second Dsungar invasion of Tibet was unthinkable,
firstly because the great war then going on in Kansu and Turkestan
needed all the troops the Dsungar ruler could muster; secondly
because communications between Tibet and China were far easier
and shorter than between Tibet and Dsungaria. All that was needed
was a good religious, political and military organization.
In a country lilte Tibet, the religious organization came first in
order of importance; it was on the whole ready even before the fall
of Lhasa. Lajang Khan's puppet Dalai-Lama, who had been interned
by the Dsungars in the 1Cags-po-ri college as a simple monk, was
sent to Peking as a precautionary measure against possible int r i g u e ~Upon
.~
his arrival to court, he was sent to Jehol, where he
was ~ o n f i n e dand
, ~ there he died, possibly in 1725 (see later). He
owed his life to his absolute insignificance; he had been a victim of
Lajang Khan's blundering religious policy, and had never cornThe above account of the trial of sTag-rtse-pa is based on M B T J ,
f f . 173b-179a, and AzPC, f . q g a - b . Cf. Desideri, in MITN, V I , p. 74.
Once more De Filippi's translation is misleading, as it extends the decapitation to the puppet Dalai-Lama.
Shkng-lsu Shih-lu,, ch. 289, f. 17a ( = Haenisch, p. 408). AzPC, f . 3ora.
K. Ann., p. 440 (transl. p. 47); A z P C , f. 302b.
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manded any following in Tibet or elsewhere. The Chinese court,
who had once recognized him, could therefore display generosity
and allow him to live.
The Seventh Dalai-Lama was now installed in the Potala,' and
employed his first days there in receiving the gifts and homage of
the Mongol and Tibetan nobility and clergy. In the 10th month
(November) of 1720 the Pan-ccen had been invited to come to
Lhasa, as his recognition of the new Dalai-Lama was of essential
importance. He was accompanied for most of the way by Kcanccen-nas, and was met outside Lhasa by the Dalai-Lama's father
and the Chinese general^.^ I n the Potala he met the young DalaiLama, whose religious position had yet to be regularized by the
necessary vows and initiations. On the 51x1 = December 4th, the
Dalai-Lama pronounced the vows of a novice (dge-ts'ul)in the hands
of the Pan-c'en, the Kcri Rin po-cce and SKU-mdunsNags-ramspa bSam-gtan-rgyal-mts'an ; he received the name Blo-bzan-bskalbzan-rgya-mtsco, by which he was known henceforward. This was
the beginning of a shortened but intensive course of studies in the
Lamaist theology, as preparation for the exercise of his high
office.4 Shortly afterwards the Dalai-Lama and the Pan-ccen
celebrated together the New Year festival (January 28th) of 1721
in L h a ~ a . ~
The only Chinese interference with the Church bras the expulsioll
of the Dsungar lamas from the three great monasteries and from
bKra-Sis-lhun-po. the^ were arrested by the abbots and handed
over to the Chinese. Five of them (chief lamas appointed by Cering
The Potala had been completely despoiled and partly ruined by the
Dsungars in 1717. Its restoration was a long and costly affair. The emperor
and his sons contributed handsomely towards the expense; so did also the
Manchu princes, the chiefs of Kukunor, the Mongol and Tibetan aristocracy,
the monasteries of Tibet and Mongolia, and even the faraway Kalmuks
on the Volga. I t was truly a pan Lamaist undertaking. After some years
the Potala was again its former self, even more beautiful and richer than
before.--M6moirc sur le Thibet et le royaume des Eleuths, in Lettres kdifiatztes
et curieuses, vol. I11 (Paris 1843), p. 521 n.
A z P C , f . 296b.
This was a maternal uncle of the Ilalai-Lama; see Doc. I, p. 265. Later
he was an ecclesiastic official and bore the title of darqan; Hsi-yii t'ungwtn-chih, ch. 24, ff. 15b-16a.
L7DL, f f . 7ob-71b; A z P C , f. 298b.
Haenisch, p. 405 ( = Shtng-ts~rSAih-114, ch. 289, ff. 15b-16a); MBTJ,
f . 174a; A z P C , f. zgga.

Donduk) were decapitated, the rest were imprisoned.' This strong
measure was necessary in order to eliminate once for all the Dsungar
intrigues among the lamas, which had been so effective in 1717.
As to the civil government, the Chinese did away with the office
of sde-srid (regent), which placed too much power in the hands of a
single i n d i ~ i d u a l The
. ~ form of government they established was a
relatively strict form of protectorate. Its main features were a strong
Chinese garrison in Lhasa with safe communications with China,
and a council of ministers composed of men that could be trusted.
The council was to govern the country under the close supervision
of the commander of the Chinese garrison, who could always interfere with the decisions of the council when Chinese interests were
directly concerned. Also a territorial re-arrangement took place;
partly for securing the communications with Lhasa and partly
for satisfiying provincial expansionism of Szechwan, the whole of
south-eastern Tibet, with Batang, Li-t 'ang, Ta-chien-lu and all
the couiltry as far as the borders of Central Tibet, was placed under
. ~ arrangement proved unthe Chinese governor of S ~ e c h w a n The
satisfactory in the long run, and had to be partly revised in 1725.
In the rest of Tibet the council of ministers was supreme.
At first it was composed of three men. First in rank among them was
K'an-c'en-nas, who was given the Manchu title of beise (in the
Tibetan texts: Pas-se) and the Mongol title of DaiCing Biitur, by
which he became known henceforward to the Tibetans. Besides the
chairmanship of the council, he maintained the government of mNaris. According to traditional Chinese policy, he was given a colleague,
with slightly inferior rank but fully equal powers, it being intended
that they should control each other. To this position Na-p'od-pa
rDo-rje-rgyal-po was appointed. He too was granted the title of
beise and was confirmed in the governorship of his native country
Koii-po. The two chief ministers had one junior minister under
them, with whom they were to consult for every matter of imporHaenisch, p. 405 ( = Shtng-tsu Shih-lu, loc. c i t . ) ; A z P C , f . 29ga; MBTJ,
f. 1 7 4 a Dsungar lamas were first sent t o Central Tibetan monasteries
by the Dsungar ruler Galdan in the nineties of the 17th century. Ch'ingshih-hao, ch. 525 (Fan-pu 8), p. r639c.
The dPag-bsanz-ljon-bzan is wrong in giving the title of sde-svid to Kcaiiccen-nas. It may be however that in popular usage the chairman of the council
continued t o be loosely called by the old title of sde-svid.
Haenisch, pp. 402-404 ( = Shtng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 287, f f . rga-2oa).
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tance. This was Lum-pa-nas bKra-Cs-rgyal-yo, a nobleman froln the
districts along the gTsan-po in dBus. He had 1)eer~a finance director
(rtsis-dpon) in Lajang Khan's time; as we have seen, he had come
~ersonallyto submit to the Chinese commanders before Lhasa, and
was rewarded by the emperor with the title of fu-kuo-krng I Y 2
(Tibetan gun), or duke of the second class.' He too was given the government of his native r e g i ~ nAccording
.~
to the M m , he was a man
of strong sympathies, ready to give quick preferment to his friends
and to antagonize those who had the misfortune of displeasing him ;
in the latter class he almost a t one included P'o-lha-nas. Lum-panas was t o be the chief villain in the drama of 172718. The members of
the council were styled in Tibetan bka'i-mdun-na-'don, or more commonly bka'i-dgun- blon, usually shortened into bKa'- b10n.~
There were two other personages, who were not members of the
council and had no official position in the eyes of the Chinese, but
very often took part in the deliberations of the council, and gradually became a kind of unofficial members. One was, quite naturally,
the father of the Dalai-Lama. The other was P'o-lha-nas; he had
been appointed by K'an-c'en-nas as his chief adjutant and main
collaborator, and was also entrusted with the government of
gTsan ; the emperor gave him the title of first-class taifi.4
The Chinese had come to Tibet with the awoved intention of
avenging the death of Lajang
I t was also widely rumoured
that, when peace was concluded, the emperor would obtain the
liberation of Lajang Khan's sons and would place one of them on
the throne of L h a ~ a Popular
.~
rumour of course overstepped the
mark, and we know that the Chinese never entertained such an
intention. Anyhow, the new regime was certainly not a restoration
of Lajang Khan's government. The council was sharply divided. On
the one side stood K 'an-c 'en-nas, supported by P 'o-lha-nas, both
Mayers, n. 22.

Hsi-tsang-chih, ch.

f f . 6b-7a.
On the composition and titles of the council see MBTJ f. 17gb; L7DL,
f . 74b; K. Ann., pp. 442-443 (transl. p. 50); Lon ba'i dnzigs bzc, p. 180;
Haenisch, p. 422 (= Sh2ng-tsu Slzih-lzc, ch. 291, ff. I ~ b -2I5 ) ; Hsi-tsang-chih,
ch. 2, ff. 6b-7a; Fan-pu yao-liielt, ch. 17, f . 18b; Chcing-slrih-kao,ch. 8 ( p i n chi a), p. 35c; Rockhill in JRAS 1891, p. 74.
Fan-PU yao-liieh, ch. 17, f . 18b.
Desideri, in M I T N , VI, p. 74.
Cfr. the above-quoted letter of Fr. Domenico da Fano, dated ThueC,
February 2nd, 1719 in MITN, I, pp. 115-116.
2,

old and faithful officials of Lajang Khan, both active opponents of
the Dsungars, both staunch supporters of the Chinese; territorially,
they represented Western and Southern Tibet, the centres of the
anti-Dsungar revolt. On the other side, Na-pcod-paand L ~ m - p a - ~ ~
typical representatives of the old-style aristocracy; they had held no
very high position under Lajang Khan, had not rebelled against the
Dsungars till the last moment, had rallied to the conquerors at the
end of the war, and were for the time being lukewarm and unreliable
supporters of the Chinese; their main support was to be found in
Kori-po and the lower gTsan-po valley, territories practically untouched by the Dsungars. They were the exponents of the old
national aristocratic parties. As to sByar-ra-ba, he was a mere
official of the church and the real brain behind him was the father
of the Dalai-Lama. The very composition of the council carried thus
in itself the seeds of strife and of the upheaval of 1727. Another
strong element of disruption was the fact that, since each of the
ministers was the governor of a province, they were pretty often absent from Lhasa in their territories; and the council gradually became a desultory meeting of powerful regional rulers, rather than an
administrative body. We shall see that later events developed
strictly along the lines sketched above.
As to military organization, it was understood that after the
withdrawal of the main Chinese army a strong garrison was to be
left in Lhasa. I t numbered at first 3000 men (Manchu, Chinese and
Mongols) under the command of Cewang Norbu; his chief lieutenant was Aboo. For reasons not very clear to us, the emperor ordered
the demolition of the walls built by Lajang I<han ; and Lhasa has
remained ever since an open city. Early in 1721 the Chinese army
marched back to China by the souther11road, leaving detachmentsat
Batang, Li-tcang,Ccab-mdo (Chamdo) and Lho-ron-rdson, to keep
open the communications with the garrison of L h a ~ a . ~
The dispositions sltetched out above were at first intended as a
provisional organization. I t was understood that later Yansin
should return to Tibet to take charge there. 500 men froin Yiinnan
and another 500 from Szechwan (these last commanded by general
Galbi) were to reinforce the Lhasa garrison; Yansin was to travel
Haenisch, p. 422 ( = Shhzg-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 291, f . I 111).
Rocl<hill, in J R A S 1891, p. 71.
W a e n i s c h , pp. 419-4'1 ( = Sking-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 290, f f . 8b-gb).
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with the Szechwan force.' But this scheme was not carried out.
Yansin never went back to Tibet a t all. Galbi set out whith the
troops from the zone of the Lu-ting bridge (to the east of Ta-chicnlu), but fell ill and could not travel farther. On the proposal of
Nien Khg-yao, the governor-general of Szechwan through whom
at this time all Tibetan military affairs were managed, the emperor
on chia-wu/IX = October 26th, 1721, ordered that Galbi's official
seal be given to Cewang Norbu; this meant the appointment
of that Mongol nobleman as Chinese representative and commander-in-chief in Tibet. Aboo was appointed as his assistant
for military affair^.^ Thus the provisional arrangement became
a permanent one.
About the same time the emperor ordered a visiblesign of the Chinese
conquest to be set up in Lhasa; it is the famous pillar inscription,
the text of which is found in most of the Chinese works on Tibet.8
Coming now to relate the events in Tibet up to the death of
K'ang-hsi a t the end of 1722, or rather till his death became known
in Lhasa a t the beginning of the following year, we can dismiss in
a few Lines the nominal head of the country, the still minor DalaiLama. His position under the new form of government was that of
an honoured figure-head, with no power whatsoever. But his
spiritual influence gave him a real importance, and he was therefore
always treated with punctilious deference by the Chinese. Relations
with the court of Peking were frequent and cordial. In 1721 an
. ~ the
imperial message was brought to Lhasa by two e n ~ o y s In
same year Blo-bzan-rab-brtan, abbot of Y 'a-bon-k'a, was sent to
Peking5 and in 1722 the emperor replied sending several gifts6
Haenisch, pp. 423-424 ( = ShCng-ts1.c Shih-lu, ch. 291, ff. 3oa-31a).
Order given on chi-chcou./III= April 24th, 172 1. Cfr. also Chcing-shih-kao,
ch. 8 (Ptn-chi 8), p. 35.
Sh2ng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 294, f . 8a-b. Chcing-shih-kao, ch. 525 (Fan-Pu 8),
164ob.
Translated by Rockhill, in JRAS 1891, pp. 185-187 The imperial
orcler for the setting up of the inscription was issued on ting-szii/IX =
November 18th, 1721; Sh2ng-tsu Slzik-lu, ch. 294, f. 21a.
L7DL, f . 77b.
This must correspond with one of the two missions to Peking recorded
for the year 1721. The first was received by the emperor on chia-shin/V =
June 18th (Shtng-tsu Shih-114, ch. 292, f . zob), and the second was received
on ling-hai/X = December 18th (op. cit., ch. 2 9 5 , f. 12a).
L7DL, f . 88b; AzPC, f. 318a.
6

Another mission from the Dalai-Lama and the Tibetan ministers
was received by the emperor on hsin-yzt/III = May ~ 1 s 1722.1
t ~
The relations of the Dalai-Lama with the Kukunor princes were
of the best, specially with Cayan Danjin now as always his chief
supporter in that zone. The imperial commanders in Lhasa, the
highest of whom, prince Cewang Norbu, was a Lamaist, took
part in all the feasts and religious ceremonies. The settlement
of the Tibetan troubles reacted also favourably with the neighbouriilg countries. Thus we hear of missions to the Dalai-Lama
despatched in 1720 by the king of Bhatgaon (Tibetan: K'o-k'om)
in Nepal; in 1721 by the Icing of Kathmandu (Yam-bu),3 the
Bhutanese ruler^,^ the king of Dsum-le15 the ruler of Sikkim;G
in 1722 by the king of Patan (Ye-ran) in Nepal.' A curious relic
of bygone times presented itself to the Dalai-Lama in 1721: "The
son of the bdag-Po of Guge, of the family of the religious kings of
Tibet", accompanied by the abbot of mT'o-ldin (Toling).8 In
other words the legitimate descendant (son would be chronologically
impossible) of the last king of Guge, the protector of the Jesuits,
dethroned in 1630 by Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal, king of Ladakh.g The
prince, called in the A3PC Blo-bzan-padma-bkra-Sis, remained
a t the courts of Lhasa and bKra-Sis-lhun-po during the whole of
this period, and died in the first half of 1743.l~
Of personal matters concerning the Dalai-Lama, it needs only to
be said that he passed several months of each summer in 'Brasspuns for his courses of theological studies. His mother died in
1722.11 His father developed a particnlar attachment for the
S h t n g - l s u S h i h - l u , ch. 297, f . Ha-1).
L7DL, f . 73b.
L7DL, f. 74b.
L7DL, f . 74b.
L7DL, f . 7 7 b On the kingdom of Jumla ('Dsum-1a1i) in Western Nepal,
which till the 14th century included also m ~ a ' - r i ssKor-gsum, see G. Tucci,
P r e l i m i n a r y repovt o n two scienfific expeditions in N e p a l , Rome I 956, pp. 37-71,
105-130 The rulers of Jumla had been assiduous in paying homage to the
Fifth Dalai-Lama. G. Tucci, T i b e f a n Painted S c ~ o l l s ,p. 74.
L7DL, f . 88a.
L7DL, f . 885.
L7DL, f . 81a.
See L. Petech, A study o n the chvonicles of Ladaklz, C:~lcutta 1939,

pp.
lo

l1

140-141.
L7DL, f . 2ggb; A3PC, f . 47a.
Funeral rites were performed for her in t h e first days O F ~ 7 2 3L7DJ-,
.
f. q ~ b .
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ancient temple of bSam-yas on the left bank of the
above rTses-t 'an, founded by king K'ri-sroii-lde- btsan c . 775.
He went there at the beginning of 1721 and at the end of 1722 tile
former K'ri Rin-po-c'e Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas could already betakc
himself there in order to consecrate and inaugurate tlle repairs
carried out by order of the Dalai-Lama's father.2
On the activities of the new Tibetan government, our information
is practically limited to the MBI'J. One of the first problems they
had to cope with, was that of the rNin-ma-pa. P'o-lha-nas had beell
educated a t sMin-grol-glib, a rnin-ma-pa monastery, and throughout his life he protected this sect, although he always remained
outwardly a follower of the Yellow Church. He was now of the
opinion that, as the emperor's edicts enjoined the return of Tibet
to the conditions prevailing under the Fifth Dalai-Lama, the old
religious situation had to be restored as well. Through the Dsungar
persecution, the rDsogs-c'en sect (grub-mt'a-la-ris-su-c'ad-pa-medpa), the rnin-ma-pa and the married monks (gzugs-btsun) had
suffered a loss of about 550 monasteries pillaged or destroyed; these
had to be repaired and re-endowed. But the proposal met with
difficulties in the council and was vetoed by Cewang Norbu and
the Kukunor princes; the Dalai-Lama too was against it. P'o-lhanas insisted in his proposals, pointing out the unfairness of upholding
a measure taken by the Dsungar usurpers, till at last Cewang Norbu
and Aboo grew angry, and he had to give way. Still, he obtained
at least that the rnin-ma-pa should be allowed to rebuild their
monasteries by their own unaided effork4
With or without pressure from Chinese side, the new rulers thought
of giving some sort of military help to the emperor in his war
against the Dsungars. At the beginning of 1721, while K 'an-c'en-nas
went back to m$?a'ris, P'o-lha-nas led a small force through
Nag-ts'an into the desert plains of the North-West. But they
suffered so much from fatigue, hunger and thirst, that they had to
retreat without even seeing the enemy. I n Nag-ts'ari, Pco-lha-nas
had to settle a dispute arisen between the gTsan provincial general
L7DL, f. 77b.
L7DL, f . 89b. Tlze bSam-yas monastery (ed. Lokesh Chandra), p. 65.
Cf. Iclon-rdol, vol. 'A, f . 18a.
I take these gzugs-btsun to be the same as the btsan-btsun of the Fifth
Dalai-Lama's regulations. G. Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 69.
MBTJ, ff. 18oa-181b.

(mda'-dpon) Nu-ma-ba and the local herdsmen, who were subjects
of the Pan-c'en; he arranged it by an amiable interview with the
treasurer (gan-mdzod) of bKra-Sis-lhun-PO. When the winter
came, P'o-lha-nas with his troops left Nag-ts'an and returned
through Sans to P'o-lha and hence to bKra-Sis-lhun-po, where on
the 91x1 = December 27th he paid respects to the Pan-c'en.1
Shortly after New Year's day (February 16th) of 1722 P'o-lha-nas
was back in Lhasa. He offered his homage to the Dalai-Lama,
reported on his negative mission to the Chinese commanders, and
regained touch with current affairs through discussions with Nap'od-pa and the father of the Dalai-Lama.
It was on this occasion that mDo-mk'ar Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal, the
author of the MBTJ, attached himself to P'o-lha-nas. Born in 1697 as
the heir of the ancient family of the sTag-lun chiefs, he studied at
Se-ra and sMin-grol-glin. In 1716 he entered the service of Lajang
Khan as tax-collector a Shigatse ; on that occasion he visited for the
first time the Pan-c'en. In 1717 he was rdson-dpon of Shigatse when
the Dsungars stormed Lhasa. He shifted his allegiance to the puppet
government and became first rdson-dpon of 1Cag-rtse Gri-gu and
later mgron-gCer (chamberlain ) of sTag-rtse-pa, in which quality
.~
he was present at the state entry of the Dalai-Lama in L h a ~ aThe
disgrace of sTag-rtse-pa ruined for the moment his promising
career. Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal and his father were summoned by the
Chinese to justify themselves; the son went into hiding in Nagts'an, the father was arrested, but later released on the intercession
of P'o-lha-nas. In 1722 Ts'e-rin-dbaii-rgyal came to Lhasa to pay
homage to the Dalai-Lama, and could re-enter public office, but
only as a lay official (dru+~-'k'or).~
After his return P'o-lha-nas did not stay for long in Lhasa. As he
was the most trustworthy officer available, Cewang Norbu requested him to undertake a survey of the routes in Nag-ts'an, by
which the Dsungars had come to Tibet, and to prepare a report to
be forwarded to the emperor. Aboo took the occasion for asking
M H T J , f f . 183s-186a. A z P C , f . 313.2, where he is alreatly given the title
of vtsis-clpon, finance director.
M B T J , f . 186a, has by mistake Water-Hare year 1723. L7DL, f . 81n,
places this in the last months of 1721.
Trigu-dsong of the maps in Southern gTsai1. Ferrari, p. 56 ; ~ n d11. 348.
sTag-luri, i f . 391a-392b; M H T J , f . ~ 7 4 : ~L7DL,
;
f . 70.7.
ST%-lun, f . 393b; MHTJ, f . 18Gb.
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p'o-lha-nas to procure for him thirty good n1Na'-ris 11orsc.s.
P'o-lha-nas first went back to P'o-lha to equip himself for the journey. Thence he set out with a small force. Passing through Senrtse,' Rog-c'e etc., he reached Nag-ts'an, where he encamped.
From his central point he sent out surveying parties to examine the
various roads and paths. No sign of the enemy was seen, though
P'o-lha-nas was always the alert and kept his nlen fit by continuous and strenuous exercise. In the 10th month (November/December) of 1722 he set out for the return journey, after having
procured the horses for Aboo; and soon he was back in P'0-1ha.~
During his absence the imperial high command in Lhasa had gone
through a crisis. I n the spring of 1722 the Ta Bla-ma Ts'ul-k'rimsbzan-po had arrived from Peking with an imperial letter and orders
for Cewang N ~ r b u He
. ~ stayed on in Lhasa, possibly as an unofficial observer for the imperial government. Thus it happened that
on jtn-yin/VII = August zgth, 1722, Nien K&ng-yao,the governorgeneral of Szechwan, reported to the emperor that he had received
a memorial from Lama Ts'ul-k'rims-bzan-po and from Shih Ju-chin
&, a Chinese agent in Tibet; it said that officers and troops in
Tibet were a t loggerheads among themselves, because duke Cewang
Norbu was a weak man, and because several officials were causing
trouble and strife, foremost among them the expositor of the
Hanlin Man-tu $$& and the second-class secretary Padma (Pat'&-ma Eeajt;).The memorialists proposed either to keep the
troops in Tibet and to recall Man-tu and Padma, or to send all the
troops back to Chinese territory and to maintain in Tibet only a wellorganized postal stages system, in order to keep the officials a t
Perhaps Shentsa-dsong of the maps, about long. 88' 47', lat. 30' 55'.
MBTJ, ff. 187a-18gb.
L7DL, ff. 83a, 87a. This is Culcim Dsangbu Ramjamba of the Chun-ko2rh fang-liieh (Haenisch, pp. 218-2 19\, the lama-geographer who in I 717
was the companion of Sengju in his journey to Tibet. Incidentally, Ranjamba,
correctly rub-'bynms-pa, is an academic title corresponding to something like
Dr. Phil. This Tibetan text and the Chinese document to be quoted presently
dispose of the contention of W. Fuchs, Der Jesz~ten-Atlasder Kcanghsi-Zeit,
p. 12, that two lamas were meant. There was certainly another lama- cartographer, but his name is mentioned nowhere
Hsi-tsang pan-shih. chih chih-fis j8! $# $2 $f. Cfr. Mayers, nn. 556
and 560.
Shih-tu-hsueh-shih 8 k.Mayers, n. 203.
Yuan-wai-lung
Mayers, n. 164.

a.

Lhasa in communication with the court; only a reserve force Mras
to be stationed a t Chamdo. The latter alternative did not appeal to the energetic old emperor. Besides, he strongly resented
that subordinate officials should have dared to advise the evacuation of the Chinese troops from Tibet. He ordered the repatriation of both the mischief-makers (Man-tu and Padma) and
the memoralizers (the Lama and Shih Ju Ju-chin). The financial
commissioner of Hsian-fu, called Darin (T'a-lin GiM;), was to
replace Man-tu. The governor Sertu (S&-Srh-t'u& @ m) was to go
to Tibet and to reestablish order among the Chinese soldiery of the
Green Banners, whose discipline had much deteriorated. Padma was
to be replaced by an official sent for this purpose, who was to restore
order among the clerks of the Chinese command, acting in concert
with Cewang Norbu. Nien Keng-yao was to supervise the whole
m ~ v e m e n t The
. ~ effect of these measures was soon felt. On wutzfi/IX = October ~ o t h Sertu
,
was able to report complete order
and smooth working in the Chinese command and troops. Of the
3500 men then in Tibet, 1900 were necessary for security and for
the watching of the 66 postal stages newly organized. The remaining
1600 could be safely repatriated, and it was highly advisable to do
so, because of the difficulties of supply and of the high expenses of
the army in Tibet.* As we shall see from the Tibetan texts, the
Chinese occupation army was indeed a most heavy burden on the
poor country.
This movement of officials and the special mission of Sertu are
mentioned also in the Tibetan texts, which tell us of the arrival of
three Chinese officials (ta-,ti&, Chinese ta-j2n Ah),who were
still in Lhasa when the news of the emperor's death arrived5
Their names, or rather titles, are given as A-sa Am-ba, Pu-cin and
Ma-sa-ma sByar-go-c'i. \lTemay as well discuss here the titles of the
Chinese officals sent to Tibet in this period, as they appear in
their Tibetan garb. As a rule, the higher officials were Manchus
and employed the Manchu or Mongol nomenclature. The chief
envoy is usually styled A-sa-han Am-ba, a transcription of the
Manchu title ashan-i arnban, corresponding to the Chinese shih-lalzg
1

Pu-chtng shih-szli (5 IIk @ u 3 . Mayers, 11. 275.

"sun-fu
%&. Mayers, n. 274.
SheAng-tsu Shzh-lu, ch. 298, f f . I r b - r p .
Shtng-tsu Shih-lu, ch. 299, f f . gb-6a.
L7DL, f goa.
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(vice-president of a board),' but also more vaguely employed for
a member of the Grand Secretariat. His courtesy title was always
amban, corresponding to the Chinese ta-ch'kn
; it remained
attached to the office of the two imperial residents in Tibet, and
became widely known in Europe a t the time of the Chinese-British
negotiations over Tibet at the end of the 19th century. But properly
speaking, it was always a mode of address, more or less like His
Excellency in Europe, and had nothing to do with the office of
imperial resident, which was established only after the civil war of
172718, as expressly stated by the Chinese texts.3 These first
ambans were no permanent residents, had no administrative powers
and were without a colleague. They had of course with them a
small staff of junior officers, usually styled sI3yar-go-c'i (or 'Jargo-c'i) and sBi-c'a'i-c'i. The first title is the transcription of the
Mongol jaryuc'i, Manchu jargdci, Chinese tuan-shih-jkn & $ h meaning judge, or a t least judicial o f f i ~ e rThe
. ~ second is the I\longol bitzc'i
(bic'iyec'i),Manchu bithes'i, Chinese Pi-t'ieh-shih 3 3 ,which was the
title of the Manchu clerks in the public offices. The Tibetan texts
give no personal names, and were it not for the Chinese documents,
we would be unable to distinguish between the various officials with
identical titles who came to Tibet in different times. In this case, A-sa
Am-ba evidently refers to the governor Sertu. Pu-cin transcribes puche"ng(-shih-szii),the Chinese title of the finance commissioner Darin.
Ma-sa-ma sByar-go-c'i must be the unnamed official sent to replace
Padma.
Soon after P'o-lha-nas had returned home, he received the news
that K'an-c'en-nas, on his way back from mNa'-ris, intended to
pass through Ran (Central gTsan). To give greater weight to the
impending meeting, P'o-lha-nas summoned to Lun-nag el-dkar
all the high officials of gTsan to discuss matters of common interest.
I t was a great gathering of the local aristocracy. Most of them
agreed with Pco-lha-nas,although some dissenting voices were not
lacking, chiefly that of mda'-dpon Nu-ma-ba. The subjects discussed had mostly to do with finance, and the treasurers of K'arihieh Chcung-ch'i, p. 104.
Nieh Chcung-chci, p, 99.
Sh2ng-wu-chi, ch. 5, f . 12b.
Nieh Chung-chci, p. 107.
P. Pelliot, Notes d'histoire knlmoztke, py. 70-71. B u t see
See above p. 60.

later p. 257.
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ccen-nas,one of whom was Nag-dban-yon-tan, came in for much criticism.1 The encounter with K'an-c'en-nas took place ad Bo-gdoi
bKra-Sis-sgaii.Vhere was much pomp, rejoicing and sports; then
business began. There was a serious complaint from the people of
gTsan about arbitrary taxation and corvkes. The matter stood thus:
the Chinese commanders had imposed on the population the feeding
and care of the horses and mules of the Chinese troops. As the
beasts were dying in great numbers because of the difference of
climate, the people to whom they were entrusted were compelled
to replace them. Besides, the population was hit by several taxes to
be paid not in natural produce, but in valuable horses. On the top
of all, the ministers Lum-pa-nas and Na-p'od-pa were in their turn
oppressing the people of gTsan with arbitrary taxation. K'an-c'ennas and P'o-lha-nas were entreated to go to Lhasa and to do something for the relief of the population, because "even if the Dsungar
troops were to come back, what distress heavier than this could
befall us ?" The blessings of Chinese domination were by now becoming apparent to the man in the street. But the natural leaders
of the people of gTsan owed everything to the Chinese, and had to
be very cautious in this matter. Anyhow, K'an-c'en-nas promised
to refer the question to the emperor and to the Dalai-Lama,
provided P'o-lha-nas went with him to Lhasa; the latter agreed.3
The pledge was actually honoured as we know from Chinese sources
that the Tibetans protested to the emperor against the burdens of
the occupation.
We may also mention in passing that the long protracted wars
and foreign occupations had caused a sharp increase of the cost of
living. The Capuchins repeatedly complained of this fact, and
Fr. Gioacchino da S. Anatolia in a letter of November zoth, 1724,
wrote that "what in the past year cost one mor now costs t l ~ r e e " . ~
On this occasion K'an-c'en-nas with a great suite made a state

MBTJ, ff. ~goa-191b.
Possibly in the neighbourhood of the temple of 130-don E in Westernmost
gTsaii. Ferrari, p. 67 and n. 568.
MBTJ, f . 1g3a-b.
The mohar was then t h e monetary unit of Nepal. I t was a silver piece
weighing 6 mBS2, and thus corresponding to half the Indian rupee of 12 mBS2;
MITN, IV, p. 235.
ti

In M I T N , I, p. 127.
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visit to the Pap-den, by whom he was received wit11 mucll pomp
on the 61x1 = c. December 13th, 1722.1
At the beginning of winter, K'an-c'en-nas and Pco-lha-nasarrived
in Lhasa. I t is noteworthy that already at that time I-"o-lha-nas had
anticipated hostility and danger in the capital, and had offered
prayers and gifts to the priests, to avert any accident. And indeed
the very arrival of the two ministers in the town revealed the
changed atmosphere and gave occasion to unpleasantness ; t hc
other ministers tried to avoid placing at the disposal of the newcomers a residence fit for their rank, under the plea that all the
palaces and finer houses had been requisitioned by the Chinese
garrison. The difficulty once smoothed over, K 'an-c'en-nas and
P'o-lha-nas paid their respects to the Dalai-Lama and to the
Chinese commander^.^ After the New Year's festival (February 5th)
of 1723, in which they took part,3 they settled down to business.
As the complaints of oppression and arbitrariness in the allotment of taxation were increasing in Lhasa too, P'o-lha-nas undertook personally the supervision of the account department, which
was lodged in the dGa'-ldan palace at the end of the town. We do
not know when he was formally appointed finance director (rtsisd p o n ) , because his biographer does not mention the fact.4 However,
the AzPC (but not the L7DL) gives him that title already at the
end of 1721 and again in the spring of 1723.~
As we have seen, his training in finance work in his young
years fitted him admirably for this post. But instead of giving relief
to the tax-payers, he devoted his whole energy to increasing the
efficiency of the department, in view of the heavy demands which
the maintenance of the Chinese army placed on the treasury. He
soon reestablished good order in the functioning of the various
offices. As some tax-payers were in the habit of notifying their
departure from the country in order to avoid paying revenue,
P'o-lha-nas caused it to be proclaimed that their houses and estates
were to be handed over to any other man who would be urilling to
A z P C , f . 321a.
M B T J , f f . 1g6b-197a.
L7DL, f . gob; MBTJ, f f . 197b-198b.
Besides, the MBTJ seldom employs the official titles, b u t prefers some
literary periphrases, such as bka'i-mdgcn-pzn-'don for bka-'blon, g - y u l - g ~ i k'a-lo-pa for wads)-dpon, etc.
A z P C , ff. 313a, 325a.
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pay revenue on them. This drastic measure soon put an end to the
practice, because men began looking about for "vacant" houses
and estates to be claimed as their own. P'o-lha-nas then regulated
the levy of the yearly tax, and determined the powers of the taxcollectors on a more humane basis. He carried out a general revision
of the archives, which were very disordered and untrustworthy,
and reorganized them in 300 ledgers (deb-t 'er) .l
While Pco-lha-nas was engaged in his financial activities, the
news of the death of the emperor Kcang-hsireached Lhasa. With the
decease of the great Manchu emperor, the system of stern and
efficient supervision of Tibetan affairs was relaxed; his successor,
as we shall see, followed a quite different policy, which soon led
to civil war and chaos.
M B T J , f f . 19gb-2005.

CHAPTER SEVEN

TIBET AND THE NEW POLICY OF Y U N G - C H ~ N G
The emperor Sheng-tsu (K 'ang-hsi) died on December zoth, 1722.
The Dalai-Lama was much grieved when he heard of the sad event;
he had been very grateful to the dead emperor, to whom he owed
his present position. Solemn funeral rites were conducted in the hermitages of rTses and 0-rgyan-glin ; the Dalai-Lama himself through
49 days offered prayers and oblations for the spiritual good of the
deceased, and organized various other ceremonies in Lhasa.l The
rite at bKra-Sis-lhun-pol to which the Chinese commanders participated, took place on the 8/IV = c. May 12th~1723.~The new emperor Yung-cheng, K'ang-hsiJsfourth son, son, sent at once a mission
to Lhasa, headed by a Jasak TaBla-ma,3 to comrnunicate officially
the news of K'ang-hsi's death and of his own a c c e ~ s i o nThe
. ~ mission
visited the Pan-c'en on the 22/VIII = c. September 21th,~ but
for reasons unknown to us they did not meet the Dalai-Lama for
a long time, till after the departure of the Chinese troops from
Lhasa. The mission had also brought to K'an-c'en-nas the order to
betake himself to mNa-'ris and to look to the defence of the routes
in mNa'-ris, Nag-ts'an and Sa-ga,6 by which Dsungar troops
could reach Tibet. K'an-c'en-nas at once complied, and P'o-lha-nas
accompanied him for a part of the journey. Through bKra-Sis-lhunpo they came to sNar-t'an, where P'o-lha-nas caused the temple
to be repaired; it was his first connection with the place through
which he was to gain his most lasting fame in Tibet, as the yromoter of the sNar-t'ali edition of the Tibetan canon. Then K'anc'en-nas travelled through el-dkar-rdson to mNa'-ris, and P'o-lhanas went to P'o-lha and thence back to Lhasa. His relations with
the Chinese authorities were now of the best, and the clash over the
L7DL, f. 92a-b.

"A~PC, f. 324b.
011this title see IPJayers, nn. 602, 603, 604.
ICIBTJ, f zoob.
AzPC, f . 326b.
Or Sa-dg-a'; a district to the west of gTsail, comprising mainly the valley
of the Chaktak-tsangpo; its capital is Sa-dga)-rdson(Saka-jongof the maps).

rRiri-m;l-pa question was forgot ten. There were gorgeous festivals,
in which particularly Aboo took part.l
All this came to an abrupt end. Suddenly an imperial rescript
was received in Lhasa, which changed the whole situation. On chiashtn/III = April 9th) 1723, the emperor gave order to his council to
consider and submit concrete proposals for the evacuation of
Chinese troops from Tibet. The memorial drawn up by the Grand
Secretariat set forth that it was feared that a too long stay of the
Chinese garrison in Lhasa would place an unbearable economic
burden on the Tibetans. I t proposed the recall of Cewang Norbu and of Aboo to the capital, via Hsining. Other units were to
march back via Yiinnan, and the Chinese Green Bannersmen from
Szechwan were to return home through Ta-chien-lu. Chamdo was
the key of the whole net of communications in Eastern Tibet; it
was to be held permanently by a garrison of 1000 picked Green
Bannersmen, and governor-general Nien Keng-yao had to find some
trustworthy officers for this important post. The council further
recognized the great importance of mNa'-ris, which was Tibet's
frontier territory against the Dsungars. As K'an-ccen-nas must
now return to Lhasa and conduct government affairs from there,
he could no more give his attention to mNa'-ris : he should therefore
be given some able assistants for the administration of that province.
As to Hsining, a t the head of the Kansu-Tibet route, its ilormal
garrison of 6000 Green Bannersmen was deemed quite sufficient;
all the troops above that number were to be withdrawn. The emperor gave his sanction to these proposal^.^
This fateful measure was a part of the retrenchment policy of the
new emperor, who intended to put an end to K'ang-hsi's iinperialistic drive, and to reduce the commitments of the empire outside
the borders of China proper. In the following year he was even to
conclude a short-lived peace with the Dsungars. I t was a wellmeant decision, but it took no account of the hard facts. If the
Chinese garrison was withdrawn, how was the Chinese influence
to be maintained? What effective check could there be upon
Dsungars intrigues and the yearning for independence of the
Tibetan aristocracy? These questions had not even bee11 thought
of by the emperor in his hasty decision. The order was operative,
1

MBTJ, f f . z o ~ a - 2 0 3 sA
; z P C , f . 325a.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 5, f f . zb-3b.

and Cewang Norbu and Aboo at once prepared for their departure. Their parting visit with the Dalai-Lama was very cordial,
and he expressed his sincere regrets in seeing them go.' Before
they left Lhasa, they received two messengers from K 'ah-ccennas in mNa'-ris. The minister was much worried by this new turn
of Chinese policy, which deprived him of his strongest support
and left him exposed to the envy and intrigues of his colleagues
in the council. His message to Cewang Norbu can be summarized
thus: "The departure of the troops had, it is true, the advantage of the cessation of the corvkes, requisitions and taxes, which
had gone a long way towards creating serious disaffection among
the population (a strangely outspoken and bold statement to
make!). But the Dsungar menace was by no means over; the
Dalai-Lama was young and fickle, the pan-;'en was growing
old, and the country was turbulent. In these conditions the withdrawal of the Chinese was a great evil. He, K'an-c'en-nas, intended
to send a messenger to the emperor, requisting cancellation of the
order. Could not one of the Chinese commanders remain in Lhasa
till a reply arrived? If this were impossible, would they at least
before leaving give him clear instructions and definite directives
as to the policy to be followed?"-It was of no avail. The Chinese
commanders put off K'an-cen-nas's messengers with empty words
(they would discuss the matter and give a reply later), and marched
off without caring about the situation they left behind.2
Perhaps it was in order to balance in some way the disastrous
moral effects of this hasty departure, that the Chinese mission headed
by the Ta Bla-ma presented themselves to the Dalai-Lama in the
Ra-sa 'P'rul-snan and formally announced to him the accession
of the new emperor; they were entertained at a great feast and accompanied the Dalai-Lama to Se-ra, where he passed a part of
the year 1723.~
Of course this had no practical significance. But things had been
overdone, and the emperor himself must have thought that he had
to make some sort of provision for the continuance of Chinesc
supervision in Tibet. Shortly after the order of withdrawal, on
chi-hail111 = April 24th. 1723, the emperor "appointed the senior
L7DL, f . gqa.
M B T J , f . zo4a-b.
L7DL, f . gga-b.

secretary of the Mongolian Superintendency Orai, (0-lai b; (~a)2
to be a sub-chancellor of the Grand Secretariat and a joint vicepresident of the Board of Rites4 He was to go to Tibet to supervise its affair^".^ I n the Tibetan texts this Orai is styled as usual
the aslaan-i amban. He brought the usual compliinentary message
for the D a l a i - L a ~ n aBut
. ~ he was no mere ceremonial envoy like
the Ta Bla-ma, whom he found still in Tibet and who left for Peking
shortly afterwards. As we have seen, he was entrusted with a political
mission concerning the government of Tibet. When the council
assembled (K 'an- c 'en-nas, who was still in mNa'-ris, being replaced
by the father of the Dalai-Lama), Orai communicated the emperor's
confirmation of the two chief ministers in their office, and the suggestion that P'o-\ha-nas be admitted to the council. I t was the
deserved reward for his faithful services. Everybody agreed (who
would dare to oppose a suggestion by the emperor ?), and P'o-lhanas was duly appointed as minister (bka'i-dguli-blon) and member
of the council. Strangely enough, this appointment is ignored in the
Chinese documents, to which P'o-lha-nas seems to be totally unknown before 1727.On the question as to who should be appointed
as P'o-lha-nas's helper (ra-mda'), there was a serious disagreement
in the council and several candidates were proposed. At last P'olha-nas and a bitheii of the ashan-i amban went to 'Bras-spulis,
wrote the names of the seven candidates on slips of paper, and drew
one a t random. The name that came out of the copper bowl was
that of sByar-ra-ba Blo-gros-rgyal-po.' This was a comparatively
unknown man from dBus, who was a treasurer (P'yag-mdsod) of the
Dalai-Lama, and who in 1720had gone to meet the imperial troops
along with L u m - p a - n a ~He
. ~ too was accorded the rank of bka'-blon
and was granted by the emperor the title of first-class tai3'i.g All

Li-fan-yuan lnlzg-chung B & % fip I b . Mayers, nn. 162, I 83.

I11 1719 he had been charged with a secret mission to Chamdo. Cfr.
Haenisch, p. 391.
Nei-KO hsiieh-shih. Mayers, n. 142.
Chien li-pu shih-lung %$g El{$ fib. Mayers, nil. 161, 155.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 5 , f . 18b.
L7DL, f. 96a.
MBTJ, f . zo5a-b. The standing of the two new appointees was not
apparently equal to that of the olcler members; K. Ann., p. 443 (transl. p. 50),
calls PColha-nasa lesser (ccuri-ba) 6ka'-blon.
L7DL, ff. 64b, 71b.
Hsi-tsang-chilz, ch. 2, f . 7s.

though a layman, he was probably intended to represent in the
council the interests of the church. After these transactions,
organization of that important province in accordance with the
emperor's edict of April 9th.'
At this point a sudden and serious crisis arose on the northwestern border: the revolt of some Kukunor chiefs led by Lobjang
Danjin, a grandson of GuSri Khan and since 1714 the head of the
Kukunor QdSot clans.2 Till then he had been a loyal servant of the
emperor, had taken part in the Lhasa expedition and had even
acted as a member of the Tibetan provisional government. I t seems
that he entertained the ambition to be appointed as head of the
Tibetan a d m i n i ~ t r a t i o n and
, ~ that the frustration of this wish led
him to a desperate step. In I723 he began intriguing among the
Kukunor chiefs, and in the 8th month (September) of that year he
broke out in open rebellion. He dreamt of unifying the QGSots
and reviving in his person the imperial dream of GuSri Khan; it
was in this spirit that he assumed the lofty title of Dalai Qungtaijin4
He robbed and treated with indignity the TaBla-ma, who was passing through Kukunor on his return journey; he defeated the loyalist
forces under Cayan Danjin and invaded the Chinese frontier
t e r r i t o r i e ~ .With
~
great promptness the imperial authorities took
steps for the protection of Tibet. "As it was feared that Lobjang
Danjin would perturb Tibet, the marshal1 for the pacification
of distant lands Nien Khg-yao, and the brigade-general of the
j brigade Chou Ying
@ led out their Szechwan
Sung-p'an #A g
troops, about 2000 men ; they started from Ta-chien, lu, and from
the neighbourhood of Ho-erh-kan-tzti g@+f& they summoned to submission the Fan and I barbarians who had never been
pacified before. Then they went straight to Tibet. The emperor
MBTJ, f.

206s.

A short outline of his life in L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history etc.,
p. 288.
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 10, f. 3b.
E. H. Parker, Campaigns of Kcang-hi, Yung-ch$ng and Iccien-lung,
in China Review XVI (1887/8),p. I 10. This article gives a fairly good account
of the rebellion. Cf. also E. Kraft, Op. cit., p. 104.
MBTJ, f . 206a-b.
Fzc-yuan la-chiang-chiin @! A $?f$ .
Tsung-kuan-ping !f,*,g&. Mayers, n. 441.
Kandse of the maps, in the Horba country on the Ra-c'u (Yalung-chiang).
mTylie,p. 104 and n. 682.

also sent the provincial commandant of Yiinnan, Ho Yii-lin
as supreme commander of the troops of Yiinnan and
Kueichou, about 1000 men, to garrison Chamdo and to function as
support".
In Tibet too the authorities took quick action. As soon as rumours of the revolt reached Lhasa, the council recalled in great
haste Kcan-ccen-nasfrom mNa'-ris (in one month they sent messengers to him seven times); and soon he was back in the capital
along with the ashan-i amban OraL3 Orai assembled the council,
condemned the rebels in strong words and requested help for the
loyal Mongol princes still holding out against the revolt. Pco-lhanas, the best Tibetan general and the one most trusted by the
Chinese, was to lead the expeditionary forces. Kcan-ccen-nasoffered
himself for the task, but as his presence was necessary in Lhasa for
the defence of the country, the ashan-i amban insisted on the choice
of Pco-lha-nas, and his departure was decided. As the council was
thinking first and above all of the security of Tibet, a limited task
was set to him: he was to take position in Nag-Sod and to hold
that region in s u b j e c t i ~ n .Another
~
measure was taken on this
occasion; in the 9th month (October) the Dalai-Lama sent the
K 'ri Rin-po-c 'e d Pal-ldan-grags-pa to the Kukunor princes ;
he was to exert the whole influence of the Tibetan church in order
to restrain them from siding with the rebels and to keep them in
subjection to China.'
Pco-lha-nas hastened to prepare the expedition. His place in the
finance department was taken, provisionally and until his return,
The force which accompanied
by his biographer Tsce-rin-dban-rg~al.~
Pco-lha-naswas formed mainly by 500 men from 'P'an-yul, led by
His biography in Man-clzou-?+zing-clzctn-cl~ua~z,
c11. 36, f i . 2o;t-'~3b,and in
Kuo-clzcao chci-hsien lei-thing, ch. 65, f f . 5ra-gc)b. He belonged to the Chinese
Bordered White Banner; died in 1745.
Wei-tsang-tcung-chih, ch. 13a, f . 6b; Hsi-tsnng-chih, ch. L, f . 7b.
011tlie 121x11 = c. January 8th, 1724, he visited the Pav-ccen; AzPC,
f . 3 2 g a But it is to be surmised that he arrived at Lhasa earlier t h a n that.
Nag-sod is the region to the south-east o f Nag-ccu-kca;Wylie, p. 103.
It was subject t o Lobjang Danjin; W. Heissig, in ZDA/I(; 1954, p. 410.
MBTJ, f f . 206b-20713.
The 51st KCriRin-po-cce,on the see from 1 7 2 2 to his dertth at the end
of 1 7 2 9 His biography is vol. C a of the collectio~~.
L7L)L, f . g6a-b; A z P C , f . 327a-b.
W B T J , f i . 207b-208b; sTag-lwi, f . 394a.

the mda'-dpon of dBusl 'Bum-t'an-pa Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas. In the
gRan-c'en-t'an-lha mountains he was joined by other troops, of
~ h i c hhe held a great review. The march continued till the army encamped on the banks of the Nag-c'u. After two days there, they
were hard hit by a sudden flood which caused great damage,
notwithstanding the clever devices invented by P ' ~ - l h a -for
~~~
giving shelter to his tr0ops.l From the camp on the Nag-cCuthe
region was scoured for rebels and slowly reduced to normal conditions by appropriate means, sometime stern and sometimes
lenient. Once, about a score of rebels were taken prisoner by
the local levies of Nag-Sod and brought to P'o-lha-nas, who treated
them well and set them free. A local Mongol chieftain with the
title of Erdeni finong submitted without resistance and was
sent to Lhasa. Rebellious clans were attacked and pillaged. Thus,
by these wide-range operations from the Nag-c'u base, the-districts t o the south of the Kukunor were led back to Chinese
sovereignty. They were: Nag-Sod, Yul-Sul, Hor-k'a-gii, upper and
lower 'Bron, rDo-Sul, K'yun-po white, black and yellow; a total
of about 20.000 homesteads.VP'o-lha-nasremained on the spot
during the autumn and winter, till in the spring of 1724 he heard
that the imperial generals Nien KEng-yao and Yiieh Chung-ch'i
g @ g had completely crushed the rebellion and that Lobjang
Danjin with only a few followers had fled towards the country
of the D ~ u n g a r s .He
~ then issued a proclamation to the people
of the region, informing them of the end of the revolt and summoning them back to allegiance. He threatened the rebels with
complete destruction if they did not submit, and pointed out
the stern punishment meted out to offender^.^ We may surmise that
this proclamation marked the end of operations on the Nag-c'u.
These operations had been directly or indirectly supported by the
considerable activity of the Chinese light forces in Kukunor. In the
process of hunting down Lobjang Danjin's associates, these
units of light cavalry often crossed into Tibet and penetrated far

M B T J , f f . 208b-210b.
M B T J , i f . 210b-212a.
Parker, Campaigns o f Ic'ang-hi etc., p. 111. Hummel, p. 588. Biography
o f Yiieh Chung-ch'i (1686-1754) in Hummel, pp. 957-959. E. I<raft, Op. cit.,
pp. 114-118. M B T J , f . 212a-b.
M B T J , f f . 21.rb-213a.

into the c0untry.l We may presume that P'o-lha-nas had acted
in collaboration with them. As the situation was by now well in
hand, he went back to Lhasa. The campaign seems to have been
fairly profitable, and he had collected a good deal of money,
horses and other movable property, which he duly handed over
to the treasury and t o the stud of the Dalai-Lama. The council
with the ashan-i amban and the Dalai-Lama's father assembled and
solemnly commended P'o-lha-nas for the fine work done, of which
a report was sent to the emperor. A less happy result was a
quarrel between P'o-lha-nas and Lum-pa-nas because of the latter's
envious and insincere behaviour during the campaign. On the
whole it had been a successful operation of police, of not much
military value. Its importance lay in the fact that it checked the
spread of the rebellion southwards and debarred the rebels from
help from that quarter.*
Shortly afterwards, on ting-hail111 = April 6th, 1724, the emperor
recalled the ashan-i amban Orai, transferring him to Hsining in
charge of Nrongol affairs therem3But Orai delayed carrying out the
order and left Lhasa only several months afterward^.^
The revolt was repressed in the and month (February-March)
of 1724.~ The emperor seized the occasion for establishing
his sovereignty in Kukunor, which became from that time on\vards
an integrant part of the Chinese dominion. Rut during his flight,
before he reached his havcn of refuge in Dsungaria, Lobjang
Danjin caused a last scare to the Chinese and Tibetan authorities. "In the 6th month (July-August) of the next year (1724)
it was spied out and reported that Lobjang Danjin on his flight
was crossing the frontier of Tibet a t the locality of K'o-li-yell
JZ ~2 . 6 The general [Chou Ying] chose 300 picked nlen and at
the same time Beile K'ang-chci-nai led out about zo.000 men of
Tibetan troops. From Yang-pa-ching r$+l\dk
they journeyed
Pursuit, arrest and execution of Mu-tscan 1nl<~ai1-poIlla-ma ant1
Taiji Chi-mu-pa by the officer of the guard T;L-nal.Iieportetl t o thc court
on Izuei-mao I11 = April z r n d , 1724. S1zzlz-fs~1ngShzlz-111, c l ~17, f . 27a.
M B T J , f f . z13a-214a
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together on the same road as far as KO-lo-tsang K U - 8~ 1~ ~
g
; then because of the obstacles and of the snow they led
back their soldiers" .2 The Tibetan texts perfectly agree with
this account. They say that a rescript from the Chinese court
ordered the A-sa-han back to China and directed that a division
under K'an-c'en-nas and the marshal1 Bra'u Ta-lo-ye 3 should
march through the land dGa'-ts'an K'o-ts'a and to pursue and
destroy Lobjang Danjin, while a strong corps from Hsining cooperated with them. K'an-c'en-nas and the Chinese general requested the collaboration of P'o-lha-nas, who accepted. The
troops set out on their difficult journey. But soon winter set in and
the roads were blocked by snow, so that the army had to retreat.
The return journey was beset with many difficulties and hardships, but it was successfully carried out, and in the spring of
1725 K'an-c'en-nas and P'o-lha-nas were back in L h a ~ a .The
~
noteworthy thing about the whole campaign is that the ChineseTibetan forces did not dare to march straight towards Eastern
Turkestan by the terrible route which the Dsungars had followed in 1717, but preferred the enormously longer but easier detour via the Murui-usu r e g i ~ n Because
.~
also of the length of the
road chosen, their expedition was perfectly useless. And doubly so,
because it had been occasioned by a false alarm; Lobjang Danjin
never entered Tibet a t all, but contented himself with the refuge
he found in D s ~ n g a r i a .Anyhow,
~
the uneasiness in Tibet had

,'*

of the Red Bonnets (zva-d~nar)section of the Iiarma-pa sect. The last
incarnation having taken part for the Gorkha in the Nepalese war of 1792.
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He lived there to an old age, and fell in the hands of the Chinese in 1755,
when the Dsungar ltingdom collapsed. He was pardoned, given a Chinese title,

lasted for quite a while; on I ~ / V I I= September 2nd. 1724, the
Dalai-Lama's father and K'an-c'en-nas wrote to the Pal>-c'en
excusing themselves for their inability to effect the intended visit
to bKra-Sis-lhun-pol as the ashan-i amban thought that their
presence in Lhasa was indispensable till the Kukunor revolt was
stamped 0ut.l The reason for this was that Lhasa was full of
rumours, and the wildest news spread through its bazaars. Once it
was even believed that the emperor was going to abolish the autonomy of the country and to send a Chinese viceroy to govern it.2
This nervousness made the situation a t the capital particularly
delicate.
Partly because of this military activity, the prestige of the Tibetan goverilrnent was growing higher, and the Dalai-Lama continued to receive envoys from several neighbouring states, among
them from mi-ma-rnam-rgyal, king of Ladakh (1691-1729)~~who
had been Desideri's host in 1715. The Nepalese rulers and the king
of Sikkim continued to send their representatives to the New Year's
festival, which became to occasion for a colourful meeting of envoys
from nearly all the Himalayan state^.^
On the events of the year 1725 the MBTJ is nearly silent. But
it seems to have been a relatively quiet period in the troubled political situation of Tibet.6 What little we know of this year, concerns
the relations with China. In the first months of 1725 the DalaiLama sent, through the bic'zti Nag-dban-blo-bzan, a letter to the
emperor on the subject of the monasteries of Amdo. We know
from the Chinese texts that in I724 "the lamas of Kukunor had
and allowed to settle in Inner Mongolia. He was still alive in 1762. L. Petech
Notes on Tibetan history etc., p. 288.
A z P C , ff. 33zb-333a
Post-scriptum of Francesco Orazio della Pcnna to a letter of Giortcchino
da S. Anatolia dated November zoth, 1724, in M I T N , I , p. 129.
L7DL, f . 9 7 b The Ladakhi mission then continued its journey to Pelting
and was received a t the Chinese court on i-ulei/VI = August IIth, 1724;
Shih-tsung Shih-121, ch. 2 I , f. 19b.-The dates here given for Ri-ma-rnam-rgyal
disagree with those in L. Petech, Notes on 1,adakhi history, in IHQ 2 4 (r948),
p. 2 2 2 ; they are based on new researches, which I hope to publish later.
" 7 D L , f , 9th.
I t was one of the best years for the Italian missionaries in Lhasa. They
obtained some privileges from Iican-ccen-nas and the Dalai-Lama, the
Tibetan texts and Italian translations of which can be found in MITiV,
IV, pp. 188-192. They had even begun to build a church. Towards the end
of the year a flood caused popular tumults against them; M I T N , 111,
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supported the revolt of Lobjang Danjin. The lamas of all the
temples of Kukunor, a mass of some thousands in all, started
trouble. Things went so far that the great lama Cayan Nomun
Qa'an too allied himself with the rebels, and they offered armed
resistance. The imperial army punished and pacificed them. The emperor pronounced the disgrace of their families, than which nothing
is worse. He also took back the seals of Teacher of the Empire and
Master of DhyZna [granted by] the Ming dynasty from all the temples. At the same time he issued a regulation to the effect that the
temple-halls were not to exceed 200 pillars and all [their inmates]
were not to exceed 300 men for each m ~ n a s t e r y " .These
~
harsh
limitations were only the lesser part of the evil; in the course of
the revolt about 700 monks had been killed and various monasteries had been destroyed by the troops of Nien KEng-yao and
Yiieh Chung-ch'i, foremost among them the monasteries of gSerk'og and dGon-lun. The Dalai-Lama now begged the emperor
to allow their restoration to the former state. On the intercession
of the T'u-kuan Qutuqtu, the emperor, after some delav, assented
to the request and even gave the means for the reconstruction of
the two monasteries. The work was completed in 1729.~
In 1725 the Chinese government was twice compelled to take
measures in order to prop up their tottering organization of Tibetan
affairs. On lzsin-ch'oz~III1= April 15th, the emperor gave a reply
to Nien K h g - y a o , who had complained that K'an-c'en-nas continued to reside in his province of mNa'-ris and came very seldom
to Lhasa; Nien KEng-yao asked for an order to the Tibetan minister
to reside in Lhasa. The emperor expressed doubts as to the opportunity of such an order. I t was unknown whether Kcail-c'en-naswould
pp. 91-93; but thanlts to the protection of I<cai~-cceu-na>
things were soon
smoothed over. As far as I am aware, the Capuchins are 1nentioi1t.d only
twice in Tibetan texts. Probably this small European conlniunity was deemed
too unimportant to deserve attention, inspite of their repeated inten-iews
with the Dalai-Lama.
The abbot of sTon-'kcor near Hsi-niilg. See Ma>-ers.n. 595.
KUO-shih fi. On this title see Tucci, Tibetan Paifzted Scl,olls, p. 25.
Chcan-sl$ilz J@fi .
She^ng-wu-chi,ch. 5, f . 12a-b. Chcigzg-slzih-kao,ch. 525 (Fort-pll s),I). 1640b
L7DL, f . 109b; 'Jigs-med-rig-pa'i-rdo-rje (Gcschickte des Bqrddhisrnus
in der Mongolei), p. 285; Re'u-mig, p. 77. On gSer-kcog (Seerkok) and dGon1un (Erh-ltu-lung) see L. M. J . Schram, The Mongztor,~of the Ka?rsu-Tibetan
frontier, 11, Philadelphia 1957, pp. 27-37.
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conforrn with it willingly and whether he would be able to work
in harmony with Na-p'od-pa, Lum-pa-nas and the others. ~f
Kcail-c'en-naswere ordered to reside in Lhasa, and then l(Ta-p'od-pa
and the others disobeyed him, K'an-c'en-nas would certainly do
his best, but he lacked the power to keep the other members of the
council in order. Besides, Ic'an-c'en-nas would always yearn for his
beloved mNa'-ris and would try to go back there a t the first opportunity. The emperor thought that the best solution was t~
order K'an-c'en-nas to reside by turn in Lhasa and in mNa'-ris.
But as the matter was very important, he gave order t o the amban
Orai (by now a vice-president of the Imperial Despatch Office) 1
to examine the question and to give his considered advice, based on
his old experiency of Tibetan affairs. Orai suggested that K 'an-c'ennas should carry on his administrative duties both in Lhasa and
in mNa'-ris; that he should travel to and fro between his two
residences, as often as his work required him to do so ; and that when
he went to rnNa'-ris, Na-p'od-pa should be entrusted with his duties
in Lhasa. The emperor chose t o follow Orai's advice and passed orders
a ~ c o r d i n g l yI.t~had been one of the last memorials submitted to the
throne by Nien K h g - y a o before his disgrace, and it failed to secure
approval, as indeed happened to all the proposals coming from the
doomed man. The responsibility for the muddle in Tibet lay primarily
with the emperor himself, who had saddled K'an-c'en-nas with
two irreconcilable duties, and had ordered him to Lhasa, then back
to mNa'-ris, then again to Lhasa. This continuous vacillation reflected itself now in these orders, which were a t the best a weak
compromise. The whole unhappy arrangement of uniting in the
same persons territorial governorship and membership of the
council, was fundamentally unsound and was slowly but surely
wrecking the government.
But in the end the emperor had to recognize that things could not
go on forever in this way. In 1725 the Grand Council memorialized
the throne in the matter of mNa'-ris, a region whose iinportance for
frontier defence was self-evident. K'an-c'en-nas, having to reside
for long periods in Central Tibet, had asked for sanction to appoint a
deputy in mNa'-ris, for which post he had proposed his elder brother
dGa'-bii-ba Ts'e- b r t a n - b k r a - i i ~We
. ~ are not told whether the emHz.ti-t'ztng shih-lung @ fl.13 EP. Mayers, nn. 161 and 182/X1V.
Shih-tsztng Shih-lzt, ch. 30, f . 3a-b; Fan-pu ya,o-liieh, c h . 17, f . 2oa.
Fan-pzt yao-liieh, ch. 17, f . zob. It is apparently t h e abstract of a lost

peror gave his approval, but in any case dCa'-bii-ba was actually
appointed, because on 25 V (= c. July 5th) 1725 we find a governor
of Western Tibet (sTod sgar-dpon) dGa'-bii-nas, as different f rorn
I('an-c'en-nas.l
Later in the year, on i-wei/XI = December 5th, the Grand
Secretariat discussed a memorial sent by Yiieh Chung-chci,the new
governor-general of Szechwan and Shensi, who in June of that year
had taken the place of the disgraced Nien Ki.ng-yao. The council
proposed a reorganization of Chinese administration in the frontier
districts of Tibet. At the time of the Chinese conquest, all the country as far as dBus had been placed under direct Chinese administration. But in those pathless and rugged tracts Chinese bureaucratic machinery was practically ineffective and very expensive.
The council proposed : A-to maintain the incorporation of Batang,
Li-t'ang, sDe-dge (Dergc) and of the country of the Wa-Sul Hor with
China, but to entrust the administration of these tracts to the local
chieftains under Chinese supervision; B-to
give back to the
government of Lhasa all the country between these protectorates
and dBus, mainly the region of Lho-ron-rdson. An amban (ta-chCe"n
E) was t o be sent as an envoy extraordinary to Lhasa, to intimate to the Dalai-Lama the new imperial favour. K'an-c'en-nas
and Na-p'od-pa, till then charged with Tibetan administration without Chinese official title, were to be formally appointed as Prime
Minister (tsz~ng-li g )and Deputy Prime Minister (hsielz-Lit&@ ) respectively, under imperial letters patent. To give an effective support
to the Tibetan government, an old proposal of Nien-Khg-yao \tras
taken up again ; the council advised the establishment of a strong
military base a t Ka-ta @g (Tibetan mGar-t'ar),2 under a brigadiergeneral with a sufficient force at his command. The emperor gave his
sanction to all these proposals, and appointed the imperial clans-

doculnent, wl~ichis niissillg in the Sl~il/.-111.
Details o f the clkite are not gi\,cn,
only the year ( I 72.5) is mentioned. The document is placed before the rtsum6
of Nien I<Cng-yao's proposals; but the logical sequel of the events seer115
to be necessarily the one sketched above. I t is interesting to note that the full
name of liCail-ccen-nas'selder brother is found only in this passage of the
Fn~z-pit yno-liieh.

AzPC, f . 337b.
Also called Tcai-ning 3.To the north-west of Ta-chien-lu on the
road t o Derge. Wylie, p. 102 and 11. 633.

man 1 brigadier-general Oci (O-ch'i B ) ,the chancellor of the Grand
Secretariat Bandi (Pan-ti
and the Jasak T a Bla-ma dGelegs C'os-rje (Ko-lo-k'o Ch'o-&rh-chi 1
38) as envoys to
Tibet. The provincial commander of the Imperial Despatch Office 4
Chou Ying was to take care of the details of the arrangement.6
It was a sound measure, a much needed lightening of the heavy
Chinese commitments in Tibet. The cumbersome and unwieldy
direct control of the border zones was replaced by a sensible and
elastic form of protectorate. But once more the emperor left out
of account the hopeless inefficiency of the Tibetan council, which
was unable to carry out this new task, or indeed any kind of administrative work. The high-sounding titles given to K'an-c'en-nas
and Na-'od-pa made no practical difference to the situation. We
may mention that it was probably on this occasion that P'o-lha-nas
received an imperial diploma ('ja'-sa) conferring upon him and
sByar-ra-ba the title of Jasak TaijL6 This was an additional honour,
conferred on the first-class taifis and accompanied by a seal of office
issued by the g o ~ e r n m e n t . ~
In the first days of the 11th month (December) of 1725, the DalaiLama and the Pan-c'en received imperial envoys, who had been
sent by the emperor to present them with a complete set of the
bsTan- 'gyur together with its supplements and the complete works
of gTson-lc'a-pa and of the 1Can-skya Qutuqtu.* This is of course
the so-called Red bsTan-'gyur of Peking, which had been finished
printing in the previous year.g
During the New Year's festival (February 2nd) of 1726, the
Dalai-Lama blessed the merits of the deceased Dam-pa mK'an-po
Qutuqtu Nag-dban-ye-5es-rgya-mts'o. who had died in the previous
year.1° This might be the predecessor of the Seventh Dalai-Lama,

a!+%)

Tsung-shih S g . Mayers, n. 29.
Hsiieh-shih g*, abbreviation of nei-ko hsiieh-shih.
A Mongol general, d . 1755. Hisbiography in Hurnmel, f f . 15b-16b.
Hzci-tCungtci-tu $$ fl@
@. Mayers, nn. 440 and I ~ L / X I V .
Shih-tsung Shih-121, ch. 38, ff. 2a-3b.
MBTJ, f . 215b.
' Mayers, n. 5 3 8
L7DL, f . I 14b; A P P C , f f . 33ga-34oa.
Its demand for an imperial postface is dated 15/1V = Rfay 7tl1, 1724.
P. Cordier, Catalogue du fonds tibbtain de la Bibliothkque Nationale, 11, Paris
1915, P P 534-536.
lo L7DL, f . II5a.

the puppet of Lajang Khan ; but actually there is nothing in favour
of the identification except the sameness of the name. Although
the ~rotectionof the emperor and his own insignificance may have
coinpelled some show of respect, it is difficult to conceive how the
Dalai-Lama could bless the memory of an usurper. Anyhow, we
know from another source that the pretender had a t least some followers, because after his death in exile his reincarnation was discovered in K'ams; but the child soon died of smallpox, and no
further attempt was made in this direction.'
Since 1724 the Dalai-Lama had prepared himself by an intensive
study of the sacred texts under the guidance of the K'ri Rin-po-cce.
And now on 15/1V = c. May 16th) 1726,~the great ceremony of his
consecration, by which he acquired his full spiritual powers, was
held at Lhasa in the 'P'rul-snari. The Pan-c'en had come to Lhasa;
with him acting as disciplinary superior (mk'an-Po) , the K'ri Iiinpo-c'e dPal-ldan-grags-pa acting as teacher of the rules (lasslob) and the rGyud-smad Slob-dpon Nag-dbari-mc'og-ldan acting
as esoteric teacher (gsan-ste), the Dalai-Lama took the vows of a
dge slon. After the ceremony the bTsan-po Nomun Qa'an (chief
Qutuqtu of Kukunor) and nan-so Rin-c'en-don-grub were sent to
the emperor to announce the event.* P'o-lha-nas took no part in
the feast; he had gone to invite the Pan-c'en, and then had remained at Shigatse to procure the means for the great ceremony
from the local finance. He came to Lhasa only when the feast was
over, and was then received by the Dalai-Lama.5
At the beginning of the 7th month (July-August) of 1726, the
mission sent by the emperor in the 11th month of the previous
year arrived a t last in Lhasa. Its head is indicated in the AfBTJ
(f. 218a) and in the AzPC (f. 353a) by the title of Bandhe rDor-k'e
An-pa, and in the L7DL (f. 119) by the title of Dor-ga A-sa-han
Am-pa. Bandhe is evidently Bandi, and it seems that he was in
the eyes of the Tibetans the chief of the mission, and not the
dPag-bsam ljnn biari, 2nd part (ed. S. Ch. Das), p. 304.
A . Giorgi, Alphabetu~nTibetczn~lnz,p . 337, has the wrong date of 1724,
which has misled some Western authors.
H e became later t h e 54th l i c r i Rin-po-cce (b. 1677, on the see 1739-1746,
d. 1751). His biography is "01. KTnof t h e collection. He was also the spiritual
teacher of the 1Can-skya Qutuqtu. Cfr. I<lon-rdol, vol. ' A , f . I r a .
L7DL, ff. 115b-117b; A z P C , f f . 344a-346a; Biography of the 51st
licri Rin-po-cce (vol. Ca), f. qa-b.
MBTJ, if. 216b-218a; L7DL, f . 11gb.

imperial clansman Oci. rDor-k'e or Dorga A-sa-han Am-ba is the
llanchu title dorgi ashan-i amban, a somewhat irregular rendering
of nei-ko hs.iie/z-shilz, sub-chancellor of the Grand Secretariat,l
which was Bandi's rank. Nearly a t the same time as the Chinese
mission, there arrived a messenger who had been sent to Peking by
Kcan-ccen-nas; he brought an imperial edict, which deserves to
be translated in full, from its Tibetan version in the MBTJ:
"Order of the emperor. May the Dalai-Lama realize the self-illumination in the ocean of divine texts of sGtra and mantra. The
snfin-grol-gliri-pa, who are the followers of the teaching of the
essence of the old mantras, and the rDo-rje-brag-pa, may stay
together in the temple of Zan-gmyan (i.e. temple of the Three Styles), 2
or may effect a change of religious system (siddhinta), as they prefer.
But the [other] followers of the religious system of the earlier translations (the r ~ i n - m a - p a )who
,
dwell in their monasteries, not only
their pride must be repressed, but i t is inexpedient for them to
plunge into irregular practices pretending t o work for the welfare of the creatures by initiating converts, explaining the tantras,
teaching the moral precepts etc. They shall not perform the repression of demons, the burnt offerings (honza), the throwing of
magical weapons (gtor- or),^ all of which are illicit exorcisms
(abhicara), without the evocation of the protecting deities and
without lasting embodiment of the mystic with these deities. From
now on, those who wish t o become monks shall not have it in their
power a d libitum, but shall enter only the teaching community of
the Irellow Bonnets". This edict was given publicity by a n official
proclamation. And in accordance with it, Bandi told the ministers
that they must take steps, through the authority vested in them, to
suppress the teaching of the r n i ~ i - m a - ~Ita .was
~ a definite attenlpt
a t interference in the religion of the country. Although measures
against the old schools would be of great benefit t o the Yellow
Church, religious persecution was utterly against Tibe tan tradition
See back p. 104 and cf. Nieh Chung-chci, p. 106.
Zan-geyan is a transcription of the Chinese s a n - y a n g 26%.
The three
styles a r e : Indian, Tibetan ant1 Chinese. I t is a name of the temple of bSamyas. Cf. Gvub nztca)i e l g y i m e Ion, f . 24b ( Z a n y a ~ m
i i ) , ~ Y I , c I /11zzt?z gyis gl/ul) p a ) ,
and bTsulz nzo'i blia' tCari,in B. Laufer, Dev R o ~ ~ z ae inn e ~ tibetischen
f
Kunigin,
Leipzig 1911, pp. 1 1 9 - 1 2 0 .
On this ceremony, used for repelling terrific deities, see R. NebeskyWojkowitz, Oracles and demons of T i b e t , The Hague 1956, pp. 354-3.58.
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and spirit. Once before such an attempt had been made, by the
Dsungars; and it had contributed in a high degree to turning the
people of Tibet against them. Now the attempt was to he repeatetl
by the order of the almighty suzerain of Tibet ; one gets even the
impression that he was advised to take this step by the Mongol lamas
of Peking, who did not wish to be overdone in zeal by their i)sungar
brethren. As to the noteworthy exception in favour of sMin-grol-glib
and rDo-rje-brag, it is perhaps due to their sufferings at the hands
of the Dsungars.
The imperial edict was badly received in the council at
Lhasa. There was no question of parties here; all the ministers
were against the proposal. But nobody dared to speak openly
against it. Only P'o-lha-nas, whose devotion and loyalty towards
China was beyond doubt, rose to speak fearlessly against it. He
said that he descended from a family traditionally dGe-lugs-pa;
he had been initiated a t bKra-Sis-lhun-po, and few had honoured
and supported the Yellow Church as he had done. But how could
the rnili-ma-pa teaching be called a perverse one ? The First
Pal!-c'en Blo-bzan-c'os-kyi-rgyal-mts'an and the Fifth DalaiLama had studied the prophecies of Padmasambhava. gTsonk'a-pa himself had respected all the Indian spiritual ancestors of
the rnin-ma-pa and had not rejected the secret mantras. How could
the council declare the rmin-ma-pa to be heretics? Their followers
were harmless, even beneficent people; why should they not be
left in peace, if the emperor had shown mercy even to such an
evildoer as Cering Donduk? The Tibetan people felt much reverence for the teaching of the gSan-c'en-siiin-po (Guhyagarbha)
and no evil consequence had ever been feared from its practice.
This impassioned plea, a fine piece of simple and heartfelt eloquence,
had its effect. The Chinese envoy not only showed no displeasure,
but even caused the speech to be written down. In the evening of
the same day, K'an-c'en-nas, who had been rather frightened by
P'o-lha-nas's boldness, asked privately for an explanation. P'o-lhanas replied that he had acted not from any thought of popularity
or of personal advantage, but only for the good of the country. It is
true that, according to the words which Rig-'dsin-gyi-slob-dpon-c'en
-po drew from a concealed sacred text (gter-grza), the old faith
gSai1-siiiii-po-pa was a common name of the rmin-ma-pa. G. Tucci,
Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 2 5 8 .
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as decayed and needed reform. "Nevertheless, of the various kinds
of paths according to the thought of the siddhinta, some are
praised and some are rejected; it is not a matter of choice? And if
you, my lord, who are famous for the excellent keenness of your
discriminating intelligence, follow these trifles and decide the
teaching of the gSan-c'en-siiin-po to be heretical, you collect a
karma which will destroy your great accumulation of merit".
Kcan-c'en-nas did not reply. Then in the council the Dalai-Lama's
father declared under an oath that somebody must go to Peking
to get new orders. Lum-pa-nas and K'an-c'en-nas refused to go,
so it was decided to send the Mongol Ts'ul-k'rims-t'ar-pa and the
Dalai-Lama's courtier Dag-pa Rab-'byams.1 I have rather expatiated on this episode, sometimes translating the MBTJ verbatim,
because I think that seldom the cause of religious tolerance has
been defended with such noble and simple words. These speeches
reveal the statemanslike outlook of P'o-lha-nas far more than all
the long-winded phrases of praise of his biographer.
The matter rested a t this point, and no sequence was given to it
by the Chinese court. But the Chinese envoy (Oci or Bandi), on the
point of leaving for China, had something else to say to the council
when they accompanied him to his palankeen. He spoke very seriously to them. They should remember that they were the representatives
of the Dalai-Lama and held a great responsibility. He had noticed
that they were in deep disagreement among themselves; but they
should not send partisan and quarrelsome letters to the emperor (as
apparently had been done). The order of His Majesty was that they
should consult with each other; this order was to be obeyed.
And should the thoughts of some ministers be disaffected, they must
remember that "in the end the justice of the emperor, severe and
glorious, not hastening on quick ways but difficult t o avoid, would
certainly overtake them". K 'an-c 'en-nas replied for the council,
profusing himself in assurances of loyalty and promises of good
behaviour, after which the Chinese envoy left.2 I t had been a stern
MBTJ, f f . z18b-zzoa. llag-pa Rab-'byams is apparently the Takpo
Rarigiamba (Dvags-po Iiab-'byams-pa) of the Italian missionaries. See
MITN, 11, p. 264. Perhaps he is also identical with Dvags-po dge-ba'i-bs'es@en Blo-bzaii-sbyin-pa, who is mentioned in 1733; L i f e of the 52nd Kcri
Rin-po-cce, f . qa; L i f e of the 57th Kcri liin-po-cce, f . 3a. He died in 1748;
L7DL, f. 354b.
MBTJ, f f , zz~b-221b.
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and timely warning. The emperor Yung-chdng might be slack and
inefficient in action, but he was no fool. He must have perceived at
last that there was something rotten in the government of Tibet,
and that the ministers were at loggerheads. The unity of the
council must be preserved a t all costs, unless the whole administration was to collapse. Let us not forget that the ministers were
also provincial governors; disunity of the council meant disunity
of the country. The only flaw in the emperor's action was that a
warning not backed by a show of force was unlikely to produce
any lasting consequence.
Nevertheless the message of the emperor had some effect. Paolha-nas discussed the matter with Na-p'od-pa and the father of
the Dalai-Lama, pointed out the evils and confusion of the divided
government by a council which did not even care to function any
more as such, described the blessings of undivided personal rule
such as had prevailed at the times of the ancient monarchy, and
proposed that by common consent full powers should be conferred
on KCari-c'en-nas,and that the other ministers should act as his
subordinates. The father of the Dalai-Lama and Na-p'od-pa assented, albeit not very willingly. The matter was then brought before
the full council and approved, then it went to the Dalai-Lama for
his sanction. The Dalai-Lama did not give an express approval, but
still he granted, in the latter half of 1726, a seal and hand-sign for
the new office.1 I t seems that Chinese ratification was sought for
this arrangement, because we know that on chia-she^n/XII =
January 1 8 t h ~1727,the emperor granted the seal of office to the
Prime Minister (tsung-Li)for Tibetan affairs Beise K'ang-chCi-naL2
But the new system did not work well. K'an-c'en-nas, either for
personal reasons or because of excessive subservience to the Chinese,
began a t once oppressing the r ~ i n - m a - p ain various ways; of
course this made him a t once extremely unpopular. Not even his
most trusty supporter obeyed him in this matter. P'o-lha-nas had
gone to the warm springs of '01- k'a sTag-rtse. While staying there,
a lady of the family of Rig- 'dsin gTer-c 'en C'os- kyi-rgyal-po
came there. As people were afraid of showing her due honour
AgBTJ, ff. 2228-223a; L7DL, f 119b.
Sl&iJz-fs~~zg
Shih-lzr, ch. 51, f . 34a-b
This rfiin-ma-pa saint lived in the 14th century and was the ancestor
of the Ilereditary abbots of the rRiii-ma-p monastery of sMin-grol-glin.
Ferrari, 1). 132 11. 319.

tlecause of the stern edicts against the rRi~ili-ma-~a,
P'~-lha-~~
himself went as the first to offer her gifts and to hear her spiritual
teaching. She prophesied the ruin of K'an-c'en-nas because of his
persecution of the rRin-ma-pa, and tried to induce P'o-lha-nas to
join her sect; of course he refused and reasserted his dGe-lugspa
faith.1 But the accident showed that his rRin-ma-pa sympathies
were very deep, if they compelled him t o commit an imprudence
of this sort in a moment which he knew to be critical.
P'o-lha-nas returned to Lhasa passing through bSam-yas, where
he met the father of the Dalai-Lama; and in Lhasa he spent some
uneventful time, amidst of much sport and f e ~ t i v i t i e s But
. ~ this
apparent calm ill concealed the growing estrangement between
the two factions in the council and the hopeless rift between the
ministers. They quarreled on the smallest trifle and were always
on the alert against each other, while the affairs of the country went
from bad to worse. P'o-lha-nas made another attempt. He sent
an attendant of his to Na-p'ocl-pa, the most influential man of the
opposite party. The messenger told the minister that the main
obstacle to the re-establishment of concord in the council was the
malignant hostility of Lum-pa-nas towards K'an-c'en-nas and
P'o-lha-nas, and that it was rumoured that he intended to kill
them both. He begged Na-p'od-pa to think of the consequences
for the country. Then P'o-lha-nas himself went to the father of the
Dalai-Lama and spoke with him more 01- less on the same lines. The
slight hopes raised by these demarches soon faded away, and the
tension grew stronger every day.3
At last P'o-llla-nas could not hold out any more. He wrote a
letter to the Dalai-Lama, in which he recounted all his and his
ancestor's merits towards the Church, expressed his exasperation
a t being thwarted and misinterpreted in every steep he took and
every word he said, submitted that he was in immediate danger of
murder, and concluded by expressing the wish to retire from his
ministership; to this purpose he intended to write a letter to the
emperor, and begged the Dalai-Lama's support. Not content with
this, he went personally to the Dalai-Lama and repeated verbally
his request. But the Dalai-Lama replied that the emperor was unlikely to accept his resignation, and that he must remain at his post.
MBTJ, fl'. z r 3 a - r r g b .
% I / H l ' J , if. rr7a-rrXb.
" 1MH7'J, f f r301)-r311-,
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pto-lha-nashad no choice but to yield and to carry on with his ungratefulwork. He tried then to talk the matter over with K'ali-c'en-nas;
he said to him that they both were attempting to do their best for
country and religion, but were hindered at every step by some
officialsof the Dalai-Lama and by Lum-pa-nas; the situation badly
needed some remedy. But K'an-c'en-nas was a proud and haughty
man, very conscious of his high position and prone to despise all
his associates; this trait of his character was observed even by the
Chinese, as we shall see later. He now replied that he was doing
his duty to the Dalai-Lama and to the emperor, and that he
feared nobody, and less than anybody Lum-pa-nas, whom "he
could destroy by a mere slap of his hand". This was either meaningless braggadocio or utter misunderstanding of the situation. Still,
on two occasions more P'o-lha-nas insisted on his point of view,
but K'an-c'en-nas coldly thanked him and tried again to show him
the complete solidity of his position.1 At last P'o-lha-nas in despair
gave him up. He still belonged to his party, and of course his l o ~ a l t y
remained unimpaired ; but K'a~i-c'en-nas's senseless persecution of
the rRin-ma-pa, and now his blind pride and obstinacy, had caused
an estrangement between the two old comrades.
Because of a lucky coincidence (as it turned out to be), at that
time (spring of 1727) P'o-lha-nas's wife was taken ill and her
recovery was despaired of. Her husband took leave from the council
and in a great hurry rode to P'o-lha. There, in order to obtain the
recovery of his wife, he offered great gifts to the monasteries and
caused the religious tests to be read out, even r m i i i - n ~ a - ~tests.
a
At the end of the ceremonies he received a letter from the Yoils'dsin-c'en-po (spiritual teacher of the Dalai-Lama), advising him,
under the form of a prophecy, not to be present at Lhasa during
the 6th Hor month (Julv-August) and not to leal-e his elder son
thei-e,2 because there was danger ahead. P'o-lha-nas at once sent
for his son and informed also his most trusted friends in Lhasa of
the warning: wzda'-d$o?~ Blo-bzail-dar-1-gj~as,the magistrate RonM B T J , f f . 231a-234a
His full name was 'Gur-med-ye-Ses-tsce-brtan ; it occurs in a conterllyorary
series of woodcut tnpikas from sNar-tCan,lvhich was prepared at his expenses
(Tucci, Tibetalz Painted Scrolls, p. 534). In the Tibetan tests this all too long
name is regularly shortened into Ye-Ses-tsce-brtan.The Chinese instead
knc\v him under t h e name of 'Gyur-med-tsce-brta11 (Chu-$rh-mo-tcO-tsCe-putenh'
kB)

l%rni$A@%
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rigs $Jag-dban-bde-c'en and rtsis-dpon Ts'e-rin-dbari-rgyal, re.
questing them to warn K'an-c'en-nas. Then he posted sentries on
the road to Lhasa some miles from P'o-lha to avoid any surprise,
and remained in an uneasy expectation, hardly relieved by the
obscure warnings and gloomy supernatural visions of the rRili-mapa seers.l
1

MBTJ, i f . 234b-23th.

CHAPTER EIGHT

MURDER AND P'O-LHA-NAS'S
PREPAI3ATIONS FOR WAII

KCAN-C'EN-NAS'S

About the middle of the year 1727, the situation in Tibet was one
of unbearable strain, and everything pointed to an imminent explosion. The best characteristic of the situation is given in a memorial presented to the emperor by the Chinese envoy Oci on his return
to Peking. According to Oci there were dangerous personal feuds
going on between the ministers. The Dalai-Lama was too young and
depended on his father. K'aii-c'en-nas was a man of merit, but
conceited and overbearing, and therefore hated by all. N a - ~ o d - ~ a
was treacherous, and so was Lum-pa-nas, who had tied to his
interests the father of the Dalai-Lama by giving him two of his daugh~
was a non-entity. Oci proposed
ters in n ~ a r r i a g e .sByar-ra-ba
therefore to deprive Na-p'od-pa of his associates by dismissing Lumpa-nas and sByar-ra-ba, and to admonish severely the Dalai-Lama,
K'an-c'en-nas and Na-p'od-~a,telling them that they must absolutely pull together.-It seems that the emperor did not sanction the
dismissal of Lum-pa-nas and sByar-ra-ba; the text is not quite
clear on this pont. He granted instead a title and some presents to
the maternal uncle of the Dalai-Lama, SKU-mdun sNags-rams-pa
bSam-gtan-rgyal-mts'an, and despatched the sub-chancellor of the
grand Secretariat Sen-ge (Seng-ko &) and the brigadier-general
Mala ,a du$. 3 to Tibet. They were the bearers of a rescript ordering
the council to cooperate with them for the good administration of
the country; but is seems that they were not empowered to take
definite measures4

' As the Chinese texts for this period are particularly important
and copious, I shall give in the Appendix the full translrttion of some of them
which present a particular interest. Indications in the footnotes like Doc.
I refer t o this Appendix.
This statement is supported by Fr. Cassiano Beligatti, AIITN, IV, p. I r I .
"Rldla
(1673-1735) was a Rfanchu officer of the Plain Yellow Banner and
belonged to the Fuca clan. His biography in Afarz-cl~ou-~~~i~zg-cl~'e^n-chunn
ch. 25, f . 3ga-4ob; Clz'ing-shih lie//-clrua~z, ch. 1 1 , f f . 35b-36a; Iiuo-cllcao
chCi-ILS~PYZ
lei-cl~r'ng,ch. 62, ff. 38a-39a.
Lhc. I Cfr. Wei-/sang-tClttzg-chilz,
ch. 13a, f. 7a.
8

Oci's noteworthy memorial saw things clearly, but did not go deep
enough. I t was not merely a question of personal feuds between the
ministers. $Ja-p'od-pa and his associates were, as already hinted
elsewhere, the representatives of the old aristocratic party, strongly
nationalist and traditionally anti-Chinese ; they also still had some
leanings towards the Dsungars, in spite of the bitter experience of
1717-1720. K'ali-c'en-nas and P'o-lha-nas represented that part
of the nobility which had rallied wholeheartedly to Lajang Khan
first and to the Chinese afterwards; they saw the safety and welfare
of Tibet in the strong protection which only the Chinese empire,
then the mightiest in Asia, could afford. The father of the DalaiLama had rallied to the nationalist party, but he stood alone ainong
the clergy. The old lama party was for the moment inoperative;
the monks as a body followed the Dalai-Lama and nobody else;
as the sovereignty and legitimacy of the Seventh Dalai-Lama was
by now unquestioned even by the old aristocracy, the lamas
took no part in the conflict. As we shall see, they only tried several
times to stop the civil war, which ruined the country and the
estates of the church.
A strange contrast with the clear and acute memorial is presented
by the inept and inconclusive orders passed by the emperor. They
implied of course an approval of K'an-c'en-nas's policy, and so far
they were appropriate to the situation. But it was useless to try
to boost up the uncle of the Dalai-Lama, whose interests lay exclusively in liturgy and ritualism and who never played a part in
politics. I t was worse than useless to send out a mission with
undefined powers and without a single soldier at their disposal to
enforce their authority. I t was a half-measure, and like all halfmeasures it syelt disaster. The whole mission was foredoomed to
failure; however, it could not even reach the stage of practical
execution. I t started so late or travelled so slowly, that after five
months it had barely reached the border of Tibet, when the civil
war broke out.
Still, it was the unlucky mission of Seil-ge and RIala wllicll set
the stone rolling. We remember that Ilag-pa 1Cab-'byams and
Ts'ul-k'rims-t'ar-pa had been sent to Peking by the council in the
previous year. The two envoys, on their back way to Tibet, sent
ahead a letter informing the Tibetan council that the emperor had
given his approval to K'ari-c'en-nas and his policy and was sending
him a document (Sc-t'am), and that two Chinese fa-ch'hz ~ r i t l la
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proper staff and retinue were coming to Lhasa, being entrusted with
full powers to supervise the administration of Tibet. Lum-pa-nas
and his associates boiled over with anger at this piece of news.
~t meant that the emperor was backing K'ari-c'en-nas to the full;
the arrival of the Chinese mission at Lhasa, even if as usual without
troops, would discourage their partisans and proportionately increase the following of K'aii-c'en-pas. I t was decided to strike at once,
before the Chinese arrived. Lum-pa-nas's hand was forced; and this
fact explains the hurry and disorder of the measures of the rebels.
In a last meeting the particulars of the action were decided, then the
plot was carried 0ut.l
On 18/V1 = August 5th, I727 the council was holding a sitting
in the Bla-bran, the premises of the treasury office adjoining the main
temple of Lhasa (Ra-sa 'P'rul-snan). K'an-c'en-nas was completely
unaware of the impending doom ; he smiled and jested with the other
members. At a certain moment an attendant handed hirn a long
letter ; while he was reading it, a man called Blo-bzan-don-yod went
behind him and seized him by the ornaments of his hair. All the
other ministers drew their knives and attached K'an-c'en-nas,
while their retainers entered from outside with drawn swords. K 'ailc'en-nas, pierced by hundred of thrusts, fell down; he still could drag
himself towards the gate, but before he reached it, he was finishedoff.
His attaclters continued hacking at his body, so that many wounded
each other in their eagerness to strike. K'ail-c'en-nas's two chief attendants too were killed, the others bound and thrown into p r i ~ o n . ~
On the next day K'an-c'en-nas's wife and her sister were arrested
in the Rab-brtan-dpal-'byor palace and butchered in cold blood. Two
men were sent to kill the two governors of the Nag-c'u region; the
task was duly carried out. The same attention was shown to P'o-lhanas : sKyid-pa-t'an-pa, bKra-Sis-dpal-ra-ba,sKya-k'an-pa and other
were sent with some soldiers towards P'o-lha, to kill its master;
we shall see later the result of their attempt. The officials of P'oIWBTJ, f . r3qa-b.
M B T J , f f . 23q-r4ob; A z P C , f . 363a (which has the erroneous date IS/
VI1) ; h'. Ann., p. 443 (transl. p. 51) ; Loli bn)i dntigs bu, p. 180; sTug-luli,
f . 396; Doc. 11. The account and the date of the event are confirmed by the
missionaries : A. Giorgi, Alpttubetum Tibeta?zunl,p. 338; Francesco Orazio della
I'enna, in ill I T N , 111, p. 63; letter of Gioacchino da S. Anatolia, dated Lhasa,
July roth, 1731, in MITAT, I, p. 139. This last docun~elltadds the interesting
illforlilation that ICCari-ccen-nas"was liilled by the order of the Grand Lama".
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llla-nas in Lhasa were arrested and imprisoned. Even the great
prayer-wheel which he had set up in the market-square of Lhasa
was destroyed. Ts'e-ri~i-dban-rgyal,the author of the MBT J, was
not disturbed, which he attributes to his devotion to religious
practices. As soon as K'an-c'en-nas was lcilled, the signal for revolt
had been given in dBus, Kod-po and other provinces. The troops
of tllese regions gathered and "started northwards to attack the
remnants of the Mongols" in 'Dam.1
Of the events in Lhasa during the eleven months, which lapsed
before P'o-lha-nas took the city, we know very little. If ure are to
believe the L7DL, the Dalai-Lama was much grieved by the event.
He a t once informed the Pan-c'en, ancl then took steps to relieve
the sufferings of the people caused by the revolt. But "before the
emperor's order came", that was before the arrival of Sen-ge and
Mala, the war broke out and there was no decisive result till the
5th month of the next year. The remarkable thing is that, notwithstanding the outbreak of civil war, the Chinese mission succeeded
in reaching Lhasa without being opposed by the new rulers; they
were received and presumably protected by the Dalai-LamaJ2
and stayed undisturbed in Lhasa during the whole war. Some official
of the mission could even cross the theatre of the war and reach
bKra-Sis-lhun-yo, where 6/X
c. November 18th they laid before
the Pan-c 'en the complimentary presents of the empei-or.3
But the political influence of the mission was nil. The 0111~~
thing on
record is that soon after the news of the outl~realcreached Peking,
the emperor issued an edict to the Dalai-Lama ordering him to
allow the Oliits and Kukunor inen, who were in the retinue of
K'an-c'en-nas, to join Sen-ge and Mala and to retire to Kukunor ;
the Szechwan provincial tresury was to supply the funds for the
movement and for a suitable reward to these men.4 We do not
know whether this orcler was carried out with regard to the re-

-

AgBTJ, f f . 241;1-24211.
127D12,f . 122a. Sen-ge is given t h e LISII;L~title of A-sa-han Am-pa (rrshmz-i
o.nzba?z).Mala is styled Me-rin Dsail-gi, wllich is the Manchu title nzeiltelz-z
jnnggi~,corresporlding t o the Chillese f ~ d - t ~ i - t ~ z n g1J
z g $fi, brigadier-gcnernl ;
Illayers, n. 38 I ; Nieh Ch'ung-chCi,p . 100. Mala's biography in thc Mala-c//,ozl~ ~ ~ , i n g - c h ~ e ^ ~ z -ch.
c h ~25,
, ~ ni.n ,3911, sa?-s th;~,t5t.i)-gc and Rl;r.ln "protectetl the
llalai-Lama in the E'otala".
A z P C , i. 364b.
Chi-z~lei/JX = 0ctol)cr 20t11, 1 7 2 7 . S k . i l ~ - t s ~ i.Slr.i/~-If!,,
~~,y
ch. O r , f f . 5b-6a.
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tainers of K'aii-e'en-nas; but in any case the Chinese envoys did
not move from Lhasa. In the summer the Ilalai-Lama had his usual
spell of residence a t Se-ra. At the end of the year he received messengers from his old friend Cayan Danjin in Kukunor, presumably
telling him of the intended Chinese expedition.1 And this is about all;
the L7DL skips over these months in one page only. I t desires to
convey the impression that the Dalai-Lama had no part whatsoever in the revolt, and even disapproved of it. We may readily
believe this of the young Dalai-Lama, but not of his father, who
was certainly privy to the plot.
Apart from this, we do not know the administrative steps taken by
the new rulers to consolidate their power. Lhasa was ruled by a triumvirate composed of N a - p ' ~ d - ~ Lum-pa-nas
a,
and sByar-ra-ba, and
we know that they used new seals of their own.2 But what really
happened in Lhasa during their rule, is not told by anybody, not
even by the Capuchins who resided there during the whole time.
At the time of K'an-c'en-nasJs murder, people at P'o-lha were busy
with the preparations for a religious feast. The first warning was given
by sKyid-sbug bSod-nams-dban-'dus, the elder brother of P'o-lhanas's wife, who on his way back from Lhasa to his home had heard the
news and had sent a t once a messenger to P'o-lha. P'o-lha-nas, in order
not to alarm his household, had the preparations carried out and held
the feast regularly. But in the meantime he sent men to procure
swift horses a t Gyantse and bring them to P'o-lha. At midday he assembled his closest friends, told them of the news of the Lhasa outbreak and laid before them three different plans : either to quit the
country and to take refuge with the
a t Hsining, or to summon together the fighting men of m$Ja'-ris and gTsan and to at tack
the rebels, or to occupy the towns and villages of Sa-dga', Gro-Sod
and ml(la'-ris (abandoning for the moment gTsan) and to prepare their
return from that secure base. The third alternative was chosen,
and P'o-lha-nas himself undertook to travel to mNa'-ris and to
el
assemble an army there. -4s his wife was still too ill to t r a ~ ~wit11
him, he arranged for a strong guard and defence of P'o-lha and gave
L7DL, f . 1 2 2 4 .
a LOG-ba'i-dmigs-bu, p. 180 According to the R(zg&r~tcz.glio
of b-r. C ; ~ O ; L C Cd~a~ ~ I ~ O
S. Anatolia, "the Grand L a ~ n aassumed the temporal government through
a minister of state, whom he appoi~ltedregent of the kingdom"; ArlITN,
111, p. 2 1 8 . I doubt t h a t there was a formal appointment by the Dalai-Lama.

orders to his officers to defend his castle a t all costs for a montll,
after uyhich time he would be back with the mNa'-ris troops.1
One of the first things P'o-lha-nas must have done, was to inform
the Chinese emperor. I t was a very important step to take, because
it was to be feared that his enemies in Lhasa, holding the capital
and with a Chinese mission in residence there, would try to get the
emperor's approval for their deed; if this happened, it meant the
end of P'o-lha-nas. I t was a matter of who would be quicker, and
P'o-lha-nas won the race. His report of the outbreak, announcing
that he was taking the field in order to defend his home and to fight
the rebels, and urgently requesting Chinese armed help, reached
Peking in an amazingly short time, and was laid before the emperor
on kztei-yu/VII = September 4th, less than a month after K'aiic'en-nas's murder.
P'o-lha-nas set out from P'o-lha with a few companions, and on
the next day he arrived to Rin-c'en-rtse, where he began collecting
weapons and soldiers. The Pan-c'en heard of his activity there,
and as he wished to avoid bloodshed, he advised P'o-lha-nas to
write to the Dalai-Lama, his father and the ministers, in order to
obtain from them a promise of safety. P'o-lha-nas's reply to the
Pan-c'en was an indictment of the ministers, an account of their
misdeeds and an assertion of their unreliableness and of their
firm decision to destroy him ; he must therefore fight thein to the last.
At the same time he wrote a sort of manifesto in which he spoke
of K'an-ccen-nas's good deeds to the people, of his base murder and
of the necessity of punishing his slayers. He caused this document
to be read out in the full congregation of bKra-Sis-lhun-p~.~
Then he entrusted Rin-c'en-rtse to three loyal officers, again with
orders to hold out for a month till he came back with more troops. He
resumed his journey with his two sons and sorne sixty companions,
and from the road he sent letters to the two mda'-dpon of gTsan ressiding a t el-dkar-rdson, 1Cari-lo-can-pa and bSam-gi-uh-gliii-pa.
M B T J , f f . 243b-245a; cf. K . A n n . , p. 4 4 3
DOC. 11.
M B T J , ff. 245b-247a.
The ICaii-lo-can-pa, one of the foremost familics of gTsai1, had
hereditary call for the army career. 1Cari-lo-can-pa I ' c u n - t s c o g s - d b a i i - y c y ~ ~ ~
is mentioned in 1701 (Life of the Sixth Dalai-Lama, f . 494b) and 1707 ( A z P C ,
f f . qob-241a) ; he was killed b y the Dsungars in 1717 ( M R T . J , f . 157.2).
H e was probably t h e father of 1Can-lo-can-pa A-jig, t h e incumbent of the
title a t t h e time of t h e civil war, who appears for the first time as gTsaIi

~t the same time he wrote to the third ntda'-dpon Nu-rna-lIa,
then in Nam-riils, requesting from him, as from an old friend of
Kcan-c'en-nas, active collaboration. He was to leave for Sa-dga' and
to inform its governor UiEing Noyan of the events; then he was to
visit dGa'-bii-ba Ts'e-brtan- bkra-Sis, the elder brother of K 'arie'en-nas and deputy-governor of mNa'-ris, and to take counsel
with him ; then they were to concentrate their forces in Sa-dga'. But
NU-ma-ba,as was to be expected from his earlier attitude, did not
reply a t all and prepared secretly for hostilities. 1Ca1i-lo-canpa,
instead, joined P'o-lha-nas and pledged his loyalty to him. Then
P'o-lha-nas passed through sPo-roil, where he won over the local
chieftain. Continuing his march, he fell upon and confiscated 80
yaks and other cattle belonging to sByar-ra-ba, overcoming the
resistance of the herdsmen. The same was done with a score of mules
carrying a load of silver ingots belonging to Na-p'od-pa, which were
arriving from Kon-po. The muleteers were sent to prison in gRa'nan and sKyid-groli. The governor of rDson-dga' was arrested and
imprisoiled in rnNa'-ris. Then the rTa-mc'og-k'a-'bah (gTsan-po)
was crossed. From the other bank P'o-lha-nas sent a message to
UiCing Noyai~,the governor of Sa-dga', announcing his arrival.
UiEing was a t first uncertain about P'o-lha-nas's intentions, and
suspected that he had been sent against him by the ministers. He
therefore gathered some troops in order to be ready for all events.
But he ~ 2 . ssoon reassured. UiCing received P'o-lh2.-nas friendly and
swore loyalty to him. With the winning of Sa-dga', the first part of
Po'-lha-nas's task was ~ o r n p l e t e d . ~
Of common accord, P'o-lha-nas and LTiCing Noyan sent a messenger to dGa'-bii-ba in m?Ja'-ris. He carried a long letter, which
gave a full account of the latest events; we learn from it among other
things, that two officers sent with 300 men to kill P'o-lha-nas had
arrived a t Gyantse, but had not been able to take P'o-lha and
had returned to Lhasa (on this see later) ; and that the secretary
?rzda'-dposz in

I 7.26 ( L 7 D L , f . I 18a; and cf. Hsi-jlii tc~nzg-7~2t~-~/zih,
~ 1 1 .24,
f . I 1a-b).I11 1750 he was esiled to China as a follower of "king" 'Gyur-riled-

rnam-rgyal (Kao-tszsng Slzih-111,ch. 401, f . 21"-b).
\i7it11 his full name : IYiCing PCun-tscogs-bde-legs;
-4 P C ,

f . 358b. Called
UiCing Dargan in L 7 D L , f . rzoa.
Or 1Joils-dga'; Tsonka or Jongkha of the maps, south of Sa-dga) on
the Nepalese border. M'ylie, pp. 63-64 and 11. I 19.
MBTJ, f f . 248a-r52a.

(gser-jig-pa) of the Dalai-Lama, Legs-gliii Nag-dban-'j am-dpal,
and the ministers of dBus and Koil-PO had assembled, had forged
letters of the Dalai-Lama and had caused them to be proclaimed
by the public criers in gTsan ; no hint as to their contents is given,
Tlle letter then explained that P'o-lha-nas's purpose was to requit
the benefits once showered upon him by K'an-c'en-nas and to
hinder a conquest of ml(la'-ris and gTsan by Lum-pa-nas. To this
end he had gathered his followers and was coming to get the help
of dGa'-bii-ba. He begged the governor to join him with the troops of
Ru-t'og and of sGar-t'og (Gartok),which would then march directly
towards gTsan; they were certain to get Chinese help sooner or
later. He gave a list of the regions and chiefs who had offered their
support, and ended expressing his firm decision to conquer or to
die, and calling upon dGa'-bii-ba to avenge his murdered brother.
By a great effort the messenger reached sGar-t'og in 6 days. dGa'bii-ba a t once agreed with P'o-lha-nas's proposals and ranged
himself wholeheartedly on his sicle. The all-important support of
Western Tibet was thus secured, and the gTsan-mNa'-ris coalitioil
of 1719-1720 was revived.1
P'o-lha-nas personally enjoyed much popularity in the region,
because since his birth he had been regarded as the incarnation of
the Mongol lama dGa'-ldan-ts'e-dban who had conquered mNa'-ris
for Tibet in 1678-1683. Partly on account of this, and partly because
of the desire to avenge K'an-c'en-nas's death, the call t o arms
met with a hearty response in mNa'-ris. Only the abbot of mT'oldin exerted his influence against the enlistments for the mNa'-ris
army; but shortly afterwards he was killed by magic (dmn-sron-gignod-pas, Sanskrit ysibidlzi). dGa'-bii-ba organized also the defence
of the mNa'-ris against a possible attack by the Dsungars, by
leaving there a sufficient covering force. Then he set in march his
troops, which numbered 2000 h ~ r s e m e n .A~ good equipment for
the army (horses, weapons etc.) was secured form the monasteries of
the region. P'o-lha-nas appointecl UiEing Noyan's brother No-no
Don-ldan and Ts'a-roil-pa to look to the con~missariatarrangements
and the amenities for the advancing mNa'-ris troops, such as tea ( j a sig) and tobacco (t'a-mi-k'a kota). He himself, without waiting for
them, on the 171VII = September znd, 1727, only a month after the
M B T J , ff. 25za-255a.
M B T J , f . 255b. The king of Ladakh too contributed some auxiliary troops;
K. Ann., p. 443 (transl. p. 51). Cf. also Wei-tsnng-tcung-cltih,ch. 13a, f . 7b.

tllurder of Wan-c'en-nas, started on his return journey to gTsai.1
P'o-lha-nas had done a good piece of work in the short time. His
outstanding organizing talent had much profited by the experience
of 1719120,and he had bee11 able to forestall his enemys and to
take the field before they had the time to organize efficiently the
forces of dBus and Kon-po. This advantage weighed heavily
on the final outcome of the civil war. I t was but a fitting recognition
of his merits t h a t P'o-lha-nas, hitherto usually called by the title
of dGun-blon Taiji, began to be famous in Tibet and all neighbouring countries by the name of Mi-dban, ruler of men, with which
he afterwards passed t o h i s t ~ r y . ~
1
2

M B T J , f f . z55b-z56a
M B T J , f . 257%
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P'o-lha-nas was marching back to gTsan, receiving on his way
pledges of support from various local lamas (Sans-pa Ras-c'en etc.).
He encamped at Lu-ma-dgo-dmar, where he decided, as an auspicious deed of propitiation for victory, to restore the decayed stupa
of Bya-run K'a-Sor in Nepal. He issued orders that the revenue
of K'y~n-rdson-dkar-po,sKyid-gron and Sa-dga' be set aside
for this purpose, and deputed two officials for the task, which was
to be finished by the 11th month of the same year. Likewise, he
caused gifts to be offered and the Canon to be read a t 'P'el-rgyasgliii in rDsoii-~lga'.~
These measures, besides being dictated by the
deeply religious nature of P'o-lha-nas, answered also the purpose
of ingratiating the lamas and drawing them to his party.
His journey continued till Lha-rtse-rdson, while small bands of
soldiers continued to join him on the route. There he received an
encouraging message from the abbot of Sa-skya. Moreover, a revered
ascetic called A-jo Bla-ma, who resided in the cave of Kom-kre,
issued a widely-circulated prophecy, in which he invited people to
refrain from going to dBus for trading purposes and to refuse paying
taxes to the Lhasa government, because a hero was coming to overthrow the sinners a t Lhasa. I t was a means of propaganda which
hit deeply the economic base of the power of the triumvirate, and
could not fail to be effective. Then P'o-lha-nas and his army passed
through P'un-ts'ogs-gliii and continued their march towards gTsaii3
In the meantime the officers sent by the ministers to eliminate
P'o-lha-nas, viz. sKyid-pa-t'an-pa, sKya-k'aii-pa etc., arrived from
the Do1 region with 300 men. They attacked P'o-lha with the utmost
determination during five days, but were repulsed with losses by
the small garrison of about 60 men.4 sKyid-pa-t'an-pa had to
Nepalese : Bod11 Nath ; t \ o~miles t o the north-east of Iiathmandu ; LYaddell,
Notes on the Ma-gu-ta or Charung I(hns11ar stupa, in P A S B , 1892, pp. 186189. Id., Buddhism of Tibet pp. 315-317.
Perhaps the monastery in rDson-c1ga'-rdson itself; Wylie, p . 64 and n. I 2 I .
MBTJ, f f . 257b-259b.
MBTJ, f f . 259b-16oa,
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retreat; but he found his chance elsewhere: by a sllrprise coup
he got possession of Gyantse. The Gyantse commandant Zur-kcahnas and his officers with about IOO men escaped to the fort of
Shigatse. This fort was soon placed in a state of defence under the
supervision of two officers sent for this purpose by P'o-]ha-nas.l In
the meantime, the peasants of gTsan, encouraged by the retreat of
sKyid-pa-t'an-pa, took arms under the lead of Zal-no Kun-bzah, and
besieged the Lhasa troops in Gyantse; but of course this ill-armed
rabble was unable to take the fort.
With great sorrow the Pan-c'en saw his beloved gTsan on the
verge of a ruinous war, and he began that mediating activity by
which he was so conspicuous throughout the war. He sent a messenger to Lhasa with a letter to the Dalai-Lama begging him to order
the ministers to lay down arms, and another letter to the triumvirate asking them to think of the welfare of the country and to
avoid an armed conflict. Another messenger (dKa'-c'en bKra-Sis)
was sent to P'o-lha-nas to the same purpose, but as the adressee
was then at Rin-ccen-rtse, the letter could not be handed over.2
On the top all these worries, in the southern districts an epidemic
of smallpox was raging, and its soon began to spread even to bKraSis-lhun-po.3
The Pan-c'enJs efforts at peacemaking ~ ~ i e l d eno
d fruit, and
soon it was heard that a strong army from dBus, Dvags-po, Koli-po
and Mongol tribes, commanded by Lum-pa-nas and sByar-ra-ba,
was advancing to the relief of Gyantse. The noblemen of Northern
gTsan gathered together in order to stop this army and to cover
the blockade of Gyantse ; they built for this purpose some strong
stockades on the K'a-ro-la, blocking the main Lhasa-Gyantse route.
The Lhasa army a t tacked this fortified position, and the struggle
lasted for a long time with losses on both sides. At last the ammunition of the gTsan troops gave out, the pass was forced and the
defenders scattered each to his home. The nobles of Ran (P'olha-nasJs own country), who were encamped at the foot of the fort
of Gyantse, had to raise the blockade and to retreat. They sent a
message to P'o-lha-nas, informing hjnl of the defeat and urgently
requesting the help of the mNa'-ris troops; only by a forced march
A2PC, f . 363a.
This is most probably identical with the event referred to above (p. 118).
The sequence of the events in the M B T J and the A2PC is for once diverging.
A z P C , f . 363b.
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thev could arrive in time.' But before he could arrive, the dBus army
reached Gyantse, raised its siege and advanced as far as rNam-nubglin. *
,4t this time ial-.)io Kun-bzan intercepted a letter sent by the
gTsan mda'-dpon Nu-ma-ba to the Dalai-Lama's father in Lhasa; it
impressed upon him the necessity of conquering gTsan before
P'o-lha-nas's relieving army from mNa'-ris and the Mongol chieftains of 'Dam could join hands and crush the Lhasa troops. P'o-lhanas was much incensed a t the treachery of Nu-ma-ba, who had been
a protegee of K'an-c'en-nas, had married his sister and had been
friend with P'o-lha-nas since Lajang Khan's times. He detailed
his loyal officer bsTan-'dsin-dgos-skyes with some ten men, to
kill Nu-ma-ba. 145th the support of 30 men from Rin-c'en-rtse,
he was to entice Nu-ma-ba to the fort of Shigatse for consultation ; there he was to cut him down. The task was duly executed.
Nu-ma-ba was lured to Shigatse, arrested, bound and executed by
throwing him down from the battlements of the fort. P'o-lha-nas
thus stamped out treachery in his ranks and effectively cowed
any possible opposition to his rule in g T ~ a n . ~
When P'o-lha-nas got intelligence of the advance of the Lhasa
army against him, he left Lha-rtse and by forced marches arrived
a t a meadow called Le-ne-k'a, in the neighbourhood of Shigatse,
where he encamped. In view of the impending battle, he summoned
his still ailing wife form P'o-lha and sent her first to sNar-t'an
and then to a remote spot on the Tibetan-Nepalese border. Then by
a well-calculated act of mercy he pardoned and set free Zur-k'alinas and two other dBus noblemen who had been imprisoned at
Shigatse ; they were simply restricted in their movements to bKra-Sislhun-po and some neighbouring places. After these measures of internal security, P'o-lha-nas again turned his attention to the war.
The mda'-dpon 1Can-lo-can-pa with 300 men advanced from Pasnam-rdson by the road on the southern bank of the Ran-c'u, while
P'o-lha-nas himself with the main forces advanced by the path on
the northern bank. The dBus army, led by Lum-pa-nas and sByarra-ba, after the relief of Gyantse had passed through 'Bron-dkar-rtse
(Drongtse on the Ran-c'u), continuing its advance ; and after a short
MBTJ, f f . 26oa-z61a.
A B P C , f . 363b.
n4BTLJ,f f , 261a-z63a,

time the two adversaries cam within sight of each other a t 'Braskcud.l
I t was here that Tsce-rin-dban-rgyaljoined the Lhasa army. He
had been sent to the Tengri-nor to lay hold of the soldiers of K'anccen-nas.The Mongol chiefs of 'Dam had given him some men, with
whom he marched t o the war theatre in gTsari. At 'Bras-kcud he
was commander (ru-dpon) of the right wing.2
A battle seemed impending. The Lhasa army was ascending
a hill in order to draw itself up near the summit. Pco-lha-nas
planned to send 1Can-lo-can-pa with some swivel guns to ascend
a hill on the cneiny's back to open fire by surprise, while his main
forces occupied the houses in the neighbourhood; his plan was to
compel the enemy to retreat without hand-to-hand fighting. But
before he could issue his orders, Uiting Noyan, P'o-lha-nas's younger
brother bsTan-'dsin and some other officers, without waiting for
support, swept forward against the enemy. Lum-pa-nas's division
advancing in dispersed order ascended the hill. When it was on the
top, and while the mma'-ris and gTsan troops were still advancing in a
disordered fashion, the enemy suddenly effected his concentration
and charged down on P'o-lha-nas, who had remained with a score of
companions only. The charge was valiantly withstood and thrown
back, with the loss of five men. The fighting was then broken, off,
and the two armies encamped a t a short distance from each other.*
In the meantime the Pan-c'en had sent his mgron-g6er Sak'ud-pa to the leaders of the Lhasa troops, in a last attempt to
avoid the slaughter of a battle. The messenger was coldly received
111B17J, ff. 263a-r64b. I cannot positively identify )Bras-kcud, but
it must be sought for bet~veenDrongtse and Panam-dsong; it cannot therefore have anything to do with the )Bras-kCudmonastery near Samrida to the
south of Gyantse, described by G. Tucci, Indo-Tibatica, IT, I , py. 122-132.
sTag-lugi, f . 396b.
V f e)i-?nda'-c 'en. They Lvere long-barrelled small-bore weapons. I11 I 904
they were still in use and played a great part in the siege of the British mission
a t Gyantse. \T'acldell calls them bj. the Anglo-Indian name jilzgnl (on \vhich
see Yule & Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, London 1886, p. 285, S.V. g i ? ~ g a l l ) .
I t was not cannon; that is called in the AlBTJ we-skyogs.
MBTJ, f f . z64b-265s.
This official of the Pan-ccen had already been employed in 1717 in
the abortivc negotiations with the 1)sungars in 'Ilarn; AzPC, f . r679b.
His full name was Sa-kcud-pa Ye-ies-tsce-brtan (AzPCcovzt., f. 205) or
Blo-bzali-brtson-)grus ( A 3 P C , f . 23b), the SC-liu-nai
of the Chinese
( ~ ( T O - ~ S I I Slzilr-lzr,
N~
ch. 115, f . 12b). He died in 1742; L7l>L, f. 291a.
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and was told to address himself to P'o-lha-nas, who had asseillhled
troops to resist the forces of the lawful government. The envoy went
accordingly to P'o-lha-nas and tried to convince him of the uselessness and evil results of fighting. P'o-lha-nas gave an uncomprol~lising reply, repeating his usual reasons ; the one important information we gather from his speech is that the Lhasa troops had by
now succeeded in dispersing in all directions the 'Dam Mongols.1
On the next day the Lhasa troops advanced to the attack, some
of them in the open country and some on the bank of the ~ a l i - c c u .
The melee became general, and soon P'o-lha-nas's troops were in
full retreat on all sides. P'o-lha-nas with his small body-guard
threw himself desperately against the advancing enemy, carrying
aloft his banner. His charge succeeded in checking the enemy, and
Lum-pa-nas and sByar-ra-ba retreated to their t r e n ~ h e s . ~
On the following day at dawn P'o-lha-nas's infantry moved up
the hill, and his cavalry advanced in the plain. At sunrise his swivels
opened fire and the troops charged. The sleeping camp of the Lhasa
army was completely surprised and a scene of indescribable confusion ensued, as the men, most of them naked or only partly armed,
ran about without being able to offer serious resistance. Also the
Lhasa troops on the hill-top were put to flight, all their commanders
being slain or taken. P'o-lha-nas supported the action of his troops
by the fire of his swivel guns from a hillock nearby. Lum-pa-nas
and sByar-ra-ba, surprised in their sleep like everybody else, had
to throw themselves in the ditch of the camp, to escape the first
rush of the charge. Millen they were able to come out, they found
their army in dissolution, but for a small nucleus still intact, the
Mongol and Turk contingents. By an enormous bribe the ministers
succeeded in persuading these crack troops to move to the counterattack. The troops of P'o-lha-nas had been disorganized by their
own victory, a i ~ dthe counterstroke took them completely by
surprise; some of them fled, some quitted the Lhasa camp and
retreated to the hill, where they offered resistance. P'o-lha-nas,
who was already leaving the field of what he believed to be his
victory, tried to turn back and to resume the fight, but it was a
hopeless undertakin,g and he was held back by his officers. The
fight was olTer;nothing remained for Pco-lha-nas, but to collect
lW137'J, f f . .r65a-r6Ga; A z P C , f f . 3631>-.3Gqa.
W I 3 7 ' J , f f 266~-2671).

the remnants of his troops and to flee in the direction of Sa-dga'.
The Lhasa troops followed him till sBt.1-snon-na-k'a near Shigatse.
It makes rather comical reading when the MRTJ tells us that
pCo-lha-nas,thinking of the unbearable miseries wrought by the
foreign troops on the innocent peasants, considered that, though
he had taken Shigatse and spa-nam-rdson, a long protracted
fighting in the neighbourhood would ruin the peasantry, and therefore decided to go back to Sa-dga' and to try another effort from
there. Sober history cannot accept this distortion of truth. P'o-lhanas had been well and truly beaten in the three days' battle of
'Bras-k'ud.1
Lum-pa-nas and sByar-ra-ba, encamped near Shigatse, tried to
obtain an audience from the Pan-c'en, but were refused on
account of the risk of smallpox contagion. But a great feast had to
be offered to their troops, who also otherwise oppressed the countryside and insulted the dignity of the Pat-c'en. Then the army
marched away westwards and reached $Jam-riils by easy stages.
But the Lhasa troops too had been terribly battered in the battle and
had no more stomach for fighting; pursuit of P'o-lha-nas in Sa-dga'
was clearly out of question. ,411 that could be done was to defend
the approaches of gTsan against a second offensive by P'o-lha-nas,
which was to be expected sooner or later. The large and small
forts of the region were garrisoned, and the great Lhasa army was
demobilized and d i ~ b a n d e d I. t~ was probably anticipated that the
fighting was over for the season. To keep together Tibetan levies
for along time has always been difficult, and this was clearly a task
beyond the poor organizing qualities of the two ministers. As nre
can gather from the AzPC, the above events happened before the
beginning of the 10th month (November-December) of 1727.~
The Dalai-Lama tried now to utilize what promised to be a long
pause in the hostilities for an attempt to put an end to the civil
war. He sent to the Pal?-c'en his personal attendant (gzi~rzs-'gagi d .tie) together with three or four monks of Se-ra and 'Bras-spuns. They
could not be received, but the Pan-c'en accepted the gifts and
letters from the Dalai-Lama, his father and the rninisters. As a
consequence of this, the Pan-c'en again sent Sa-kcud-pa to the
M B T J , f f . 268a-26gb; A z P C , f . 364"
Tsce-riii-dbaii-rgpl too, who was supposed t o comnirtiicl t h e garrison
of Shigatse, asked for leave and went to Lhasa; s T n g - I I I I ~f . , 3g6b.
" 4 z P C , f . 36411; AIRT.J, i. 269b.

tjvo parties. We do not hear of the result of this mission, but it
must have been negative.l
The efforts of the Pan-c'en had a curious repercussion in faraway Peking. I t seems that the attempt of the Dalai-Lama was
supported by his guests, the Chinese mission a t Lhasa. P ' ~ - l h a - ~ ~
was much worried by this intervention, which could be interpreted
by the populace as Chinese disinterest in the struggle going on in
Tibet. Sen-ge and Mala were proving a nuisance to P'o-lha-nas.
I t seems that he wrote to the emperor, respectfully begging him to
tell his envoys a t Lhasa to keep quiet. On chi-hai/X = November
29th the emperor accordingly passed orders to send word, secretly
and by trusted men, to Seil-ge and Pvlala, not to do anything capable to prejudice P'o-lha-nas's action.
On the whole, P'o-lha-nas's situation was by no means rosy.
gTsan could not be left to the tender mercies of the enemy. The
Lhasa troops had dispersed the monks of bKra-Sis-lhun-po and
insulted the Pan-c'en. The Gandhola and the monastery of
sNar-t'an had been destroyed. The couiltry was oppressed by the
invaders, and many sacred places had been defiled. Houses were
burnt, women were raped; the general misery was great. There was,
however, one great advantage, the hasty demobilization of the Lhasa
army; if it could be exploited a t once, it gave a fair chance of victory. I t all depended on the ability of P'o-lha-nas to effect what
Lum-pa-nas and sByar-ra-ba had not been able to do: to keep
together his army. P'o-lha-nas spolte to his men, gave them the
reasons for his retreat, recounted the atrocities of the enemy,
and gave orders to prepare for resuming the advance. But he met
with no response from the men. The troops of mNa'-ris and gTsali
had not recovered from their defeat and hurried retreat; they were
tired and yearned for demobilization. They begged P'o-lha-nas
to retire for this year to n1Na'-sis ; thence they could return later
with a larger army and destroy Lum-pa-nas. If this were too difficult, P'o-lha-nas could still bribe the emperor (pa-c'a, Padshah) of
Delhi to send him troops, and the job would be done in ten days.
Besides, why not wait till the Chinese enlperoi- had stamped out
the revolt ? And the men stuck to their point and absolutely refused
to move. But P'o-lln-nas was not a 1,uln-pa-nas for giving in SO
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quickly. He again appealed to the troops. To call in the Moghuls
from India was unthinkable ; it would mean the end of Buddhism
in Tibet. If the men refused to march, they could go back to their
homes. But he himself with some ten followers would march to
$Jam-rins and fight; everybody was free to go home, to retreat
to mNa'-ris or to join him. This last appeal succeeded. P'o-lhanas's men were carried away by his magnificent bravado, and with
one voice they declared themselves ready to follow him; they realized
also that to return to their homes in gTsan meant to end in the
prisons or before the executioners of Lum-pa-nas. P'o-lha-nas had
won his point, and had won it in time. Only a short while after his
arrival in Sa-dga', he was able to take again the field.'
The mNa'-ris and gTsan troops re-occupied Nam-rins. The
joy of the local population, freed at last from the marauders of the
Lhasa army, was indescribable. P'o-lha-nas issued a manifesto to
the whole country, announding his advance, threatening death to
resisters and promising full protection to non-combatants; he expressed his intention to march as far as Kon-po. The skeleton
garrisons left by Lum-pa-nas in the gTsan forts were seized by panic
when they heard of P'o-lha-nas's advance, and hastily and in disorder evacuated the fortresses. Some of them were slain by the
peasants, some taken prisoners, some stripped of all their equipment,
some made for their homes. Thus without striking a blow all gTsan
was free and the occupation army had ~ a n i s h e d . ~
Lum-pa-nas in the meantime had returned to Lhasa; but after
some days there, he heard the news of P'o-lha-nas's renewed advance. He a t once sent out orders for the concentrarion of the great
army, which had given him the victory a t 'Bras-k'ud. Most of
the men had not yet reached their homes, or had only been there
for a few days, when they received the summons; and soon the army
gathered again, but probably weaker than before and rather
discontented because of the failure of the demobilization. As soon as
he was ready, Luin-pa-nas marched to gTsari, to recover that region
for the Lhasa triumvirate; he was accompanied by the maternal
uncle of the Dalni-Lama A-Aen-bkra-Sis, sByar-ra-ba and Ts'e-rindbali-rgyal. P '0-lha-nas, still a t Nan-rins, was prompted by a
dream (does this mean secret intelligence ?) to send UiEing Noyan
AZBTJ, f f . 26gb-271a.
M B T J , i f . 271a-272a.

with a division to occupy Gyantse before the enemy could reach it,
By a swift march UiEing succeeded in forestalling Lum-pa-nas and
occupied Gyantse. Two days later the Lhasa army arrived at a day's
march from Gyantse; finding that they had arrived too late, they
encamped a t a village nearby, called rGyan-mk'ar.1 Meanwhile
P'o-lha-nas had followed his lieutenant by easy stages. On 24/X = c.
December 6th) he arrived in the neighbourhood of Shigatse. To him
too audience with the Pan-c'en was denied because of the danger of
srnallpox ; but the customary exchange of compliments took place.
On the full moon day of the red half of the 10th month (December
I zth), P'o-lha-nas arrived a t Gyantsea2
There were small brushes betweeen the two armies every day,
and Ts'e-rin-dbail-rgyal scoured the country with about 80 men to
collect provisions, sustaining several clashes with the men of P'o-lhanas. There was, however no decisive battle. But time was working in
favour of P'o-lha-nas. Public opinion, meaning that of the lamas,
was now veering decidedly towards P'o-lha-nas, as shown by various
prophecies of high incarnates predicting his victory; one of them
could even foretell that even if in the 2nd month of the next year he
could not be in Lhasa, by the 5th month he would have his wishes
f~lfilled.~
All the same, P'o-lha-nas felt bound to provoke a decision,
because the prolonged stay of the mNa'-ris and gTsan troops near
Gyantse added to the difficulties of finding a regular supply of food
and water, and was also becoming an intolerable burden on thc
peasantry of the district, mostly P'o-lha-nas's tenants. He therefore
sent his troops to attack the Lhasa division occupying the "northern
hill". The hill was taken, and it afforded the possibility of bringing
up P'o-lha-nas's swivel guns, which from there could hit the Lhasa
camp. But the enemy had been warned by a traitor in P'o-lhas-nas's
ranks, and on the next day all the fire arms in their camp were ready
to muzzle the fire of P'o-lha-nas's swivels, while their cavalry was
deploying outside the camp, out of reach of those primitive weapons.
There was a clash of little account in itself, except for the fact that

Probably near the rGyi~i1-clkar-goil-111:~
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dGa'-bii-ba was killed with a score of his men.' This timely death gave
to P'o-lha-nas control of n1Na'-ris; and that large country remained
firlnly in his hands. On the same occasion T'on-pa Sri-gcod-tsce-brtnn
went over to P'o-lha-nas, thus bringing him the support of a noble
and very respected family.
About the same time Ts'e-riii-dban-rgyal, who served in the Lhasa
arm)?under the orders of the prince of Guge, fell into the hands of the
gTsaii troops; but P'o-lha-nas pardoned him and set him free. The
situation was a t a dead end. The undisciplined dBus troops were
looting and destroying monasteries all over the country (dGa'-Idanc'os-'p'el of K'ye-rag, Brag-dgon of gTsan etc.); in the house of
Nu-ma they destroyed a bKa'-'gyur; they employed the wooden
blocks of the printing presses for making war equipment; they
robbed the monks and beat them; in short, they behaved as perfect barbarians. There was no possibility of attacking t heir entrenchments near rGyan-mk'ar and bKra-Sis-sgan (unidentified).
On the other side, the fort of Gyantse repelled all attempts of the
Lhasa troops to storm it, and inflicted heavy losses on them with
its fire, so that the main camp of the Lhasa army had to be shifted
to dGa'-ldan-~'os-'p'el.~
Once more the untiring Pan-c'en sent Sa-k'ud-nas to the DalaiLama and his father begging thein to restrain their troops. Then
he decided to travel to Sa-skya and to arrange for common action
with the abbot of that famous monastery; but he was detained by his courtiers on account of the smallpox, and he had to
send a messenger instead. After this, he tried once more to negotiate at least a suspension of arms, which would give relief to the
miseries of \trar. But Lum-pa-nas, who was waiting for reinforcements, put off the messenger with evasive words, and P'o-lha-nas
replied in the negative. St ill the Pan-c'en's envoy continued
his efforts, with the cooperation of a representative of the abbot
of Sa-skya. Their proposals contemplated the end of the war and
the disbandment of the armies. If this was impossible, then a t least
the contending parties should agree to suspend hostilities till the
decision of the C,hinese emperor arrived, and in the meantime the
armies should be demobilized. The two parties seemed to agree in
principle to the proposals, but could not agree on the oaths to be
M R T J , f . 274a-b; sTag-I~rji,f. 397b; Fnn-pu
piuo 3, f . 17b.
" l R T J , i f . r75a-276a and 277b.
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taken and the guarantees to be given, and each of them feared a
trap. So the war had to go on.'
In the meantime two of P'o-lha-nas's officers, Noyan QoSuEi 2 and
Dayan Taiji 3 operated in gTsari-roil (i.e. in the Rongchu valley)
against the dBus and Kon-po soldiery of bKra-Sis-dpal-ra-ba with
such a complete success, that the remnants of the Lhasa troops in
that region had to evacuate it ; they joined the main army at dGa'ldan-c'os-'p'el. This arrival increased the famine in Lum-pa-nasPs
overcrowded camp. There was no means of fetching supplies from
dBus; the neighbourhood had been scoured and devasted, and yielded nothing; the grass was consumed, and foraging parties found the
countryside hostile and were set upon and destroyed by P'o-lha-nas's
men. Lum-pa-nas thought of a way out of the impasse; he would
fetch a big cannon (me'i-skyogs) from dBus and batter down the
defences of Gyantse. And indeed, the unwieldy weapon was hauled
with great difficulties all the way from Lhasa to dGaC-ldan-c'os-'p'el.
After its arrival, the Lhasa army left the camp, and dragging the
gun in its midst, drew up near bKra-Sis-sgan; then the gun opened
fire. The troops of P'o-lha-nas were impressed by the roar of the
explosions and grew anxious. But P'o-lha-nas reassured them and
told them that his own experience of artillery in the Bhutanese and
Dsungar wars showed that it was not much to be feared. In view of
the imperfection of artillery in those places and times, he proved to
be right; the gun did no harm whatsoever to P'o-lha-nas's troops,
and the day ended with a fruitless cannonade. All the same, it is not
easy to understand why the gun was employed in the open field and
not against the fort of Gyantse, where it would have proved more
effective. This affair is probably identical with the l ~ a t t l cof rGyal-

A z P C , f . 365a; MHl:J, f f . z77b-278b and 2813.
Noyan QoSiiCi Rab-brtan, according to t h e Chinese texts, was :L younger
brother of Pco-lha-nas; Hsi-yii T 'ztng-win-chih, ch. rq, f . Ha ; Wei-tsnng-t'u~zgchilt, pref. f f . 35b-36a; Hsi-tsa~zg-chih,ch. 3, f f . ~b and qb. He l ~ a dled in the
iield the troops of the Qara-usu region and rtftcr the victory was appointed,
upon the proposal of NIala, a first-class j a s n k fniji; Fan-fizt yuo-lileh, ch. 17,
f . 22a; Hsi-tsang-cl~ih,ch. 3, f . r b (wrong date of 1734). He died in 1736;
L7L)L, f . zooa; Fan.-fifd. ya.o-liielz, ch. 17, f l . z r b - z r a , c h . 18, f . I;L, piao 3,
f . 18a.
Ram-pa-brt Dayan Taiji dPal-ldan-dbail-rgynl became gTsmi mdnJ-dfi0~2
perl~apsas successor of Nu-ma-l)n.; Hsi-yii 7 ' c ~ ~ ~ z g - ~ o ~ nc- cl ~
J ~2. 4i I, ~f fr., r r b 13.2. He diecl after I 744.

rnk'ar mentioned in the AzPC, which took place a short while before the end of the 12th 1nonth.1
The Lhasa army, in order to lighten their crowded camp, sent
some troops to brGya-grad, on the south-western-bank of the Rariccu.I t was of little use; weeks and months went by, and the distress
in their camp grew worse and worse. Thc camp reeked with the
stench of the corpses of men who had died of hunger and want.
The few horses left were unserviceable. Among the men there was
much discontent against Lum-pa-nas. In the meanwhile the representatives of the Pan-c'en and of the abbot of Sa-skya were still
continuing their efforts between the two camps. P'o-lha-nas at
last thought that the unbelievable obstinacy of Lum-pa-nas was
ruining the country and the army, which he could not wish to see
destroyed; he therefore formed the plan to shift the theatre of
operations northwards, to join the 'Dam Mongols and to march
together down to Lhasa, to finish the war in a pitched battle. But
only an armistice in gTsaii could give him the possiblility of carrying
out this plan. He listened therefore to the entreaties of the two
envoys, who after New Year's day (Februarv 10th) of 1728 had redoubled their activity, and began an exchange of correspondence
with Lum-pa-nas, to settle the conditions of the truce. The stipulations finally accepted were those first proposed by the two envoys:
suspension of hostilities till the decision of the emperor arrived;
remission of revenue for that year in the ravaged district of gTsan;
disbandment of both armies. The negotiations had been long and
difficult; but the Dalai-Lama himself and his father exerted all
their influence in favour of peace. Lum-pa-nas requested that the
agreement should be confirmed by a meeting and on oath taken
by the two leaders, and that the document should bear the palmsign of the two envoys as a guarantee; P'o-lha-nas agreed. Then
Lum-pa-nas began making difficulties about the form of the oath,
about the powers of the envoys to sign etc., till the two envoys,
confused and overawed, had to place their palm-signs on a document
which was not exactly as it had been agreed. On the 31111 = c. April
11th) 1728, the armistice uras signed admidst much rejoicing of the
population. The war prisoners in the various fortresses of dBus
and gTsan were set free, and the state prisoners in Shigatse fort
were allowed a gift of foodstuff^.^
M B T J , f f . z78b-z8oa; A z P C , f . 365b.
M B T J , ff. 2805-28zb; AzPC, ff. 366b-367a $Tag-l?c~i,f . 397b. The

The insistence during the negotiations on the necessity of waiting
for tllp elnyc.ror's decision was based on the fact that both sides
llad appealed to h i ~ n and
,
that it must have been already kllol\,n
in Tibet that a C.hinese special envoy, backed by a strong force,
11a.d been sent to quell the disturbance in Tibet. What was not
yet known, was that the decision had already been taken in favollr
of P'o-lha-nas, as M:e shall see later.
The main condition in the agreement was the disbandment of
the armies. This was faithfully carried out by the Lhasa triumvirate; their great army was demobilized and dispersed at once,
although a skeleton force remained at sNari-dkar-rtse with Lumpa-nas. But P'o-lha-nas had concluded the armistice only in order
to put an end to the devastating and inconclusive warfare in gTsa~i.He
never intended to be bound by it longer than he could help. In this
he was assisted by the behaviour of his troops. Quite to the contrary of what had happened in the previous autumn, they were
now dissatisfied with the lame result of the campaign and felt
themselves aggrieved; there was no talk of demobilization anlong
them, nay, they yearned for the resumption of war. A pretext
was soon found. Some of the conditions of the agreement had
not been completely carried out by Lum-pa-nas. He had not
recalled the commanders and garrisons which he had placed
in several forts of gTsan. There had also been an incident. During the
truce one A-jo-dpal-dban of Nag-ts'an had been accused of stirring up
trouble; besides, some Lhasa officials arrested and killed a few gTsaii
men in Nag-ts'ari, under the charge of being troublenlakers and
causes of disorder through their ignoring the conditions of the armistice. P'o-lha-nas declared this to be a breach of the truce; 'he stated
Capuchins in Lhasa heard only incorrect reports of this campaign. Thirtecll
years later F r . Costantino d a Loro wrote t h a t the fort of Gyantse "is the
fortress where in 1728 t h e present king of Tibet RIivagn-cugiab (Mi-dbail
sku-z'abs) lay for six months with 30.000 soltliers l~esiegecl by the party
of the Grand Lama, on whose orders the king had beell I<illecl. The abovementioned hlivagn-cugiab, who was then the fourth minister of state, in order
t o avenge t h e death of this king collected a quantity of soltliei-s and posted
himself t o t h e defence of the fortress, till there arrivcd in his favoul
a succour from the emperor of China, nrith which having p u t t o flight the
a r m y of t h e Grand-Lama, he triumphantly entered Lhasa, where he lvas
declared head of all Tibet by order of the emperor". Letter of October ~ g t h ,
1741 i n MITN, 11, pp. 68-69.
Nangkartse-dsong on the western shore of lake Palti, cf. sTag-luri, loc. cit.

that, as he could not be sure that the enemy army was not going to
make a surprise attack against him, he could no longer stay in gTsali.
The Lhasa authorities maintained that these events represented
no infringement of the truce, that the agreement forbade continuation of fighting a n d t h a t this had been carried out, but that
the gTsan people must, on their part, carry out the stipulation
which forbade the maintainance of a n army. P'o-lha-nas replied
that the Lhasa government could not be relied upon; he could not
remain silent, while everybody knew that he was going to hr
attacked. The drift of the events was nowr clearer; P'o-lha-nas
was trying by all means, fair or foul, to find a good pretext for
breaking the truce. The Pan-c'en wished to go personally to
try once more a conciliation, but was again detained by his courtiers
on the usual plea of the smallpox. He sent a messenger with many
presents t o P'o-lha-nas a t Pa-snam-rdsoli, entreating him to keep
the agreement. I t was of no avail.
P'o-lha-nas a t last came out in the open. H e wrote a letter to
the Pan-c'en, in which he declared that if he observed the agreement,
it would stultify his efforts for the welfare of religion and of the
people. He then sent the Mongol Omosu to fetch his elder son
from el-dkar; he sent a reinforcement of 300 men to two officers of
his who were a t mT'on-lcags-rdson (unidentified) ; Noyan QoSiti
and mda'-dpon 1Can-lo-can-pa with 2000 men remained a t the
fort of Gyantse ; Dayan Taiji with 1000 men was sent to liin-c'enspun; Lha-lun-rtse-pa with 500 men went to Glin-dkar (unidentified.) P'o-lha-nas directed all these movements from his camp
at Pa-snam-rdson. Having thus provided for the safety of gTsaii,
he waited till his son and 1Can-lo-can-pajoined him. Then he ordered
them to march with their troops through Yar-'brog to the southern
border of dBus; they were evidently intended as a diversion, t o
draw upon themselves the attention of the Lhasa commanders.
When this order was carried out, P'o-lha-nas left Pa-snam-rdson
with his personal troops, a n d travelled by forced marches night
and day on the northern roadI2 till he arrived a t J7ans-pa-can.3

Rinpung-dsong in the lower I<ongchu valle?., Cfr. E. Schgfer, ( ; € h € i l l ~ ) l l ~
Tibet, Munich 1943,p. 182. Wylie, p. 7 2 and p. 245.
He may have followed either the route from Shigatse through the
Salk-ccu valley and the I<halarnba-la, or that through 'U-yug.
IIfBTJ, f f . r82b-r83b. A z P C , f. 365b.
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Na-p'od-pa and the other ministers in Lhasa were taken cornpletely by surprise. They sent messengers to recall the troops of d~~~
and Kon-po from Nangkartse to Lhasa. When they arrived, they
encamped in the meadows (ne'u-sih)below the Potala.
In the north, P'o-lha-nas seems not to have found a situation
quite as favourable as he expected. One of his main reasons for
coming there was that, as both he and the late K'an-c'en-nas had
been faithful followers of Lajang Khan, and in a certain sense
represented the traditions and memories of the QGot rule in Tibet,
he had expected the fullest support from the Q6Sots and other
Mongols nomadising in 'Dam. But the tribes had been attacked
and cowed into submission by the Lhasa triumvirate soon after the
murder of K'an-c'en-nas, and they were not ready to join P'olha-nas a t once. The chieftain of the Mongol nomads near Yanspa-can had even voluntarily submitted to the Lhasa government; to give an example, P'o-lha-nas ordered him to be flogged
and put to death. I t seems that this timely act of energy improved
his situation a t once. When he reached the T'o-lo-k'o, country,
the Mongol nomads in that zone, till then dispersed and uncertain, rallied to him. They brought him a much-needed reinforcement of fine soldiers. While encamping in that zone, P'o-lha-nas
heard a rumour to the effect that Na-p'od-pa with 2000 men was
marching to P'o-mdo,l seeking a pitched battle. P'o-lha-nas
with 2000 Tibetan and Mongol soldiers remained for two clays and
one night in the valley of gYan-ra in 'Dam, waiting for the enemy;
but nobody came and the rumour proved to be false.2
P'o-lha-nas received support also from other elements than the
Mongols. A high church dignitary, the Grub-dban Sems-dpa'-c'enyo, sent him a letter with his good wishes and a present of good horses
for him and his men.3 All the same, it must not believed that
the lamas were without exception rallying to his party. We know
e.g. that Sum-pa mK'an-po, since 1726 abbot of the sGo-man
college in 'Bras-spulis, successfully prevented his monks from
Phonclu on the sliyicl-ccu.
IVBTJ, f. 283b-284a.
Sems-dpa'-ccen-po Grags-pa-rgyal-mts'an ((1. June rncl, 1741) 1vastl1"
incarnate of Lo-dgon (on which see Ferrari, p. 44 and n I 18). He was highly
regarded a t the court of the Dalai-Lama and was in frequent contacts with
the Italian missionaries and with the Dutch traveller Samuel van de Putte.
See the short biography in M I T N , 11, p. 251.
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taking sides in the civil war and compelled them to observe strict
neutra1ity.l
At P'o-ts'ari-sum-mdo (unidentified), P'o-lha-nas received the
submission of a Mongol clan which was subject to the Dalai-Lama's
father, and of the Sog tribes of the Nag-c'u region. There a council
of war was held. Some of P'o-lha-nas's officers maintained that they
must remain in the Tengri-nor and 'Dam zone. As it was certain
that the Chinese troops would advance towards Lhasa, the triumvirate would probably seek a decisive battle with P'o-lha-nas before the arrival of the Chinese; fighting in 'Dam must end with
P'o-lha-nas's victory. But P'o-lha-nas was against prolonged
idleness, and pleaded for a march straight to Lhasa. I t was his
ambition to confront the Chinese as the undisputed master of the
capital, so as to compel them to recognize the de-facto situation and
to entrust him with the government of Tibet. We may readilv
suppose that he did not wish to risk the arrival of the Chinese taking
place earlier than he expected, so that he should have to enter
Lhasa in their train. The council ranged itself to his views.
At this juncture a last attempt was made by the church to avoid a
battle near Lhasa. A commission of church dignitaries, which had
assembled for the purpose of trying to put an end to the civil war,
sent to P'o-lha-nas asking for an interview. The commission comprised the envoys of the Pan-c'en and of the abbot of Sa-skya,
the K 'ri Rin-po 'c'e dPal-ldan-grags-pa, and representatives from
various monasteries. But together with this request, P'o-lha-nas
received the news that a large Lhasa division had been completely
defeated and dispersed at Yul-sbus-sde by his troops advancing
from ~ a r i - r o under
d
the lead of his son and joined by the troops commanded by Dayan Taiji and T'on Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan. P'o-lha-nas
now felt sure of victory; he flatly refused to see the commission, and
began immediately the march towards Lhasa with an army of
goo0 men.2
His march went through 'P'an-yul; his troops were held under
strict discipline, and caused no harm to the peasantry. Having
crossed the mountains, on the 25/V = c. July 2nd P'o-lha-nas
S. Ch. Das, The life of Sum-pa-mk'an-PO,in JASB 1889, y . 38. I t must
be remembered that Sum-pa mIican-po \\-as pro-Dsungar and therefore
presumably unfriendly to Pco-lha-nas.
MBTJ, ff. z83b-z86a; A z P C , f. 3 6 t h ; Fan-pzt yao-liielz, ch. 17,f . 2 2 a .
The valley to the north of Lhasa beyond the Kam-la.
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encamped near the village of Gar-pa.' The only serious obstacle
between Gar-pa and Lhasa was the fortified defile (p'ran) of dGa'mo and P'o-lha-nas a t once sent some parties to reconnoitre in that
direction. One of these parties, advancing along the bank of the
SICyid-c'u, took prisoner about 30 men of the garrison, and l,rougIlt
t h e m bound and fettered before P'o-lha-nas; he set them free with
a gift of tobacco for each. By this examples and by the disciplined
behaviour of his troops, he went a long way towards winning the
hearts of the dBus peasants. I n the meantime the Lhasa army was
still concentrated on the field beneath the Potala. Lum-pa-nas with
some troops went out to defend the dGa'-mo defile: he found it
deserted and placed a small garrison in it. The entrenchments
formed a very strong position, as t o the north they lay over a deep
ravine of difficult access and towards the south they were protected
by the sKyid-c'u. But Lum-pa-nas's men were by now utterly
demoralized and discouraged, and had no more stomach for fighting.
No wonder that in the following night U-c'ur K'a-Si-k'a, the youngest brother of P'o-lha-nas, despatched to the defile with some 300
nlatchlockmen (1000 according to the Chinese), had no difficulty in
taking the entrenchments by surprise and putting the garrison to
flight. This small defeat had a disastrous influence on Lum-pa-nas's
dwindling army, and during the same night all his forces holding the
outposts around Lhasa went over to P'o-lha-nas. On the next day at
dawn P'o-lha-nas with his whole army in full battle array began the
advance on Lhasa. This time there was little or no fighting. Lumpa-nas's army simply melted away, his men disbanding without
resistance in a complete rout. The troops of P'o-lha-nas advanced
through the mass of the fugitives without meeting with opposition.
Only a small remainder of the dBus and Kon-po troops threw theinselves into the Potala through the gate of the walled d e p e n d e n ~ i e s , ~
and from this outwork Lum-pa-nas and some of his men kept the
enemy a t bay the fire of their matchlocks. But this small resistance
coulcl be safely disregarded. The gTsan army streamed into the city,
occupying the 'P'rul-snan cathedral and other public building.
The war was over. On the 26/V = July 3rd, 1728, Lhasa, except
Not on the maps. Frolri the Chinese itlileraries (Rockhill in J H A S 1801,
p. 94) we gather t h a t i t was only a short distance from Lhasa.
Evidently the same as the G a d - m o defil6 of I 7 0 5 ; see back p. I I T
Lha-201; see back, P, 48,
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for the handful of men ensconced in the Potala and its dcl~endencies,
was in the hands of P'o-lha-nas.1
Looking back to the civil war, we can see that it was sharply divided in three periods: the first gTsan campaign, the second gTsari
~ampaignand the northern campaign. The first two had as objectives
the control of the region governed by P'o-lha-nas and of his private
estates. I n the first, the Lhasa troops took the initiative, but they
limited themselves t o the defensive as soon as they heard of P'olha-nas's advance. The energetic offensive of P'o-lha-nas led to the
only pitched battle of the war. P'o-lha-nas presumed too much of
his still raw troops, and was beaten a t 'Bras-k'ud, partly through
his own carelessness. I n the second gTsan campaign the initiative
belonged mainly t o P'o-lha-nas, but there was no military decision,
and the stalemate was ended only by P'o-lha-nas's superior but
rather dishonest diplomacy. In the northern campaign, the contest
was decided b y the better strategy of P'o-lha-nas, mainly because
he had completely worn down the enemy in the preceeding campaign.
I t is interesting t o compare the two opposite commanders. 1,umpa-nas was a sound tactician, as we showed a t 'Bras-k'ud. But
strategically he always left the initiative to his adversary, limiting
himself t o a narrow and unimaginative defensive. The idea of
crushing his adversary b\- resolutely taking the offensi~eand seeking
'
mNa'-ris, never seems to have
him out in his lairs of ~ a - d g a and
entered his head. As a n organizer, he was much inferior to his
enemy. H e allowed his army to be twice disbanded and twice
rassembled, which sapped its fitness for combat far more than any
lost battle could have done.
P'o-lha-nas, quite on the contrary, was better in strategy than
in tactics; but he rent on improving in both fields as the war
dragged on. His first campaign in gTsan shows no leading idea;
he simply tried t o get the most urgent job done, the liberation of
gTsan. The second campaign showed already a more mature judgment and a clear strategic conception : no battle, but the wearing
down of the enemy through his masterly inactivity a t Gyantse. Then
follows his master-stroke, which brands him as the best Tibetan
general of his d a y : the reversing of the direction of attack. The
idea of getting t o Lhasa from the north instead of the south-west
MBTJ, f f . r86b-28ga; Index t o t h e bl<aJ-'gyur of sNar-tCail, f f . 35b
and 36b; I<. .41tn., p. 443 (transl. p. 5 1 ) ; sTag-luti, f. 398a; Doc. V ; Fan-pu
yao-liielz, ch. 1 7 , f. 22a.
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is of such a well-calculated audacity, that it reveals a generalship
of high order. I t was the crowning feat of his military career.
As a tactician, P'o-lha-nas badly blundered at 'Bras-k'ud, where
he showed himself a brave soldier, but not a good leader. The
tactics of the second campaign were far better; this time he kept
his head cool, and successfully avoided being inveigled into a decisive
action. I n the northern campaign, the storming of Lhasa was a
feat of no military importance, because of the absence of real
opposition. But as after 'Bra-k'ud there was never again a regular
battle, we cannot judge whether this noticeable improvement
would have enabled P'o-lha-nas to win a fight in the open field.
As an organizer, he showed himself a t his best. After the first
campaign he succeeded so completely in keeping his troops to the
colours, that they never again gave him trouble on that score,
and even became a driving element in his action. P'o-lha-nas fully
deserved his victory. A pity only that he won it through what was
and remains, in spite of all his biographer's whitewashing, a useful
piece of rascality.

CHAPTER TEN

THE TRIAL O F THE MINISTERS A N D
P ' O - L H A - N A S ' S RISE TO POWER
As far as we know, P'o-lha-nas's entry into Lhasa was not accompanied by the wild scenes of pillage which characterized the
storming by the Dsungars in I 7 1 7 But some looting did take place.
t ~ Fr. Francesco Orazio della
In a letter dated Lhasa, July ~ 1 s 1731,
Penna states that "three years ago the present Viceroy took Lhasa,
and there was a sack, during which we lost nearly everything ;
and if the Viceroy had not posted some soldiers on guard of our
convent and of us, they would have taken away all the woodwork and
perhaps killed us too, as they did to some. They also destroyed a
few housesJ'.l P'o-lha-nas found it also necessary to issue a proclamation to his troops ordering that the houses of his friends the
dBus mda'-dpon 'Bum-t'an-pa Blo-bzari-dar-rgyas, Bon-rigs Xagdban-bde-c'en and mDo-mk'ar Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal were on no
account to be t ~ u c h e d Anyhow,
.~
from the Chinese documents we
learn that the next day order was restored.
The Potala still remained untaken, and P'o-lha-nas established a
strict blockade around it, so that nobody could leave. The blockade
soon had its moral effects on the inmates of the sacred castle.
The two Chinese envoys Sen-ge and Mala had taken refuge in it
on the day of the fall of Lhasa; but soon as order was restored,
they hastened to leave the Potala and to take up their residence
in the town (27/V = July 4th). The Dalai-Lama too was still in the
Potala, and this was a source of alarm for the monks, as his sacred
person was in some danger there. The principal church dignitaries
in the city assembled to consider the matter; they were the bTsanpo Nomun Qa'anJ3 the K'ri Rin-po-c'e and the chief lamas of the
three great monasteries. They had an interview with P'o-lha-nas
and told him that the Dalai-Lama and his father were completely
innocent of the murder of I<'aii-ccen-nasand of the civil war, and
M I T N , I, p. 144.
MBTJ, f . z8ga-b.
1.e. the Min-tscul Q u t u q t u , hear1 of the dGon-lun monastery in Amdo;
L. R.J . Schram, T h e Mongidovs of the Kansw-Tibetall bovdev, 11, p. 28.
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that on this they (the monks) were ready to take an oath. PCo-lhanas replied protesting his utmost respect for the church and his
deep reverence for the Dalai-Lama. He suggested that the DalaiLama and his father slioulcl retire out of danger to Se-ra or 'Brasspulis, as it was not fitting that they should continue to reside wit],
the wicked ministers. As to Lum-pa-nas and the others, they should
come out of the gate of the dependencies and fight it out witll
P'o-lha-nas in the open. The Dalai-Lama and his father, informed
of the proposals, gave their assent. The ministers on the contrary
thought that if they could hold the palace for two or three months,
the Chinese troops would arrive and rescue them.1
This obstinate clelusion on the possibility of China deciding in their
favour is indeed strange; it receives however an interesting sidelight from a passage of the Ragguaglio of Fr. Gioacchino of S. Anatolia, which says that both sides had sent envoys to the emperor
and that "the emperor of China with a peculiar kind of politics tried
to make both parties believe that he was satisfied with the action of
the one and of the other side, and secretly promised his succour by
sending private messengers to the one and to the other; so that
each side believed China to be favourable to them. But really this
was in order to keep in suspense the rebel party and to support that
of the fourth minister of state, called Calon Poletagy (bka'-blon
P'o-lha Taiji)".2 The Capuchin Father is of course merely repeating
what was the popular rumour in Lhasa; and I believe that the rumour was right. A more real hope, though a not very bright one,
was represented by the troops of Na-p'od-pa's son, garrisoning the
capital of his province of Koii-po. But in the general collapse of the
vanquished party, it could not be seriously hoped that these
troops would be able to reverse the decision.
While the ministers still fondly gave themselves to these vain
hopes, the Dalai-Lama and his father abandoned the sinking ship.
The bTsan-po Noinun Qa'an went in the Potala and aslted for the
particular wishes of the Dalai-Lama concerning his future residence.
The Dalai-Lama reiterated his innocence of K'aii-c'en-nas's death,
acccpted the guarantee of P'o-lha-nas and requested to be allowed
to retire to 'Bras spuiis. P'o-lha-nas, to whom the matter was
referred, gave his assent. I t was agreed that the Ilalai-Lama with
M U T J , f f . .rgra-;?cjla;1)oc. V
W I 7 ' N , 111, p. 2 1 9 .
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four attendants, and his father with three, should leave for 'Brasaccompanied on the way by 2000 monks of Se-ra and 'BrasBut the agreement was not carried out in this form. The
Dalai-Lama left the Potala, met P'o-lha-nas in the dGa'-ldan
K'ari-gsar palace and effected a complete reconciliation with him.
This happened apparently on the day following the fall of Lhasa;
it may even be that the Dalai-Lama left the Yotala together with
the Chinese envoys.
The Dalai-Lama then suggested that, although he was perfectly
willing to go to 'Bras-spuils, it would be still better if he could remain in the Potala; if the ministers were allowed to come down
to the town and to reside there in full safety, he could return to the
Potala and act from there, in complete agreement with P'o-lha-nas.
It may be surmised that the Dalai-Lama made this proposal on
the request of the ministers; they had very soon understood the
hopelessness of their situation and acquisced to the inevitable,
deciding to throw themselves on the mercy of P'o-lha-nas.1
The death blow to their hopes was dealt by the arrival of P'o-lhanas's son a t the head of the southern army of 3000 horse and gooo infantry; he surrounded the Potala, preparing to storm it. With
his arrival, any hope of succour from Na-p'od-pa's son disappeared
and we are completely in the dark about his eventual fate. But
he could not have represented a serious threat, because he is not
er a
mentioned in the Tibetan texts a t all ; and allyhow he n e ~ ~ had
chance of success, because the Chinese army was preparing to meet
the contingency, eyen should he overpower P'o-lha-nas's forces.
Seeing the preparations for the storm of the Potala, the ministers
appealed to the Dalai-Lama who once again interceded with P'olha-nas, offering rich presents on their behalf and asking for a
promise of safety for them. P'o-lha-nas agreed, and the three
ex-ministers came out of the gate of the dependencies and offered homage to him. The conqueror held his word and promised
full protection to them, their followers and their property, till the
arrival of the Chinese army. He could well afford to be generous,
as he knew that the arrival of the representatives of the empror
would take the matter out of his hands; and he said so to the
ministers, declaring that the final judgment between them and him
belonged to the envoys of the emperor. The ministers were placed

under a guard of 300 men each, but otherwise treated honourably;
they could meet their friends and freely dispose of their property.
The surrender took place on the 28/V = July 5th.'
I t is no wonder that this apparent generosity irritated P'o-]hanas's officers and men. They protested in a body against such a
lenient treatment of the persons chiefly responsible for the civil war.
They requested the immediate execution of the three ministers, because, among other reasons, they were uncertain about the view
which the Chinese would take of the question. But P ' ~ - l h a - ~ ~
reassured them on this score; he said that the prisoners were
doomed, and that it would not be well to take them away from the
grasp of Chinese j ~ s t i c e . ~
P'o-lha-nas was now sure of his ground. Not only his several reports to the emperor during the war were bound to procure him the
full favour of the Chinese government; but, to be doubly sure, on
the same day on which the ministers had surrendered, he had
visited Seri-ge and Mala, had given them a report on his activities,
and had expressed the wish to return to Ulterior Tibet, in order
to provide for the defence of the mountain passes in that region.
He begged also that his report might be forwarded to the emperor,
for eventual rewards and commendations. The intended retirement
was of course only a polite formality, and with this sham modesty
P'o-lha-nas merely gave a delicate hint to the Chinese governement
that he expected recognition of his authority. As we shall see,
he was not deluded in his expectations, thanks also to the warm
recomnlendation of Yiieh Chung-ch'i. As to P'o-lha-nas's soldiers,
the emperor decreed a reward of 30.000 taels for them.3 I t is noteworthy that there is not the slightest hint of these transactions
to be found in the M B T J . More than this, this work absolutely
ignores Sen-ge and Mala, and were it not for our other sources,
we should be totally in the dark about the presence of a Chinese
mission a t Lhasa throughout the war. What purpose the author of
the M B T J meant to serve by this obstinate silence, is beyond
our understanding.
The visible seal on tlie official recognition of P'o-lha-nas's paramountcy in Lhasa was placed on an auspicious day of the 6th
month (July-August), when P'o-lha-nas, along with the bTsan-po
1

"

M B T J , f f . zqqn-b; A z P C , f . 3 6 8 ; ~s: T a g - h i , f . 3 9 8 ; ~ .Doc. V
ICIHTJ, f i . zqqb-rc)51>.
L)oc V.
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Nomun Qa'an, the incarnate of Ba-so, the K'ri Rin-po-c'e, the abbots of Se-ra and 'Bras-spuns and his officers,went to the Potala and
p s e n t e d himsef in full pomp to the Dalai-Lama. I t was the formal
audience, in which the Dalai-Lama solemny approved P'o-]ha- nasIs
action. A private interview then followed, to which only the
father of the Dalai-Lama, the Rig-'dsin bZad-pa'i-rdo-rje and SKUmdun sNags-rams-pa (now styled SKU-mdun mK'an-po) were
present. The Dalai-Lama suggested that he could retire as usual for
a spell to 'Bras-spuds, while P'o-lha-nas cleansed sKyid-Sod (the
Lhasa district) of the marauders and brigands who were a legacy of
the civil war. The proposal was not carried out, because of the
arrival of the Chinese army.l
We shall now briefly tell the story of the Chinese expedition to
Tibet in 1728. As it was a simple military promenade and no
fighting occurred, I shall avoid entering into particulars; these will
be found in the Chinese documents of the Appendix. The first
military precautions were taken by the emperor already in the 9th
month of 1727, mainly because he feared that the outbreak in Tibet
was due to intrigues of the Dsungars, with whom in that period he
was a t peace. But when he heard that it was a quarrel between the
Tibetan ministers, he considered it a matter of little importance,
and in the same month he ordered all the preparations to be sus~ e n d e d .Apparently
~
P'olha-nas had not yet succeeded in impressing him with the gravity of the events. But soon the
Chinese government realized the seriousness of the Tibetan outbreak and the importance of the high stakes involved. In the 11th
month of 1727 the expedition to Tibet was decided. I t was to be
commanded by the president of the Censorate Jalangga
mJ4 with the brigadier-general Mailu Bf& as second in command. The expeditionary forces consisted of 400 Manchu soldiers
from Hsian-fu and 15.000 Chinese Green Bannersmen from Shensi,
Szechwan and Yiinnan. Very careful arrangements were made for
the organization and financial support of the army. On the whole,
this edict is an interesting document of the military administration
of China in the early 18th century.1 Jalangga was to leave Peking

&a

MBTJ, f f . 2ggb-zg7b.
Ktng-shLn/IX = October 21st, 1727. Shih-tsung Shih-lzs, ch. 61, f . 6a-b.
TSO-tu-yu-shihE $ @ a9; Mayers, n. 185.
D. 1747. His biography in Hummel, pp. 395-396.

for Hsirling in the first month of 1728, and the campaign was to
begin in the spring, as soon as the climatic conditions allowed it.
The plan was duly carried out. The army left Hsining on the
6/V = June ~ j t h 1728,
,
and reached Lhasa on the I/VIII = September 4 th ; nearly the same date (30/VII) is given in the Tibetan
texts.3 The titles of the two Chinese commanders in the M B T J
and in the Index of the bKa'-'gyur of sNar-t'an are A-li-han Am-pa
and Me-rin Dsan-gi. The first is the Manchu aliha amban, or president of a board. The second is, as we have already seen, nzeiren-i
janggin, the Manchu equivalent of the Chinese title fu-tu-tCung,
brigadier-general.
The Chinese commanders brought the praise of the emperor, who
had offered prayers in the imperial temples of Peking for the victory
of P'o-lha-nas, as soon as he had heard of the revolt. This is of course
an exaggeration of the MBTJ ; the Chinese documents do not mention such a thing, but on the contrary speak of the hesitation of the
emperor before he ordered the expedition t o Tibet. Then the main
task of the Chinese expeditionary force was taken in hand: the
punishment of the rebels. Soon after their arrival, Jalangga and
Mailu, together with Se~i-geand Mala, constituted themselves
as a high court of justice, and summoned the three ex-ministers
to their presence. Na-p'od-pa, Lum-pa-nas and sByar-ra-ba were
formally indicted, the charge being of having acted against the
orders of the emperor. They were then put in chains and handed
back to P'o-lha-nas's men for custody. On the next day the actual
trial began in a solemn form, the Chinese commissioners with P'olha-nas sitting in a magnificent tent erected in the middle of the
Lha-klu-dga'- ts 'a1 park. The enclosure was surrounded by Chinese
soldiers in parade uniforms. The three ministers and their followers
were brought to court in chains. Their plea consisted in a long
indictment of K'an- c'en-nas ; they referred to a petition which
they had sent to the emperor soon after the death of K'an-'en-nas.
There is no trace of this memorial in the Chinese documents, but
as it is mentioned in two independent sources such as the MBTJ
and the Ragguaglio of Fr. Gioacchino da S. Anatolia, it bears all
Doc. IV.
DOC.VI.
MBTJ, f. 298a. Actually the text has ston-zla-t'a-ccun (10th month),
but this is an evident mistake for dbyar-zla-tCa-ccun(7th month).
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the marks of authenticity. The ministers accused K ' a n - ~ ' e n - ~ ~ ~
of having paid lip-service only to the Yellow Church, of having
felt not the slightest reverence for the Dalai-Lama, of having exerted
himself in favour of the Dsungars, of having boasted to know all
the facts of religion and law, of having entertained correspondence
with all the neighbouring kings in order to gain their friendship,
of having shown little respect for the emperor, of having sent letters
to the Dsungar ruler Cewang Arabtan, and so on; seventy charges
in all. Their statement was checked by the con~missionerswith
the original memorial in their possession; the meaning of each
charge was discussed, and the ministers insisted on all their accusations. Their line of defence was of course that of presenting
Kcan-c'en-nas as a traitor and a potential rebel and their action
as a just punishment; it was probably the only justification which
could be attempted with any chance of success. Then P'o-lha-nas
made a lengthy speech, refuting each charge and showing its
falsity. A long and heated discussion follo\ved, till it was closed
by the Chinese commissioners, who expressed their approval of
P'o-lha-nas's contentions. The trial then continued for several days.1
An element of complication was introduced by the fact that the
ministers had enclosed with their petition to the emperor a list of
their chief supporters (as well as of their chief opponents) ; and now,
while the trial went on, these men were one by one arrested and
imprisoned by order of Jalangga. But it was not in the interest of
P'o-lha-nas that the small fry in the ministers' party be punished;
such an excessive severity would be of no advantage and would
make him unpopular. He therefore begged from the commissioners
that these men be pardoned. With great difficulty the pardon was
granted. The greater part were released, some were admonished,
some were put in the cangue and set free. This of course concerned
only those men over whom the Chinese court claimed jurisdiction.
Outside this, P '0-lha-nas absolutely refused the requests reaching
him from many sides for a stern punishment of those who had fought
against him in the war. Many of the mNa'-ris and gTsan officers
sent him a letter in which they expressed their preoccupations for
his safety and their indignation and discontent as seeing him surrounded by such one-time ennemies as the dBus nzda'-dpon 'Bum-tcanMBTJ, f f . 298b-3oob. Fr. Gioacchino d a S. Anatolia, in MITN, 111,
p. 219.

pa Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas, Bon-rigs Nag-dban-bde-ccen and 7 t s i s - d ~ ~ ~
mDo-mkcar Tcse-rin-dban-rgyal.Pco-lha-nasreplied by a letter assuring them of his heartfelt affection and gratitude, but took no
heed of their warnings and protests. Even in the formation of his
government Pco-lha-nasshowed in the clearest possible way that he
made no differencebetween former enemies and friends. He chose as
his ministers mDo-mkcarTsce-rin-dban-rgyaland T'on-pa Sri-gcodtsce-brtan; both had fought against him in the war. At least Tcon-pa
had gone over to him near rGyan-mk'ar. But Tsce-rin-dban-rgyal
had remained aloof, to say the least. This was why he hesitated for
a while, fearing reprisals, but eventually accepted. The names
of the two men were submitted to the emperor for his approval, which, as we shall see, came in due time. But without waiting for
the imperial sanction, they were provisionally installed in their new
office with the full approval of the Chinese commissioners. Ts'e-ri~idban-rgyal had expressed some fears on this account, as once he
had been a retainer of sTag-rtse-pa, the henchman of the Dsungars.
But P'o-lha-nas's recommendation was enough for Jalangga, and
he did not care about the past of the new ministers.1
About this time the imperial edict concerning the reward to the
soldiers of Pco-lha-nas together with a sum of 30.000 taels reached
Lhasa; document and money were handed over to Pco-lha-nasby
the commissioners. He duly acknowledged the gift, and distributed
it in a fashion slightly different from that intended by the emperor.
The Dalai-Lama and his father received 2000 taels each, the clergy
1300 taels, and an unspecified sum was appropriated for offerings
in the Potala and the 'Pr'ul-snan; only what was left was then
distributed to the ~ o l d i e r y . ~
Then a t last the long-protracted trial of the three ex-ministers
drew to an end. The culprits and their followers were sentenced to
death. On the 30/IX = November 1st) 1728 the Chinese army
assembled in full parade behind the Potala. The sentenced men,
seventeen in all, naked and chained, marched in an open space
in the midst of the troops. They were led to the "tent of death"
MBTJ, f f . 301a-303b; sTag-lun, f . 398a.
DOC.V.
MBTJ, f f . 303b-304b.
Wei-tsang-tCung-chih,ch. 13a, f . 7b Hsi-tsang-chih,ch. 2, f . 9a. Thesame
date is given by Francesco Orazio della Penna, in MITN, 111, p. 63, and
by A. Giorgi, Alphabetzi~nTibetanunz, p. 3 3 8
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in a meadow on the banks of the Ba-ma-ri canal, a short distance
south by west of the Pota1a.l Four scaffolds (k'rims-Sin) were
there. On them the executioners tied Na-p'od-pa, Lum-panas, the lama of sKyor-mo-lun and the administrator (giter-'dsin) of
the rNam-rgyal-grva-ts'ari college. The troops gave three salvoes
from their matchclocks, then the executioners set about their gruesome work. Na-p'od-pa and Lum-pa-nas were done to death by
the slicing process (ling-chcih @ Z ) , the two churchmen were
slowly strangled, the remaining thirteen were decapitated by three
cuts of the sword. The terrible scene made a deep impression on the
populace, as indeed it was meant to do. After five years, the author
of the MBTJ still feels gloomy and depressed in relating it. Pcolha-nas too was dejected a t the spectacle, and in the following days
he presented offerings in the temples of Lhasa for the spiritual good
of the executed men. The work of Chinese justice was completed
by the traditional execution of all the nearer relations of the culprits, small children not expected. Only sByar-ra-ba's family was
sentenced to deportation ; it was a doubtful mercy, because it meant
slavery and because of the cruel manner in which such a sentence was
invariably carried out by the Chinese, most of the people concerned
dying on the way. The lesson had been terrible and Tibet was effectively cowed into submission for a long time.2
Concerning the trial of the ministers, one feels inclined to ask
a question: what was the purpose of the revolt, and against whom
was it directed ? The later Chinese official version, as consecrated
in 19th century historiography, is that the revolt broke out in
collusion with the Dsungars and was directed against China.3 This is
quite comprehensible ; a century after the events, the Chinese-Dsungar conflict is the only angle from which Chinese writers could view
this period of Tibetan history, even where quite different problems
were concerned. This is the version that has been presented to the
European public by Rockhill and Courant. But I think the truth lies
elsewhere. After the murder of K'an-c'en-nas the ministers had allowed the Chinese envoys t o arrive and to remain undisturbed in
Under the Ba-mo hill, n. 11 in M'addell's plan of Lhasa.
JIBTJ, f f . 304a-310b; tag-lzt~i, f . 398b; Chcing-shih lieh-clzuan, ch. I I ,
f. 36a; Doc. VI. In Della Penna's already quoted letter of April Ist, I741
there is a gruesome description of the scerle, tallying point with the account
of the MBTJ.
Shtng-WU-chi,
ch. 5, f. 12b Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, f . 24a-b

Lhasa. They took pains to explain their action to the emperor in a
long memorial. I n no Tibetan text do we read of any hostile act or
preparation against China. When shut up in the Potala, they even expected rescue from China. Their trial is narrated by the biographer
and friend of their arch-enemy ; but neither in his work nor in Jalangga's report of the trial do we find them charged by P'o-lha-nas with
treacherous correspondence with the Dsungars. If he had brought
such a charge, surely it would have been recorded in the MBTJ,
which is so full of accusations and insults to the ministers. They
accepted the armistice of the 3rd month and the surrender of the
6th month on condition that the arrival of the Chinese commissioners should be awaited; evidently they counted on the justice of
their case and on a fair judgment by the Chinese. What does all
this mean ? I t can mean only one thing, that the revolt was mainly,
if not purely, an internal Tibetan affair. I t was a clash of personalities, and it was above all the conflict of two old parties, which once
again tried to settle their differences by force of arms and by calling
in foreign intervention. Both of them recognized Chinese suzerainty,
and both of them tried to obtain Chinese support. The abler diplomat won. But his victory and the subsequent tendentious interpretations of the events cannot blind us to the fact that it had been
a civil war, not a revolt against Chinese pr0tectorate.l
The real relation of the Tibetan civil war with Dsungars-Chinese
politics is shown in its true light by the contemporary Chinese documents. As we have seen, the Chinese government a t first entertained the suspicion that Dsungar intrigue was involved. But this
proved incorrect, and it nearly caused the abandonment of the proposed Chinese i n t e r ~ e n t i o n There
.~
was then peace between China
and the Dsungars; and a t the beginning of 1728 a Dsungar embassy
was received in Pelting. The new Dsungar ruler, Galdan Cering
(dGa'-ldan-ts'e-rili, 1727-1745), requested, among other things, the
permission to send to Lhasa the offerings to the Tibetan clergy called
man-ja (collective tea-party to the monks), for the sake of the diffusion of Buddhism and of the appeasement of the country. The
reply of the emperor was rather ironical and politely negative : "This
Schulemann, Geschichte der Dalailnnzas2, p. 305, saystthat "it appears
that the Dalai--Lama was so foolish as to decl;xre, after the deed, Tibet
as independent". This statement, for which no source is given, is absolutely
unwarranted.
See back, p. 145.
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is none of your business. The Dsungars are a small tribe in the northwestern corner ; what relations can there be between the diffusion or
non-diffusionof Buddhism and your offering of a man-ja !".I I t is
difficult to get a precise idea of what the Dsungars meant by this
step, but it looks like a clumsy attempt a t fishing in the troubled
waters of Tibet with Chinese acquiescence. For me, it is indirect
evidence that the civil war in Tibet had not broken out in collusion
with the Dsungars. If they had had a part in it, they would not have
tried this peculiar way of entering Tibet with Chinese permission.
\Ve can tell with some precision how the official Chinese version
came into being. I t is contained in germ in the proclamation which
the emperor issued on kztei-szfi/II = March 17th) 1729, as a war
manifesto against the Dsungars. I n this long document the emperor
says that the ministers murdered K'an-c'en-nas "in order to support
the evil cause" of the Dsungars, who rejoiced in the murder of a
tried friend of the empire. Further on the emperor states that the
~
ministers were caught while trying to escape to D ~ u n g a r i a .In
another manifesto dated ktng-tzii/IV = May 13th~1731, the emperor again avers that, when ??a-p'od-pa killed K'axi-c'en-nas, he
banked on the fact that the land of the Dsungars was near and that
Lobjang-Danjin who had fled there, was his relative, whom he
.~
statements look suspiciously like wartrusted i m p l i ~ i t l y These
propaganda; and from them to the pseudo-historical account of
the Shtng-wzb-chi, the way is easy and natural.
\Ve come now to speak of the reorganization of the protectorate.
The Chinese had arrived a t the conclusion that the court of the young
Dalai-Lama was the centre of all intrigue and mischief, and that the
main responsible for this situation was his father. Any strong action
against their sacred persons was of course impossible; but at least
they could be placed in conditions of doing no more harm. Accordingly, it was decided to remove the Dalai-Lama from L h a ~ a . ~
Chia-wzb/XII = January 23rd, 1728. S h i h - I S Z LShiJz-111,
~Z~
ch. 64, f . 16s-b.
Skih-tsung Shih-111, ch. 78, ff. 19b and 2oa.
Slzilz-tsung S h i h - l ~ t ,ch. 105, ff. 8b-ga.
The Shtng-wzt-chi,ch. 5, f . 12b, says that the Dalai-Lama was sent to
Kcams in order to protect him against an intended Dsungar raid. But the
Wei-tsang-tcugzg-chih,ch. 13a, f . 8a, which is much more trustworthy and
nearer to the events, states that the Dalai-Lama was brought to Li-tcang
"in order to avoid trouble"
j(;f
This statement is supported by the
accounts of the Italian missionaries. The contemporary documents in the
Shih-lu are silent on the motives of the removal of the Dalai-Lama from

(u a).

The form employed in carrying out this measure was polite and
courteous to the utmost degree; not the slightest hint of disrespect
was shown to the Dalai-Lama; but under the velvet glove the iron
hand was felt. In the 10th month (November) of 1728 Jalangga and
his colleague had an audience with the Dalai-Lama in the Potala.
They invited him to come to Peking for a stay of one year. The
Dalai-Lama begged to be excused from the journey for a time, on
account of his not having yet finished his studies and not having
yet quite recovered from the smallpox; he promised compliance
in a near future. The commisioners granted a short respite. P'olha-nas got wind of the matter. He feared that a journey and
prolonged stay of the Dalai-Lama in Peking would smack too much
of deportation for the taste of the Tibetans; perhaps he even feared
for the life of the young Dalai-Lama. He privately interviewed
Jalangga and entreated him earnestly not to deprive the Tibetans
of their spiritual father. The reply was a refusal. On the next day
P'o-lha-nas came again, this time accompanied by all the foremost
dignitaries of the church and the principal monks in a solemn
procession. They went to the tent of Jalangga, threw themselves
on their knees and repeated their supplications. Again they met
with a stern refusal accompanied by threats. They still insisted,
and even the Pan-c'en, who in the meantime had arrived in Lhasa,
joined in their supplications; but it was all in vain. More than this,
the aliha amban limited the Tibetan retinue of the Dalai-Lama
(who was to travel to K'ams under Chinese escort) to 80 men only.
But a t least in this mall matter P'o-lha-nas was able to obtain permission for a retinue of 200 men.1
The curious thing in the whole proceedings was that it was never
intended that the Dalai-Lama should go to Peking; no such order
was ever given by the emperor. And even in the Tibetan texts, not
a single word more is said about the Dalai-Lama's journey to the
capital, as soon as he had agreed to leave. Thus it seems that the
Chinese commissioners simply employed the pretence of an imperial
invitation as a decoy for the Dalai-Lama, who could not very well
Lhasa. The version of the Shgng-wu-chi is given for the first time in a document
of the time of the Dalai-Lama's return to Lhasa in 1735; Shih-tszrng Shzh-lu,
ch. 145, f. 8b. By this time the need was felt for some sort of moral justification for the Dalai-Lama's exile. But it is evidently an afterthought, and no
such reason was the mainspring of the Chine~eaction in 1728.
MBTJ, ff. 311b-313b; A2PC, f f . 371b-372a, L7DL, f . 123b.
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refuse such a high favour. Once the journey was agreed to by the
Dalai-Lama, the mask was dropped, even before the actual departure. And indeed, when the Dalai-Lama officially announced his decision to leave Lhasa, he simply stated that he accepted to travel
to Kcams for the welfare of the people, nothwithstanding the
supplications of the Pan-ccen and of the K'ri Rin-po-cce not
to leave Tibet. On the 231x1 = December 23rd the Dalai-Lama
left Lhasa, accompanied by Jalangga and the greater part of the
Chinese expeditionary force. Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal was appointed to
accompany him as far as 'Dam-t'an.2
The Capuchins tells us that when the Dalai-Lama left Lhasa, the
emperor appointed the "Chiesrk Rimbock" as the Dalai-Lama's vicegerent.3 There was no imperial appointment, because nothing of the
sort is mentioned in Tibetan or Chinese texts. But it is a fact that
when the Dalai-Lama "left for mDo-smad, the appointed the
rGyal-sras sPrul-pa'i-sku Rin-po-c'e as his vice-gerent (rgyal-ts'ab)
in order to perform the most auspicious service of acting in favour
of the Teaching of the Conqueror (Buddhism) by presiding over the
ceremony of the great smon-lam". Upon leaving, the Dalai-Lama gave
him detailed instructions on the manner in which, until the sovereign
himself returned to Tibet, he (the rGyal-sras) "was to further the
diffusion of the precious teaching of the Master 'Jam-mgon (Tsonk'a-pa) and not to allow any flagging of the mental activity directed
toward the happiness of all creatures".'
The rGyal-sras Rin-p'o-c'e (Chiesrk Rimbock of the missionaries)
'Jigs-med-ye-Ses-grags-pawas the incarnate of 'On C'os-sdin~.~
After
1720 he dwelt for long periods at Lhasa, and now in 1728he became the
purely religious vicar of the Dalai-Lama. Soon after the latter's return
in 1735 he retired to C'os-sdins, where he died in February 1740.~
L7DL, f . 124a; A z P C , f. 372b; Wei-tsang-tcung-chih, ch. 13a, f . 8a;
21, p. gb. Same date in Francesco Orazio della Penna,
M I T N , 111, p. 63, and A. Giorgi, Op. cit., p. 338
sTag-lun, f. 399a.
Letter of Fr. Gioacchino da S. Anatolia, Lhasa, September 1731, in
M I T N , I, pp. 167-168; Francesco Orazio della Penna, in M I T h T , 111,
pp. 63-64, 93 and 161.
L7DL, ff. 124a and 127a.
"ot
far from Tsetang. Ferrari, p. 47 and nn. 186, 190, 191; IVylie,
p. 90 and nn. 512, 513.
For a short sketch of his life see h I I T N , 1,p. 223. Of course he had nothing
to do with the ICcriRin-po-cce (as often believed by scholars), of whom three
sat successively on the throne of dGaJ-ldanduring the exile of the Dalai-Lama.

Hsi-tsang-chih, ch.

Of course he had nothing to do with the temporal affairs of Tibetel
While the Dalai-Lama was sent into exile, the treatment of the
second head of the Lamaist church was quite different. As soon as
they arrived, Jalangga and Mailu had insisted on the Pan-c'en
coming to Lhasa. He tried every way possible to avoid the unpleasant journey. But the customary pretext of the smallpox did
not work with the Chinese and on 13/IX = c. October 15th) 1728,
the Pan-c'en had to leave for Lhasa, where he arrived about ten
days later. He was received by P'o-lha-nas, the Dalai-Lamaps
father and the Chinese commissioners with all honours due to his
rank. On the 26/IX = October 28th he was presented with an
imperial edict granting to him the sovereignty of gTsan and
Western Tibet as far as the Kailasa, the districts being listed as
follows: Lha-rtse, P'un-ts'ogs-glin, N a m - i n rDson-k'a, sKyidgron, mNa'-ris sKor-gsum. After a convenient reluctance, in Chinese fashion he accepted the three first districts and refused the
rest, which was the more valuable part of the d ~ n a t i o nAlthough
.~
the Pan-c'en does not mention it in his autobiography, we know
from the Tibetan texts utilized by S. Ch. Das that, in return for
this, he had to renounce in favour of the Lhasa government all his
rights and pretensions in East ern gTsan, including the districts
of P'ag-ri (Phari), Gyantse and of lake Palti, the border being
settled to the west of P a - s n a m - r d ~ o nThis
. ~ day marks the creation
of the temporal rights of the Pan-c'en in gTsan and of his political
importance as some sort of balance against that of the Dalai-Lama.
By way of thanks for the imperial favour, he sent a mission of
homage to Peking.4
The missionaries too ai-e quite clear on this point. A memorial from
the Propaganda Fide congregation t o the king of Spain (see later p. 239)
says t h a t in 1728 the emperor "appointed a Vice-Lama, giving him all the
spiritual faculties enjoyed by the Grand Lama, as well as all the revenue
which belonged to the same Grand Lama"; M I T N , 111, p. 177. Della Penna's
report t o Propaganda Fide on the re-establishment of the Tibetan mission
(Rnppresentanzn dei Padvi Cappz~ccinivnissionari nel Tlzibet etc.) says that
this vice-gerent received only "the exercise of the spiritual jurisdictioll
and the absolute direction of the clergy"; M I T A T , 111, p. 146.
A z P C , ff. 36%-37oa.
S. Ch. Das, Contributions to the religion, history etc. of Tibet, in JASB
1882, p. 29.
The mission of the Pan-c'en together with one sent by the Dalai-Lama,
was received a t court on hsin-u)ei/I = February 23rd, 1729. Shih-tsung
Shih-lu, ch. 77, f. 14a.
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Before leaving Lhasa with the Dalai-Lama, Jalangga settled the
form of the new government. He proposed the following arrangement to the Chinese government. P'o-lha-nas was to remain as
before in charge of Ulterior Tibet (gTsan), for which post he had
roved eminently fit. For Lhasa and Anterior Tibet (dBus),
P'o-lha-nas had recommended two men (Sri-gcod-tsce-brtan and
Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal), honoured and trusted by the people ; they were
to get the official appointment as ministers (bka'-blon) and to be
placed in charge of Anterior Tibet. P'o-lha-nas was appointed,
provisionally and on probation, to supervise both pro\rincial
administrations. Although Jalangga's proposals went farther than
his original instructions, according to which the two provincial administrations were to be kept separate, they were approved by the emperor a t the beginning of 172g.l Some days
later the emperor gave the formal sanction to P'o-lha-nas's new
rank and dignity, by granting him, by a most gracious rescript,
the title of b e i ~ eTs'e-rin-dban-rgyal,
.~
upon his return from 'Damt'an received the imperial grant of the title of first class jasak ta+
and the appointment as bka'- blom3 This new administrative system
proved sound. ,4s P'o-lha-nas himself had nominated the new
ministers, they were completely subordinate to him, eliminating
thus the danger of a revival of the five-headed hydra of 1724.
About the same time the grateful emperor honoured the memory
of dGa'-bii-ba Ts'e-brtan-bkra-Sis, who had fallen in battle, by
awarding the posthun~ousrank of a first-class tai5; his son rNamrgyal-ts'e-brtan was granted the inheritance of the title.4 Honrever,
these Chinese honours implied no territorial sovereignty or feudal
tenure; and mNa'-ris was permanently lost to the dGa'-bii family.
Also in the matter of Chinese supervision of the Tibetan government, there was a return to the administrative ideas of K'ang-hsi,
the value of which had been shown by the foolish retrenchment
policy of Yung-cheng and by the disaster of the civil war. Jalangga
had come to Tibet as a kind of envoy extraordinary, with powers to
regulate Tibetan affairs. He had acted in concert with Sen-ge and
Mala, who were the residents in Tibet, but all the new regulations
Fan-pu van-liieh, ch. 17, f . 22b.
Ting-yu/XII = January 2oth, 1729; Shih-ts~cngSllil?-114,ch. 76,
14a. Fan-pu yno-liielt, ch. I j , f . 22a. Hsi-tsang-clzilz, ch. 2 , f. 7a.
Fan-pu. yao-lu.eh, c11. 17, f . 22b; tag-lztli, f . 399a.
Fan-pzt yao-liieh, ch. 17, f . 23a; Hsi-tsa~zg-chilz,ch. 3, f . ~ b .
Doc. V I I ;

f f . 3a-

had been issued by him personally. As he now went back to China
via Szechwan accompanying the Dalai-Lama, he handed all his
powers of supervision back t o Seil-ge. Sen-gels colleague was no
longer Mala, who went back with Jalangga, but the brigadier-general
Mailu. These two men, called in the MBTJ Sen Ta-iin and Me
Ta-iin, may be accepted as having been the two first ambans of
Tibet, an institution which was to last till 1912. The senior amban
(Sen-ge) was in control of Anterior Tibet (dBus), and the junior
amban (Mailu) of Ulterior Tibet.1
The Chinese residents had a strong force a t their disposal. I t was
about the size of this force that a long discussion took place between
P'o-lha-nas and Jalangga. The Chinese commander a t first had fixed
it a t ~ o . o o omen. The supplies of food, fodder and wood necessary
for so large a force were clearly beyond the possibilities of the poor
district of Lhasa, ravaged by so many wars. P'o-lha-nas represented
these difficulties to Jalangga. After a long consultation, the commissioners granted a reduction to 5000. This was still too much, and
P'o-lha-nas resumed his protests and entreaties, till the commissioners saw the justice of his reasons and reduced the garrison to 2000
men.2 This is the account found in the Tibetan texts; but the Chinese documents reveal us the surprising fact that it was all a ludicrous comedy, intended to make an imperial order, issued several
months earlier, look like a generous concession to the Tibetans.
This order had been given even before the news of Jalangga's
arrival to Lhasa reached Peking; on chi-hai/VIII = September
~ q t h 1728,
,
the emperor had issued a rescript according to which
the future garrison of Lhasa, first determined as 3000 men, was
reduced t o 2000 because of the expected difficulties of ~ u p p l y . ~
I n execution of this orders, on chi-szii/XI = December ~ 3 r d1728,
)
Jalangga submitted t o the emperor a memorial, in which he specified the strength and dislocation of his troops and gave a detailed
account of the dispositions take,n for the return march to China,
which was to take place in five columns. He reported that he intended to leave in Lhasa a garrison of 1000 Chinese soldiers from
Shensi and 1000 from Szechwan, commanded by Mailu, Chou Ying
and other officers. A strong garrison of 1000 men from Yiinnan was
Sh2ng-wu-chi, ch. 5, f . 12b.
MBTJ, f f . 315a-316a.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 7 2 , f . 12a-b.
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to remain a t Chamdo, to secure the communications.l So it was
all settled beforehand, but the Tibetans had to thank Jalangga for
the great favour which he consented to do, by reducing the garrison
from 10.000 to 2000.
1

Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 7 5 , ff. 18a-rga.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

PcO-LHA-NAS'S RULE DURING THE EXILE
O F THE D A L A I - L A M A (1729-1735)
As soon as Jalangga and the Dalai-Lama had left, the two ambans
Seii-ge and Afailu set to work on the military reorganization of the
country. They commanded all the fire arms in possession of the
Ti betan subjects to be gathered together and stored in a single place.
They ordered also the departure of the Tibetan troops for the
northern districts as soon as summer set in, and provision of good
weapons and horses for these troops1 The first measure was
aimed a t the disarmament of the country; the other two were
intended for the training and proper equipment of an efficient
and reliable little Tibetan army, recruited from among the veterans
of the civil war. This army in due course would be able to take over
most of the duties now imposed on the Chinese occupation corps,
permitting thus a substantial reduction of the latter ; we shall see
that this aim was reached in about four years' time. P'o-lha-nas
gladly supported the efforts of the ambans in this direction.
Generally speaking, it was a period of consolidation of the new
regime and of slow recovery from the effects of the civil war. After
his long experience, Pco-lha-nas fully realized the importance of
enlisting the support of the lamas for his government. To this end,
he showered on them the highest favours on every fitting occasion.
He granted to the monastery of 'Bras-spulis the possession of
bSam-grub-sgan in the sTod-luii valley, together with all its dependencies. Other landed estates were donated to Se-ra. The
festival of the New Year (January 29th) of 1729 was performed on
a particularly lavish scale, and so was the feast of the Buddha's
birth in the month of VaiSSkha (fourth of the Tibetan calender).
Several other measures were taken for the restoration of the monasteries in and around Lhasa, which had suffered in the Dsungar
invasion and the civil war.2 This policy of blandishments to the
clergy was crowned by a state visit to the Pan-ccen a t bKra-SisM B T J , f . 318a.
M B T J , f f . 318b-321b.
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lhun-po (21/X = December 11th. 1729). in which the two envoys
of the emperor also participated, accompanied by the Jasak Ta
Bla-ma sByin-pa-rgya-mts'o and two lower officials (faryuEi).l
Pco-lha-nas then turned his attention to the most urgent needs
of the country. He soon reestablished law and order everywhere,
repressing the robber bands, which were a legacy of the civil war.
The postal stage system, which the Chinese seem to have been handed over to him, was reorganized on a sound basis. Particular
care was devoted to it, as it was an essential condition for efficiency
in the provincial administration. The proper distribution of taxation
and the freedom of trade were cared for.2
mNa'-ris had firmly passed into the hands of P'o-lha-nas, who entrusted its government to his elder son Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan; about this
time the latter received from the emperor the title of a first-class
Jasak Taiji. The dGa'-bii family, however, obtained a sort of cornpensation ; their head rNam-rgyal-ts'e-brtan, who (as we have seen)
had succeeded t o the Jasak Taiji title of his father, in 1731 sent a
letter of thanks and a gift of local produce to the emperor. In return,
the sovereign granted him the title of fu-kuo kung, once borne by his
uncle K'an-c'en nas who had died childless, and the office of bka'b10n.~
With the return to normality, the visits of the Kukunor princes
became again as frequent as in the past. These visitors carried with
them rich gifts for the absent Dalai-Lama and for the great monasteries and represented thus a not inconsiderable source of income
for the Tibetan exchequer. The visits became the occasion for
colourful feasts and sport contests in the meadows below the Potala,
and for imposing receptions in the dGa'-ldan K'an-gsar palace,
which was the official residence of P'o-lha-nas as it had been of
Lajang Khan and K'an-c'en-nas.
The court of bKra-Sis-lhun-po took part, on a smaller scale, in
these activities. Thus we hear of a mission with presents from the
Kukunor princes which was received in bKra-Sis-lhun-po on 13/X

AzPC, f . 382a; M B T J , f . 324a-b.
M B T J , f f . 325a-326b.
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, f f . 24b-25a; Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 3, f . ~ b Cf.
.
AzPC, f . 385b.
M B T J , f . 33oa-333a.
Fr. Cassiano da Macerata, in MITN, IV, p. 112.

November 22th) 1730.l The Pan-c'en, now a sick old man,
maintained good relations with the Chinese court. On 1 2 1 1 ~=
May 28th, 1730, he despatched the sku-griey-e'en-Po Y e - S e ~ - ' ~ ' ~ i ~ .
las on the usual ceremonial mission to Peking. The envoy was back
in bKra-Sis-lhun-po on 111x1 = December gth, 1731.~
In the year 1730 there was another Dsungar alarm. According
to reports received a t Lhasa, the Dsungars had violated the
Chinese border and had occupied the frontier fortress of Barkijl.
The amban Sen-ge left Lhasa with the Tibetan levies and
some Chinese troops and took up a defensive position in 'Dam
and on the Tengri-nor. I t soon appeared that the place was well
chosen even for a permanent establishment; it allowed the creation
of a defensive system covering Lhasa, and gave a chance of good
practical training to the Tibetan troops. Sen-ge therefore sent a
memorial to Peking urging the formation of a strong detachment of
camp in 'Dam, covered by four outposts held by a dozen of men
each. This camp was to be occupied in summer only; in winter all
the troops were to be withdrawn to Lhasa, because of the improbability of an invasion and of the hardships t o which the troops
were exposed in gale-swept 'Dam.3 On wu-yinlVII = August
24th, the Grand Secretariat and the emperor approved the scheme
and granted an extra allowance of ~ o . o o otaels for the Chinese troops
of the Green Banners, while P'o-lha-nas was to provide for the pay
of the Tibetan troop^.^ As we hear in the following year, the whole
defensive system of 'Dam was placed under the command of the
brigade-general Mala, who had come back to Lhasa from Li-tcang.
It was about this time (first half of 1730) that P'o-lha-nas began
thinking about a great project, intended to enhance his religious
merits,-a new edition of the Canon. He took the measures necessary for this purpose, and after all the preparations had been completed, on an auspicious minute of the 24/VIII = October 5th, 1730,
the work for the engraving of the planks was begun in the bDenbii-c'os-'k'or-k'a~i, a printing houxe in the neighbourhood of Seldkar-rdson: the spot being probably selected with a view to the
facilities for wood supply. In order to secure a speedy execution of
=

A z P C , f . 38ga.
A z P C , f f . 385a and 395b.
Wei-tsang-t'ung-chih, ch. 13a, f . 8b. Hsi-tsang-chih, ch.
f . 4"-b.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 96, f . 11a-b.

2,

f . Ioa; ch. 3,
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the ~ o r kP'o-lha-nas
,
sur-nmoned a great number of skilled workmen
from various regions of Tibet. With their help and the great means
placed a t their disposal, it was intended to finish the engraving of
the bKa'-'gyur sixteen months later, a t the end of 1731.1 This
short term was overstepped only by very little, and on 2611 = c.
February 21st, 1732, the complete set of planks for the bKa'-'gyur
was ready. In the middle of 1733 it was presented to the Panc'en for his blessing, and was then deposited in the temple of
sNar-t'an, where it remains to this day.2 The bsTan-'gyur was
taken in hand ten years later. According to the account found in
it was begun on 271111 = c. May rath, 1741, and
its dka~-c'ag,~
finished on 25/X = c. November arst, 1742.~At the end of 1742 the
new edition was presented to the Dalai-Lama, who ordered a set
to be preserved in the Kun-dga'-ra-ba of the 'K'runs-rabs-lhak'an.5
The foreign policy of Pcol-ha-nas scored a great success in this
period. For some time his attention had been turned to the events
on the southern border, where a civil war was going on in Bhutan.
That country was then under the nominal rule of the rgyal-tscab,
also loosely called babs-drun (Dharma Raja of the British and
Indian authors) ; actual head of the administration was the sde-srid
(Deb Raja of the British). The 8th sde-srid 'Brug-rab-rgyas, called
Wan P'a-jo in the MBTJ, was an overbearing man, who in 1714 had
waged war against Lajang Khan and who caused much discontent
and opposition in the country. He had appointed as the 3rd rgyalts'ab one P'yogs-las-rnam-rgyal, who gave his name to the new law
code compiled by the sde-srid, but was otherwise an effaced f i g ~ r e . ~
M B T J , f f . 34oa-34zb Index of the bKa)-'gyur of sru'ar-tcan, f . 55b.
M B T J , f . 378a Index of the bI<a'-'gyur of slJar-tcan, f . 62a.
Index of the bsTan-'gyur of sNar-tcari, f . 7b.
These dates partly confirm and partly correct those given by K. S.
ChcCn, The Tibetan Tripitaka, in H J A S , 9 (1946), p. 56. See also Tucci,
Tibetan Notes, I, in H J A S 12 (1949) pp. 477-481.
L7DL, f. 289b.
It is interesting to note that the Chinese texts of the 18th century always call the sde-srid by the name or title Noyan Rin-ccen-'pcrin-las-rabrgyas, modelled upon the name of the first ltggyal-tscabRin-po-cce-bstan-'dsinrab-rgyas (ruled 1680-1695).
Lho'z ccos 'byuri bstan pa rilz po cceJi 'pcvo wztCud'janz nlgon srnon ntt'aJi
'pcreri ba (a History of Bhutan compiled between 1731 and I 759), f f . 63b-64b,
97a-b ; MB T J , f . 344b. For P~yogs-las-rnam-rgyal's
laws see L h o Ji-ccos-'b~~u~i,
ff. ~oob-I
14b.

'

As time went on, the inner opposition gathered moment; it
involved P'yogs-las-rnam-rgyal too, whose legitimacy was denied,
'Brug-rab-rgyas was compelled to retire from his residence bKraiis-c'os-rdson to the fortified monastery of Zab-don-lhun-rtse in
Northern Bhutan, and to cede the post of sde-srid to his nephew
$Jag-dban-rgya-mts 'o, although maintaining actual aut,hority in his
hands.l
To complicate matters, 'Brug-rab-rgyas became iilvolved in a
quarrel with the Tibetan frontier officials; but because of the rugged
and impassable terrain, there was no occasion for decisive actions.
When the inner opposition threatened t o grow over his head, the
sde-srid rather brazenly sent a letter t o P'o-lha-nas begging him t o
intervene and to send an army to his help. After mature deliberation,
P'o-lha-nas replied, without further committing himself, promising
that he would do his best. Mere words were of course useless, and
'Brug-rab-rgyas was soon driven out of his last refuge, hunted down
and slain.2 His nephew met with the same f ate.3As t o P 'yogs-las-rnamrgyal, he had taken refuge with bla-ma Ka-spe Don-grub, the dponslob of spa-gro; he died soon afterm4
At this point the enemies of 'Brug Rab-rgyas appointed Mi-p'am'jigs-med-nor-bu as the 4th rgyal-ts'abn5 However, the Ka-spe
Lama, whose enmity with the rgyal-ts'ab and the sde-srid went back
t o much earlier timesJ6took the field against him. As the Ka-spe
forces were weaker than their enemies, the Lama sent to P'o-lhanas an urgent request for help. The Tibetan ruler replied with an encouraging letter; however, a t first he did not think of granting
armed support. But soon matters passed out of his hands. The
commanders of the Tibetan frontier forces thought this a fine
occasion for submitting Bhutan to Tibetan suzerainty, and crossed
the border. The Bhutanese forces were not able t o withstand their
onslaught, and soon the united Ka-spe and Tibetan troops occupied
Rin-c'en-spun, the capital of the spa-gro (Paro) region, and
Lho'i-ccos-'byuri, f f . 97b-gga; PIBTJ, f . 345a
M B T J , f . 346a-b. LhoJi-ccos-'byuri,f . 65a.
Lho)i-cCos-'byuri,
f . 98a.
Lho'i-cCos-'byugi,f . 66a. Wei-tsang tcung-clzil8, ch. 15, f . 9a (= Hsi-tsang
chih, ch. 3, f . ~ o b ) .
Lho'i-C'OS-'byuri,f . 67a-b. M B T J , f . 346b.
The Wei-tsang tcung-chih,ch. 15, f . ga-b, reduces this to a question of
enmity between two families, which is not wholly correct.
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'~ru~-rgyal-rdsori.'But the enemy was really undefeated and
remained encamped in the neighbourhood. The situation soon
became dangerous for the Tibetan forces, who could neither advance nor retreat ; and then a t last P'o-lha-nas decided to send them
help. I t was a rather substantial force of Tibetan troops stiffened by
some Mongol soldiers and commanded by the three mdaD-dponof
dBus and gTsan and by bsTan-'dsin Noyan of 'Bron-dkar-rtse
(Drongtse). At their approach the enemy fled, and some of their
forces took refuge in a fort called sTag-gon-rgyal; but soon they
were all dispersed or massacred. At this moment the Pan-c'en the
abbot of Sa-skya and the heads of the Karma-pa sect intervened
with P'o-lha-nas, begging him to stop the war. P'o-lha-nas a t once
a~quiesced.~
He sent Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal, together with a Ma~lchu
officer, the major Ho-shang $0 f3, t o Gyantse in order t o arrange an
armistice. For this purpose they in their turn sent to Bhutan sPolgon Darqan and sMan-t 'an-pa ; and these two officers succeeded in
stopping the war and arranging a truce and then the final peace.3
The nominal rgyal-ts'ab Mi-p'am-'jigs-med-nor-bu sent his uncle
to bring presents and t o pay hommage to P'o-lha-nas. Also blama Ka-spe Don-grub sent t r i b ~ t eFor
. ~ the moment, the latter was
the actual ruler of the country. Rut he died in 1735, and "the
people of Bhutan called back the rgyal-ts'ab and entrusted to
~
P'o-lha-nas succeeded with a minihim the g ~ v e r n m e n t " .Thus
mum of exertion in imposing his suzerainty on Bhutan, by cleverly
exploiting the dissensions in the country. He obtained also a
weakening of the central power in Bhutan, as the Ka-spe Bla-ma
became for a time the equal of the ruler; and this superior power
of the nobles as against the nominal rulers lasted till the reform of Bhutanese government in 1910. Tibetan suzerainty over
Druggye-jong, to the north-west of Paro on the road to Phari.
a MBTJ, f f . 346b-348a.
sTag-lun, f . 402a (where Ho-shang is called Go la.0-yeh). Wei-tsang
lcung-chih,,ch. 15, f . gb (= Hsi-tsang chih, ch. 3, f. I ~ b )Tsce-rin-dban
.
rgyal
stayed on in Gyantse, to keep an eye on Bhutanese affairs even after the
conclusion of peace; and it was during this period that he wrote the biography
of Pco-lha-nas; MBTJ, f . 394b.
MBTJ, f f . 348b-35oa The rgyal-tscab's uncle, called Dam-pa-tsce-rindban-ccen in the MBTJ, is not identical with dPal-'byor-grags-pa, paternal
uncle of both the 4th and 5th rgyal-tscab, who later he became the 11th

Llzo'i-ccos-'byuri, f . 98b.
Wei-tsang t'ung-chih, ch. 15, f. gb (= Hsi-tsang chilz, ch. 3, ff. 11b-12a).

sde-srid;

Bhutan gradually became purely no~ninal,' but for the moment
the congratulatory envoys of the Bhutan rulers and of the Ka-Spe
Bla-ma came regularly to pay their repects a t Lhasa on or after
each New Year's festival.
Pco-lha-nas wrote t o the emperor reporting on these events,
His messenger reached Peking on kAg-tzii/II = March q t h , 1731.
At once the emperor in a provisional rescript approved P'o-lha-nasPs
action and promoted him to the rank of beile. His elder son Ye-Sestsce-brtan was granted the title of f*~-kuo-kung.lAs P'o-lha-nas had
entrusted his elder son with the government of mAa'-ris, henceforward he is referred to in Tibetan texts by the title of m N a ' - r i ~ - ~ u f i ,
duke of mNa'-ris. On i-szii/II = March ~ g t hthe
, emperor, after due
deliberation, issued an edict t o P'o-lha-nas. I t told again the story
of the events, how civil war had broken out in Bhutan and how
P'o-lha-nas together with the Pan-c'en had sent messengers to quell
it. The suzerainty over Bhutan was formally assumed by the emperor. Return gifts were granted to the Bhutanese ruler Noyan Rinc'en-'p'rin-las-rab-rgyas (No-yen Lin-ch'in-ch'i-lei-la-pu-chi
$+
y$u f i 5)and special praise and a reward were bestowed on
Ka-spe Don-grub Bla-ma (Ka-pi Tung-lo-pu La-ma I@ % RE f i y$IM)
for his good behaviour . 2
After this conspicuous success the smon-lam festival was performed with unwonted magnificence. Some months later P'o-lhanas visited Se-ra and 'Bras-spuns, where gorgeous cermonies were
held. They must have been something quite unique in their way,
because Nepalese artists and woodcarvers from el-dkar-rdson were
fetched for their preparation^.^ I t was probably on this occasion
that P'o-lha-nas and his son sent rich gifts and a message of loyalty
to the Pan-c'en (2o/V = June 24th) 1731).~
During the summer of 1731 Sen-ge had betaken himself again to
the military zone of 'Dam and Tengri-nor.5 At the beginning of
the same year the emperor had given orders for the replacement of
the Lhasa garrison, which had been on that duty already for three
years. I t was to be relieved by zooo men of Szechwan troops;
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 103, f . 4b. Fan-)u yao-kiiel~,ch. 17, f . 25b Hsitsang-chih, ch. 3, f . 11a-b.
Shih-tsung Shih-lzt, ch. 103, f f . 8b-gb. Fan-p.1~
yno-liich, ch. 17, f . 25a-b.
MBTJ, f f . 35oa-352a.
A z P C , f . 392.b.
Wei-tsang-tcztng-chih, ch. r j a , f . 8b; Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 2, f . ~ o b .
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Shensi this time could not contribute its quota, because the troops
of that province were fully occupied with the Dsungar war.l
In the 6th month a relief of 1500 men under brigadier-general
Cingboo (Ch'ing-pao %{.7:), the director of the Grand Court of
Revision MiyooSeo (Miao-shou j#i
and the lieutenant-colonel
of T'ien-ning (Ka-ta) promoted to brigade-general Yang Ta-li
j g reached
~ ~ 'Dam, and Mala with his I500 veterans received
. ~ as he delayed his departure, for which he did not
his r e ~ a l l But
seem very eager, the emperor on wu-she"nlVII1 = September
18th gave again to Mala the order of departure, as there were
enough officers in Tibet and he was no longer needed there.4 I n
the 11th month a t last Mala left for China. About the same time
also the Chamdo garrison was relieved by fresh troops from Yiinnan.5
Shortly afterwards a curious accident happened in Lhasa. After
the death of the old Khan of the Volga Kalmuks, Ayuki (1730), his
widow and son sent to Lhasa an embassy, composed of some Torgut
(Kalmuk) grandees with an escort of 300 men. They travelled via Siberia-Kiakhta-Mongolia-Western China. In October 1731 they arrived in Lhasa. They were seen there by Fr. Della Penna, who had several interviews with them through the medium of interpreters6 The
mission was not wholly composed of gentlemen ; on several occasions
their ruffianly retinue molested the Tibetans and the Chinese soldiers
alike. At last some of these rascals, while completely drunk, entered
the house of the junior amban Mailu and insulted and beat his
servants. They were accompanied in this exploit by a Tibetan,
whom they had brought with them. Mailu, much incensed a t the
insult, ordered P'o-lha-nas to sentence this man to death by the
sword. P'o-lha-nas vehemently protested because of the unfairness
of letting the main offenders go free and of punishing a mere hangeron ; besides, Tibetan law did not provide for death sentence in such
trifling cases. The amban saw the justice of this protest, and the
matter was settled with a great feast and sport contests offered by
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I-szQ/II = March 19th. Shilz-tsung Slzih-lu, ch. 103, f . 8a-b.
Ta-11:-szzZ cktng-chcing 7S;B
Mayers, n. 195.
Wei-tsa9zg-tcung-clzih,ch. 13a, f . 8b. lWa?t-chozt-nzi~zg-clz'e"?z-chzran,
ch. 25,
f. 40b. Hsi-tsang-chih, loc. cit.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 109, f . 15a-b.
Wei-tsang-tcztng-chih,loc. cit.
Della Penna, in MITAT, 111, p. 54.
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the Torgut nobles.' This little incident of no importance is interesting because it had repercussions in many places : Lhasa, Peking,
mGar-t'ar. It had been known even a t the Chinese court that the
Torgut party was composed of particularly troublesome fellows,
On mu-shknlVII1 = September 18th, the emperor directed brigadier-general Neige (Nai-ko &), the Manchu resident at rnGar-tear,
not to allow them t o proceed to Tibet. If the Torguts had already
come to the court of the Dalai-Lama, then the Chinese authorities
in mGar-t'ar were to send them back, for which the governor-general
of Szechwan was to provide the financial
But the order
arrived too late. The Torguts had already passed through mGar-tCar,
where they paid homage t o the Dalai-Lama,3 and had arrived unhindered a t Lhasa. They visited also bKra-Sis-lhun-p~.~
During the summer of 1731 there was another attempt a t Dsungarintrigue in Tibet. Strangely enough, the MBTJ breathes not a
single word of it, and we have only the Chinese documents to rely
upon. P'o-lha-nas had memoralized the throne, reporting that it
was heard that the Dsungars intended t o send back to Tibet Surja,
Lajang Khan's second son, whom they had taken prisoner at
Lhasa in 1717. The matter was delicate, because the son of Lajang Khan could revive old memories in the hearts of a part of the
Tibetan aristocracy, and above all of P'o-lha-nas himself. On
mu-shtnlVII1 = September 18th, the emperor therefore issued a
rescript, in which he insisted on the treachery of the Dsungars and
reminded P'o-lha-nas that the same pretext (return of a son of
Lajang Khan) had been used for masking the invasion of 1717.
As the Dsungars were spreading the rumour that they were despatching 5000 men to accompany Surja to Lhasa, military precautions must be taken. The Lhasa garrison was to be reinforced
by that of Chamdo, and Mongol soldiers were to be enlisted. In
mNa'-ris, where several military posts had been established, a
good watch was to be kept. There was no question but that the
Dsungars must be turned back by force. As to Surja himself, the
emperor was less definite. I n any case the advice of the Dalai-Lama
and of the Pan-ccen must be taken. Should Surja have escaped
from the Dsungars bent on avenging on them the death of his
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IWBTJ, f . 356a-b.
Shih-tsung Shih-ZZL, ch. 109, f . 15b.
L7DL, f. 144b.
A2PC cont., f . 17b.
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father, and should he reach Tibet with a few men only, Pco-lha-nas
was to receive him in a friendly manner, to report it a t once to the
court, and to wait for further orders. For the rest, the emperor
counted on the loyalty of P'o-lha-nas and on his gratitude for the
many benefits which he had received from China.' Urgent orders
were sent for the Chamdo garrison to march at once to Lhasa,2
and shortly afterwards further precautions were taken for the protection of the Dalai-Lama.3 We do not know the result of the
consultations with the Dalai-Lama, and also with the Pan-c'en,
when P'o-lha-nas, together with his wife and sons, paid a state
visit to him on 31x1 = December k st, 1 7 3 1 . ~But we hear nothing
further about the whole matter, and thus it must have been a
false alarm after all.
The affair of Surja was apparently not unconnected with an
attestation of imperial confidence, which P'o-lha-nas received about
this time. On the moment of leaving 'Dam, Mala, now a captaingeneral of the Guard with the honorary title of administrator of
Tibet, had memoralized the emperor requesting that a seal of office
be granted to P'o-lha-nas. The emperor, who just then needed the
full loyalty and cooperation of P'o-lha-nas, ordered the Board of
Rites to engrave and despatch to Lhasa a silver seal bearing the
titles of administrator of Tibet, bka'-blon and toro beile, to be employed on official correspondence with the court.6 When the imperial messenger reached Lhasa, he consigned to P'o-lha-nas not
only the seal, but also a document which granted him full judicial
powers in Tibet. I t was the final confirmation of the functions
entrusted to him provisionally in 1728. The imperial message was
solemny received with a great ceremony in the dGa'-ldan K'angsar palace.
Shortly afterwards it was heard in Lhasa that, as the Dsungars
were preparing a great army to be sent against Tibet, the emperor,
much concerned about this, was sending a division of 3000 men as
garrison to Lhasa; these troops had already started and were
Shilt-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 109, ff. 15b-17a Fa.n-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, 25b-26a.
I-mao/VIII = September 25th. Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 109, f . 24a-b.
Chia-chcen/X = November 13th. Shih-tszrgzg Shih-lu, ch. 111, ff. I ~b-12a.
AzPC, f . 398b.

Hu-chun-tcung-lingsg#&fii,
Mayers, n. 397.
Ting-chcou/XI = December 16th. Shih-tsung Shih-124, ch. I 12, ff. 26b-27a.
The seal is described in Lopi-baJi-dmigs-bu, p. 181.
MBTJ, ff. 357a-358a.
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marching towards K'ams.l This rather exaggerated information
concerned of course the troops from Chamdo, who, as we have seenl
had been ordered to Lhasa by the emperor. Such a large force would
have presented an insoluble problem for the Tibetan capital, which
was already scarcely able to bear the weight of the 2000 men quartered in it since 1728. I n an interview with the ambans in the 'PCrulsnari, P'o-lha-nas drew their attention t o this fact and pleaded for
a rescission oi the order and for the sending back of the troops
before they reached Lhasa. The ambans after some djffjcultjes
consented to forward Pco-lha-nas's petition to the emperor. I t was
sent in all haste by an express messenger, and very soon the emperor's reply was received; it granted P'o-lha-nas's demand and countermanded the movement of the troops (last months of 1732).2
The Dsungar scare had definitely passed.
During the summer of I732 the new commanders Cingboo
and Yang Ta-li went out as usual t o the fortified zone of the Tengrinor. I n the 7th month (August-September) Cingboo was promoted to lieutenant-general.3 On jtn-ch'2nlIV the emperor ordered
the brigadier-general Li-chu 3 & to go t o Tibet to replace Mailu,
who was recalled to court.4 I t was part of a greater movement in
the high spheres of the Chinese command in Tibet. The Hsining
commander Chou Ch'i-feng fl B
and the lieutenant of the
Szechwan governor's bodyguard Chang K'o-ts'ai
were
ordered to Lhasa with 1000 men each, to take the place of Sengel Mailu and of the Shensi ancl Szechwan troops of the garrison.
Li-chu died of illness on the road. But Chou Ch'i-fGng and Chang
Kco-ts'ai reached Lhasa in the 12th month (January-February
1733)) and four months later 1000 men of Szechwan troops marched
back to their ~ o u n t r y . ~
The New Year's festival of 1733 (February 14th) was marred by
a misunderstanding due to the pride and unreasonable pretentions
of the amban nlailu. P'o-lha-nas at last excluded nfailu from the
I n a letter dated Lhasa, July 2oth, 1731, Fr. Gioacchino da S. Anatolia
writes t h a t 2000 Chinese soldiers were expected t o reach Lhasa in a short
time; M I T N , I, p. 140. The date is interesting; it shows that military
precautions were started much earlier than would appear from the Chinese
documents.
M B T J , f f . 36oa-361b.
Wei-tsang-tcung-chih, ch. 13a, f . 9 a ; Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 2, f . I I a .
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. I 17, I. 6a-b.
Wei-tsang tC7tng-chilz, ch. 13a, f. 9a; Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 2 , f . I I a .
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feast, which was a bold show of disrespect. Of course Sei-ge too
avoided participating in the festival. But this did not hinder the
ceremony being held with more than the usual spledour.1 The
incident had no bad consequences and was soon forgotten.
Shortly afterwards P'o-lha-nas's wife fell ill, and all cures proving
useless, she expired on 1/11 = March 16th. Her funeral rites occupied a long time and were held on a most pompous and lavish scale.2
The year 1733 was marked by a reorganization of the Chinese
military forces in Tibet. On wu-tz.ii/I = February ~ g t hthe
, emperor
informed of the death of the brigadier-general Li-chu, sent Mala,
as an expert of Tibetan affairs, to supervise the change-over in the
command at Lhasa. Cingboo and MiyooSeo were to take over
the posts of first and second amban, and as soon as they and Mala
had arrived, Sen-ge and RIailu were to return to court.3
In the meantime, P'o-lha-nas had begun to think seriously about
the advisability of a reduction of the Chinese garrison of 2000 men,
whose needs of food, fodder, fuel, and above all lodgings, represented
an unbearable burden for the town. The economic consequences
had been serious, and prices in Lhasa had soared by 50% since the
Chinese soldiers had taken up their quarters there.4 P'o-lha-nas
petitioned the emperor asking for a reduction of the garrison to 500
men; the troops should also quit the city itself and be quartered
to the north of it, in new barracks to be built on the Grva-bii
plain. This memorial was the object of great misgivings by P'o-lhanas's councillors : they feared that it might awaken the emperor's
suspicious and lead to the disgrace of the Tibetan ruler.5 But the result fully corresponded with P'o-lha-nas's hopes. As the Dsungar
danger had faded away, the emperor found no difficulty in complying
with these requests. The wording of the edict was very flattering
for P'o-lha-nas : "The officers and soldiers garrisoning Lhasa were
originally intended for the protection of the Tibetans, in order to
repel the raids of the Dsungar bandits. . . P'o-lha-nas has been
very active, and the Tibetan troops have proved their valour in war.
M B T J , f f . 362a-363b.
M B T J , f f . 366a-377b; Lzfe of the 57th Kcri Rin-Po-cce,f. 2b; A2PCcont.,
f. 28a; Dad pa3 'dab brgyh, f . 56a.
Slzih-tsung Shih-111, ch. 129, ff. ra-za; Hsi-tsang-chilz, ch. 2, f. I I ~
Letter of Fr. Gioacchino da S. Anatolia dated Lhasa, September st,
1731; in M I T N , I, p. 164.
M B T J , f. 38ra-b. The mission bringing the memorial to Peking passed
through mGar-tCarand met the Dalai-Lama. L7DL, f . 15ob.

.

Now Tibet is quiet and the Tibetan troops are numerous. . . , \ye
think that they can suffice for the defence of Tibet." The emperor
ordered Chou Ch'i-fGng to accommodate the reduced garrison in
new quarters. I t was to be brought down from 2000 to 500 men,
and the remainder were to be repatriated. These 500 men were to
be regularly replaced every three years by Szechwan troops. Also
the Chamdo garrison was reduced to 500 men, and their relief was
to take place every three years.l
I n the meantime Cingboo and Chang K'o-ts'ai during the summer
had performed the usual period of command in the Tengrinor
zone. But before they had been there for a long time, the imperial order for the reduction of the Chinese forces was received in
Lhasa.2 If we are to believe the MBTJ, the two ambans were
discontented with the order, and there was much heartburning
among the soldiers, many of whom had taken a Tibetan wife and had
~ nothing could be done, and a
built up a family in L h a ~ a .But
litle garrison town was rapidly built on the Grva-bii (Cha-shih
*L#) plain between Lhasa and Se-ra. I n the 4th month Mala
arrived in L h a ~ a Between
.~
the IO/VII and the zo/VII (August
19th-29th) the troops were divided according to their new destination, and Sen-ge, Mailu and Chang K'o-ts'ai with 1500 men
.~
were given a grand parting
set out on their return j ~ u r n e y They
. ~ the
feast and a royal send-off by the Tibetan g ~ v e r n m e n t In
8th month (September-October) the Grva-bii barracks were ready,
h , troops were shifted thither.6
and of 4/IX = October ~ ~ t the
The immediate derequisition of the houses in Lhasa formerly
occupied by the Chinese officers and soldiers brought much relief
to the population. The city was a t once cleansed and purified of
the defilement caused by the wholesale butchery of the cattle
which served as food to the meat-eating Chinese. To speed up the
economic recovery of the town and of the country, P'o-lha-nas
granted remissioll of all arrears of taxation still due.'
J t n - W U ~ I I=I April 22th, 1733. Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 129, f f . ~ a - z a .
Wei-tsang-tcung-chih, ch. 13a, f . 9a; Hsi-tsang-chilz, ch 2, f . I ~ b .
MBTJ, f . 3 8 3 s
He had passed through mGar-tCarand had visited the Dalai-Lama.
L 7 D L , f. 149b.
Wei-tsang-t'z~ng-chih,ch. I 3a, f . ga-b.
MBTJ, f . 384"-b. During the summer Sen-ge passed through mGar-tcar
on his way to Peking, L7DL, f . 152b.
MBTJ, f f . 385a and 388a-b.
Wei-tsang-tcung-chih, ch. 13a, f . gb.
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On the events of the next two years we are but ill informed.
Our best Tibetan source, the MBTJ, leaves off at this point. The
L7DL gives no help, because the Dalai -Lama was absent from Lhasa.
The information of AzPCcont. and of A3PC is meagre and can in no
way replace the full and connected account of the MBTJ. For many
years the Chinese texts become our main authority.
On chia-lzsii/II = April 1st) 1734, the new ambans Cingboo
and MiyooSeo were brusquely removed from office "because of
some questions" and recalled to court. An old retired official, the
count (Po )
A-erh-hsun m@z@, and the Mongol brigadiergeneral of the White Banner Nasutai (Na-su-t'ai ft(3 % & ) were
sent to Tibet to take their places.1 The new ambans passed through
mGar-t'ar on the 25/ITI= July 25th and arrived at Lhasa during
the 8th month (August-September); but A-erh-hsiin died immediately after his arrival. In the same year the Chamdo garrison was completely withdrawn, and also the garrison of Li-t'ang was reduced
from 1000 to 600 men.3 After the withdrawal of the troops, Jlala
had remained in Lhasa, we do not know in what capacity. He died
there in the 8th month (September-Octobe~)
of 1735.~
About this time P'o-lha-nas's cabinet of ministers received a
further addition. As we have seen, at the beginning it consisted of
two members (mDo-mk'ar-ba and T'on-pa) ; a third (dGaJ-bii-ba)
was added in 1731. Now it was completed by a fourth member, 'Bronrtse dBan-rgyal-rab-brtan.5Verv little is known him. He is probably
the 'Bron-rtse-ba who in 1723-1724 was rdzoli-dpon of S h i g a t ~ e . ~
His approximate date of appointment can be deduced from the fact
in 1733 he is still called by the simple title of sde-pa,' while in 1734
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 140, f. 14b. Wei-tsang-tCzcng-chilz,ch. 13a, f . gb;
f . 12a.
L7DL, f . 155b.
Wei-tsang-tcung-chih, loc. cit.
Man-chozt-ming-chcen-chuan, ch. 25, f. 4ob; L 7 D L , f. 2 I 7b.
Usually called by the shortened forms 'Bron-btsan or 'Bron-rtse-ba.
He is the Pu-lung-tsan f i @ @ of the Chinese and the Bronze of the Italian
missionaries. His full name is found only in Hsi-yii tcung-wkn-chih, ch. 24,
ff. 6b-7a.
A z P C , f. 315a and 324b He is probably different from the 'Bron-dkarrtse-pa bsTan-'dsin Noyan, mentioned by the MBTJ in connection with
the Bhutan war, See above, p. 162.
' AzPCcont., f. 27a. The style sde-pa implies his appartenance to the old
landed aristocracy.

Hsi-tsang-chih,ch. 2 ,

he was already a bka'-blon.1 His is a pale figure and seems to be
hardly known to the Tibetan texts; what little we know about hirn
we owe to the Chinese documents. After his appointment the council
received no further addition, and the number of four member remained unchanged till the end of the council (bka'-Sag) in 1959.
A piece of information of lesser importance is a state visit to the
old Pan-c'en, performed by P'o-lha-nas with his younger son and his
daughter bDe-ldan-sgrol-ma towards the end of 1734.~And this
is all we know about Tibetan affairs till the return of the DalaiLama to his see.
As we have seen, the Dalai-Lama had left Lhasa on the 231x1 =
December 23rd, 1728. He arrived a t Li-t'ang on the 8/11 = March
7th, 1729.~The Chinese had taken all possible care for the safety
and dignity of his journey to, and stay in Li-t'ang. He was escorted
by Jalangga and the greater part of the Chinese expeditionary
forces. At Li-t'ang, where the Dalai-Lama was accomodated in the
local monastery, a garrison of Szechwan troops had already been
posted for his protection, under the command of the brigade-general
Jen Kuo-jung fi B$j$.4Over and above this, Mala and the brigadier-general Neige were ordered to remain for the moment at
Li-t 'ang, officially for protecting and really for watching the
Dalai-Lama.5 Mala went back t o Tibet shortly afterwards, but
Neige became the Chinese resident which the Dalai-Lama. Once the
Dalai-Lama was removed out of Tibet, the Chinese government
could safely take to task the man who had been the centre of all
intrigues a t the court of the Potala. The father of the Dalai-Lama
was summoned t o Peking for an e n q ~ i r yHe
. ~ was presented to the
emperor chained together with his two wives.' But the Chinese
sovereign saw the inadvisability of meting out a serious punishment
to a respected personage, now that his power for mischief was
completely broken. And thus it is not surprising that thisresourceAzPCcont., f . 46a. Another early mention as bka'-blon (1735) is in
L7DL, f . 178a.
AaPCcont., f f . 45b-46a.
L7DL, f . 12ga.
J&n-chcen XI1 = January ~ g t h , 1729; Shih-tsung Shilz-lu, ch. 76,
f f . 7b-8a. Hsi-tsang-chih,ch. 2, f . gb.
J&n-yzn/II = March 26th, 1729; Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 78, f . 34b.
L 7 D L , f . 13ob.
Francesco Orazio della Penna, in MITN, 111, p. 63; Cassiano da Macerata, in M I T N , IV, p. 1 2 2 .
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ful man succeeded at once in making his peace with the emperor.
He offered handsome presents and gave an assurance never again
to meddle with Tibetan politics. In exchange for this guarantee he
received the title of fu-kuo-kung.1 In the 9th month he rejoined
his son at Li-t'ang, being assured of the Chinese favour, and
carrying with him precious gifts from the e m p e r ~ r . ~
But the Dalai-Lama's stay at Li-t'ang was but a stage towards
the final destination. On Izsin-ch'oulV1 = July 3rd, 1729, the emperor sanctioned the transfer of the Dalai-Lama to the Chinese garrison
town of mGar-t'ar (Ka-ta),where it was apparently easier to watch
him. The garrison of mGar-t'ar was heavily reinforced, and a strict
control was imposed on the Tibetans coming to visit the DalaiLama; they might be allowed to pass only if they produced stamped
passports issued by the Tibetan government . 3 The courteous form
in which the new destination was intimated to the Dalai-Lama
stands in marked contrast to this careful and suspicious surveillance.
The imperial message said that because of the danger of smallpox
it was impossible to invite the Dalai-Lama to Peking. The emperor
would meet him, when His Majesty would come to visit his outer
territories. In the meantime a fitting seat was provided for the
Dalai-Lama in a place near Li-t'ang, and he u7as respectfully requested to reside there till such time when he would bc able to
return to L h a ~ a After
.~
some delay, on 21/1 = March gth, 1730,
the Dalai-Lama left Li-t'ang, and on 3/11 = March 21st he arrived
at his new abode, where he was installed with great honours by
brigadier-general Neige.5
mGar-t'ar (Ka-ta) was a brand-new Chinese garrison town, and
we do not know whether anything more than a small hamlet esisted
there before this time. Now, being ennobled by the presence of the
Dalai-Lama, a mythical connection with the glories of ancient Tibet
was soon found ; its foundation was attributed to mGar, the great
minister of king Sron-btsan-sgam-po in the 7th century. The mGart'ar monastery, called Hui-yiian miao ,
in the Chinese
texts, had just been built by order of the emperor. I t had cost
140.000 taels and had been decorated by artists from Ch'engTing-chcou VI = June zgth, 1 7 2 9 ; Shih-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 82, f. qa.
L7DL, f. 13za. Henceforward this title was usually conferred, as a matter
of tradition, upon the father of a Dalai-Lama.
L7DL, f. 132a.
Shih-tsung Slzih-lu, ch. 82, f. 31a-b.
L7DL, f . 13rb.
L7DL, ff. 135a-136a.

he was already a bka'-blon.1 His is a pale figure and seems to be
hardly known to the Tibetan texts; what little we know about him
we owe to the Chinese documents. After his appointment the council
received no further addition, and the number of four member remained unchanged till the end of the council (bka'-iag) in 1959.
A piece of information of lesser importance is a state visit to the
old Pan-c'en, performed by P'o-lha-nas with his younger son and his
daughter bDe-ldan-sgrol-ma towards the end of 1734. And this
is all we know about Tibetan affairs till the return of the DalaiLama to his see.
As we have seen, the Dalai-Lama had left Lhasa on the 231x1 =
December 23rd, 1728. He arrived a t Li-t'ang on the 8/11 = March
7th) 1729.~The Chinese had taken all possible care for the safety
and dignity of his journey to, and stay in Li-t 'ang. He was escorted
by Jalangga and the greater part of the Chinese expeditionary
forces. At Li-t'ang, where the Dalai-Lama was accomodated in the
local monastery, a garrison of Szechwan troops had already been
posted for his protection, under the command of the brigade-general
Je11 Kuo-jung
g.4Over and above this, Mala and the brigadier-general Neige were ordered t o remain for the moment at
Li-t 'ang, officially for protecting and really for watching the
Dalai-Lama.5 Mala went back to Tibet shortly afterwards, but
Neige became the Chinese resident which the Dalai-Lama. Once the
Dalai-Lama was removed out of Tibet, the Chinese government
could safely take t o task the man who had been the centre of all
intrigues a t the court of the Potala. The father of the Dalai-Lama
was summoned to Peking for an e n q ~ i r y He
. ~ was presented to the
emperor chained together with his two wives.' But the Chinese
sovereign saw the inadvisability of meting out a serious punishment
t o a respected personage, now that his power for mischief was
completely broken. And thus it is not surprising that this resource-
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AzPCcont., f . 46a. Another early mention as bkaJ-blon (1735) is in
L7DL, f . 178a.
AzPCcont., f f . 45b-46a.
L7DL, f . 129a.
* J&n-chcen XI1 = January 15th, 1729; Shilz-tsztng Shih-121, ch. 76,
f f . 7b-8a. Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 2 , f. gb.
J2n-yzn/II = March 26th, 1729; Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 78, f . 34b.
L7DL, f . 13ob.
Francesco Orazio della Penna, in MITN, 111, p. 63; Cassiano da Macerata, in MITN, IV, p. 1 2 2 .
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ful man succeeded at once in making his peace with the emperor.
He offered handsome presents and gave an assurance never again
to meddle with Tibetan politics. In exchange for this guarantee he
received the title of fu-kuo-kung.1 In the 9th month he rejoined
his son at Li-t'ang, being assured of the Chinese favour, and
carrying with him precious gifts from the e m p e r ~ r . ~
But the Dalai-Lama's stay at Li-t'ang was but a stage towards
the final destination. On hsin-ch'oulV1 = July 3rd, 1729, the emperor sanctioned the transfer of the Dalai-Lama to the Chinese garrison
town of mGar-t'ar (Ka-ta),where it was apparently easier to watch
him. The garrison of mGar-t 'ar was heavily reinforced, and a strict
control was imposed on the Tibetans coming to visit the DalaiLama; they might be allowed to pass only if they produced stamped
passports issued by the Tibetan g ~ v e r n m e n tThe
. ~ courteous form
jn which the new destination was intimated to the Dalai-Lama
stands in marked contrast to this careful and suspicious surveillance.
The imperial message said that because of the danger of smallpox
it was impossible to invite the Dalai-Lama to Peking. The emperor
would meet him, when His Majesty would come to visit his outer
territories. In the meantime a fitting seat was provided for the
Dalai-Lama in a place near Li-t'ang, and he was respectfullv requested to reside there till such time when he would be able to
return to L h a ~ a After
.~
some delay, on 2111 = March gth, 1730,
the Dalai-Lama left Li-t'ang, and on 3/11 = March ~ 1 she
t arrived
at his new abode, where he was installed with great honours by
brigadier-general Neige.
mGar-t 'ar (Ka-t a) was a brand-new Chinese garrison town, and
we do not know whether anything more than a small hamlet existed
there before this time. Now, being ennobled by the presence of the
Dalai-Lama, a mythical connection with the glories of ancient Tibet
was soon found ; its foundation was attributed to mGar, the great
minister of king Sroil-btsan-sgam-poin the 7th century. The 1nGart'ar monastery, called Hui-yiian rniao ,
in the Chinese
texts, had just been built by order of the emperor. It had cost
140.000 taels and had been decorated by artists from Ch'engTing-chcou VI = June zgth, 1729; Shih-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 82, f. qa.
L7DL, f. 132a. Henceforward this title was usually conferred, as a matter
of tradition, upon the father of a Dalai-Lama.
L7DL, f. 132a.
Shih-tsung Shilt-lzr, ch. 82, f. 31a-b.
L7DL, f. 131b.
L 7 D L , ff. 135a-136a.
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tu.1 There the Dalai-Lama passed some uneventful pears, varied only
by the frequent visits of Kukuilor chiefs and of messengers carrying
giits from P'o-lha-nas or from the emperor and his grandees.2
After four years the reasons which had dictated the removal of
the Dalai-Lama to K'ams were no longer operative. The Dsungar
menace was for the moment removed. The Dalai-Lama's father was
no longer an element of disturbance. I n Tibet itself the administration of P'o-lha-nas had striken deep roots and could beabsolutely
relied upon. The Pan-c'en had petitioned already in 1732 for the
return of the DaL~i-Lama.~
Thus there was no point in keeping him
away from his see for a longer period. On kuei-sziilVI1 = August
18th, 1734, the emperor issued a rescript, in which for the first
time he gave the official justification for the Dalai-Lama's exile,
viz. the Dsungar menace. He further stated that now, thanks to the
exertions of P'o-lha-nas, the Tibetan army was in the pink of conditions and the country was well defended and completely a peace.
On the other side the Pan-c'en was old and infirm; the presence
of the Dalai-Lama was therefore needed in Lhasa. The emperor's
brother Yiin-li k@, prince Kuo R,4 was ordered to travel to
mGar-t 'ar for the purpose of notifying to the Dalai-Lama the imperial assent t o his return to Tibet. The 1Cali-skya Qutuqu was to accompany the Dalai-Lama, and the arrangements for the journey
were to be entrusted to brigadier-general Neige.6 Prince Yiin-li
journeyed to mGar-t'ar, where on 231x1 = December 17th he was
solemny received by the Dalai-Lama. After having received the
imperial rescript, the Dalai-Lama replied with an address of heart.~
felt thanks and of full submission to his imperial p r ~ t e c t o r The
L7DL, f. 136a-b. Cfr. Klon-rdol, vol. 'A, f . I I a . A Chinese inscription
commemorating the stay of the Dalai-Lama in the monastery was later
placed at its gate. It is reproduced in the Wei-tsang-tcztng-chih, Introduction
(chiian-shou), ff. ga-6a.
A particular solemnity was attached to the imperial rescript issued on
king-slze"n/V = May 27th, 1732, in reply to a complimentary message froin
the Dalai-Lama. Shih tsung Shih-lu, ch. 118, f. 3a-b. L 7 D L , f . 146b.
AzPCcont., f . 18a-b.
B. 1697, d . 1738. Hummel, p. 331.
The second 1Can-skya Qutuqtu Rol-paJi-rdo-rje( I717-1786), incarnate
of dGon-lun in Amdo and a voluminous writer. See L. M. J. Schram, The
iWonguors of the Kansu-Tibetan border, 11, pp. 29-30; W. Heissig, Pekinger
lanzaistische Holzd~yucke,passim.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 145, ff. 8b-ga. Cf. AzPCcont., f . 53a-b.
L 7 D L , f f . 157a-161a Report by prince Yiin-li received on k2ng-wu/IV =
May 22nd, 1735; Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 155, f . ~ a - bHsi-tsang-chih,
.
ch. 2 , f . 12a.
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prince, having thus accomplished his mission, returned to Peking,
and the Dalai-Lama began the preparations for his j ourney.1
On the day selected by the astrologers as auspicious, viz. the
2o/III = April 13th. 1735, the Dalai-Lama left mGar-t 'ar, escorted
by 500 Chinese soldier^.^ His progress through Eastern and Central
Tibet was triumphal, the local grandees and lamas vying with
each other and with P'o-lha-nas's envoys in honouring the august
traveller and ministering to his needs. He was met on the way by
P'o-lha-nas's second son Dalai BZtur 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal; near
Rva-sgreli, P'o-lha-lha-nas himself with the duke dGa'-bii-ba, the
three ministers, the K'ri Rin-po-c'e rGyal-mts'an-sen-ge and a host
of high dignitaries of the church and government presented themselves to pay homage to the Dalai-Lama. Before Lhasa he was met
by the Chinese amban Nasutai. He reached the town on 13/V11 =
August 30 the and waited for a few days till the preparations for his
reception were completed. On 17/VII = September 3rd the DalaiLama, accompanied by the lCan-skya Qutuqtu, entered for the
second time the Potala, this time not to leave it again except for
short journeys inside Central Tibet . 3
But under all this glittering splendour there was a galling
humiliation, about which Tibetan and Chinese texts alike keep
silent ; it is the strict conditions under which the Dalai-Lama and
his father were allowed back to Lhasa. Della Penna, in his already
quoted letter of April st, 1741, writes that "the Grand Lama has
been restituted to his former state in Lhasa, but under very great
restrictions; he must attend only to his spiritual duties. His father is
permitted only once a year to come to the capital, and dwells
now in a village three days away from it." And indeed we know from
Tibetan sources that shortly after his arrival in Lhasa, the father
of the Dalai-Lama betook himself to the valley of Zans-ri mK' ardmar, where he had his permanent residence till his death.4
Prince Kuo wrote a diary of his journey to, stay at, and return from
mbar-t 'ar ; Hsi-tsang jilt-chi
FJ Z , published as fasc. 4 of the Pienchiangtsung-shu chia-chi
%
$, Peking 1937.
L7DL, f. 163b, 166b.
L7DL, f f . 181b-184a; sTag-lzcgi, f. 405a; Wei-tsang tcung-chilz, ch. 13a,
f. Ioa; Hsi-lsang-chih, ch. 2 , f . 12b.
Also Fr. Cassiano da Macerata says that the father of the Dalai-Lama,
whom he met in 1741, was compelled to reside in a valley to the east of
Lhasa, and was allowed to stay in the capital for a month a t the utmost;
M I T N , IV, p. 122.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
P'O-LHA-NAS, ADMINISTRATOR AND

''KING"

O F TIBET (1735-1747)
As far as we can gather from our sources, the next few years were
nearly eventless. The emperor Shih-tsung (Yung-cheng) died on
October 8th. 1735, and was succeeded by his fourth son Ch'ien-lung,
in whom revived something of the energy and statemanship of
K'ang-hsi. The death of Yung-cheng became known in Lhasa in
the last months of 1735, and the customary ceremonies were performed in his mern0ry.l I n the first months of 1736 a Chinese
mission headed by the T a Bla-ma Ccos-'p'el-dar-rgyas and Ta
Bla-ma Blo-bzan-dpal-'byor arrived in Lhasa and officially informed the Dalai-Lama of the demise of Yung-chhg and of the
~ mission brought the usual
accession of the new e m p e r ~ r .The
complimentary gifts from the emperor and also many presents
from prince Kuo, presents which were repeated rather frequently
in the following years ; it seems that a real friendship had sprung
up between the prince and the Dalai-Lama during the former's
visit t o mGar-t'ar.
The 1Cali-skya Qutuqtu, who had accompanied the Dalai-Lama,
remained oilly for a short while in Tibet. On 25/IX = November
gth, 1735, he paid a visit to the Pan-c'en in bKra-Sis-lhun-po,
and returned to Lhasa before the end of the year.3 He them made a
pilgrimage t o bSam-yas, and shortly afterwards he left for Peking
together with the Szechwan troops who had accompanied the DalaiLama to Lhasa.*
I n the 8th and 9th month of 1736 the Dalai-Lama made a state
progress through gTsali, enthusiastically greeted everywhere by
L 7 D L , f . rgoa-b. The corresponding ceremonies at bI<ra-Sis-lhun-po
took place much later, on 2 2 V, 1736; AaPCcont, f f . 66b-67b.
L 7 D L , f f . 198b-rgga.
AaPCcont., f . 58a; L 7 D L , f . 18ga-b; Wei-tsang-tcung-clzih, ch. I 3a,
f . r o a ; Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 2, f . 12b.
L 7 D L , f . 201a-b; Wei-tsang tcung-chih, loc. cit.; Hsi-tsang-chih, ch. 2 ,
f . 13a. A memorial of Rlala on Tibetan affairs and the return of the Dalai-Lama is found in Ming-Ch'ing shih-liao f3n.E!& H , @, f . 808a-b.
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nobles and priests. The old Pan-c'en, now seriously ill, had excused himself from attendance, but had caused valuable presents
to be offered to the Dalai-Lama, when the latter visited bKra-Sislhun-po and paid his respects to the tomb of the First Pan-c'en.1
Such is at least the official account ; and in view of the great age
and infirmity of the Pan-c'en, there is no ground for doubting
its substantial correctness. But it is not the whole truth. Why
should the Dalai-Lama so soon after his return to Tibet hasten to
make an official tour precisely in gTsan and to bKra-Sis-lhun-po?
We must remember that a t the moment of the Dalai-Lama's deepest
humiliation in 1728 the Chinese had granted to the Pan-c'en
the temporal rule of Western gTsari. The Dalai-Lama was neither
at that time nor later in a condition to register a protest, but he
took the earliest occasion for affirming, by state progress with all
the pomp of the Lamaist church, his suzerainty over the whole of
Tibet, including the Pan-c'en's new possessions. No wonder that
the old Pan-c'en avoided openly accepting and recognizing this,
by a personal meeting with the young and ambitious Dalai-Lama.
In the meantime the new emperor had been busy reorganizing
his frontier garrisons. Concerning Tibet, he entertained the project
of withdrawing the small garrison of 500 men from Lhasa; but he
was not so rash as his father, and, before he took his final decision,
he sent the vice-president Hanggilu (Hang-i-lu
on a
special mission t o Lhasa, to investigate conditions on the spot and to
advice the Chinese government about the feasibility of the withd r a ~ a lHanggilu
.~
arrived a t Lhasa in the 10th month (November)
of 1736, shortly after the Dalai-Lama had returned form his tour.4
He discussed the matter with Nasutai, and after some months the latter reported to the emperor that Hanggilu suggested the withdrawal
of the troops. But in the meantime the emperor had gained a deeper
insight into the Tibetan situation. He realized that the small
L7DL, f f . 2oob and zo6b-216a; AzPCcont., ff. 7oa-73a; 'sTag-luzi, f . 406b.
a His biography in Chcing-shih-kao, ch. 291 (lieh-chuan 78), p. 1119a-c,
in Chcing-shih liek-chuan, ch. 17, ff. ~ a - 3 a in
, Kuo-chcaochci-hsiepz lei-chkng,
ch. 76, f f . ~ a - g a ,and in Man-clzozc-gning-chcen-chuan, ch. 36, ff. ~ a - 8 b .X
Manchu of the Bordered Red Banner. I n the first years of Yung-chCng he
was employed in the diplomatic relations with Annam. In 1732 he became
provincial commander of Hsi-an fu. During his stay in Tibet, he arranged for
a tribute embassy of the Nepalese kings. Died in 1748.
Ping-hsii/IV = June st, 1736. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 17 f . IIa.
L7DL, f . 216b.
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garrison cost comparatively little and represented a big political
asset. On ping-shtn/IX the emperor accordingly ordered the post.
ponelnent of the withdrawal for a couple of years, after which period
he would take the final decision. I n the meantime the troops were
to be relieved a t the usual interval. Nasutai was recalled to court and
Hanggilu was ordered to remain in Tibet as amban. A general
replacement of the subalterns and clerks of the Lhasa command
was also ordered.1 The new officers presented themselves to the
Dalai-Lama a t the end of 1737, and about the same time Nasutai
left for China.2
I t had been a wise decision. Although P'o-lha-nas was thoroughly
loyal, the Chinese garrison in Lhasa was a political necessity. The
Chinese paramountcy over Tibet depended in the last instance
upon it. I t was an important steadying factor and greatly contributed to the growing political influence exerted on the surrounding
countries by P'o-lha nas and his imperial suzerain. As we have seen,
Bhutan had accepted the suzerainty of P'o-lha-nas and of China.
In 1736 the new 5th rgyal-ts'ab Mi-p'am-dban-pol who was also
the 10th sde-srid, visited Lhasa and bSam-yas. The Dalai-Lama gave
him precious presents and sent some more t o his uncle dPal-'byorgrags-pa, who had been appointed sde-srid upon the departure
of his n e p h e ~ .In~ the same year also the new Ica-spe bla-ma
Nag-dban-'brug-pa paid his respects t o the Dalai-La~na.~
During this period even far away Ladakh was drawn into this
political system. Already in I732 the Ladakhi king bDe-skyonrnam-rgyal had sent a n embassy to P'o-lha-nas, who reported it
to the emperor 5. In the 5th month of 1737 No-no bSod-nams,
envoy of king bDe-sltyon-rnam-rgyal of Ladalth, arrived in L h a ~ a . ~
P'o-lha-nas reported the fact t o his suzerain, who on pilzg-hsiilXI1
= January 22th, 1738, issued an edict of co~nmendation.~
The
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 52, f . 3a-b. It must be observed that when t h e
amban A-$rh-hsiin died in 1734, he was not replaced; during the whole of
the remaining period o f Pco-lha-nasJsrule, there was only one ambail in
Lhasa.
L7DL, f f . 237b-238a.
L7DL, f f . 1g6a-1g7a, 203b, 205b; h'ao-tsung Slzilz-lu, ch. 17, f f . 21b-22a;
Wei-tsang tcung-chih, ch. 15, f f . gb-~oa(= Hsi-tsang chilz, f . 12a).
L7DL, f . 204b.
Shih-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 116, f . 14a-b;Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 17, ff. 26b-27a.
L7DL, f . 2235.
' Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 62, f f . 4b-5a; Fan-pu yao-lueh, ch. 18, f . ~ b .
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importallce of the Ladakhi friendship lay in the accurate information which the king could provide about Dsungar movements in
Kashgaria. These relations continued also in the following pears.1
The always strong spiritual influence of the see of Lhasa contributed to widening the range of the external relations of Tibet. The
Volga Kalmuk embassy of I730 had been answered by a mission
of investiture sent in 1735 by the Dalai-Lama to the Kalmuk
Khan Cering Donduk. In their turn, the Kalmuks despatched
in 1737 another embassy to their spiritual father in Lhasa.2 These
relations continued more or less regularly even afterwards, and I
mav mention in passing that the influence of the Eight DalaiLama had a great share in the Kalmuks' decision to undertake
their famous trek from the Volga to the Ili in 1771.
The Pan-c'en, who had been ill for a long time, died at bKraSis-lhun-po on 5/VII = July 31st, 1737. The temporalities of the
vacant see were for the time being entrusted to the administration
of the finance director (P'yag-mdsod) of bKra-Sis-lhun-po, Lhungliri Blo-bzari-dge-'dun (d. 1741). Great ceremonies of mourning
were held in Lhasa, while the search for the new incarnation began.3
The news was comn~unicatedto the emperor, who sent a condolence
mission to L h a ~ a . ~
The financial situation of the holy see of Lhasa was a t this time
receiving the attention of the Chinese government. As a result of
his Tibetan journey, the 1Cari-skya Qutuqtu had submitted to the
emperor a memorial on the difficulties experienced by the DalaiLama's treasury. The Dalai-Lama yearly incurred expenses for
subsidies to the countless Tibet a11 monasteries and institutions.
But with the annexation of Batang, Li-t'ang and neighbouring
tracts to Szechwan he had lost the revenue of those places. The
territories handed back to the Lhasa government in 1725 vielded
very little. The Qutuqtu asked for the restitution of Batang and
Li-t'ang, and stated that in any case financial help from the imIn the first half of 1743 a mission of the king of Ladakh, whose name
is not given, was received a t Lha5a and b1l;ra-Sis-lhun-po. L7DL, f f . r g ~ b ~ z a A; a P C , f . q7a.
On the Tibetan mission of 1735 see Courant, p. 135. The Iialmuk
embassy of 1737 was studied by Palmov in the 4th chapter of the 2nd part
of his Etjztdy po islorii privoliikh h'almykov X V I I i X L'III eleka,, Astrakhan
1926; but this work is not available to me.
AaPCcont, f . 8qa-b; L7DL, f . 232b.
I t was received by the Dalai-Lama in the spring of 1738. L7DL, f . 242a.

perial exchequer was necessary. On king-mu/V = June 23rd, 1738,
the emperor ordered a n annual grant of 5000 taels out of the Tachien-lu customs.l As to the restitution of Batang and Li-tcang,
the emperor requested the advice of Jalangga, the governor-general
of Szechwan and Shensi, who on WZL-yin/XI
= January gth, 1739,
memoralized the throne opposing the proposal. The emperor
accordingly refused his ~ a n c t i o n . ~
In the 3rd month (April-May) of 1739, the Manchu brigadiergeneral of the Plain Red Banner Chi-shan $eb arrived at Lhasa
to replace Hanggilu recalled to court. Hanggilu was given a cordial
send-off by the Dalai-Lama, who entrusted him with some presents
for the e r n p e r ~ r . ~
I n the council of minister there was an important change. dGabii-ba rNam-rgyal-ts 'e-brtan died in 1739 and his younger brother
mGon-po dNos-grub-rab-brtan, always called P a ~ ? d i t a , in~
herited the title of duke (fu-kuo-kung) and was also appointed, as
a matter of course, to his brother's seat of bka'-blon ; the new of the
imperial appointment reached Lhasa a t the beginning of 1740.~We
may mention here that duke Pandita remained a member of the
council for more than forty years and was its leading personality;
he had married P'o-lha-nas's daughter bDe-ldan-sgron-ma. In 1782
but continued
he resigned his seat and took the vows of a dge-b~fien,~
t o be occasionally consulted by the imperial ambans on affairs of
state. He died in 1792.'
The quiet and order in Tibet were so complete, and the benefits
of P'o-lha-nas's efficient administration were so evident, that on
i-yu/XII
January I I th, 1740, the emperor felt compelled to give
him a high mark of his favour, by the grant of the title of chiin-

-

Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 69, f f . ~ o a - I I Chcing-shih-kao,
~.
ch. 525 (Fan-pu
8), p. 164oc. L7DL, f f . 244b-245a The L7DL gives here an abridged
but otherwise literal translation of the imperial rescript iound in the
Shih-lu.
-7DL,
f f . 253b-254b.
L7DL, f f . 253b-254b. According to the M a n - c h o ~ ~ ~ - r n i n g - c h ~ ~ z - c I z z ~
ch. 36, f . 7b, Hanggilu was recalled t o court in the 6th month (July) of 1739.
4 The actual personal name is found only once, in L7DL, f. 261b.
Fan-pzt yao-liieh, ch. 18, f. 2a; L7DL, f. 263a, 267a.
6 Wu-yin/X = November 19th 1782; Kao-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 1166, f . 31a-b.
Life of the 8th Dalai-Lanza, f . 134a-b.
The emperor expressed his regrets and sent his condoleances on jtnclzCen/IVbis= June 13th, 1792; Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 1403, ff. 18b-IF.
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zvang @3 or prince of the 2nd class, a rare distinction.1 The
edict announcing the new honour, along with a message returning
the Dalai-Lama's compliments, reached Lhasa in the 4th month
( ~ ~ r i l - M a yThe
) . ~ original meaning of the title wang is "king",
and thus it was also understood by the Italian missionaries.
In Chinese official usage of the 18th century of course it indicated
merely a rank, albeit a lofty one, in the imperial peerage. But nevertheless the missionaries were right. The power of P'o-lha-nas was
absolute, the authority of the Dalai-Lama was in abeyance, the
supervision by the Chinese nominal only. Truly P'o-lha-nas was a
king, the first Tibetan king after the tragic end of the last gTsari
ruler in 1642.
The search for the new incarnation of the Pan-c'en having
been brought to a successful end, in the 4th month of 1740 the
finance director of bKra-Sis-lhun-po applied to the Dalai-Lama
for recognition as the Third Pan-c'en of a child born on 111x1
= December zrst, 1738, a t Nan-ts'an bKra-Sis-rtse in Sans. The
Dalai-Lama's approval was granted a t once, and on 6/IX = Oc~ proclaimed as the Third Pan-c'en
tober 26th, 1740, the b o was
On I/VI = July
under the style of Blo-bzan-dpal-ldan-ye-Se~.~
13th, 1741, the boy was brought to bKra-Sis-lhun-po, and on the
~ emperor had been
next day he was formally e n t h r ~ n e d .The
notified by a mission from the Dalai-Lama and he too had given
his approval. A Chinese envoy was present a t the ceremony.
The above-mentioned mission of the Dalai-Lama to the Chinese
court returned from Peking, carrying an imperial message, in the
middle of 1742.~About the same time the mgron-gCer Sa-k'udnas, administrator of bKra-Sis-lhun-po since the death of Blobzari-dge-'dun, had also sent a missioil to the emperor; it left
Mayers, n. 18. Kao-lsung Shih-lzc, ch. 106, f. 28b.
L7DL, f. 268a.
L7DL, ff. 267a-268a. A3PC, ff. ~ g b - z o a 26b.
,
A3PC, f f . 27b-28a L7DL, f . 273b The delay between recognition and
installation was probably due to the terrible epidemic of smallpox which
was then raging through the country and which had necessitated the closing
of the frontier to all foreigners L7DL, f. 266b. Letter of Fr. Della Penna
dated Kathmandu, August 25th, 1740; MITN, I1 p. 23.
L7DL, f. 272a.
The envoys were the nzkcan-Po Byan-rtse slob-dpon sag-dban-lhungrub and the nun-so Se-ra gzims-kan-gger-pa, the Kcan-pu
and
Nang-su % f& of the Chinese. L7DL, ff. 2 75a and 283a.

for Peking in the 6th month (July-August) of 1741 and was back
in bKra-Sis-lhun-PO on 3/X = October 30th) 1742.~These two
contemporary nlissions gave the occasion for regulating the official
intercourse between the two sees of Lhasa and h K r a - S i ~ - l h u n - ~ ~ ,
and Peking. I t had been the custom for the Dalai-Lama and Panccen to send each a mission every alternate year, and Pco-lha-nas
used to send his own envoys along with those of the Dalai-Lama,
After the death of the Second Pan-ccen,the emperor had requested
that the Dalai-Lama's (and P'o-lha-nas's) envoys should come to
court every year. But this meant a heavy burden on the Lhasa
government; and now the resumption of the Pan-ccen's missions
called for new regulations. On the proposal of the amban Chi-shan,the
emperor reestablished the old rule. The Dalai-Lama and Pan-ccen
were t o despatch their missions on alternate years, and Pco-lha-nas
was again to send his men with those of the Dalai-Lama, as before."
Another, much more important question was settled about this
time : the commercial and religious intercourse of the Dsungars with
Tibet. Since 1734 negotiations had been opened between China and
the Dsungars. Although they did not lead to a formal peace, the
result was an exchange of letters between the two rulers (middle
of 1740)~which had as a consequence the cessation of active hostilities and a sort of informal truce. I n this exchange of letters it was
agreed, among other things, that a Dsungar caravan of pilgrims
and traders, composed of a maximum of 300 men, should be allowed
to travel to Lhasa via Hami and Tankar.3 The Chinese authorities
were to afford full protection and transport facilities to the ~ a r a v a n . ~
The mission was headed by the dkon-gnev-ccen-Po rub-'byams Icun-bzan.
A j P C , f f . 33ra and 40b.
Wu-cIzt%z/I= February 12th, 1742. li'ao-tsung Shih-lzl, ch. 158, f f . qb-5b.
Tibetan sTon-)kcor, Chinese Tung-ka-6rh % @ @ . Half-way between
Hsining and lake Kukunor.
Parker, Campaigns of Kcang-lli etc., p. 113; Courant, pp. 86-59. Rut
this caravan was a special concession, and not a yearly affair as understood
b y Courant. - The Dsungar-Chinese negotiations gave rise, t o all sorts
of wild rumours in the countries neighbouring t o Tibet. Thus for a moment
i t was common belief in Nepal t h a t "the emperor of China intended to give
the eastern half of Tibet t o a Tartar king and the other, western half to
t h e Tibetan king now reigning; and t h a t the latter opposed himself t o this
decision and had assembled his army in order t o prevent it being carried
out". Letter of Fr. Della Penna, dated I<athmandu, September 29th
1740, in MITN, 11, y . 23. And t h a t only a few months after Pco-lha-nas
had received the royal title!
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This stipulation was the source of heavy worries for the Chinese
authorities on the Western frontier and in Tibet. A pilgrim caravan
reopened the possibility of Dsungar intrigue in Tibet; it conjured
up the ghost of the events of 1717-1720 and 1727-1728, and the
Chinese dreaded above all a repetition. I t is but natural that they
were highly suspicious, took the strictest precautions, and obstructed as much as they dared the execution of this clause.
Already on wu-hsu/VI = July aand, 1740, the Chinese government prescribed the strictest surveillance on the traffic which was
going to be opened; marshal Uqatu (Wu-ho-t'u ,g#m) was
entrusted with this task.1 A Dsungar caravan headed by one
Ch'i-mo-t'e @
( ?'CCi-med) presented itself at Tankar on
I/IV = May 15th, 1741. I t stayed there for some months, and on
20/VII = August 3oth, Ch'i-mo-t '6 interviewed the Chinese commander Uqgtu, told him that the season was alreadv too advanced
and his animals too tired for continuing the journey, and begged to
be allowed to barter his wares on the spot and to return in the follo\ving year. Uqgtu referred the matter to the emperor, giving it as his
opinion that this was only a pretext for obtaining fresh camels and
horses from the Chinese ; his advice was to refuse admission to Tibet.
The emperor, however, would not withdraw his pledged word, and
confirmed the travel permit for the caravan. But as the whole matter
gave rise to suspicions and could indicate bad faith on the side
of the Dsungar ruler Galdan Cering, the emperor ordered t o notify
the caravan leaders that, if this time they returned home without entering Tibet, they would not be allowed to come again
next year. Uqiitu shortly afterwards reported t o the throne that on
the IB/VIII = September 27th he had intimated the imperial will
to Ch'i-mo-t's. The later had merely averred that the Dsungar
ruler knew nothing of the matter before he, Ch'i-mo-t'8, had informed his sovereign of the difficulties t o his entry in Tibet. Uqatu
in his report added that he could not saV whether this was the truth
or not, but the Dsungars could not be trusted in any case. Upon
this, the emperor confiinled his decision and ordered the caravan to
be escorted back to Hamj.2
I t happened thus that no caravan presented itself in 1742. At
the beginning of 1743 the Chinese redoubled their precautions, and
Kao-ls~tngShilt-lu, ch. 119, f . 3oa-b.
Ping-she"nlVII1 = September 3oth, I 7 4 1 . Kao-tszcng Slzih-121, ch. 148,
ff. 7b-8b.

the vice-president Yii-pao 3lff was appointed as colleague to
Uqatu in the task of supervising the Dsungar traffic. At the same
time the emperor wrote to Lhasa, where Pco-lha-nas had grown
uneasy about the whole business. This time at last Chcien-lung
took his final decision on the withdrawal of the Chinese troops from
Tibet ; the plan was definitely shelved. The emperor instead ad.
ministered a sound reprimand to the amban So-pai % # , whose
slackness and inefficiency rendered him unable to cope with the
situation, so that Pco-lha-nashad gradually risen over his head and
was overriding Chinese authority. In spite of Pco-lha-nas'sloyalty,
this would not do. So-pai was invited to follow the administrative
practices of his predecessor Chi-shan, to take a grip of himself and
to avoid all indecision and pro~rastination.~
On kuei-hai/IV bis = June and, 1743, the commander of the Hami
garrison reported that a Dsungar caravan had arrived there bound
for Tibet, but would go no farther. As his orders were not to allow
any trade to be carried out in Hami, he wanted to drive them back.
But the caravan people pleaded that their horses and sheep were
too tired for undertaking the return journey, and requested to be
allowed to sell them on the spot. The Chinese commander refused
permission for the horses, but allowed, as a matter of grace, 2000
sheep to be sold to the garrison and population of Hami. Then the
caravan turned back. Perhaps this had been a private undertaking ;
in any case the attempt was repeated immediately afterwards in a
more serious fashion, because on chia-hsii/VI = August 12th~1743,
Yii-pao reported favourably on the composition of a fresh caravan
amved at the frontier, and on the high quality of the wares they
carried with them. The emperor ordered the caravan to be allowed
to pass and to be treated (as an experiment and without setting a
precedent for the future) with particular consideration and helpfulness; every possible facility was to be given to it. Yii-pao was
placed in charge of all arrangemenk4
This Dsungar caravan, the first to reach Lhasa after 1720, was
evidently a very important affair, and it is indeed given its full
weight in the Tibetan texts. I t reached Lhasa on the 5/X = NovemHis biography in ChCin6-shih-kao, ch. 314 (lielz-chiian I O I ) , p. I I 70a-b.
He was a Mongol of the Bordered White Banner; died in 1756.
W Z I - c h'eAn/III = April 8th, 1743. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 186, f f . 16b-17b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 190, f . 13a-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 195, f f . 14b-15b.
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her 20th, escorted by Yii-pao, Uqiitu (U-k'ar-t2 of the Tibetan
texts), by other Manchu and Chinese officers, and by bka'-blon
~ ~ ' ~ - ~ i n - d b a n - r and
g y a lmda'-dpon 'Bum-t'an-pa Blo-bzan-darrgyas. The Dsungar leaders (the blama P'yag-mdsod-pa, the bla-ma
gcer-pa Jaisang C'os-nam-mk'a', Bayasqulang rDo-rje f aisang etc.)
and the Chinese officials were received in a state audience by the
Dalai-Lama, to whom they presented rich gifts.' Soon afterwards
they travelled to bKra-Sis-lhun-pol and at the beginning of the 11th
month they visited the Pan-c'en, to whom they gave a letter from
the Dsungar ruler accompanied by great presents. On 161x1 = December 31st they took their leave, carrying with them letters for the
emperor and the Dsungar ruler.2They returned to Lhasa, and thence
before the end of the year the Dsungar caravan started on its journey
home, accompanied once more by Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal and Blo-bzandar-rgyas, while the Chinese officials stayed in Lhasa for some days
more.3
This caravan caused a disproportionate amount of flutter and
worry at the Chinese court. Several reports of its doings and orders
concerning its treatment are duly registered in the Shih-lu. On ktngyinlI = February q t h , 1744, the amban So-pai reported to the
emperor on the dealings of the Dsungars with P'o-lha-nas. The
former had brought with them a sum of money as a gift from Galdan
Cering towards the rest oration of the temple of Ts'e-mc'og-glin (Ts'e
z),4which had fallen in disrepair. P'o-lha-nas had refused to
allow the repairs to be carried out without the sanction of the
emperor, and had shown himself not very eager about the affair
(22/X = December 7th). Four days later the Dsungars requested
from P'o-lha-nas a statement of the needs of the Tibetan church,
to be laid before Galdan Cering, who was able and willing to
give substantial support. Again P 'o-lha-nas refused to accept anything from anybody else but the emperor. Upon this report, the
emperor praised P'o-lha-nas for his loyal behaviour 5 and sent hiin
some gifts of silk cloth in token of appreciation for his careful
days later P'o-lha-nas
handling of the Dsungar caravan."ome

ti

L7DL, f f . 302b-303b. sTng-lwi, i. 4oga.
A 3 P C , f f . 48a-5oa.
L7DL, f f . 304b-305"; sTag-lzt~i,f . 4oga; Fa?z-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . 3a.
Che of the maps, on the left bank of the sI<yid-ccu opposite Lhasa.
Kao-tsmng Shilz-lzd, ch. 208, f f . I ~b-13b.
Hsin-chCou/I= I\!larch 6th, 1744. Kao-ts.un,<Shih-lu, ch. 209, ff. 6b-7a.

reported through the amban So-pai that, on the day before they
left, the Dsungar envoys had visited him and had sounded him
the Dsungar-Chinese relations. P'o-lha-nas had replied with warm
praise for the emperor and the beneficent effects of his protection,
The Dsungars tried again to draw the old statesman out of his reserve by extolling the efficiencjr of his new Tibetan army. PCo-lhanas retorted by attributing the armaments of Tibet to a natural
reaction against the Dsuilgar invasion and to the favour and care
of the emperor. After this the envoys left without trying further
approaches.1 Of course these conversations are known from the
Chinese documents only and can be suspected of having been
"cooked" by P'o-lha-nas for the use of the Chinese government,
so as to show his zeal. But in the main lines the narrative must be
true. P'o-lha-nas could never forget his terrible experience and his
sufferings a t the hands of the Dsungars in 1717. Even without his
unreserved and convinced loyalty to China, there was no love lost
between him and the killers of Lajang Khan. Though compelled
by the imperial orders to receive and help the Dsungar caravan,
he had not failed to take secretly the appropriate military precautions, and a net of military posts, under the command of his son
Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, had surrounded the capital as long as the Dsungars had stayed there.2 He had always shown himself coldly hostile,
and the Chinese had encouraged him in it.
There were some aftermaths of the Dsungar mission, which
caused much worry to the Chinese. Some Tibetan lamas, who had
resided for many years in Dsungaria, foremost them Blo-bzaiibstan-'dsin (Lo-pu-tsang-tan-tsen R
)
and bKa'-drinrin-c'en (Ka-chin-lin-ch'in @ @ )
had seized the occasion
of the pilgrim caravan for returning home in its train. Perhaps rightly, the Chinese suspected these lamas of being political
emissaries sent by the Dsun.gars to intrigue in Tibet. The emperor
had on principle decided that they must be sent to Peking. P'o-lhanas, whose advice was requested, wrote that bKa'-drin-1-in-c'en
and the Ladalthi lamas who were with him, were old pupils of the
Pan-c'en and well-linown at bKra-Sis-lhun-yo. To send them to
Peking would mean to antagonize the Ladalthis, whose informations
about Dsungar movements in Kashgarja were much appreciated at
the court. Besides, bKa'-drin-rin-c'en was over sevelzty and infirm
h'tng-hsii/II = March ~ g t h 1744.
,
Kno-2szuzg Shilz-lu, ch. 2 1 0 , f f . ra-qa.
I-yu/III = April 1 9 t h , 1744. K a o - t s u n g Shih-lu, c11. 2 1 2 , f f . 8a-sa.
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and could not stand the long journey to Peking. As to Blo-bzaribstan-'dsin, he could travel to the capital as desired. The ambans
forwarded this memorial the emperor, who sanctioned the proand
posals.' bKa'-drin-rin-ccen was interned in bKra-Si~-lhun-~o,
Blo-bzan-bstan-'dsin was sent to Peking. But on the road thither,
near Chamdo, he escaped with some companions (7/VII = August
14th). The news caused great alarm in Peking, as it was feared that
Blo-bzan-bstan-'dsin would carry Dsungar intrigue into the important strategical region of Chamdo, of which he was a native.
The thunders and lightnings of Chinese bureaucracy rumbled and
crashed on the unhappy man and everybody high and low concerned with his escape. The commander of the escort was brought
to court for punishment. The governor of Szechwan was ordered to
hunt down the fugitives a t any cost and to warn the people that
whoever tendered them help, would be arrested and sent in chains
to Peking. So-pai was reprimanded for having sent a mere subaltern
.~
the incident cost So-pai
officer in charge of the e ~ c o r tEventually
his place. He was dismissed and recalled to Peking to stand an
enquiry before the Grand Council. The brigadier-general Fucing
(Fu-ch'ing I3.E) wras sent to Lhasa to take charge, while P'olha-nas was enjoined to do his utmost in cooperating for the arrest
of the miscreants.3 Fucing arrived in Lhasa at the beginning of
1745 and So-pai left immediately afterward^.^ At last on ktngwu/XII = January 29th, 1745, the court received the news that
Blo-bzan-bstan-'dsin had been caught and was in the safe custodjof the Szechwan authorities. The emperor ordered him to be sent in
chains under a strong escort to Peking, for condign p ~ n i s h m e n t . ~
Perhaps in order to show to the Dsungars that he was not entirely
dependent on the Chinese, but was able to defend hiinself by his own
force, P'o-lha-nas begged from the emperor permission to station
his troops in the zone of Hajir (Hajir Debter, Ha-chi-Srh Te-put'S-Srh
gj R ) , to
~ build up there a defensi1.e position
against the Dsungars. The emperor postponed a decision, but
ordered P'o-lha-nas t o send a trusted officer with some 15 men
King-yiw/III = April 24th, 1744. Ka,o-ts~rngShilz-lu, ch. 212 f f . 14a-15a.
* WU-tzil/IX = October ~ g t h1744.
,
Kao-tsung Shill-lu, ch. 224, ff. 27a-28a.
Chi-chCozt/IX = October 20th. Kao-tszing Shilz-lzr, ch. 224, ff. 29a-3oa.
Fucing's biography in Hummel, pp. 249-251.
L7DL, f f . 31jb-318a.
Kao-ts~~ng
Slzih-lzr, ch. 231, f . Ira.
A t the western end o f the Tsaidanl marshes.
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to Ha-la-ha-ta
(Qara-qada, "black rock" ; unidentified) to the north of the Murui-usu, to stay there during the
summer; his duty was to gather information about Dsungar movements, extending his reconnaissances to Hajir. The Chinese government would then decide according to his rep0rt.l The order was
carried out, and on i-hailXI = November 3 0 t h ~1745, P ' ~ - l h ~ - ~
communicated the information obtained by his men concerning the
return journey of the Dsungar caravan, which had suffered heavy
losses on the march. But no further mention is made of movements
of Tibetan troops, and the matter was evidently dropped.2
To complete the tale of worry, on jkn-yin/III = May 1st) 1745,
Chi-shan, the governor of Szechwan, sent a memorial to the throne
on the trail of restlessnes left in Chamdo by Blo-bzan-bstan'dsin's adventure, reported the disloyalty of a few local grandees
and suggested the detailing of 1000 men t o be stationed in watch.~
fears were not exagtowers t o guard the c o m m ~ n i c a t i o n s These
gerated, because this restlessness probably had something to do
with the Chin-ch'uan revolt of 1747-1749 in Western Szechwan.
Of course the Dsungars tried to draw political advantages from
their resumed intercourse with Tibet. On chi-hail1 = February 27th)
1745, a Dsungar ambassador was received a t the Chinese court. He
brought the thanks of his sovereign for the support given to the
caravan of 1743, and requested permission to fetch some good
Ti betan lamas, perfectly conversant with the sGtras and mantras, in
order t o maintain in all its purity the Lamaist Church of Dsungaria.
They also complained of the ill-will of P'o-lha-nas in making
arrangements for the caravan.* The emperor replied that P'o-lhanas in the meantime had written stating that no Tibetan lama was
willing to go to Dsungaria, owing to the devastations perpetrated by
the Dsungars against the Tibetan monasteries in 1717- 1720. AS to
his behaviour toward the caravan, P'o-lha-nas had strictly obeyed
the orders of the emperor; beyond this he was not obliged to go.
As he was an old retainer of Lajarig Khan and honoured his
memory, he could not be expected to show cordiality to Lajang
Khan's killers. The emperor added drily that if the Tibetan lamas
were unwilling to go to Dsungaria, he certainly could not compel
Wu-hsii/V = July st, 1744. Kao-tsu~zgShih-lu, ch. 217, f f . 10b-11b.
Kao-tszdng Shih-lu, ch. 2 5 2 , f f . 18b-2ob.
Kao-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 2 3 7 , f . 16a b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 23 I , f . I 2a.
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them.1 And as he antecipated trouble between Pco-lha-nas and the
Dsungars because of this affair, he sent word to P'o-lha-nas to act
with prudence and to be on his guard.2 On chia-yin/II = March
14th) 1745, the emperor directly and formally replied to Galdan
CeringJsrequest, repeating his statement to the envoys and asking
ironically whether they had no learned lamas of their own, that they
were compelled to look for them in Tibet.3
Very little else happened in Tibet during these years. Ye-Sests'e-brtan, who was ill, returned from mNa'-ris to Lhasa in 1744; 4
as we shall see, his overlong absence had spoiled his chances to
succeed in due time his father P'o-lha-nas. The father of the DalaiLama died on 16/11 = c. March zgth, 1744.~His funeral was performed with lavish pomp and magnificence, and a mission from
the Pan-c'en took part in the ceremonials.6 The amban So-pai
informed the emperor of the event, and Ch'ien-lung despatched the meiren-i janggin Arantai (A-ran-t'as) with a gift of
500 taels, a message of condolence and the grant of continuance
of the title of duke (fit-kuo-kung) to the son of the deceased (the
younger brother of the Dalai -Lama) Kun-dga'-bstan-'dsims
On the IO/IX = October 15th, 1744, the boy Pan-c'en took
the vows of a novice (dge-ts'ul). P'o-lha-nas and dGa'-bii Pandita
took part in the ceremony, which was quite a state event.g
The year 1745 saw the final closing of the Capuchin mission in
Lhasa. I t had been established in 1707, abandoned in 1711 for lack
of financial means, reestablished in 1716, abandoned in 1733 for
the same reason as before, reestablished a third time in 1741. But
the lamas now became decidedly hostile and strongly insisted with
Ktng-tzli/I = February 28th. Kao-tszrng Sltih-lu, ch. 233, f f . 12-13a.
I-szZi/II = March 5th, 1745. Kao-tsung Slzih-lu, ch. 234, ff. ~ b - 2 a .
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 234, ff. 12b-14a.
Fan-pu yao-liielz, ch. 18, f . 3b.
L7DL, f . 307a.
A3PC, f . 51a; L7DL, f . 309a.
His biography in Man-clzou-migzg-chcen-chzran, ch. 41, f f . 26a-30a,
and in Kuo-chcao chci-ksien lei-cktng, ch. 282, ff. 34-37a. He belonged originally to the Mongol Plain White Banner; died in 1760.
L7DL, ff. 31 ra-312a. Kao-tsung Shilz-114,ch. 221, f . ~ a - (lzsin-rnao/VII
b
=
August z y d , 1744); Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f. 3b. The new duke became
a member of the council of ministers in I 763 and died in I 773. A3PC, f . 326a;
Fan-pu yao-lueh,ch. 18, f f . 15a and 17b; cf. Hsi-yii Tcung-w2n-chih,ch. 24,f.7b.
AJPC, ff. 53b-54b.
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P'o-lha-nas for the expulsion of the missi0naries.l P'o-lha-nas
did not wish to antagonize the Tibetan church for the sake of a
handful of foreigners, and gave way. The Tibetan converts were
arrested and flogged, and the freedom of movement of the missionaries was much restricted. The situation soon became impossible
for them, and on April aoth, 1745, the Capuchins left Lhasa fore\ler.2 Twice did they try again to enter Tibet. Once it was in November 1747, when they were turned back by the governor of Kuti ;
they had appealed also to Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, who refused to interfere. During the winter they secured the assent of the new king,
and in March 1748 they presented themselves again at Kuti. But
once more they were turned back, on the excuse of smallpox epidemic. Fr. Tranquillo dlAppecchio supposes, perhaps rightly, that
the permit had been really granted, but then it was withdrawn
on the pressure of the lamas.3
After 18 years of good and efficient rule, P'o-lha-nas was now
drawing towards the evening of his life, and the question of his
succession was becoming actual. P'o-lha-nas wa a loyal servant of
the empire, and the emperor had to take in account his faithful
services and the long years of peace which he had given to Tibet.
The Tibetan ruler was therefore allowed to recommend one of his
two sons as heir-apparent (chang-tzzi
) ; on P'o-lha-nas's
death, his heir would be granted his fathers' ruling powers and the
title of chiin-wang. P'o-lha-nas's natural heir was of course his elder
son Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, the duke of mNa'-ris, who had proved his
capacities and had gathered much military and administrative
experience in the civil war and the transactions with Bhutan. But
P'o-lha-nas passed him over because of his bad health; a t least this
is the reason he gave to the emperor. He proposed instead his
younger son 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, usually called in the Tibetan
texts by his Mongol title Dalai BZtur.
The real reasons behind this choice can be guessed from what we
know of the situation in 1741, as depicted by Fr. Cassiano da MaceraIn a letter dated Kathmandu, November 4th, 1745, Fr. Tranquillo
dlAppecchio, the successor of Della Penna as Prefect, says t h a t the king
gave him to understand t h a t t h e Dalai-Lama, the Pan-c'en and the abbots
of the three great monasteries opposed further missionary work of the
Capuchins in Tibet. M I T N , 11, p . 168.
See M I T N , I, pp. lxiii-lxiv.
Letter of Fr. Tranquillo, dated Kathmandu, November 7th, 1748, in
M I T N , 11, pp. 173-174.

ta, According to the Capuchin Father, Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan "had been
appointed by the emperor of China as heir to the kingdom in case
of death of his father ( ? there is no trace of this in Chinese or
Tibetan texts). But the latter was more attached to his younger
son.. . . The first born was much addicted to devotional practices
and, in spite of his having two wives and several children, wore the
dress of a lama and showed great affection for the clergymen, a t
least in appearance. The younger son instead, who was already
commander-in-chief of the army and head of several thousands
of Tartars, had a warlike, resolute and proud character".' W'e may
therefore conclude that not only P'o-lha-nas felt a stronger affection
for his younger son (of which fact the Fan-pu yao-liieh too is witness),
but also that he believed that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal would have
made a better ruler than his brother, who promised to become a
mere tool in the hands of the clergy. But in deciding on this choice,
P'o-lha-nas himself felt rather uneasy about the consequences,
since he felt bound to assure the emperor of the complete good
understanding and mutual love between the two brothers, and of
the agreement of all the ministers and grandees on the justice and
opportunity of the choice he had made. P'o-lha-nas was also careful
to prepare the ground for 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's selection bv a
marriage alliance; on February gth, 1743, the prince married a
daughter of Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal, who was a t the time perhaps
the most influential man in the council.* Then, on chia-hsii/I =
January ~ B t h ,I 736, the emperor formally appointed 'Gyur-medrnam-rgyal as heir-apparent to P'o-lha-nas; Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan received, along with warm commendations for his past merits, the
promotion to the rank of chin-kuo-kzt.rzg,or duke of the first class.3
The proclamation of the appointments and the delivery of the seals
of rank were the occasion for much rejoicing and a great feast a t
L h a ~ a Nobody
.~
a t that time foresaw the disastrous results of
P'o-lha-nas's choice.
The long years of profound peace, which Tibet owed to P'o-lhanas, were drawing to a close. \IJe do not mean that there were open
revolts, but a certain amourit of restlessness reappeared on the TibeM I T N , IV, p. 1 1 2 .
Ragguaglio of Fr. Gioacchino da S. Anatolia, in M I T N , 111, p. 251.
@ G . Mayers, n. 2 1 . Kno-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 256, ff. 6b-7b; Fan-pu
yao-liieh ch. 18, f . qa-b.
L7DL, f . 33oa.

tan-Chinese border. I t was merely an increased activity of the robber
bands so common in those regions, but nevertheless it was symptomatic of the changed atmosphere. The communications between
Lhasa and Szechwan, guarded only by the small garrison at Chamdo supported by local levies, became gradually insecure. The
governor-general of Szechwan proposed a rearrangement of the
scanty troops available in order to obtain a better protection of the
routes. But a mere shifting of garrisons without a substantial increase of the troops would not serve the purpose, and the emperor
deferred any measure till the question had been studied thoroughly.l
There is also a good deal of official correspondence preserved in the
Shih-lu about one Rin-rdson-nas ( ? : Leng-tsung-nai
a Tibetan officer of P'o-lha-nas posted on the border. At first he
was a zealous and capable commander, but later he became addicted
to drink; the post under his command gave much cause for complaint, and P'o-lha-nas recalled him. But Rili-rdson-nas refused
to hand over his command to the officer sent to replace him. Pcolha-nas was indignant and requested the emperor to treat Rinrdson-nas a common rebel and to have him executed. Rut the
emperor was loth to precipitate a little frontier war over such a
trifling question, and after causing the matter to be thoroughly
investigated by his representatives in Tibet, he reprieved Rinrdson-nas from death, and ordered his punishment to be decided in
consultation between P'o-lha-nas and the amban FucingS2
Another question which loomed up after the settlement of the
first, was that of the brigand chief Pan-kun &@, who was operating in K'ams and rendered the communications between Tibet
and China unsafe. He was hunted down by Chinese troops, all
his followers were slain and he escaped to Tibet, where he laid in
hiding. The Dalai-Lama, P'o-lha-nas and even the Pan-c'en had
interposed, begging the emperor to pardon the robber. Ch'ien-lung
sternly rebuked the Dalai-Lama and P'o-lha-nas for their interference with his justice, and reprimanded also Fucing for having
Kao-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 259, f f . zb-3b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lzi, ch. 257, f f . 21b-zza: ch. 259, f f . 8 b - ~ o a ,19b-20s.
There is a n entry in the A3PC, f . 61b, which I take to refer to these
events. The Pan-c'en petitioned (2nd month of 1746) the emperor and the
general comanding the troops in Kcams in favour of some men of 1Cags-mdud
charged with serious crimes. 1Cags-mdud is Chan-tui of the Chinese, Chandui
of the maps, i.e. the Rag-roil country in Kcams;R. A. Stein, in J.A s . 1952, p. 97.
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forwarded their petition. The amban was ordered to have the
brigand executed as soon he was caught.'
This sort of general uneasiness soon spread also to Central Tibet.
Already in 1745 there had been a small isolated outbreak a t Gyantse
where the southerners (Lho-pa ; Bhutanese and Sikkimese) residing
in the town had killed the administrator (giier-'dsin) of the gNasrfiifimonastery. P'o-lha-nas had sternly punished the guilty and had
handed over the southerners as serfs to the Pan-c'enS2But what
was infinitely more serious was the rift, which now came to
light, between P'o-lha-nas and the Dalai-Lama. The latter, now a
man in his prime, was apparently chafing under the absolute
powerlessness, to which the regulations of 1728 had condemned
him; politically, P'o-lha-nas was everything, while he was a mere
cypher. There was nothing which he could do openly in order to
better his situation, and the terrible lesson of 1728 was still fresh
in his mind. The only way open to him was to try to undermine
Pco-lha-nas's seemingly unassailable position a t the Chinese court.
He sent his cup-bearer (gsol-dpon) Blama Grags-pa(?) Dayan
(Cha-k'o-pa Ta-yen $1 E
2
gg ) to Peking, to protest against
some unspecified measures of P'o-lha-nas (i-ch'oulXI1 = January 14th) 1747). I t must have been a secret mission, as there is
not the slightest hint about in the L7DL, which records only the
regular biennial mission sent out as a matter of routine in 1745 and
1747 under the mgron-gfier Yon-tan-legs-sgrub and the nan-so
bsTan-'dsin-y~n-'p'el.~The emperor took the matter to heart.
He had seen for some time the growing estrangement between the
highest religious and the highest political authorities in Tibet. But
as a cordial agreement between the two was of the foremost importance for the peace of the country, the emperor ordered Fucing
to avoid offending P'o-lha-nas in a n y way and to try to smooth
over the pending questions as well as he could.4 At the same time
he sent an autograph letter to P'o-lha-nas, impressing upon him
the necessity of a good understanding with the Dalai-Lama, and
entreating him to remember the favours showered upon him by the
emperor and not to disturb the quiet of the ~ o u n t r y On
. ~ its way
Kao-tsz4ng Shih-176, ch. 267, f f . 7b-gb, g b - ~ o b ,~ o b - I I ~ .
A 3 P C , f . 6oa-b.
L7DL, f f . 322a and 340b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 280, f f . 3b-4a; Fa.n-p7.cyao-Ziieh, ch. 18, ff. qb, ga-b
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 280, f f . 4a-5a.

this document must have crossed a memorial sent to court by
P'o-lha-nas, which was received in Peking on Ping-hail11 =
March 5th) 1747. This memorial, which was judged by the ernperor
as rather confused, expressed the fears and worries of the Tibetan
ruler about the whispering campaign of slander which was waged
against him. The emperor placed the blame for this memorial on
Fucing, who evidently had not communicated to P ' ~ - l h a - ~ ~
the afore-mentioned imperial rescript of the 12th month.1 There
must also have been some opposition in the high official circles
of Lhasa, and it seems that P'o-lha-nas had taken a high hand
in dealing with it. On chi-ch'oulI1 = March 8th. 1747, Fucing
reported that, acting upon a petition filed by P'o-lha-nas, he had
sought out, arrested and executed one Ts'e-brtan Taiji and his uncle,
the abbot of the sGo-mails (Kuo-mang R s ) college of 'Bras-spuns.2
I t seems thus that P'o-lha-nasJs position, so secure for the last 18
years, was now beginning to totter. His hasty and nervous reaction
to this change of atmosphere betrays the bad condition of his health.
The Tibetan "king" was now seriously ill; and before the situation
could mature along its natural lines, events were precipitated by the
sudden death of P'o-lha-nas on the 2/11 = c. March n t h , 1747.~
P'o-lha-nas is one of the most interesting figures of Tibetan
history. Belonging to the landed aristocracy of gTsali, the rank he
inherited from his father was already high enough to give him a
good start in life. But from this base he rose by sheer strength of
will and by the clever exploitation of the peculiar conditions of
Tibet and of its traditional parties. He was no outstanding genius
and had no lofty patriotic ideals; he never tried to see something
beyond his own domination over a quiet and peaceful Tibet. Out of
political necessity, he made himself the tool of the Chinese. But
he was clever enough to manage and to preserve as much independent importance of his own as was necessary to give him a real
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 285, f. 6a-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 285, f . 15a-b.
I accept the date of sTag-lun, f. q ~ o b which
,
seems to be supported
by the fact that the messengers bringing the news arrived a t bI<ra-Sis-lhun-po
on 6/11 = March 16th; A 3 P C , f . 65a-b. I<lon-rdol, 'A, f . 16b, gives the month
only. 'The L7DL, f . 334b, the chronology in which becomes less precise
toward the end of the work, does not even give the month. The Dad-pa'i
'dab rgya, f. 86b, has 5/11, and the same date is found in the Autobiogra~hy
and diaries of Si-tu Pan-c'en, ed. Lokesh Chandra, New Delhi 1968, f . 125a
(p. 249). The news reached Peking on i-szQIIII = April q t h , I 747.
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standing in the eyes of the Chinese and to compel them to accept
him as irreplaceable. On the other hand, he took scrupulous care to
offer no ground for suspicion to the jealous government of Peking.
His actions were dictated by circumstances. After its short-lived
unity had collapsed in the 9th century, Tibet for the next eight
centuries had been a mosaic of larger and smaller chieftainships,
and had received some sort of unity only a t the hands of the
foreign conqueror GuSri Khan. But its aristocracy was hopelessly
torn by internal feuds, and the religious element represented by the
Lamaist church introduced a serious factor of complication. Besides,
at one time Tibet had been caught in the conflict between two
empires, the Dsungar and the Chinese, and tossed to and fro like
a ball in the great game of Central Asiatic politics. I t emerged as a
Chinese dependency. I n the turmoil P'o-lha-nas had cleverly found
his way to a steady rise. But when in 1728 a t last he found himself
at the top, independent action in the field of external relations was
no longer possible. I t was absolutely out of question for Tibet to
have a policy of its own. Chinese tutelage was too close, and Tibet
had no material force of its own to throw on the scales, except for
the great religious influence of the Yellow Church, which was not
under P'o-lha-nas's control. On the other side, these very conditions
formed the basis of his power. The aristocracy of gTsan was deeply
hostile to that of dBus. I t was a legacy of the days in the twenties
and thirties of the 17th century, when the rulers of gTsan had
dominated for a short while Lhasa and dBus, till they were swept
away by a combination of the Church, the QoSots and the nobles
of dBus. An heritage of hatred and mistrust was the consequence;
it went so deep, that the nobles of gTsan, when they came to Lhasa,
did not even trust the skill of the local doctors, but preferred almost
without exception to have recourse to the care of the foreign white
doctors, the I talian missionaries. l P'o-lha-nas, leaning heavily on
China, exploited in his favour these internal conflicts. He destroyed
the power of the dBus aristocracy with the forces of gTsan and mNa'
-ris, caused the church t o be momentarily checkmated by the Chinese, and reached thus a well-balanced equilibrium. I t lasted for
a long time, but it began crumbling even before P'o-lha-nas's
death, and was soon shattered under the fumbling hands of 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal, who possessed neither P'o-lha-nas's diplomatic
Post-scripturn by Della Penna to a letter of Gioacchino d a S. Anatolia,
Lhasa, J u l y zoth, 1 7 3 1 ; MITN, I, p. 140.

skill nor his outstanding merits in the eyes of the Chinese. PCo-lhanas had tried to found an hereditary rule. But here, and here
alone, this disillusioned and realistic politician allowed himself to
be carried away by his secret dreams. His government was based
only on his personal influence with the Chinese court, on the terror
inspired in the hearts of the Tibetan aristocracy by the bloody
repression of 1728, and on the sullen acquiescence of the clergy.
All of them were negative elements; positive factors there were
none. Behind him stood only his small band of devoted personal
retainers and the major part of the gTsali aristocracy, but no great
territorial backing, no traditional party, no great vested interests.
He had reached the utmost that could be reached with the means
a t his disposal; but that utmost was low enough, and by far insufficient for the founding of a dynasty.
P'o-lha-nas was a man of cold, calculating temper. Of his military qualities we have already spoken. I n diplomacy he excelled,
it was really the craft which he understood best and in which he
scored his greatest successes. Withal he was not a ruthless man. He
suffered sincerely from the tragic executions of 1728. He was also
capable of deep affection, as shown by his lifelong devotion to Lajang Khan and his memory, and by the loving care bestowed upon
his own family in 1717-20 and 1727-28. But Tibetan politics were
not the proper field for practising these qualities, and he pursued his
aim with all the means a t his disposal, fair or foul, even to the point
of breaking his pledged word, if necessary.
Of his administrative methods we shall speak later. Suffice it
to say here, that his rule was strictly personal; he concentrated all
power in his own hands, and the council of ministers which he formed
was never more than his subservient tool; it is barely mentioned
here and there in our sources. By his training he had a special competence in financial matters, and we known that he paid great attention to this department, at least in his early days; for the period
of his personal rule, the texts are silent on this subject. In the last
period of his life attention was chiefly devoted to the new Tibetan
army, which he created out of the armed mobs of the civil war.
He trained, armed, and entertained this army whih loving care
throughout his life, without ever having the occasion to put it
to the test.
Over all his multifarious activity hung the shadow of Chinese
supervision. I t was always there, but was not normally felt and it
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hardly ever interfered wj t h the administration of the country.
Only at the very last the amban Fucing, probably at the suggestion of his government, began tightening the screw, thus giving
some more reality to Chinese suzerainty.
P'o-lha-nas's relations with the Lamaist church were always
formally most correct; but it is to be doubted whether they were
at any time cordial, in spite of the great religious merits of the editor
of the bKa'-'gyur and bsTan-'gyur of sNar-t'an. P'o-lha-nas was a
tolerant man, but was above all a politician. I t was an open secret
that at heart he was a rRin-ma-pa; and he patronized and caused
temples to be repaired for the bKa'-brgyud-pa (SKU-'buma t Rvaluli) as well as for the Yellows (dGa'-ldan C'os-'k'or-glin a t rTset'an).2 But he did not allow this to interfere with his church policy.
The same must be said of his tolerant and sympathetic attitude towards the Catholic missionaries. He was a benevolent protector of
the mission, but as soon as the Lamaist church seriously began t o
request its suppression, he sacrificed it without a pang. I n spite of
this, the Church never supported him wholeheartedly, and toward
the end of his life a conflict was definitely brewing between them.
Relations with the Lamaist church have always been the most difficult and delicate point in the policy of any lay ruler of Tibet ; and it
remained to be seen, whether P'o-lha-nas would have been able to
maintain unimpaired the favour of the emperor against the intrigues
of the clergy. Perhaps we are justified in saying that for his fame he
died in time, just when his star showed the first signs of decline.
dPag bsam ljon bzan, I1 (ed. S. Ch. Das), p. 166n.
G. Tucci, To Lhasa and beyond, Rome 1956, pp. 63, 134.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

'GYUR-MED-RNAM-RGYAL, THE LAST "KING"
O F TIBET (1747-1750)
The transfer of power from P'o-lha-nas to his appointed successor
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was smooth and without the slightest hitch.
First of all the funeral ceremonies of P'o-lha-nas were performed.
They were on a lavish scale, and the body was cremated on a pyre of
sandal-wood in the dead-field (dur-k'rod) of Lhasa, the Rags-'k'or.1
As soon as they were a t an end, 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal summoned a
great assembly of the leading lamas and laymen, and caused himself
t o be invested with his new dignity, after having promised to maintain and follow the policy of his father.2 Nor was the Chinese confirmation much delayed. The emperor a t once wrote to Fucing, approving of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's succession. He also ordered a
grant of 1000 taels as a contribution towards the expenses of the
funeral, and sent the retired amban So-paion a mission of condolence,
to carry out in Lhasa the prescribed sacrifices in honour of the
d e ~ e a s e dAt
. ~ the same time the emperor, who clearly recognized the
implications of the event, wrote to Fucing expressing his doubts on
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's ability to maintain the strong administration of his father. Fucing must watch him and report on his capacities
and intentions, with particular reference to his relations with the
Dalai-Lama. As legacy of P'o-lha-nas'c last months, these relations
were rather strained; Fucing must try and effect a reconciliation. For
the rest, 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal should be advised to keep the old
tried ministers of his father and to continue in the old administrative
method^.^ I n the course of the 6th month, the imperial sanction
of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's new dignity was officially proclaimed
both in Lhasa and in bKra-Sis-lhun-p~.~
Shortly afterwards So-pai arrived in L h a ~ a .His
~ and FuDad pa'i 'dab-rgyas, f f . 86b-87a.
L7DL, f f . 335b-336a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 286, f f . 25a-26a; ch. 287, f . 2a.
I-sz.it/III = April 24th, 1747; Kao-tsung Shih-174, ch. 286, f f . 26a-27b;
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . ga-b.
L7DL, f . 339b; A 3 P C , f . 66b
L7DL, f . 340b.
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cing's joint efforts succeeded in reconciliating 'Gyur-med-rnamyyal and the Dalai-Lama. According to So-pai's report, as soon as
pco-lha-nas died, the Dalai-Lama had expressed his intention of
presenting his condolences and of offering the ritual libations and
reading the sacred texts for the welfare of the deceased. At first
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal did not allow it. On Fucing's intervention,
however, he withdrew his opposition and requested the Dalai-Lama
to perform the rites, after which good relations were established
between the two men.l
In the meantime Fucing had taken appropriate measures for
the defence of Tibet against all eventualities, mNa-ris was the
fief of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, who normally resided there. But when
P'o-lha-nas died, he was ailing in the legs (gout perhaps), and was
staying in Lhasa to recover his health. His legs gradually improved,
and Fucing ordered him back to m$Ja'-ris to organize the defence
of that region. In P'o-lha-nas's time the military system of the
northern marches used to be commanded by 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal. Now that he had to reside in Lhasa, Fucing ordered him
to appoint Jaisang Nag-dban-dge-'dun to the command of the
Qara-usu troops and Ts'e-ri~i-bkra-Sisto the Tengri-nor defence
~ y s t e m .These
~
orders were duly carried out. Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan
took his leave of the Dalai-Lama and started on his journey to
mNa'-ris, passing through bKra-Sis-lhun-p~.~
After the government of Tibet had been settled on what seemed to
be a firm basis, the emperor turned his attention to another matter
which had awaited decision for some time. The Dsungar ruler
Galdan Cering (1727-1745) had died, and his young successor
Ts'e-dban-rdo-rje-rnam-rgyal(Cewang Dorji Namjal, 1745-1750)
soon after his accession had sent to Peking a mission headed by his
Muslim subject MahmudS4This envoy requested, among other things,
permission to send a mission to Lhasa to offer prayers and gifts for
the spiritual welfare of the deceased Galdan Cering. The emperor
Wu-chce*n/VIII = September ~ q t h ,1747. Kao-tszcng Shih-lu, ch. 296,
f. ioa-b.
Report received on j2n-hsun/I\' = May I ~ t h 1747.
,
Kao-tsung Shih-lu,
ch. 288, ff. qb-gb.
On 1g/VI11 = September 23rd he had an audience with the Pan-ccen.
L7DL f . 34oa; A3PC, f . 68a.
Perhaps the jaisang Mahmud already mentioned in 1730; Fa"-PU
yao-lueh, ch. 11, f . 22b.

granted the permission and appointed the vice-president Yu-pa0 (the
same who had escorted the mission of 1743) to discuss the necessary
measures with the Dsungar envoys1 The death of P'o-lha-nas and the
administrative activity it entailed, delayed the matter. But the
emperor did not think it necessary to go back on his promise because
of the change of ruler in Tibet. Mahmud had arranged with Yu-pao
that the Dsungar mission should arrive about the middle of the 8th
month of 1747 a t Hajir, on the Tsaidam marshes, for the usual
trade mart; after which, they were to leave for Tibet in the 9th
month. Mahmud undertook to organize the mission with all possible
. ~ their side, the Chinese authorspeed in the short time a ~ a i l a b l eOn
ities took care of the financial arrangements and of the supplies for
the mission and its escort ; 15o.ooo taels were earmarked for this
purpo~e.~
The Dsungar mission comprised Mahmud and other three
faisagzgs, three chief lamas and several lesser ones, and 300 menS4
I t is surprising to see a Muslim in charge of a Lamaist mission,
whose purpose was in the main religious; it is a striking example
of the good understanding reigning between the various religions
in Central Asia in this period. Of course the utmost care was devoted
to the organization of a strong escort and to the strict surveillance
on the route and the activities of the mission. Fucing had submitted t o the throne proposals for elaborate precautions both on
the road and on the frontier, including the mobilization of 15.000
men of Tibetan and Chinese troops. The emperor could not give
his sanction to these extravagant plans, but ordered 1000 men to
be kept in readiness. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was to be kept informed, and all steps were to be taken in consultation with him.
Yii-pao was appointed, as in 1743, to supervise the whole movement; he was ordered to exercise the utmost care and to take all
necessary precaution^.^
The mission lost much time with the difficult crossing of the
Chia-yin/I = March 4th, 1747. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 283, f f . g a - ~ o a .
Memorial received on i-chcou/IV = May 14th 1747. Kao-tsung Shih-lu
ch. 288, f f . 13b-15a.
Memorial of the governor of Kansu, received on chia-hsii/IV = May 23rd,
1747. Kao-tsung Shih-2u, ch. 288, ff. 33a-35a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 291, f f . 13a-14a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 292, f f . 6b-8a; ch. 293, f. 6a-b; ch. 298, f f . 12b-I+.
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . 6a.
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Tarim, and this delay excited Chinese suspicions. The emperor
gave orders to hurry the Dsungars away from Lhasa immediately
after they had participated in the smon-lam festival in the first
fortnight of 1748.l But apparently Yii-pao did not judge it expedient to show such an unseemly haste. The Dsungars were met in the
Nag-c'u region by duke Pandita and Ts'e-riri-dban-rgyal; they escorted the mission to Lhasa, where they arrived in the last days of the
12th month (end of January 1748). A great feast was given in
their honour, and a few days afterwards they took part in the
won-lam ceremonies. The Dsungar envoys offered precious gifts
on behalf of their ruler, among which stood out a gold lump (t'igsfiu) of 163 ounces. Two lamas of the mission received the mystic initiation from the Dalai-Lama. The party was lavishly entertained in
the dGa'-ldan-k'an-gsar palace by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, who
showed himself on this occasion as a liberal host.2 Except for two
lamas, who remained in Lhasa to continue their studies under the
Dalai-Lama, the mission, accompanied by Yii-pao, journeyed to
bKra-Sis-lhun-pol to pay their homage to the young Pan-c'en.
They reached the great monastery on the 11/11 = March gth, 1748,
and left again a few days later, after having had an audience with
the Pan-c'en and having presented the gifts they had brought
for him.3 Back in Lhasa, they could not be received again by the
Dalai-Lama, but were nevertheless entertained a t a great feast
given in their honour. And after this the Dsungars, always accompanied by Yii-pao and escorted by Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal as far as the
Nag-c'u, left on their journey home.4
The reason why the Dalai-Lama could not grant a last audience
to the Dsungar mission was a terrible epidemic of smallpox. This all
too frequent scourge of Tibet had broken out again. This time it
was not the "diplomatic" disease so much heard of a t the time of
the civil war, but a severe outburst which began during the New
Year's festival and was obviously facilitated by the insanitary
crowding of religious and lay pilgrims, who took part in the ceremonies. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal advised the Dalai-Lama to retire
to Rva-sgren, away from the dangers of the capital. But the DalaiKao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 298, f f . 14a-15a. Imperial rescript of chi-mao/X =
q t h , 1747; Kno-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 301, f f . ~ o a -rb.
I
ff. 34zb-345b; tag-lun, f . 411a; Dad pa'i 'dab brgya, f. 88b.

November
L7DL,
A3PC,
L7DL,

ff. 7ob-71a.
f . 345b; tag-lun, f. 411b; Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f. 6a.

Lama steadfastly refused; he merely took the precaution of shutting himself in the Potala, where he spent his time meditating and
offering prayers for the cessation of the sc0urge.l This retirement
caused some uneasiness in Peking. I t was remembered there how
once another Dalai-Lama, the Great Fifth, had retired for meditation, never to emerge again, while a craftly regent substituted
another person in his place. The emperor ordered the ambans So-pai
and Fucing to be on the alert and to watch events closely.2 But
this time the mistrust of the emperor was dispelled first by the
harsh reality, and eventually by the gradual abating of the plague.
The Dsungar mission left in its trail the usual worries and suspicions. I t is true that this time the Chinese authorities felt fairly
sure of the Tibetan government. Their preoccupations on this score
were limited to the possible reactions on the Tibetan situation of
the serious and long rebellion in Chin-ch'uan, the "land of the gold
river" in Western Szechwan. This revolt lasted from 1747 to 1749
and was a t last suppressed not so much by force of arms, as by the
overpowering influence of the fearless personality of Yiieh Chungch'i. An ominous peculiarity had been the great part played by
the local lamas in organizing resistance to the imperial troops.3
But the unfailing watchfulness of the Chinese authorities prevented
any playing over of the Chin-ch'uan revolt into Tibet. The worries
of the Chinese government this time concerned more the Dsungar
mission itself. I t was strongly suspected that its main purpose had
been that of spying out conditions in Tibet. And there was therefore
a big alarm, when the report was received in Peking that on the
road taken by the returning Dsungars there were to be found
traces of great body of men, numbering about 1000. This caused a
great deal of correspondence and investigations, but finally proved
to have been a mare's nest. The runlours and the subsequent scare
had been wholly ~ n f o u n d e d . ~
Besides this alarm, there was also a complaint lodged by 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal about the financial burden which this mission had
L7DL, f f . 345a-b and 350b.

Kuei-mao/III = April 16th, 1748. Kao-tsung Shilz-lu, ch. 311, f f . 6b-7a.
E. Haenisch, Die Eroberung des Goldstromlandes in Ost-Tibet, in
Asia Major X (1935), pp. 267-279. Hummel, pp. 44-45, 958-959. Kao-tsztng
Shih-lu, ch. 299, f f . 23a-24a; ch. 305, f f . 24"-25a; ch. 309, f f . 45-47b, 51a-52".
* Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 322, f f . 24b-z5b, 25b-26a, 26a-27a, 28a-z9a;
ch. 323, f f . 12a-13b, 13b-14b; ch. 324, f f . 35b-36b.
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placed on the country. We must remember that while in Tibetan
territory the Dsungar mission travelled at the expenses of the Tibetan government. I t was evident that, all things taken into account,
these missions presented more drawbacks than advantages. The
emperor a t any rate took pains to reassert by an edict the standing
prohibition of Dsungar intercourse with Tibet, stressing the fact
that the last two missions had been of an exceptional nature
only, and had been permitted as an act of grace granted for v e q
special reas0ns.l 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was rewarded with d f t s
of silk cloth for him and for his ministers. On this occasion we meet
again with the names of all of P'o-lha-nas's old officials, such as
~ gather
Pandita, Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal, Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan e t ~ ;. we
from this document that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had indeed maintained P'o-lha-nas's men a t their posts, as he had been advised to
do by China. A little later the order prohibiting intercourse with the
Dsungars was made even more stringent, and the ambans were
directed to cooperate with 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal to see that no
Dsungar could enter Tibet.3
After the mission of 1747/8, as after that of 1743, the Dsungar
ruler tried again to obtain concessions from China concerning the relations with the Lamaist church of Tibet. On wu-wu/I = February
zoth, 1750, a Dsungar embassy begged the emperor that twenty
or thirty men should be allowed to travel every year to Lhasa, and
requested permission to fetch some Tibetan lamas to serve in the
Dsungar temples. The emperor flatly refused to grant the first
request. As to the second, either ironically or seriously he put forward a counter-proposal : the Dsungars should sent ten or twenty
of their most learned lamas to undergo a course of training of three
or four years in one of the great Tibetan monasteries a t Peking,
after which they would be able to take proper care of the Lamaist
church in Dsungaria.4 The matter rested at this point. Cewang
Dorji Namjal was deposed and blinded in the summer of 1750,
and when his successor repeated the request, the outbreak in Lhasa
had given quite another turn to the events.
In this year 1748 a movement of officials took place in Tibet.

a

Kao-tsung Shih-l~r,ch. 314, f f . 8b-gb.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 314, tf. g b - ~ o a .
Ting-hai/X = November 26th, 1748. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 326,

ff. 19b-zoa.

Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 356, f f . 17b-zoa.

Fucing went back to China (in the 3rd month = April). So-pai
too was recalled, but could not actually leave till his successor
Labdon (La-pu-tun t;i&4fr)
reached Lhasa; it was only in the
10th month (November) that he could pay his parting visit to the
Dalai-Lama.2 For the rest of this year there is little to notice,
except perhaps a state visit of the usual kind payed by 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal and his ministers to the Pan-c'en (5th and 6th
months = June and J ~ l y )and
, ~ for huge hunting expeditions which
the young king led, in 1748 as well as in the following two years, in
the northern part of the country with a terrible slaughter of game,
which scandalized an orthodox Buddhist like Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal.4
I t was probably about this time that the emperor allowed himself
to be cajoled into a very foolish step. Acting upon a memorial submitted by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, he consented to the practical
withdrawal of the Chinese garrison of Lhasa. 400 soldiers were
recalled to China, and only a small personal escort of IOO men
remained with the ambansa5 From every conceivable point of
view it was a grievous mistake. Experience had taught that only
an adequate, even if small, garrison in Lhasa could effectively back the
authority of the ambans. Besides, the emperor should have remembered the evil effects of Yung-cheng's order of withdrawal in 1723.
But for the moment there seemed to be little occasion for worrying. The year 1749 began serenely and calmly, with the usual fervent
religious life going on in the capital and in the greatest monasteries.
The Pan-c'en solemnly visited the Dalai-Lama a t Lhasa. This
visit, carried out with the gorgeous ceremonial which is characteristic of Lamaism, is described in detail in the Tibetan texts, but there
is no point in fatiguing the reader with these descriptions, which are
so frequent and so monotonously alike. Suffice it to say that on the
invitation of the Dalai-Lama and of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, the
young Pan-c'en left bKra-Sis-lhun-po on the 191111 = c. May 14th
A hlanchu of the Plain Red Banner. His biography in Man-chou-mingclzce^n-chuan,ch. 36, ff. 56b-6oa, in Chcing-shilz lielz-clzuan, ch. 19, f . 6a-b, in
Kuo-cl~~ao
clzci-lzsien lei-chtng, ch. 348, f f . 3 1a-32b, and in Clzcing-slzih-kao,
lielz-chuan 99, pp. I I 65c- I I 66a.
Kao-tsung Shih-126, ch. 311, f . 7a-b; ch. 322, ff. 26a-27b. L7DL, f 354".
AJPC, f f . 7za-74a.
sTag-lun, f . 413a-b.
The document has not been included in the Shih-lzc nor in Fan-pu
yao-liieh. But see Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 377, f . 2a; Sh2ng-wzt-chi, ch. 5 ,
f . 13a; and the stray references in Doc. VIII.
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by the usual route of the Karo-la, arrived in Lhasa on the ro/IV =
c. May 25th, was lavishly entertained by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgpal,
met the Dalai-Lama on the 15/1V = c. May 30th. left on the 2 9 1 1 ~=
c. June 13th by the Yans-pa-can route, and was back in bKra-iislhun-po on the 15/V = c. June 2gth.l
But shortly afterwards the horizon began to cloud. 'Gyur-medmam-rgyal addressed to the Chinese government, through the
amban Labdon, a petition concerning those parts of Tibet which
had been taken under direct Chinese administration during the
K'ang-hsi period; he applied for permission to sent to these regions,
still deeply influenced by the various Red sects, some lamas from
the great monasteries, in order to spread there the teachings
of the dGe-lugs-pa school. This proposal awakened at once the suspicions of the Li-fan-yuan (Mongolian Superintendency,) who scented
under it an attempt a t regaining political influence in those territories. The emperor reserved his reply and ordered a supplementary
investigation, which was a way of allowing the matter to drop
~ once awakened, the emperor's
without a formal r e f ~ s a l .But
mistrust grew apace. Labdon was replaced by the old amban Chishan, who was reputed to have more experience of things Tibetan.3
He evidently was charged with the particular task of keeping 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal under observation and to report to the throne on
the trend of Tibetan politics.
When he arrived in Tibet, he found that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal
was on bad terms with his minister and brother-in-law duke Pandita,
whose little son he had taken away, presumably as a kind of hostage.
Pandita secretly approached the Chinese envoy, to whom he gave
his own version of the quarrel and his not very flattering appreciation of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's character. Chi-shan was of course
influenced by what Pandita told him, the more so because the
dGa'-b?i-ba family was particularly trusted and supported by the
Chinese government.4 Accordingly, his first memorial was rather
A3PC, f f . 7gb-gob; LTDL, f f . 358b-36oa.
Hsin-chou/VI = August 7tl1, 1749. Kao-tsztng Shih-124, ch. 343, 19a-zoa.
L7DL, f . 362a. Till April 1747 Chi-shan had been governor of Szechwan,
where he had signally failed to stamp out the Chin-chcuan rebellion in
its beginnings. But evidently he had not fallen in disgrace on this account.
I n this same year 1748 the emperor granted t o dGa'-bii-ba rNam-rgvaltsce-brtan's son Pa-sans-tsCe-rin the rank of a first-class tniji; Fan-pzr ya.0liieh, ch. 18, f . 6b. Later he was appointed mdaJ-dpon of dBus; Hsi-yii
Tcung-wen-chih, ch. 24, f. ~ o b .

ullfavourable: 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was very proud and obstinate ;
his subjects were already grumbling under his oppressive rule, and
the Dalai-Lama simply could not stand the sight of him. The diScontent was only too likely to increase. Chi-shan suggested that
Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan be recalled from his mIiJa'-ris fief to Lhasa and be
given a share in the government, in order to divide and weaken
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's power; the Dalai-Lama was to be sent
again to mGar-t'ar to keep him out of the strife. These proposals
were hardly workable, and the emperor sharply rebuked Chi-shan,
telling him to confine himself to observing and reporting sober facts,
and to leave to His Majesty the care of settling the Tibetan question.1
At the same time the emperor took exception to the fact that there
was now only one amban in residence a t Lhasa; he prescribed the revival of the old rules about the double ambanship. Fucing, at that
time holding a post in Kansu, was promoted to brigadier-general
and was sent back to Tibet as Chi-shan's ~ o l l e a g u e . ~
Upto this time the emperor was not inclined to dramatize the
matter. In his considered instructions to the Grand Council, he
announced his decision to overlook 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's inconsiderate behaviour on account of his youth and inexperience,
and of his father's merits; this decision was to communicated to
him by the amban. Still, it was advisable to take some precautions,
chiefly because the Chin-ch'uan rebellion had kept Tibet in a state
of latent tension. The 1Cai1-skya Qutuqtu too, on whose advice the
emperor laid much store, advised caution. Chi-shan was ordered to
given his whole attention to the matter, collaborating with Fucing
as soon as the latter arrived in Tibet. To provide them with moral
and material support and with an instance nearer to Lhasa than faraway Peking, the ambans were ordered to keep in touch with Yiieh
Chung-ch'i, the old warrior who, after a long period of disgrace and
after his brilliant action in finishing the Chin-ch'uan war, had been
appointed again to Szechwan as provincial commander. All documents to the court were to pass through his hands and those of the
governor-general of Szechwan, the Manchu duke Cereng (Tib. Ts'erin, Chin. Ts'e-leng
@).3
I-wei X = November 29th, 1749. Kao-tsung Shih-iu, ch. 351, f f . 6b-7b.
Fan-pu yao-lueh, ch 18, f . 6b.
Same date as preceeding. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 35 I , f f . 7b-8a. Hummel,

p. 250.
Wu-hsii/X

=

December 2nd, 1749.

Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 351,

ff. I O ~ -
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Step by step the situation grew more tense. 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal began showing his hand. He was aiming against his elder
brother Ye-Ses-tsce-brtan, who was peaceably governing his territory of mNa'-ris. Elder brothers, who have been passed over in the
succession, even if unambitious, are always a thorn in the side of
young uncontrolled rulers. No wonder that 'Gyud-med-rnam-rgyal
was bent on eliminating his brother. Nor was this his first attempt.
Already in 1748 he intended to send an army against his brother, and
reluctantly gave up his attempt in the face of the resolute opposition
of Lama [Nag-dban]Byams-pa, duke Pandita and Tsce-rin-dbanrgya1.l Now he took it up again, but moving more varily. He began
by forestalling any possible appeal of Y e-Ses-ts'e-brtan to Peking :
he accused him of oppressing the monasteries of mNa'-ris, plundering the traders and cutting the caravan routes to Central Tibet. He,
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, was therefore preparing troops in order to
protect the monasteries, appealing a t the same time to his suzerain.
The accusation was very grave ; it amounted to a charge of rebellion.
But the emperor was not taken in so easily. His first reaction was
heavy misgivings about 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's motives ; as he was
known to be cruel and overbearing, was he perhaps trying to get rid
of his brother through Chinese agency? Anyhow, the matter required careful handling. The emperor ordered Chi-shan to send a
trusted officer to Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan to investigate the truth on the
spot. The officers in Szechwan, on the other side, saw trouble ahead ;
in forwarding these letters, Yiieh Chung-ch'i had said as much, and
had discussed the possibility of removing the Dalai-Lama to a safe
place, for example to the garrison town of Chamdo, away from the
hotbed of intrigues in Lhasa.2 But the emperor decided that it
was not advisable to exile the Dalai-Lama again. He gave orders
to summon Ye-Ses-ts'e- brtan to Lhasa, to refute the charges brought
against him by his brother and to justify himself before the ambans. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was rebuked for his unauthorized
troops movements, reminded of his father's loyal behaviour, and
ordered to keep quiet and to send some officers of his to escort the
13a. On Yiieh Chung-chi's activity in this period see Hummel, p. 959,
The biography of duke Cereng (d. 1757) is in Chcing-shih-kao, ch. 314
(lzeh-chiian 101). pp. 116gc-117oa; cfr. Hummel, p. 73.
sTag-lun, f . 413a.
I-yu/XII = January 18th, 1750; Kao-tsung Shih-lzc, ch. 354, ff. 14"-17b.
Fan-pu yao-lueh, ch. 18, ff. 6b-7a.
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Chinese official despatched to Ye-S~S-ts'e-brtan.The rescript im.
'Gyur-med-mam-rgyal with the fact that the emperor
alone was entitled to judge between him and his brother.'
But for the moment 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyalJs clever diplomacy
placed him in the advantage. On 5/IX = October 15th, 1749, after
his return from dGa'-ldan to Lhasa, he visited the amban Chi-shan
paid his respects to him, flattered him and offered him many
presents. Chi-shan was outwardly very reserved; but he accepted
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyalJs presents in order not to offend him, and
it was noticeable that his hostility was somewhat allayed.2 The
emperor was quite a different proposition ; with his innate astuteness
he saw through the game. But surprisingly enough he took no definite action; he fondly hoped that Fucing's arrival would put
matters right.3 As to Chi-shan, the emperor was lenient towards
the old amban and fully realized his difficulty in getting exact
information, surrounded as he was by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's
followers. But Chi-shan's continuous wavering and evident nervousness were difficult to ~ n d e r s t a n d .So
~ much was certain,
exact information was the most urgent need. As Chi-shan was
obviously incapable of supplying it, the emperor recalled him and
sent Labdon in his place.5
Of course these changes of personnel took time to be carried out,
and the course of events was too swift. Although nearly every
imperial rescript admonished and entreated 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal
to keep quiet, he only persisted on his course. On hsi-yu/I = February ~ 3 r d )1750, a memorial from 'Gyur-med rnam-rgyal was
received a t court, in which he accused his brother of having occupied
with 700 soldiers a town on the border of gTsan and m$Ja'-ris. The
emperor replied, advising 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal not to drive his
brother to desperate steps, such as fleeing to Dsungaria, but to
allow him to come to Lhasa to justify himself; an imperial arbitrator
had already been appointed for this p ~ r p o s e . ~
Shortly afterwards Cereng and Yiieh Chung-chci memorialized
Same date. Kao-tsung Shilz-lu, ch. 354, f f . 17b-zoa.
Kao-tsz~ngShih-124, ch. 354, f f . .rob-zra.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 355, f f . 14a-15a
* Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 355, f f . 15"-18a.
I-mao-I = February 17th, 1750. Kao-tsung Shih-126, ch. 356, f f . 11b-12b,
12b-13a.
13 Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 357, f f . ~ b - 3 b .
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the throne, asking for permission to lead 3000 men to Tibet to settle
the matter by drastic means, going even as far as the execution
of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal; but the emperor was loth to resort to
such extreme measures.l This continuous procrastination could
have but one result. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was led to believe that
the emperor would acquiesce in the fait accompli, and carried out
his scheme to the bitter end. Probably an energetic action on the
part of the Chinese government would yet have saved Ye-Ses-ts'ebrtan. Such as they were, the emperor's advice, objurgations and
entreaties were absolutely useless. The Dalai-Lama had tried to
mediate between the two brothers for the sake of the quiet and
welfare of Tibet. He planned to send to mNa'-ris a high lama with
a letter for Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, but 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal did not
allow the envoy to pass. The Dalai-Lama then wrote to the Pan-c'en
to try and help the messenger to go through. The Pan-c'en apparently did not do so, but on 31x1 = December 12th he wrote
directly to 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, in a last attempt a t appeasement; but this effort too was of no avail.2
On 181x11 = January 25th, 1750, poor Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan died
in mNa'-ris, without even having received the Chinese summons
. ~ demise is shrouded in mystery. 'Gyur-med-rnamto L h a ~ a His
rgyal tried to give out that he had died of illness, and for the moment
the Chinese court seemed to accept this version. After the upheaval of 1750 it transpired that Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan's death had been
violent; he had been cut down by some soldiers sent by his brother.
But for the moment 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal upheld his farce. He
even induced, by guile or force, the Dalai-Lama and the Pan-c'en
to hold great ceremonies for the deceased during the New Year's
festival (February 7th) of 1750. He was brazen enough to preside
as the chief mourner a t the rites held in Lhasa, after which he
offered a funeral banquet!
If the Dalai-Lama and the Pan-c'en had meekly acquiesced
to the will of the fratricide, he met with resistance in an unexpected quarter. The 55th K'ri Rin-p'o-c'e Nag-dbari-nam-mkCa'-

Kuei-yz~/I= March 7th, 1750. Kao-tsung Shih-lzr, ch. 358, f . ~ o b .
L7DL, f f . 364b-365a; A 3 P C , f . 93a.
. Fan-pzd
The exact date is given in Kao-tszdng Shih-lu, ch. 358, f . ~ o bCf.
yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . 7a.
L7DL, f . 365b; A 3 P C , f . gqa.

bzan 1 had been invited by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal first to practise
magic for the ruin of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, and then, after the sad end
of the prince, to offer gratulatory gifts (legs-'bul). He firmly refused to do either thing. This refusal was more than 'Gyur-rnedrnam-rgyal would brook. With the unwilling consent of the DalaiLama, the young ruler pronounced the deposition of the K'ri Rin-poc'e. The latter's attendants wanted him to offer resistance ; but he
refused to become the cause of a conflict and abandoned his see
without opposition, amidst the sincere regret of the monks. He
retired to the quarters in dGa'-ldan intended for the monks of
T'e-bo in Eastern Tibet (T'e-bo- k'ams-ts'an). Soon afterwards he
died, hardly of a natural death.2 The 56th K'ri Rin-po-c'e Blobzan-dri-med 3 was appointed in his place.
After having eliminated his brother, 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal tried
also to get rid of the murdered man's two sons, who were then in
gTsan. He went there himself with his soldiers and succeeded in
getting hold of the elder of the two brothers, P'un-ts'ogs-dban-po.4
He quietly had the youth killed and gave out that he had fled away.
But the younger son 'Gyur-med-dban-rgyal evaded his grasp and
took refuge with the Pan-c'en becoming a monk in bICra-Sislhun-po. Not even 'Gyur-med. rnam-rgyal would dare to violate
that sanctuary, and 'Gyur-med-dban-rgyal was secure there.6
But if he had saved his life, he did not save his inheritance. The
news of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan's death, reported by Chi-shan, had
reached Peking on chi-mao/II = March 13th, 1750. The first
question that arose was the appointment of a new chief for mNa'ris. Two courses were possible : either to appoint 'Gyur-med-dbanrgyal as his father's successor, or to abolish this semi-independent
governorship altogether. The latter course was strongly advocated
by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal; he applied for the guardianship of
his nephew, which meant practically the annexation of mNa'-ris.
The emperor saw the importance of a well-considered deliberation
and did not think the matter urgent. He reserved his decision, and
in the meantime he directed Fucing and Labdon to act according
B. 1690, on the see since 1746. His biography is vol. Ta o f the collection.
Life of the 55th K c r i Rin-Po-cce,f . 12a-b; L7DL, f f . 374b and 375b.
B. 1683, on the see 1750-1757, date o f death unknown. His biography
is vol. TCaof the collection.
Also called Pcun-tscogs-rnam-rgyal; Dad pa'i 'dab b~fgya,f. 61a.
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . 7b.
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to circumstances and to exploit any favourable occasion that might
arise.1 This meant giving wide powers to the men on the spot
and shifting the responsibility on their shoulders,-perhaps a not
unwise step to take. But the emperor's slowness and dilatoriness
were not to the taste of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. On Ping-yin/III =
April z ~ s t he
, petitioned the emperor, requesting to be allowed to
send his own son Dar-rgyas-ts'e-rin to occupy mNa'-ris.2 Again
the emperor gave no definite reply, and we know from following
events that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal took the law into his own
hands and occupied mNa'-ris without further ado.
As to the circumstances of the death of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan, in a
secret rescript to the Grand Council the emperor expressed his
doubts about its being due to natural causes. But at that distance
it was difficult t o form a judgment. What had become abundantly
clear was that old Chi-shan was useless as news reporter, and that it
was high time that Fucjng and Labdon took his place.3 The change
had already taken place when the emperor was writing. Fucing
had been in Lhasa since the 12th month (January), and Labdon
arrived there shortly after New Year's day.*
I t cannot be denied that Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan's death simplified
the situation. But the emperor took a wrong view of this event ;
he interpreted it as the final solution, right or wrong, of the
knotty situation in Tibet. Accordingly, he countermanded the
movements of troops started on their own responsibility by the
Szechwan authorities, and ordered the men back to their g a r r i ~ o n s . ~
For the same reason he denied his approval to a proposal by Labdon
to increase the Lhasa g a r r i ~ o n That
.~
the emperor really believed
the situation to be stabilized, is shown by the willing consent which
he gave about this time to the wedding plans of 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal. The latter had insisted with the Chinese court in order to get
their approval for his marriage, already arranged in the lifetime of
P'o-lha-nas, with the elder daughter of the Cingwang Wangcuk
(Wang-shu-k'o ~ 3 ~ of2 I )< ~ k u n o r .There
~
was a hitch now,

'

Kao-tsung Shilt-lu, ch. 358, f f . 8a-~oa,~ob-12a.
Kno-tsung Shih-121, ch. 361, f f . 11b-12a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 358, ff. 12a-13b.
L7DL, f f . 366a and 375a.
Kuei--szC/II = March 27th, 1750; Kao-tsung Shih-Eu, ch. 359, f f . 12b13a.
Same date as preceeding; Kao-tszcng Shih-lu, ch. 359, f . 13a-b.
He was a grand-nephew o f Cayan Danjin, whom he succeeded in 1735;

because the Cingwang refused to give away his elder daughter and
offered instead the younger in marriage. The emperor arranged
matters in such a way, that the elder daughter b S a m - g r ~ b - s g r o l - ~ ~
was to marry 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's son-a change for which no
apparent reason can be seen.' But the marriage did not place. Anticipating on the events, we may here complete the tale. Ts'e-rin-dbairgyal and mgron-gCer Pad-ts'al Ts'e-bdag were sent to the Nag-cCuto
await her arrival and to escort her to Lhasa; later they were joined
there by Jasak Taiji dBan-'dus, mda'-dpon 'Bum-t'an-pa Dar-rgyasbkra-Sis and gzims-dpon P'ur-pa. The princess was very late and the
party, encamped in a barren region, suffered acutely from discomfort
and hunger. She had not yet arrived, when they received a letter from
an official in Lhasa, who advised them to come back a t once. After
some consultation, they left in a hurry, and en route they received
a letter from the Dalai-Lama who informed them of the events in
Lhasa and summoned them to the P ~ t a l a As
. ~ to the bride, she
reached Lhasa much later, as we shall see.
Other items of news that the emperor a t the moment took as a
symptom of lessened tension, were the travels and inspections of
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. The latter had left Lhasa in the 1st month
(February) to deal with the sons of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan. The excuse
he gave out for this movement was that he was going on a tour in
the Sa-dga' region ( ? ; Sa-hai &), in order to pacify these areas,
which had been somewhat disturbed by the crisis centering round
Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan. Later he inspected the military zone of the Qarausu, starting on his journey on 11111 = April 7 t h . T w o months later
he went to gTsan, first to Gyantse and then to Rin-c'en-rtse. There
he called Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal into a room and before three witnesses
accused him of having forwarded letters which caused the rift between him and his late brother ; it is curious to note that among these
letters there was one of the Padshah of Delhi ( ? : pad-s'ag-gi-dbari).
Getting more and more excited, he accused Pandita and him of having
sent seditious letters to Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan and to have met with him
to conspire against the ruler. The minister tried to calm him, but
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal went berserk; he hurled a t him a spear,
h e died in 174%
piao 3, f . 3b.

Hsi-yii tcung-wtn-chih,ch. 17,

f . ga-b;

Fan-pu yao-liieh,

Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 357, f f . ~ b - 3 b ;ch. 359, f f . 11b-12a.
sTag-lun, f f . 414a-415b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 363, f f . 7a-8a.
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which wounded instead a horse outside, and then another, which
wounded fatally an attendant. With this, his rage seemed to evaporate, and Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal went off unscathed; he returned a t
once to Lhasa and then left (presumably in a hurry) for his assignment on the Nag-c'u as related ab0ve.l From the whole account it
seems that this was actually a pathological case. Like so many young
and pampered princes succeeding to absolute power, this Tibetan
Caligula was slowly becoming insane.
After this tragic scene, 'Gyur-med-mam-rgyal traveled to
bKra-Sis-lhun-po, where on 28/V = July st, accompanied by his
ministers, he had an audience with the P a n - ~ ' e n .I~t was only
afterwards that the purpose of these tours became apparent. In
the meantime the emperor, almost reassured, went as far as to
contemplate the recall to court of Fucing and Labdon; the latter
had been a t court only for a short while, when he was sent back
post-haste to Lhasa because of the Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan affair. Now
that the crisis was over, it was but fitting that he should
resume his service a t court. The emperor therefore ordered the
vice-president T'ung-ning H $ to replace Labdon a t Lhasa. After
he gathered experience there for a couple of years under the guidance
of Fucing, the latter too was to be recalled to Peking. But as T'ungning showed much unwillingness to take up that post, his appointment was cancelled. Bandi, then holding the post of Chinese resident
in Kukunor, was ordered to Lhasa, being in his turn replaced in
Kukunor by Chi-shan. T'ung-ning was administered a sharp reprimand for his n e g l i g e n ~ e . ~
But the rosy illusions of the emperor were destined to last only
a short time. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had merely paused for a moment, and soon he went relentlessly forward with his schemes.
At once the worries began again for Ch'ien-lung and his representatives in Lhasa. On ping-w.u/V = June 6th, Fucing and Labdon
reported that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's travels were more than
simple inspection tours. He intended to reduce Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan's
old retainers to obedience; they had remained bitterlv hostile to
him. But his journeys merely alarmed and excited the people.
Besides, without any apparent reason he had begun moving some
sTag-lun, f f . 413b-414".
A J P C , f f . gqa-gga.
In the 4th month = May; Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 362, f . ga-b; ch. 363,
f f . 21a-z2a, 25b. Cf. Fa.91-puyao-liieh, ch. 18, f . 8a.

troops and shifting his guns out of Lhasa. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal
himself was, or pretended to be, suspicious that the arrival of the
two ambans early that year was a sign that the emperor contemplated his deposition and arrest. All this began to look much like
preparations for revolt. Still, the emperor would not believe that
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal could be such a fool as to plan a rebellion
in earnest. He ordered Fucing and Labdon to investigate the
matter carefully. Bandi was to keep his appointment secret in order
not to alarm 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal; in any case he was not to
leave for Tibet before Chi-shan, who was then a t court for consultation, reached Kukunor. I t was thus anticipated that Bandi would
be able to start for Lhasa in the course of the winter.l
The next report of the ambans (received on jLn-wu/VI = July
19th) was even more alarming. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was going
to bring 49 loads of gunpowder and I500 men from Kon-po into
Lhasa. Clearly an armed action was intended. But Ch'ien-lung
seemed blind to the tempest which was brewing. He hit upon the
preposterous idea that the report of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan's death had
been false, and that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was now secretly
preparing to attack his brother. He ridiculed the mere idea of a
rebellion, and repeated his order to the ambans to await 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal's return to Lhasa, and then t o have the matter
investigated.
But in the following weeks several small events concurred in
pointing towards an imminent showdown. Chi-shan had returned
to court and had given a short report on Tibetan affairs. According
to him, 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was cruel and haughty and was
hated by his subjects; immediate measures were imperative, otherwise the worst would happen.3 On the other side, Bandi's appointment was common knowledge in Tibet; there was no point in keeping it secret any longer, and the emperor had t o order its publicat i ~ n On
. ~ Ping-wu/IX = October 8th, another report by Fucing
and Labdon came i n ; it stated that several old officials of Ye-Sests'e-brtan had been executed and their property confiscated upon
faked charges; all his old servants were persecuted, robbed or killed
outright. 'Gyur-med-dban-rgyal, the son and heir of the murdered
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 364, f f . 6a-8b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 366, f f . 11b-13b.
Kuez-hai/VII = August 24th. Kao-tsung Shih-lzt, ch. 369, f f . 12b-13b.
Wu-tzii/VIII = September 18th. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 371, f f . 3b-4".
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duke, had been expelled from his estates and had taken refuge with
the Pan-c'en. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal himself was in gTsan a t
the head of about 2000 men.l Fucing and Labdon, as the men
on the spot, saw things much clearer than the hesitating emperor.
They clearly perceived that a conflict was unavoidable, and that it
was better to nip the mischief in the bud, before it grew to a fullsized rebellion or civil war. They informed therefore the emperor
of their intention, as soon as 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal returned to
Lhasa, to entice him into their yamen and to kill him. The emperor
was displeased that the two ambans could not even wait for an imperial rescript. He gave orders to the Szechwan officials to investigate the matter. To Fucing and Labdon he recommended great
prudence and secrecy, but gave them permission to act as circumstances required. I t was however unlikely, as the emperor himself
foresaw, that this rescript would reach the ambans in time. As a
matter of fact, it had been issued on ting-chcou/X = November 6th,
only five days before the tragedy in L h a ~ a . ~
1
2

Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 372, f. ga-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 374, f f . ~ o a - I Ich.
~ ;375, f . ~oa-b.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

THE END OF THE "KINGDOM" AND THE
RISE OF THE TEMPORAL POWER OF THE
DALAI-LAMA
What happened now was a sudden outbreak, not unexpected by
thoughtful observers in Tibet and China, but the consequences of
which were more far-reaching than could be reasonably anticipated.
The tension which had slowly risen for the past three years unloaded
itself in a one-day orgy of violence. Like a thunderstorm, it broke
out, destroyed everything within its reach and ceased at once,
leaving the air much cleaner.
Fucing and Labdon were two honest and courageous Manchu
officers, even if somewhat limited in outlook. They had perceived
that the emperor's continuous procrastination could only result
in making matters worse. They decided not to wait for a reply to
their last memorial, but to act on their own responsibility and to
shoulder the consequences. The emperor's unwise withdrawal of
the Lhasa garrison had left them without the means for enforcing
their authority; only a daring coup, something which in normal
circumstances would have amounted to pure and simple murder,
could retrieve the position. Their decision must be frankly admired,
as they must have been aware that they doubly risked their heads,
firstly because it would have been something of a miracle if they
escaped with their lives, and secondly because they were acting
without the emperor's sanction and Ch'ien-lung had very stern
ways of dealing with officials who presumed to act without or
against his orders.
Their action was quick and ruthless. As soon as 'Gyur-med-rnarnrgyal was back in Lhasa, on the I ~ / X= November 11th) 1750,
the two ambans summoned him to the Chinese residence under
the pretext of a conference. He was received in a room on the second
floor ; the ambans then invited him to a secret conference in their
sleeping room. He went in without suspicions, but once the door
Kcrom-gzigs-k'ari, "the palace overlooking the marltet" ; Tumsi-kang
in S. Ch. Das's plan of Lhasa.
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was safely closed, Fucing spoke to him bitterly, reproaching him
for his treachery, which had made him unworthy of any regard,
even that due to him on account of his father's memory. And then,
without giving him a chance to reply, Fucing jumped up and
seized him by his arm, while Labdon drew his sword and ran the
Tibetan ruler through the body (according to others, Fucing
did it himself). 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was finished off at once, and
his four or five attendants in the outer room were cut down on the
spot. The ambans then sent a sergeant to duke Pandita, ordering
him to take the reins of the government provisionally. In doing
this, they acted on their own initiative, wholly without authority
from the emperor, who later could and did freely disavow this step.
What they probably meant, was that duke Pandita should simply
guarantee law and order in the town till the emperor made his will
known. But the new arrangement had even not the time to begin
functioning. PanditaI2 suprised and bewildered like everybody
else, went first to the Potala to consult with the Dalai-Lama; but
while precious time was lost in these discussions, the storm broke
out in the town.
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had been thoroughly hated by his subjects, and none of his ministers or high officials thought of protesting against his murder. There was thus all likelihood that no violent
reaction would have occurred, but for a lower official of 'Gyur-medrnam-rgyal, a nzgron-gn'er (chamberlain) called Blo-bzari-bkraSis. He had accompanied 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal to the Chinese yamen and he alone had escaped alive, jumping from the window.
It was he alone of all the staff and household of the murdered ruler
who went out to avenge his death. This small man, utterly unknown
Pa-tsztng
$9. Mayers, n. 448.
According to the Fan-pu yao-liielz, ch. 18,f . 7b, Pandita and the other
minister 'Bron-btsan after the murder of Ye-Ses-tsce-brtan had left Lhasa
and had retired to 'Dam. They had collected some 2000 men and had remained
there in sullen defiance, without returning to Lhasa, and sending message
upon message to the Chinese authorities to warn them against 'Gyur-medrnam-rgyal. The Fan-pzc ?lno-li;eh is always well informed, and it is only
with the greatest reluctance that I feel compelled to call in doubt this piece
of information. But this action of Pandita's is nowhere mentioned in the
Tibetan sources or in the Shih-lzc, and the fact remains that a t the time of
the outbreak Pandita was present in Lhasa, lvhich of course excludes any open
defiance towards 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. I t seems very hard to reconcile
the account of the Fan-pft yao-liieh with the known facts.

till then and of no political standing whatsoever, became the tool
of fate in shaping the course of events and the destinies of Tibet.
He did not think of the consequences of his act and of the foolhardiness of provoking the Chinese empire to harsh retaliatory
measures by an action which in no case could have more than a
passing success. He gathered a crowd of about 1000 men and
succeeded in firing this rabble to frenzy against the Chinese murderers. The mob rushed towards the Chinese residence and began
a desultory musket-fire against it. As there were no regular
soldiers of the Tibetan army present in Lhasa, Pandita was powerless to do anything. As to the Dalai-Lama, when he heard and
saw the turmoil, he a t once sent his secretaries to the spot, to
argue with the mob and to dissuade them from violence. But they
would not listen. At this point the K'ri-c'en rDo-rje.'cCan,i.e. the
abbot of Rva-sgren, one of the highest dignitaries of the Yellow
Church, intervened personally. He caused a proclamation to be
posted on the walls and pillars of Lhasa, in which he announced
that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had been justly executed for his
crimes, and threatening with punishment by the emperor anybody who dare lay hand on the ainbans. He himself came out of the
Potala and addressed the mob. But the crowd had by this time reached
a state of white-hot frenzy. They shouted down the K'ri-c'en
rDo-rje-'c'an, tore away the posters of his proclamation, and went as
far as turning their weapons against his sacred person. This last bulwark gone, the tempest burst in all its fury. The residence was surrounded, attacked and set on fire. Fucing and Labdon defended themselves desperately to the bitter end. Fucing killed with his dagger several of the assailants, but then, he received three wounds on his body
and the loss of blood weakened him so that he was soon unable to
fight any more; rather than be taken alive, he committed suicide;
Labdon too was wounded several times and died fighting. Most of
their officers committed suicide or perished with them by the sword
or in the flames, foremost among them the assistant secretary l
Ts'8-t'a-erh % @ @ and the lieutenant-colonel Huang Yiianlung gZ;ZE, who vainly endeavoured to shield their coinmanders. With the superior officers perished two lieutenants, 49 Chinese
soldiers and 77 civilians. The mob then turned to the nearby office
1

Tcang-chu-shih3E! 3.&layers, n. 165.
Tscan-chiangz#$.
Mayers, n. 443.
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of the military paymaster,l which was looted with the loss of
85.000 taels. Then the night fell on these scenes of horror and
confusion.
The next day brought the reaction. Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis was no
leader and had no real following. The mob he had collected was composed of the dregs of the populace, and had dispersed with their
loot as soon as everything was over. Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis had neither
the possibility nor the capacity nor perhaps even the intention to
seize power. There was no faction or party which would support
him. P'o-lha-nas had relied mainly on his own personalitv, 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal only on the memory on his father, Blo-bzan-bkraSis could rely on nothing a t all. So he did the only thing that was
left for him; he gathered some friends and fled from the town,
trying to effect his escape to Dsungaria, the only haven of refuge
open to an enemy of the Chinese. After his flight, the Dalai-Lama
took a firm grip of the situation. On the 15th = November 13th,
he provisionally appointed Pandita as administrator of the realm,
to carry on the government till the arrival of the Chinese officials
and troops, whom everybody knew would arrive in Lhasa in a
short time. He posted a proclamation forbidding all Tibetans to
give help or refuge to Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis and his followers. They
were energetically hunted down, and by the 23rd = November ~ 1 s t
Pandita could report that Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis had been caught and
imprisoned, that more than half of the rebels had been arrested and
the greater part of the treasure had been recovered. The Dalai-Lama
had also admitted in the Potala all those Chinese who had escaped
the fury of the mob, and had fed, clothed and equipped them.
.v-vOnly lesser men were left alive: two bzcecz, some accountants and
personal attendants of the ambans, about 80 soldiers and some
IIO or 120 civilians, mainly Chinese merchants and foodshopowners in the town, about 200 men in
On 24th = November aznd the situation had become so completely normal, that
these refugees could return to their dwellings. The Dalai-Lama
had thus done all that was in his power. He then sent by an express
courier a report of the events to the emperor, and set himself to
await the arrival of the imperial troop^.^
Cfr. Waddell, p. 335. I t is n. 60 in Waddell's map.
247 according to the A3PC, which perhaps includes in this number
also the Chinese residing in Shigatse.
R4y narrative of the tragedy of 1750 is based mainly on the unusually

There was still the matter of princess bsam-grub-sgrol-ma, due to
arrive at any moment, although her voyage had lost by now its
meaning. But it was necessary to avoid giving offence to the Mongol
aristocracy. Therefore, the Dalai-Lama sent again to the Nag-c'u
bka'-blon Tsre-rin-dban-rgyal,Jasak Taiji Hor-k'an-gsar, mda'-dpon
'Bum-tcan-pa dNos-grub-rnam-rgyal and mda'-dpon Pad-tsral-ba
to wait upon her and to escort her t o Lhasa (11th or 12th month),
There she was shown due honour; she paid the customary visits to
the Dalai-Lama and t o the Pan-c'en, and then started on her return
j0urney.l She died however in 1752, soon after her return.2
In the meantime the news of the tragedy in Lhasa had reached
the emperor on kuei-chcou/X = December 1 2 t h ~through a report
from the Szechwan authorities. The forerunners of the storm had
been some disturbing reports of open boasts by 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal that he would soon wipe out the Chinese in Lhasa. Then the
Szechwan authorities got word that all the communications with
Lhasa had been interrupted; the postal stages system was exclusively in the hands of Tibetans, and an order by 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal had sufficedfor stopping the passage of travellers, couriers and
letters. After a short, ominous silence of about 10 days, a letter sent
by a Chinese non-commissioned officer, a survivor of the massacre,
informed the Szechwan authorities of the events. Governor-general
Cereng prompty forwarded the letter to Peking, along with other
secondary reports which had come in shortly afterwards.
full account in L 7 D L , f f . 378a-37ga, with some additions from A 3 P C , f . 96a.
Next in order of importance come the Chinese accounts, chiefly Docs.
VIII, I X and X in the Appendix, and the Lhasa Chinese inscription of
I 793 translated by Jametel, Inscription commemorative du meurtre de
deux ambassadeurs chinois au Tibet, in Revue dJhistoil/e diplonzatique,
I (1887)~pp. 446-452; there are several mistakes in the translation (dates
wrong by two years, 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal has been divided in two princes,
Tchou-eur-mo-te and Na-mou-tch'a-eur, etc.) and we cannot relie overmuch
on this document, as I am unable t o check i t with the original. Cfr. also Kaotsung S h i h - l u c h . 377, ff. ~ b - g aWei-tsang
;
t'ung-chih, ch. 13a f. ~ o bFan-pu-yao;
liieh, ch. 18, ff. 8a-b, g b - ~ o bCh'ing-shih-kao,
;
ch. 312 (lieh-chiian 99), pp. I 165C
and 1166a; Hummel, p. 250; Courant, p. 96. The Capuchins were no longer
in Tibet, and what they heard of these events in Nepal was only rumours
distorted by popular fancy. Cfr. A . Giorgi, p. 340, and the completely wrong
account in Gli scritti del Padye Marco della T o m b a , ed. by De Gubernatis,
Florence, 1878, p. 62.
L7DL, f f . 383a-b and 387b; A 3 P C , f. 97a.
L 7 D L , f. 4 I I a ; A 3 P C , f . 106a.
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The Grand Council advised immediate action, and the emperor,
fully concurring with their views, a t once ordered Y iieh Chung-&'i
to take position a t Ta-chien-lu with 3000 men; his task was to keep
that most important zone quiet and to support the action of Cereng.
The latter was to march to Lhasa with 3000 men in order to
reestablish the imperial authority there. Another force of zoo0 was
to follow him after a short while. As to Bandi, he must be already
on his way from Hsining and probably would soon arrive in Lhasa
with his small personal escort, but without troops ; it was clearly
too late for countermanding his journey. Some other officers were
ordered to Szechwan to support these preparations, and the vicepresident Namjal (a Mongol) was appointed as a colleague of
%
gover)
Bandi in quality of second amban.2 Yin-chi-shan ~ 1 the
nor-general of Shenshi and Kansu, was to take care of the commissariat arrangements.
These measures suffered from the haste with which they were
taken ; they evidently erred on the side of excessive strength. But
almost a t once the emperor realized the real importance of the events.
He perceived that everything was already over. There was no rebellion to put down, since the Dalai-Lama and duke Pandita had quelled the uprising in Lhasa. A full-sized expedition to Tibet seemed
clearly out of place and likely only to produce mistrust and unrest
in the country ; there was also the heavy financial cost to be considered. Yiieh Chung-ch'i and Cereng were therefore ordered to
study the situation and to decide whether a large scale expedition
was advisable or not. Already in these first days the emperor was
able to sketch out in a few lines the main features of the reorganisation of the Tibetan protectorate, the necessity of which was fully
realized in Peking. Pandita might be loyal and useful, but he had
done nothing to save the ambans and commanded little respect in
the country. I t seemed inadvisable to invest him with the royal
title and the office of ruler of Tibet; anyhow, the matter must be
thoroughly investigated. But there were two points which the emperor perceived a t once to be most important: the establishment of
a permanent garrison in Lhasa and the reorganization on a sounder
Doc. VIII.
Chza-yin/XI = December 13th. Kao-tsung Shilt-lu, ch. 376, ff. 3za-33a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 376, f f . 34b-36a On Yin-chi-shan see Hummel,
pp.

920-921.

basis of the postal stages system.' Of course for the moment the
very first thing to do was to round up Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis and his
accomplices. As a matter of fact this had already been done;
but, as the news had not yet reached the capital, the emperor organized the hunt in a thorough manner. Above all, he was bent on
precluding to the criminals all possibilities of escape to Dsungaria.
Chi-shan, who was then in command a t Hsining, was to take particular care of the matter.2 A circular letter was also sent to the chief
lamas of Kukunor, instructing them to cooperate with the Chinese
a~thorities.~
During the following days we have a series of edicts to the
Grand Council. They vividly reveal the process of clarification in
the emperor's mind, as he struggled with the Tibetan problems and
tried to find a permanent solution for them. Slowly things shaped
themselves clearly in his mind. I t was now or never; this was a
unique occasion for securing the final pacification and submission
of Tibet. To reach this goal, advantage could be taken of the
presence of the troops who were shortly to arrive in Lhasa. The
emperor was under no obligation to Pandita, as his appointment
by Fucing as ruler of Tibet had been wholly unauthorized.
Pandita showed no special merits and had failed to rise to the
occasion ; therefore, he was not particularly deserving of promotion.
From the point of view of expediency, the office of ruler of Tibet
and the title of wang had outlived their usefulness; there were more
drawbacks than advantages in reviving them for the sake of
Pandita. Such a sudden and undeserved honour might turn his
head and he might even be tempted to follow in the footsteps of
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. At the utmost, he could be appointed a
member of the council of minister (bka'-blon), which it was intended to revive. The emperor awaited proposals from his official
on the spot; but once more he insisted on the necessity of taking
the responsibility for the postal system away from the Tibetan
government and of placing it under direct Chinese management.
A single word from 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had sufficed for inter-

Clzia-yin/XI = December 13th. Kao-tsung
ch. 37 f f . 8a-~ob.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 376, f . 36a-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 377, f f . 6b-7a.

Shih-lu, ch. 376, f f . 33a-35b;
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rupting all communications with Lhasa; at all costs this must not
happen again.'
Eventually on ling-szS/XI = December 16th the emperor put
these thoughts into final shape by a rescript to the Dalai-Lama and
pandita
..
; it was intended as a reply to the detailed report which they
had forwarded to court. In this rescript the emperor recounted his
past benefits to P'o-lha-nas and the shocking misdemeanours of
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. He excused with kind but rather contemptuous words Pandita's failure to rescue the ambans, and courteously
but firmly refused t o sanction his appointment as wang and ruler
of Tibet. Two bka'-blon were to be nominated, one of whom was to
be Pandita and the other was to be selected by Cereng acting in
consultation with the Dalai-Lama. These bka'-blon were to be subordinate to the Dalai-Lama and to conduct the government of
Tibet in agreement with the ambans. While this new council was
to be responsible for the general administration, some matters were
to be exclusively reserved to the judgement of the ambans, viz. the
drafting and forwarding of official correspondence to Peking, the
commissariat arrangements for the garrison, the supervision of the
mail stages etc. The rescript closed with exhortations to loyalty
. ~ exand the request for a pledge of immediate ~ o m p l i a n c e An
planatory instruction to the ambans advised them not to allow
Pandita any influence in the choice of the second bka'-blon, but
either to leave the selection to the Dalai-Lama, or to effect it themselves from among the noblest families of the ~ o u n t r y . ~
In the meantime the emperor received the much gratifying report
that Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis and his accomplices had been arrested by
Pandita, and that everything was quiet in Lhasa. Accordingly,
Cereng could advise the emperor to give up the planned expedition
and to limit the force proceeding to Lhasa to a bare BOO men, who
were amply sufficient for the purpose. The emperor agreed that a
large force was useless, and ordered Cereng to march to Lhasa with
Besides the two documents quoted above (p. 2 0 2 , n. I ) , see Kao-tszing
Shilz-lu, ch. 377, ff. 8 a - ~ o b ,12a-15b.
Kao-tsung Shih-176, ch. 377, ff. 15b-19a. This document was deemed so
important in Tibet, that i t is included in full in L7DL, ff. 379a-381b. I t is a
rare example of faithful literal translation of an official document from the
Chinese (or rather from the Manchu) into Tibetan. It offers considerable
lexicographic interest because of the Tibetan words chosen for expressing
the technical terms of Chinese and Manchu chancery.
Kao-tsung Shilz-lu, ch. 377, ff. 19b-zoa.

the number of men proposed by him. He was to act there in concert
with Bandi, Namjal and the vice-president Chao-hui jka, who
shortly before had been sent to join him. Thus a commission of four
members was formed under the chairmanship of Cereng with the
task of giving effect to the reorganization sketched out by the emperor's edicts. As to Yueh Chung-ch'i, for the moment being he was
to remain at Ta-chien-lu with his division, to act as reserve and
support.l
On ting-maolXI = December 26th the emperor addressed another
edict to the Dalai-Lama and Pandita, praising them for the quick
arrest of Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis. He informed them of his new military
dispositions and reassured them about the intentions of Cereilg
and his small army. He announced also the despatch of some
(rather paltry) presents, to be brought to Lhasa by Cereng. The
arrested criminals must be held for judgment by the imperial
commissioners. The greater culprits were to be executed, the lesser
ones to be dealt with leniently. As for the stolen money, the emperor
was content with what had been already recovered, and condoned
the balance.
The imperial orders were duly executed. Yueh Chung-ch'i took
position a t Ta-chien-lu with 200 men, and Cereng set out with Boo
men; both commanders began arranging for the gradual building
up of the new Lhasa garrison, whose strength was fixed at 1500.~
One modification was made to the scheme : the number of the bka'bLon was increased from two to four, in order to diminish proportionately the individual power of each, This was the sequel to a protest
voiced by a s d e - p a (district governor) of gTsari against too much
power being allowed to Pandita, who was not popular in that region.
The sde-pa was reassured on that score and was commanded to keep
the populace quiet.
At this point things took a slightly different course owing to
the fiery energy of Bandi. This rash old warrior had arrived in Lhasa,
practically alone, on the zr/XII = January 19th) 1751. He at
Doc. IX. Kao-tsung Shih-lzt, ch. 377, ff. 31a-3za. Chao-hui sent to join
Cereng, Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 377, f. 7a. His biography in Hummel, pp. 72-74.
Kao-tsztng Shih-lu, ch. 377, f f . 3za-34a This document too is embodied
in a somewhat different version in L7DL, fi. 381b-38zb A similar rescript
(not in the Shih-lu) can be found in L7DL, f f . 38zb-383a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 377, ff. 43a, 43b; ch. 378, f f . qa-6b, 7b-8a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lzc, ch. 378, f f . 6b-7b.
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once began investigating the matter, without waiting for the arrival
of Cereng and of the other commissioners. We can surmise with
all certainty that he had never received the news of the latters'
appointment. Bandi sent to court a full report of the happenings of
the 13th of November, and this report represents one of our major
sources on the event. Then he took over from Pandita the persons
of Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis and of twelve other rebel leaders. He questioned them severely, employing torture. The confessions, which
he extracted from them, inplicated 14 other ringleaders. Their trial
was summary, if indeed any took place. Bandi did not lose time ;
only four days after his arrival he had finished the investigation of
the case. The Dalai-Lama tried in vain to intercede for the accused
men. All that he obtained was the release of the small fry. The
leaders, of whom none was a man of influence or standing, had to
pay with their lives for the death of the ambans.l On the 251x11 =
January 23rd, 1751, Lhasa witnessed another gruesome example
of Chinese justice, similar to that of 1728. Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis and six
other rebel leaders were executed by the slicing process; others were
beheaded, others strangled. The heads of the executed men were
planted upon poles, for all the populace to gaze upon. The remaining
ringleaders were banished and their property was c ~ n f i s c a t e d . ~
This unnecessarily hasty action nearly landed Bandi into trouble.
Cereng on his way to Tibet was met in Chaya by a courier from
Bandi informing him of the rebels' execution. Cereng, who was
higher in rank than Bandi, took offence at being thus forestalled,
and protested with the emperor. At the same time he quickened his
pace, taking with him 200 men only and leaving the main body to
follow more slowly. He wished to reach Lhasa as soon as possible,
in order (as he said in his report) to avoid the possibility of some
mistake by Bandi; this concerned mainly 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's
wife and son, whom the emperor had ordered to be sent to the
capital. The emperor blamed Bandi for having acted with uncalledfor and unseemly haste; but really it made little difference, because those men were to die in any case; and the breach of discipline
was overlooked. But Bandi was to refrain from any more independent action ; for the reorganization of the protectorate and the selection of the bka'-blon, the emperor gave strict orders that nothing

should be done before all the four commissioners (Cereng, Ban&
Namjal, Chao-hui) were on the spot. The form of the execution
had been unduly harsh and revolting to Buddhist feelings. The
emperor ordered therefore that the Dalai-Lama and the people
should be assured that no more executions were intended; the exposed heads of the criminals were to be a t once removed.1 I t was
expedient to maintain the political status-quo unchanged till the
final settlement. All encroachments had to be strictly repressed. Thus,
when it was reported that Pandita was appointing a new governor
to mNa'-ris (the old one had been killed together with 'Gyur-medrnam-rgyal) and was granting him the title of juriqtu Taiji, the
emperor sternly ordered his representatives t o keep Pandita in his
place; he was not the ruler of Tibet and had not the power to grant
office or rank on his own authority. But the report had been incorrect, because the title had been granted by the Dalai-Lama, who
was fully entitled to do so; and the unpleasantness blew over.
~ court was informed that at
On ting-yu/II = March ~ 6 t hthe
last Cereng had reached Lhasa. He began a t once his consultations
with Bandi and the Dalai-Lama on the selection of the bka'-blon
ancl with Pandita and the mgron-gGer (secretaries of the council)
for the reorganization of the administrative machinery. He awaited
the arrival of his other colleagues before submitting definite prop o s a l s . V i t h Cereng's safe and unimpeded arrival to Lhasa, the
military situation had been finally clarified. There was no further
need of military movements beyond the normal ones, and Yiieh
Chung-ch'i was ordered back from Ta-chien-lu to Szechwan. At
the same time a new schedule was approved for the distribution
of the Chinese garrisons in the troubled and strategically important
borderland between Tibet and S ~ e c h w a n . ~
Chao-hui and Namjal reached Lhasa with 500 inen during
the first month (February) of 1751.~With their arrival the commission was complete and could start its work. The reorganization
of the Chinese protectorate in Tibet involved two sets of problems:
Jtn-hsu/I = February ~ g t h 1751
,
; Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 381, f f . 7b-9b.
I-chcou/I = February 22th; Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 381, f f . 13b-14b.
Kuei-yu/II = March 2nd. Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 382, ff. 6b-7b. Fan-flu
yao-lueh, ch. 18, f . 11a-b. L7DL, f . 384a-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 383, f. z3a-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 383, f f . 23b, z3b-24b.
A3PC, f . 98a.
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the liquidation of the past and the building up of a new administrative system. As for the first item, the Tibetan "kingdom" had disappeared with 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, leaving behind few regrets
and no particular institution to be done away with. I t had used the
machinery of government which it had inherited from the council
of 1721-1727, adding notliing of its own. All that remained to be done
in this connection was to reward the faithful and to punish the guilty.
As soon as he received the news of the upheaval of November
13th) the emperor had expressed his regrets for the death of the two
ambans. At first, he felt rather irritated because they had really
acted against the letter, if not the spirit, of his orders. But
soon he reached a better appreciation of their devoted sacrifice;
and then his gratitude showed itself in a truly imperial fashion.
Fucing and Labdon were postumously created earls (Po), and
their descendants were given the hereditary rank of viscounts.
Their families were granted a substantial allowance. A temple
commemorating their sacrifice was erected in Peking. Their names
were also entered for worship in the Hall of Eminent Statesman and
in the Hall of the Zealots of the Dynasty. Their remains were sent
home with the highest honours, the Dalai-Lama himself giving a
parting audience to the bic'zc'i in charge of the transport. The room
in the K'rom-gzigs-k'an, in which the^ had perished, was transformed into a worship-hall dedicated to their mem0ry.l
Concerning the punishment of the guilty, among the Chinese the
worst offender was undoubtedly the emperor himself, whose blindness to facts and ill-conceived and weak measures were not a little
to blame for what had happened. Such as things were, a scapegoat
had to be found, and it was quite easy to get one. Chi-shan was now
taken to account for his hesitations and his intimacy and good
relations with 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgval during his period of office
in Tibet. He was recalled to court and tried on these charges. On
i-ch'ozllII1 = April ~ 3 r d1751,
~ he was sentenced to imprisonment
awaiting execution. In remembrance of his previous faithful services, the emperor graciouslv permitted him to commit ~ u i c i d e . ~
Kao-tsung Shih-124, ch. 376, ff. 3ra-33a; ch. 377, f f . ~b-ga,7b, 7b-8a, 37b;
ch. 387. f . Iqa. Wei-tsang-tcung-clzih, ch. 13a, f . ~ o bFan-pu
.
yao-liieh, ch. 18,
.
f . 384b. Hummel, p. 250. The I<crom-gzigs-kcanwas
f f . l o b - I I ~ L7DL,
repaired by Fu-kcang-an in 1793; Jarnetel, Inscription commt5morative etc.,
P. 451.
Kao-tsung Shilz-lu, ch. 382, ff. 14a-15a; ch. 385, f f . 12b-14a.

In Tibet itself, after Bandi had liquidated the men responsible
for the uprising, the next people due for punishment were, according to Chinese ideas, the relatives of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. ~t
first the emperor had ordered the execution of 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal's wife and of his son Dar-rgyas-tsec-rin and the confiscation
of their estates, which were to be appropriated for the maintenance
of the ambans.1 Later imperial instructions went into details:
'Gyur-med-rnam- rgyal's property was to be surveyed. All that he
had unlawfully appropriated for himself, must be given back to
the original owners; foremost under this item was the property
plundered from Pandita. As Ye-Ses-tsce-brtan's innocence was
now fully established, his son 'Gyur-med-dban-rgyal was to be
given the title of duke (kung),the nominal governorship of mNa'-ris
and the estates which he should have inherited from his father and
which had been seized by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. But this did not
mean the resurrection of the semi-independent governorship of
mNa'-ris; the young duke was required to reside permanently in
Lhasa, while the actual government of mNa'-ris was entrusted to
loyal officers selected by the Tibetan council and responsible to
them. Only 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's private property was confiscated for the use of the ambans. His family was no longer to be
executed, but merely to be sent to the capital.?
But a t this point a most important discovery put the seal on the
fate of these unhappy people. I t came to light that 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal had been in correspondance with the Dsungar ruler, to whom
he had sent presents and letters requesting military help. The
Dsungars were asked to send secretly some troops with cannon to
Tibet ; they should enter gTsan unobtrusively, where they would be
enrolled in the official list among the local nomads, till the moment
.~
messengers were caught
came for a ~ t i o n 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyalJs
on their return to Lhasa, and the proofs of the conspiracy fell into
the hands of the Chinese. They had already more than suspected
such a thing, because shortly before his end 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal
had boasted of his connections with the Dsungars and of the help
Kao-tszcng Shih-lu, ch. 376, f f . 33a-35b; ch. 377, f f . 8 s - ~ o bCf.
. Fan-Pz6
yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . c)a.

Kao-tsung Shih-lzc, ch. 377, f f . 12a-1gb, 15b-19a; ch. 381, f f . 14b-15a.
Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f . 13b. LTDL, 387b.
Fan-pu yao-liielz, ch. 18, f f . I ~ b - 1 2 aChcing-shih-kao,
.
ch. 525 (Fan-pu8),
p. 164oc.
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they were going to give him for the extermination of the Chinese.
The full rigour of Chinese law then fell on the doomed family.
The execution of Dar-rgyas-ts'e-rin and of his mother was ordered.1
The estates of P'o-lha and Rin-c'en-rtse were confiscated, and their
revenue (2600 taels yearly) was henceforward to be paid into the
Tibetan treasury. The emperor did not think it fit to appropriate it
for the use of the ambans, except for 500 taels set apart for the sup. ~ the request of the Dalai-Lama,
plies of the garrison of L h a ~ aOn
the estates seized by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal from the native nobles
were restored to their ownem3 Some of the dependencies of Pcolha, such as $el-dkar-k'ul-mk'ar and sTag-rtse sKul-sgrub, were
later given back to the young duke 'Gyur-med-dbali-rgya1.4 But
P'o-lha itself, the ancient seat of the family, was lost forever to
the descendants of P'o-lha-nas.
Then the imperial commission took in hand the reorganization of
the Tibetan government. Their main concern seems to have been the
reduction of the lay, i.e. aristocratic share in it. They did not
listen to the proposals of the nobles, that is, if any were presented a t
all. We know of no memorial by Pandita. And the only information
we have about Ts'e-ri~i-dban-rgyalis that he fell ill soon after the
execution of the rebels. \ m e n he recovered, he had an audience with
the imperial commissioners in the bSam-grub-p'o-bran ; he talked
with them in Mongol and was informed that he was to be confirmed
in his seat as bka'-blon.5 So everything had been already settled.
This was in accordance with the series of proposals which the
commission embodied in a long memorial to the emperor. They
may be summarized as follows. The council of bka'-blon was to
consist of four members. Of these, three were members by right;
they were duke Pandita and P'o-lha-nas's old ministers Ts'erin-dban-rgyal and Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan, who already held their
ranks by Chinese grants. The fourth member of the old council, 'Bron-btsan, had become blind and had therefore been dismissed by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. As he was unfit for official
work, he could not be reinstated. His place was to be taken by a
Ping-she^n/II= March z5th, 1751 ; Kao-tszwg Slzih-124, ch. 383, f f . 7a-8b;
cfr. also ch. 386, f. z3a-b. Slze'ng-wu-chi, ch. 5, f . 13b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 385, f f . 14a-b, 14b-15b.
L7DL, f . 383b.
10th month = November 1751. L7DL, f. 401a.
sTag-lugi, f . 416a-b.
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learned lama, to represent the interests of the Church in the council.
The bka'-blon must transact business collectively in the council
house; any departmental specialization of the single members was
strictly prohibited (at least in the first years after 1751). They must
employ the official staff only, and all private secretaries and other
helpers must be abolished. Provincial governors were to be appointed by the Dalai-Lama acting on the advice of the ministers in agreement with the ambans. No absentee governors were to be tolerated
(a bad practice which had crept up under P'o-lha-nas). The right
of appointment of the heads of monasteries was to rest, as before,
with the Dalai-Lama alone, to the exclusion of any other influence.
The lower officials to be appointed by the Dalai-Lama ; the appointments made by P'o-lha-nas and 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal to be revised and, if needs be, cancelled. The responsibility of military
defence and of maintaining law and order in the provinces was to
belong to the mda'-dpon (two in dBus, three in gTsan); they had
the functions of a provincial commander and were appointed by
the council, but they held an imperial c o m m i ~ s i o n .Compulsory
~
labour was to be regulated; in future it was due to the Dalai-Lama
alone. 'U-lag service of mail was to be reserved for official communications only, certified as such by a sealed document issued by the
Dalai-Lama. None but the Dalai-Lama himself was to control
the management of the state granaries. The 'Dam Mongols were to
be enrolled in a Banner organization and to supply men for the
personal service of the ambans.-The emperor sanctioned all these
proposals; but he insisted again on the necessity of making proper
provision for the mail service, which was the backbone of the
Chinese supervision m a ~ h i n e r y . ~
Shortly afterwards an additional report was submitted by Cereng
(on wu-yinlIV = May 6th). He confirmed his nominations for
membership of the bka'-blon council; for the vacant place, he proposed the name of Bla-ma ~i-ma-rgyal-mts'anof 'P'yons-rgyas,
till then a clerk (rtse-drun) in the offices of the Potala, holding the
office of mgron-gCer, ~ h a m b e r l a i nThe
. ~ lama had been selected by
common agreement of the three bka'-blon, on the proposal of the
Dalai-Lama. The emperor expressed his approval and granted the
For a sketchy account of the lower officials of the Tibetan government
a t the end of the 18th century, see Wei-tsang-tcu-chih, in J R A S 1891,p. 203.
DOC.XI.
Died in 1767; A3PC f. 265b.

imperial commission to the new ministers, along with a series of
moral instructions, enjoining them to obey the Dalai-Lama and to
~ooperateloyally with the ambans.l But the Chinese commissioners had not awaited the imperial sanction before formally
appointing the bka- 'blon to their office: the solemn ceremony of
h ~ a great festival
taking office was held on 1/11 = February ~ 6 t with
. ~ periodical missions
and amidst the rejoicings of the p ~ p u l a c eThe
of the Dalai-Lama and of the Pan-ccen to Peking were regulated
. ~ postal service was organized
according to the old ~ r a c t i c e The
on an autonomous basis, quite independent of the Tibetan authorities." Its paramount importance was now clearly recognized, and
it was built up so solidly, that it could carry out its work faithfully
and reliably until the collapse of the old order of things in China.
The commissariat arrangements were duly cared f0r,5 and regulations were framed for the commercial traffic with Szechwan.6
The strength of the Lhasa garrison was settled a t 1500. Lastly, it
was prescribed that henceforward no Tibetan could be granted the
titles of Khan, wang or beise.'
With the laying down of this series of regulations, the task of the
imperial commission was a t an end. Immediately afterwards Cereng
and Chao-hui took their leave from the Dalai-Lama and left
Lhasa with part of their forces, while Bandi and Namjal took
over their duties as regular am ban^.^
All these proceedings are based on a recognition by the emperor
of the sovereignty of the Dalai-Lama, for the first time since 1705.~
Doc. XII; Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch. 18, f f . 12b-13a. L7DL, f. 386a;
Klon-rdol, vol. ' A , ff. 16b and 18a.
a L7DL, f . 387". sTag-lun, f . 417a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 387, f f . qb-5a. Rockhill in JRAS 1891, p. 205.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 387, f . ga-b; ch. 388, ff. ~ b - z b ,2b-3a.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 387, f f . 24b-25a.
K~J-tsungShih-la, ch. 397, ff. 33b-34a.
' Shtng-wu-chi, ch. 5, f . 13b.
L7DL, f. 387b. Bandi was replaced in the 5th month of the same year
I751 by the brigadier-general Dorji ; Wei-tsang-tCung-chih, ch. 9, f . 12a.
Actually he did not leave Tibet until the 9th month of 1752; L7DL, f . 411a;
A3PC, f . 108b. Namjal was replaced in the 7th month of 1752 b y the brigadiergeneral Shu-chcun; Wei-tsang-tCung-chih, loc. cit. He left Lhasa towards
the end of the year; L7DL, f . 417a.
The criticism of Li Tieh-tseng, Tibet today and yesterday, New York 1960,
pp. 49-50 is due to a misunderstanding. What I meant and mean is that the

The Tibetan texts are explicit on this score ; the L7DL says clearly
that "the Dalai-Lama is the lord of Tibet" and that the bka'-blon
must obey him as it had been the rule in the times of the Fifth
Dalai-Lama.l Another text affirms that "by the order of the emperor
spiritual and temporal rule (cCossrid dagi rgyal srid) of Tibet must belong to the Dalai-Lama' '. This was solemny proclaimed by the Chinese
authorities in a great gathering of all the Tibetan officials in the
bsam-grub-pCo-branduring the smon-lam festival in the first month
of 1751.~The proclamation is passed under silence in the Chinese
texts. The bka'-blon must report to the Dalai-Lama, must obey
him, but nowhere in the Chinese documents are we told in so many
words that the Dalai-Lama has been recognized as ruler of Tibet.
The reason is that the Chinese believed that they were merely
restoring the regime which had existed in the time of the Fifth
Dalai-Lama, but had fallen in abeyance in the times of Lajang
Khan, P'o-lha-nas and 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. No formal appointment was therefore needed, since the act implied a restoration of
ancient rights, not a new organization. Whether this belief was
correct or not, must be left for discussion later on.
To close the tale, we must still speak of the part played by the
Dsungars in the whole affair. Their decaying state, already on the
verge of dissolution, was then ruled by Lama Darja (17501753). The Dsungar kingdom was now but a shadow of its great
past, and was no longer in a condition to carry out an aggressive
policy towards China.4 But its ruler, although fully occupied with
the chaotic conditions in the interior, continued to try his intrigues
in Tibet whenever the occasion presented itself. The ineptness of
such a policy becomes clear if one thinks that the Dsungars were
absolutely unable to back their intrigues with the force of arms.
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's approaches were welcome to Lama Darproceeding of 1751 implied a recognition of the sovereignty of the DalaiLama a t that moment, not in the past.
rDo-rje-'cCavi T a l a J i bla m a ' d i k c o nu Bod Gans can g y i mgon Po y i n
p a s . . . . . . . snar TZ l a J i bla nza l n a pa cCenpoJi s k u d u s ltar Bod k y i lar rgya'i
don t C a m scad r D o rje ' c C a n TE 2aJi blama r a n gis mdsad dgos k y i mna' gsol
gzens bsdad pCu2ba y i n ; L 7 D L , f . 386b.
Dad p a J i 'dab brgya, f. 92b.
L 7 D L , loc. cit. sTag-lun, f . 417a, is equally clear on the proclamation
of sovereignty.
For the last years of the Dsungar kingdom see Courant, pp. 97-141.

ja but the catastrophe in Lhasa was so sudden, that it crushed
any hope that he may have entertained in that direction.
The Dsungars then turned their attention to the extreme West
of Tibet. On i-hail11 = March 4th. 1751, news reached Peking that
the king of Ladakh had reported to Lhasa that Dsungar merchants
had reached Ladakh from Yarkand and had inquired about the
Dalai-Lama, the Pan-c'en and general conditions in Tibet. The
emperor at once ordered precautions to be taken in mNa'-ris, not
against any military danger, which was no longer feared, but against
penetration of Dsungar emissaries and propagandists from the
north-west1 The real explanation of this move by the Dsungars
was given by the intercepted letters of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal ;
he had invited the Dsungar ruler t o send troops to Ladakh, in order
to threaten Tibet from that side.2 Again on i-hai/XI = December
29th) 1751, the king of Ladakh reported that Dsungar envoys
had interviewed him, inquiring about conditions in Tibet and
requesting the king to give them some lamas for the temples in
Ili,-the usual request of the Dsungars for the last twenty years.
The king informed the Dalai-Lama and the ambans, who replied
with a request to keep them informed of any further move.3 The
Dsungars evidently soon perceived that nothing could be done in
that direction, and these feelers were not followed up, owing also
to the heavy precautions which the Chinese had taken in the meantime on the roads leading from Tibet to D ~ u n g a r i a . ~
Once again, for the last time in history, the Dsungar ruler appealed
directly t o the emperor, repeating the same requests as in 1750,
viz. permission to send an embassy to Tibet and to fetch some
lamas to Ili. The Chinese replv was somewhat less uncompromising
than in 1750. Of course no embassy to Tibet was allowed. The emperor maintained his useless offer to have Dsungar lamas trained in
the Tibetan monasteries of Peking and Jehol. But he yielded to
a personal entreatv of the Dsungar envoy to the extent of giving
permission for four of five learned lamas from Tibet to betake
themselves t o Ili, to hold there courses of higher Lamaistic studies;
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 382, f f . ga-~oa.
Kao-tsung Shih-214, ch. 386, f . z3a-b.
Kao-tsung Shih-lu, ch. 402, f. 12a-b.
Kao-tsung Shilz-lu, ch. 388, ff. 7a-8a, ga-b. Cf. Fan-pu yao-liieh, ch.
f f . 13b-14a.
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but after some years they were to return h0me.l We do not know
whether this concession was really carried into practice; in any
case, it was a great exception to the stern rule which had been enforced, viz. the absolute prohibition of any contact between Dsungars and Tibetans2 And this is the last of the troubled DsungarTibetan relations, so often looming in the background during this
period. Six years more, and the Dsungar kingdom and nation had
become a thing of the past. Dsungaria passed forever out of Tibetan
politics, leaving the field undisputed to the Chinese.
How are we to understand the events of 1750 ? There are several
factors which must be kept in view. I n 1750 there was no civil war
as in 171718, but the suppression of a too powerful and unreliable
protegee by the Chinese representatives. What followed was more
in the nature of an outbreak of town violence and rowdyism than
of a revolt. But there is no doubt that the prompt and ruthless
action of Fucing and Labdon prevented a serious revolt. 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal intended to rebel against China and had made all
preparations towards this end. Of course the ultimate Chinese
victory was beyond doubt, but it would have meant a long, arduous
and very costly campaign. Thanks to the self-sacrifice of the two
ambans, Chinese protectorate over Tibet was finally consolidated
without need of military action.
And thus we perceive that the upheaval of 1750 is utterly
different from that of 172718. Then we had a war between two
opposite Tibetan parties, with Chinese armed intervention at the
end, and the establishment of the permanent and hereditary authority of a lay ruler. I n 1750 we have the ruler, in peaceful and secure
possession of sovereignty, planning revolt against the irksome Chinese tutelage. This time, we see no more Tibetans against Tibetans,
but Tibetans (or rather one Tibetan) against Chinese. In the background hover the Dsungars, pledged allies of the intended rebel;
and this time it is the real thing, they are not merely a propaganda
slogan as employed by the Chinese for justifying their intervention
of 1728. The swiftness of the repression dit not allow the Dsungars
time for setting their troops in motion. But it is also much open to
doubt whether they still had the means of organizing an expeditionary force on the scale of that led by Cering Donduk in 1717.
Ping-shtn/II = March 25th, 1 7 5 1 ; Kao-iszzng Sh,ih-121, ch. 383, f f . 16aIga. F a n - p u yao-liieh, ch. 1 8 , f . 13a.
Shtng-wu-chi, ch. 5 , f . 13b.
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The plot failed mainly because of the shortcomings of 'Gyur-medmam-rgyal himself. Although we must concede that he had some
talent for intrigue, 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal was no Pco-lha-nas.
He lacked the ability and perseverance of his father, and had
disgusted the nobility, the clergy and the common people by his
oppressive rule. He had only the revered memory of his father to
bank upon. His fall showed that his seemingly unassailable power
was hollow and rotten to the core. After he had allowed himself
to be forestalled by the Chinese, his murder caused no natural
reaction, except the purely local outburst in Lhasa, organized and
led by his small personal retinue. Nobody among the great nobles
in Tibet ever dreamt of attempting to place 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's
young son on the throne of his father and grandfather. The times of
the old kings, and even of the P'ag-mo-gru rulers, had passed forever; in Lamaistic Tibet a lay dynasty had now become an anachronism, impossible to maintain in the long run. That of P'o-lha-nas
had been the last attempt of this kind ; but it reposed on nothing
more than the outstanding merits and cleverness of a single man.
It was the last effort, made by a member of the old aristocracy,
to build up a national state. P'o-lha-nas was not supported by his
fellow nobles; his son was even worse off, as he had antagonized
them. And thus the structure, which Pco-lha-nashad built, collapsed
like a house of cards, leaving the field clear for the natural factors
of Tibetan politics in the 18th century : the spiritual power of the
dGe-lug-pa sect and the military force of the Manchu emperors.
In that moment and for a long time afterwards they needed each
other, and the result was that curious and unique form of dual
government, which lasted without serious challenge till the crisis
of 1904-1912.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

THE ADMINISTRATION OF TIBET DURING
THE FIRST HALF-CENTURY OF CHINESE
PROTECTORATE
In dealing with the administrative organization of Tibet, we
must of course distinguish between the Tibetan government and
the Chinese supervising bodies.
I. T h e Tibetan government
To give an account of the Tibetan government between 1705
and 1751, we meet with a difficulty concerning the theoretical
foundations of the state: it is difficult to give a satisfactory solution,
according to our Western ideas, to the question of the headship of
the Tibetan state. The only way of throwing light upon this problem lies through a detailed enquiry into the true character of the
highest offices of the state.
As for the lower sections of the administrative machinery, on
which the information available is rat her scanty, they remained
throughout this period much the same as they had gradually come
into existence during the preceding century.
We shall now proceed t o examine one by one the main features
of the Tibetan government.

A. T h e D a l a i - L a m a
The temporal rights of the Dalai-Lama go back to the donation
made in 1642 by the Q6Sot ruler GuSri Khan t o the Fifth Dalai-Lama.l Its terms are not very clear, a t least not from our Western
point of view. So much is sure, the donation recognized to the DalaiLama the undisputed supremacy over the Tibetan church. I t placed
also all the resources of the state a t his disposal for the purpose of
furthering the welfare of the Lamaist religion, through the grant of
sovereign rights over the 13 provinces (k'ri-skor) of Tibet.
At that time the Dalai-Lama was not equipped with the proper
machinery for undertaking the actual administration, nor possessed
See Tucci, T i b e t a n Painted Scrolls, pp. 66-67

an adequate military strength of his own to give it a solid backing.
perhaps also it was not expected of a holy personnage of such a high
standing that he should directly concern himself with administrative
~ 0 r k . Il t was on these considerations that the office of sde-srid was
created, to carry on the government of the country; the only temporal right reserved to the Dalai-Lama was to decide the appeals
brought before him against the judicial decisions of the sde-srid.2
But only a few years afterwards the Fifth Dalai-Lama asserted his
capacity and willingness to carry on a personal government, by
appointing the sde-srid a t his will for rather short terms (a nominal
right of confirmation remaining with the Qbiot Khan), by closely
controlling him, and quite often by taking direct action without
reference to the sde-srid. When the Dalai-Lama in his old age
left the reins of the government in the trusted hands of Sansrgyas-rgya-mts'o (1679)~ the above-sketched process underwent
an involution, and the Dalai-Lama seemed once more to drop out
of active politics. The personality of the Sixth Dalai-Lama was
certainly not made for stopping this development ; that gay toper
was more than content to leave the worries of government to the
experienced sde-srid. But a new principle had been established once
and for all, viz. that the Dalai-Lama, besides his undisputed theoretical right of sovereignty, was able and willing to act as the head
of the state, if circumstances were favourable.
The catastrophe of 1706 sharply changed the situation, and the
factual conditions of the Dalai-Lama in the following 45 years
influenced also his political status. From 1706 to 1720 there was a
complete eclipse. First the see was practically vacant for several
years, because the puppet of Lajang Khan, unrecognized by
the greater part of the church, enjoyed no authority whatsoever,
not even in the spiritual sphere. Then for three years the Dsungars
maintained the fiction of governing in the name of an absent
Dalai-Lama. All this completely ruined his temporal prospects.
When the Chinese installed the Seventh Dalai-Lama in Lhasa
(I720), they completely ignored his theoretical rights ; neither was
he in a position to stand up for their enforcement. The Tibetan
government then set up did recognize the religious supremacy of
the Dalai-Lama; but politically it was and remained a creation
This dislike was still felt eve11 in the present century. Bell, T h e Religio?l
of Tibet, Oxford 1931, p. 191.
Rappresentanza dei Padri Cappuccini etc., in M I T N , 111, p. 144.
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of the Chinese. This is what makes the great difference between the
period before 1706 and that after 1720. Before 1706 the government
was practically (not so theoretically) appointed by the Dalai-Lama
and controlled by him; the long minority of the Sixth Dalai-Lama
under the tutelage of the sde-srid is an exception in appearance
only. After 1720 the government was appointed by the Chinese,
and, because of the distance and bad organization, was little or not
at all controlled by them. Nevertheless it was to be expected that
with the slackness of Chinese supervision and the coming of age of
the Dalai-Lama, the latter would have slowly increased his influence ;
there were several signs pointing that way. But the outcome of the
civil war of 172718, which was partly also an attempt at restoration
of the power of the Dalai-Lama, seemed to ruin forever all his prospects of a temporal rule. Suspected of complicity in the murder of
Kcan-c'en-nas, he was exiled t o mGar-t'ar, and all temporal authorit y became vested in Pco-lha-nas. Even after the Dalai-Lama's return, he had absolutely no political power and was strictly limited to
his religious functi0ns.l We are justified in saying that the
donation of GuSri Khan, unrecognized by the Chinese, lapsed in
1717120, and that the Dalai-Lama returned to the conditions in
which he was in the 16th century: a much respected spiritual chief
without a valid title to temporal rule. The events of 1750 and his
firm and able handling of the situation offered him a chance of
reaching a t last that worldly power after which he and his precedessors had striven for some centuries. The Chinese emperor thought
it advisable to tacitly recognize the right of the Dalai-Lama to the
sovereignty in Tibet. This right was not sanctioned in a formal act,
but was taken as granted and considered as having been always
exercised, even if through deputies. I n any case, the year 1751
saw not so much the revival of GuSri Khan's old donation, as the
establishment of a quite new title of sovereignty for the Dalai-Lama.
And indeed he had become not so much the successor to the power
On this fact both the Chinese and the Italian missionaries agree. A
Chinese document of i-chcou/XII = January ~ q t h , 1748, states clearly
t h a t "the Dalai-Lama presides over Buddhism in the western countries,
while Pco-lha-nas governs the Tibetan people" ; ICao-tsung Shih-121, ch. 280,
f f . 4"-5". Father Costantino d a Loro, in a letter dated Lhasa, September 22th,
1741, writes: "The Grand Lama a t present has not the slightest power;
he must only attend to the welfare of the living, transferring on them his
merits"; in M I I ' N , 11, p. 35.
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of the Fifth Dalai-Lama, who had controlled the government
~ i t h o uactually
t
undertaking it, but the heir, with some limitations,
to the sovereignty of P'o-lha-nas ; that is, he conducted the government with the assistance of his council, but was in some degree
controlled by the Chinese. In 1642 there had been no actual differentiation between religious and political power. In 1706 this distinction was sharply drawn, and the two powers rested in separate
hands. I n 1751 the powers were reunited in the same person.'
The powers of the Dalai-Lama after 1751 are set forth with sufficient clearness in Doc. X I and in the Wei-tsang-t'u-chih. They
were considerable, because every important decision of the ministers must be referred to the Dalai-Lama for his sanction; the
appointments of the district governors, provincial commanders
and officers of the army were made by him on the proposal of the
council and with the approval of the ambans. On the other hand,
he could act only through the medium of the council of bka'-blon.
But this system of government was organized in such a way that it
allowed ample scope for the energy and enterprise of the DalaiLama, particularly if Chinese supervision was inefficient. What an
energetic pontiff could do under this system, without substantially
modifying it, is shown bv the life work of the Thirteenth Dalai-Lama.

B. T h e Q6Sot K h a n
GuSri Khan conquered Tibet with his own forces and handed it as
a gift to the Fifth Dalai-Lama. His position henceforward Ivas that
This development and changing conditions of the powers in Tibet
did not pass unperceived by the keen intelligence and great experience
of the members of the Congregation of Propaganda Fide in Rome, who from
the letters despatched by the Lhasa missionaries drew nearly the same
conclusions as I have. I n the minute (in Italian) of a memorial sent by Cardinal
Belluga to the king of Spain in order to obtain from him funds for the Tibetan
mission, the situation in Tibet is summarized as follows: "Before 1720
Tibet belonged to the Grand Lama, both in the spiritual and in the temporal.
He appointed a man with the title of king (the QbSot Khan) t o defend the
realm, giving him powers over everything connected with military affairs,
with the faculty of appointing the officers of the army. He appointed also
another man to act as his vice-gerent (the sde-srid) to govern the whole
kingdom in his name, in respect of both civil and political affairs, with his
council of state composed of four persons. . . . I n 1721 the emperor placed
on the throne a Tibetan, giving him complete powers in things temporal,
which earlier belonged to the Grand Lama, and left to the latter the spiritual
only, with the revenues sufficient for his support" MITN, 111, p. 176.

of a "defender of the faith", i.e. he had the responsibility of the
military defence of Tibet and of the protection of the Dalai-Lama.
The army and everything connected with it were in the exclusive
charge of the Khan. Though GuSri Khan and his successors were not
in permanent residence in Lhasa, we see them intervening personally every time a danger from outside is threatening the Tibetan
government. Apart from this, they did not interfere with the administration. Even the appointment of the sde-wid, at first a right
belonging to them, soon slipped out of their hands. Their relations
with the Dalai-Lama in this period were somewhat indefinite. They
were not his subordinates; they could not dictate their policy to
him. Theirs was rather the position of a powerful ally, not that of a
protecting power in the modern sense.
When Lajang Khan carried out his coup in 170516, he took over
all the powers formerly belonging to the sde-srid. In his double
capacity as political and military chief, he was to all purposes the
absolute ruler of Tibet; the Dalai-Lama was a puppet in his hands
and the Chinese emperor only a benevolent and distant ally. Thus
he wielded such power as not even GuSri Khan had ever enjoyed.
I t looked like the establishment of an absolute and hereditary
Mongol monarchy in Tibet. But the Dsungar storm shattered at one
blow the Q6Sot power. The reason for this is that the basis had become too slender for supporting such a far-reaching policy. We must
remember that in 1658 the sons of GuSri Khan had divided the
heritage, the younger sons keeping the Kukunor territories along
with the greater part of the clansmen, and the first-born inheriting
his father's rights in Tibet and the headship of the remaining
c1ansmen.l When the storm broke out, the Q6Sots under Lajang
Khan were too few to oppose effective resistance to the invader, and
their power was easily crushed beyond possibility of redress.

C. T h e r e g e n t
Under this title I gather two distinct though related offices:
the sde-srid of 1642-1706 and the "king" of 1728-1750. Enough has
already been said of the character of both. The sde-srid was originally only
- an official (though the highest in the state) appointed by
and depending from the Q6Sot Khan at first, and later from the
Dalai-Lama. During the Fifth Dalai-Lama's old age and the Sixth's
L. Petech, Notes on Tibetan history, pp. 266-267.
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minority, Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o gathered all power in his hands
and made his office the actual head of the state, practically uncontrolled and acting quite on his own authority even in matters of
foreign policy. l But this disproportionate increase of the sde-srid's
authority depended merely on the overpowering personality of
its holder and on the non-entity of the Dalai-Lama; it can be doubted whether it would have survived the death of Sans-rgyas-rgyamts'o. Such as it was, Lajang Khan cut short to the importance
-of the office. The son and successor of Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o was
a mere tool in his hands, and after some months the office was
abolished altogether.
-.The office of sa-skyon
filled by ~Tag-rtse-pa
- under Dsungar
occupation was closely connected with that of sde-srid, but had not
by far the same importance. I t enjoyed little authority, and the
country was ruled, or rather ruthlessly kept in submission, directly
by the Dsungar commander.
In 1721 the Chinese refused to reestablish the post of sde-srid,
which reminded them of Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o's unfriendly policy
towards them during the nineties of the 17th century. I t is true
that the president of the council of ministers was given the title of
sde-srid by the people, but his office bore quite a different character,
as he was only a primus inter pares.
The new regent appointed, or rather recognized, by the Chinese
in 1728 bore after 1740 the title of wang, or "prince" for the Chinese,
but "king" for the European missionaries. And a king in truth he
was. P'o-lha-nas and after him 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal exercised
their power in their own name and authority, without reference
to the Dalai-Lama.
The Chinese supervision was merely nominal;
it was non-existent in internal affairs and limited itself to the control of external relations. The rule of the regent was absolute. The
council of ministers had sunk to a mere executive organ, and the
provincial administration was controlled by the nominees of the
regent. The right to 'u-lag, or compulsory transport service for
government officials, had become a monopoly of the regent. The
aristocracy was repressed and kept strictly under control. As the
office was hereditary, none of the conditions for the continuance of
a royal dynasty were lacking ; the Chinese would perhaps have placed
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Cfr. his intervention in the struggle between Galdan and Kcang-hsi.
Zahiruddin Ahmad, Sino-Tibetan relations in the seventeenth century, Rome
1970, pp. 286-323.
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it under stricter control, but certainly would not have abolished it.
But 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyalJs folly destroyed the work of PCo-lhanas. The office and the title were done away with, never to return
again.
The "regents" (rgyal-ts'ab) that we meet again in Tibetan history,' represented no permanent office, but, like the regents in
European monarchies, managed the government of the DalaiLama during the latter's nlinoi-ity; they were mostly high dignitaries of the church. When the Dalai-Lama came of age at 18, the
office of regent naturally ceased. This is the reason why more than
one regent was tempted to do away with the Dalai-Lama before he
reached his 18th year, in order to perpetuate his own authority. But
these officials were only a sort of temporary caretaker of the DalaiLama's sovereignty, and enjoyed no independent authority.
D. T h e C o u n c i l of bka'-blon
The executive duties under the head of the state, whoever he might
be, were performed by a council of four ministers called bka'-blon.
This council is known to have existed between 1642 and 170516,
but we hear very little about its activity. Under Lajang Khan
it enjoyed little standing or power, and as a matter of fact seldomif
ever mentioned in Tibetan or Chinese sources. But we know from the
Breve Relazione of Fr. Domenico da Fano that during the period
1707-1711 the council existed and was composed of four Mongol
jaisang, to the exclusion of Tibetans. Their main functions seem to
have been judicial.
The council was renewed by the Chinese in 1721, but was given
a very different character. Its status was no longer that of an administrative body, but it ranked as the head of the state ; it was a
sort of collective praesidium (as in the Soviet constitution) or
directory (as in the French constitution of 1795)~with no authority superior to it, except for loose Chinese supervision. Its composition had also changed. The members were no longer Q6Sot chiefs
or Tibetan professional officials accustomed to routine work under
the superior direction of the head of the state; they were great
Tibetan nobles, hereditary chiefs of districts, each of whom cared
On the series of the Tibetan regents see L. Petech, The Dalai-Lamas and
regents of Tibet, in Tcoung Pao, 47 (1959), pp. 368-394.
"When the king is absent, there are four princes with the title of Ciesani,
who govern the country; they are a t present Tartars"; MITN, 111, p. 16.
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above all for his own territory and considered the council only as
the fighting ground for his personal ambitions, not as a living organism. This change in character was much for the worse. Free from
efficient supervision and unaccustomed to team work, the members
soon ceased to function collegiately, and each of them acted for
himself, not departmentally but territorially. If this council had
lasted, it would have dissolved Tibet into a loose federation of feudal
states. But the result of the struggle in its midst was its utter collapse
and the civil war of 172718.
The council as reconstituted in 1728 had again a different character. Composed a t first of two members, then of three, then once
again of four, it was the executive organ of the regent. Its members
were a t first trained professional officials, who came from the finance department or from other public offices. Its authority was a t
first limited to dBus, gTsan being placed under the direct administration of the ruler. When the council was expanded, the representatives of the old territorial aristocracy found again their entrance in i t ; probably about the same time its authority was
tacitly extended to gTsan. These ministers can scarcely be said
to have formed a council. Each bka'-blon was in charge of a department of the administration (the texts do not give particulars on this
score) and was responsible directly to the "king" and not to the
council as a whole. I n the last part of P'o-lha-nas's reign the ministers
even ceased to hold regular meetings in the council house, each
bka'-blon transacting his official business at his home and reporting
directly to the "king". I t was a state of affairs which reminds us
vaguely of the U.S.A. cabinet.
The council of 1721 had been too powerful. After it was smashed,
the Chinese court \vent to the opposite extreme, and the council of
1728 was again, as under Lajang Khan, a shado~vybody unable
to check or restrain the power of the "king". I t mas only in 1751
that the just balance of powers was found. The personnel of P'olha-nas's and 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal's council was taken over by
the Chinese, as they had taken over Lajang Khan's officials in
1721 ; in their dependencies the Chinese always stood for continuity
of the tradition. But the nature of the council changed again. By
law, the number of members was fixed at four. The Chinese insisted
on its resuming the character of a collective body. I t was to meet in
the council-house and all decisions were to be taken by common
agreement and under common responsibility; no departmental
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specialisation was allowed. The character of the council as a cornmittee of professional administrators was on the whole maintained,
although it was not always possible, specially under minorities of
the Dalai-Lama, to avoid its being influenced by the most powerful
noblemen. On the whole the council, or bka'-iag as it is usually
called, may remind us of a Western European council of ministers,
and the more so since in the course of time a measure of departmental specialisation was gradually established. It served its purpose
remarkably well and maintained its character for ZOO years down
to 19.59The council had a staff of its own ; the highest officials were the
two bka'-iag mgron-g6er. We may suppose that their functions consisted (as in the following century) in transmitting the orders of the
council and supervising their executi0n.l There was also an unknown
number of secretaries or writers of the council (bka'-sag drztri-yig;
later shortened into bka'-druri) .
I t does not appear that the later-day distinction between lay
officials (Sod-druri or druri-'h'or) and ecclesiastic officials (rtse-drun)
was formally in existence; as the Dalai-Lama had no political functions during the whole of this period, his establishment and its staff
had little of nothing t o do with the government. And indeed the
druri-'k'or alone are mentioned in our t e x t s 2
Little is known about the several departments of the central
government during these years. We only have some scattered information about the judiciary, the finance department, the army,
the 'u-lag and postal service, and the provincial government.
E. J u d i c i a r y
On the organization of Tibetan justice the Tibetan texts are nearly
silent. According to the Wei-tsang-tcu-chilz,a t the head of the judi-

We know from F r . Cassiano t h a t there were also some nzgron-grier
a t t h e court of t h e ruler, with the functions of comptrollers of the household
(maestri di casa) ; M I T N , IV, p . I 1 3 . Fr. Gioacchino d a S. Anatolia describes
these court mgron-giiev as chamberlains (camerieri); M I T N , 111, p. 239.
I n these functions they were attached also t o great personages other than
the Dalai-Lama. Fr. Gioacchino d a S. Anatolia (letter of November 2 0 t h
1724) mentions a nzgron-gr?er of the father of t h e Dalai-Lama; M I T N , I,
p. 126.
E.g. L7DL, f . 384b.
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ciary there was the n a n - ~ o - f i ' y a g .But
~ I never met with such a
title in the Tibetan texts of this period.
Fr. Domenico da Fano, writing in 1713, give a sketch of the judicitary under Lajang Khan's rule. Criminal justice belonged t o
the council of ministers. Cases in which no capital offence was involved, were heard by a lesser council formed of eight faisang. Civil
suits in Lhasa were dealt with by the governor of the town and a law
officer with the title of vice-governor. The task of the governor was
to examine the cases, to preside over the proceedings and to supervise the execution of the sentence. But death sentences were given
by the king alone, or in his absence by the council of m i n i ~ t e r s . ~
Fr. Orazio della Penna too gives us a short and less clear
sketch of judicial organization in 1730. In Lhasa normal jurisdiction
was exercised by the three city magistrates (mi-dpon)4, who heard
cases daily in their residence. From their decisions litigants could
appeal to the officials whom Della Penna calls "revisors of the
cases" ; I suppose these are the magistrates called in the MBTJ
with the literary title of kcrims-kyi-Zal-lce-?nkcan,
judges of the law.
Their normal style was bier-dpan; they were two in number, both
of them lay official^.^ From these revisors the appeal went through
the council of ministers t o the ruler, and in very special cases t o the
Dalai-Lama. Fr. Orazio seems t o make no distinction between civil
and criminal cases.
Fr. Cassiano da Macerata does not speak of the judiciary; he
merely mentions in passing the three m i - d p o n of Lhasa, whom he
calls k z t t u b a l (Iiind. kotvil) ; their retinue included twelve korciapa

JRAS, 1891, p. 2 2 0 ; Rockhill wrongly reconstructed the title as
nan-mdsod-pcyag. -We may recall that a t the court of the princes of gTsan
in the 15th century there was a nun-so-ccen-mo, with the functions of a chief
justice; Tucci, Indo-Tibetica. vol. IV, I I , p. 276; and Tibetan Painted Scvolls,
P. 35.
,WITAT, 111, pp. 16-17.
In M I T N , 111, pp. 65-66.
This title means "chief of men". The Lhasa nzi-dpon are well attested in
the L7DL (e.g. f . 498 a etc.). In the 19th and 20th century there were only
two mi-dpogz, both lay officials; R. Rahul, T h e government a n d politics of
Tibet, Delhi 1969, p. 35.
R. Rahul, Op. cit., p. 37. The Chinese texts know them by the imperfect
trallscription hsielz-ivh-Po-nzu # @ &i .
I ~ I I T N IV,
,
p. 135.

*

Although it is nearly impossible to check the accounts of the
Capuchin Fathers with other sources, still, as the authors were
eye-witness, we can assume them to be fairly accurate, with due
allowance made for possible misapprehensions and inaccuracies.
In the times of the QGSot Khans, judicial power in the provincial
towns seems to have been in the hands of a provincial magistrate
(k'rims-kyi-k'a-lo-pa). But no trace of this office is found after the
Dsungar invasion, and in the times of P'o-lha-nas judicial power lay
with the civil governor (rdson-dpon). The appeal from these tribunals, if allowed, went to the council of ministers a t Lhasa.
The law applied in Tibetan courts was the old code traditionally
attributed to king Sron-btsan-sgam-po and revised first by Byan-.
c'ub-rgyal-mts'an of P'ag-mo-gru and a second time by the Flfth
Dalai-Lama and the sde-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o.l The edition of
this code used in the 18th century comprised 41 sections in three volume~.~
On the practical working of Tibetan justice we are informed by the
Italian missionaries and the Chinese documents. I n Lhasa the seat
of the tribunal was in the Bla-bran, i.e. the buildings alongside the
'P'rul-snan temple. Litigation was discouraged by the parties being
compelled to deposit a certain sum with the court ; small disputes were
therefore usually settled out of court. Criminal law was very severe,
even barbarously so. Capital punishment was inflicted for a large
number of crimes. Its forms were beheading, drowning, or the brkyakSin, a square vertical frame crossed by two beams in the shape of an
XI to which the culprit was tied and shot a t with arrows. Highway
robbery with murder was usually punished with the brkyan-Sin;
for less grave cases there was exile to a fortress in the southern
districts, where the criminals invariably died of hunger and thirst
in the jails of the governor. Simple robbery was punished by cutting
off the right hand, or (in lighter cases) by the bastinado. Adultery
was punished by a fine or a whipping; commoil brawls by a fine.
For many other crimes there was imprisonment, of the particularly
cruel Tibetan kind; no food and no clothing were provided for the
prisoner, who was dependent on the support of his relatives. Private
vengeance was strictly forbidden. The fines realized were kept by
the mi-dpon, who at the end of each year handed over the total
amount to the council of ministers.
Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 37.
Wei-tsang-tCzi-chih, in J R A S 1 8 9 1 , p. ~ I G .
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procedure was swift and the case was judged at once, normally
on the day after its filing. The employment of advocates was permitted, but the time allowed to them for their speeches was severely
limited. I n civil suits the proofs admitted were written documents
or oral witness. In criminal cases ordeal was freely used, mostly
by compelling the accused to extract a white stone out of a cauldron
of boiling oil, or by licking or grasping a red-hot iron.'

F. T h e f i n a n c e d e p a r t m e n t
The finance department (rtsis-k'an) was given special care. We
have already spoken of P '0-lha-nas's reforms there. Otherwise, for
this period we have only stray references in the Tibetan texts, but
no direct e ~ i d e n c e .What
~
we can glean from our texts is this.
The department seems to have been under the particular control
of one of the ministers. The managing directors were the three
rtsis-dpon (finance director), who often went on tours to control
the finances of the provincial governors.
The most important part of the finance department was the central treasury, situated then as well as now in the Bla-bran palace;
at its head there was one (perhaps more) official called P'yag-mdsodpa ( t r e a ~ u r e r )After
.~
the reorganization by P'o-lha-nas, it was a
well-arranged establishment, and the accounts were carefully kept
on ledgers (debt-t'er) .4
The private treasury of the Dalai-Lama ('P'ral-bde p'yag-mdsod)
is not much in evidence during this period ; we have only a few stray
references and its importance seems to date from the reforms of
Della Penna, in MITh7,111, pp. 65-70. Fr. Domenico da Fano, in MITN,
111, pp. 15-17. Desideri, in MITN, V I , pp. 26 and 76-78; Markham, L\'ar~atives
of the mission of George Bogle in Tibet etc., London 1879, pp. 101-102; Weitsang-tczt-chih in J R A S 1891, pp. 129, 216-218; S. Ch. Das, --TibetanJai-15
and Criminal punishments, in PASB 1894, pp. 5-8.
The Chinese manual of administration Li-fan-yiian tst-li E % EHlj
(edition of 1816) partly translated by Rockhill in J R A S I 891, refers to a
later period, after the reforms of 1792. SO does ch. 9 of the U'ei-tsnng-tczclzgchilz (on administration).
The Bla-bran pcyag-mdsodis mentioned also in L7DL, f . 538b Later
the treasurer was popularly known by the abbreviation bla-pcyag.
The treasury and finance offices in the Bla-bran are described by
Desideri, in MITN, 1'1, p. 26. This description holds also good for modern
conditions; Ch. Bell, Tlze religion of Tibet, p. 196.
E.g. L7DL, f. 385a.

Of course the autonomous temporal dominion of the Pan-ccen
had a separate financial organization, with its own finance-directors
and treasury.
Tibetan finance was then wholly based on natural produce.
In this period and for a long time afterwards there were no Tibetan
coins. For centuries the only minted metal in circulation had been
the rupees coined by the three kingdoms of Nepal (till 1768). The
Chinese introduced their silver taels, which soon became very
popular.1 But although important for trade purposes, money had
little or no importance in the finance administration.
The income was mainly derived from direct taxation. We may
safely surmise that, notwithstanding the lapse of years and the
many abuses which crept in and which P'o-lha-nas strove to eliminate, the assessment was still based on the general census taken
by order of the Fith Dalai-Lama in 1663. I t s results were carefully
recorded, and to these records probably refer the mention of 300
ledgers a t the time of P'o-lha-nas's reorganization. These ledgers
contained also the cadastre or land survey, and all rentals due and
changes of property were duly registered in them.2 It seems that
in the capital all the ground belonged t o the government, and purchases of plots of building land were more in the character of a
perpetual lease.3 Monasteries and their property were exempt
form taxation. For the remaining population, the tax-paying unit
was the t'eb or household (lit. threshold). Each t'eb must pay a fixed
contribution yearly (lag-yon, lag- 'bab), consisting basically of a
Desideri, in M I T N , VI, p. 69. Bogle's Memorandum on the trade
in Markham, pp. 128-129; better and more
of Tibet (of December 12th 1774)~
detailed is Bogle's Memorandum on the money and merchandise of Tibet
(of April ~ g t h ,1779), published by D. B. Diskalkar, Bogle's embassy to
Tibet, in IHQ IX (1933), pp. 431-432.
In 1724 the purchase by the Capuchins of a piece of land in Lhasa,
for the purpose of building a small convent and a church, was registered
in the books (libri camerali) of la uaranga (sic, for lavaranga, Bla-bran). Fr.
Gioacchino da S. Anatolia's Ragguaglio, in M I T N , 111, p. 215.
In a report of the Procurator General of the Capuchins to the Congregation of Propaganda Fide about the financial situation of the mission, dated
November gth, I 730, it is stated that "in Lhasa it is not permissible to sell
immovable property, which according to the law of the realm remains as
property of the Varanga (Bla-bran), which is like the Reverend Apostolic
Chamber in the Church State". Archives of Propaganda Fide, Rome, Scr.
Congressi, vol. 20, f . 286b.
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~ e r t a i nnumber of k'al (about two pounds) of barley.' Taxation
was always in kind, several other items being accepted instead of
barley : cattle, sheep carcases, cloth, butter, iron, rarely cash.
Owing to the exemptions granted to the enormous estates of the
monasteries, the tax-paying population was comparatively small
and composed of the poorest elements of the people. No wonder
that taxation was quite oppressive and that the taxpayers often
complained of their unbearable conditions.
The taxes were collected and stored by the provincial governors.
Each of them had under him two P'yag-mdsod-pa (treasurers) in
charge of finance, customs and public works2 Once a year the
governors transmitted their accounts and the net balance of their
revenue to Lhasa.
Another source of income was derived from the custom duties of
the various barriers and toll-gates a t the frontier. We know these
duties to have been heavy and practically left to the will of the custom officers; the letters of the Italian missionaries are full of
complaints about the irritating oppressiveness of the customs people,
and this in spite of the letters of exemption which the missionaries
nearly always obtained from the government. The market duties
too yielded a considerable income. Since 1738 a small yearly contribution of 5000 taels was also regularly paid by the Chinese treasury out of the custom revenue of Ta-chien-lu.
The main items of expense, besides the costs of general administration. were firstly the subsidies regularly paid to some of the
great monasteries, the occasional gifts to sanctuaries or to great
lamas, and the sums spent on certain periodical feasts, particularly
the great smon-lam festival held yearly at Lhasa during the first
fortnight of the first month.3 Secondly there was (chiefly for the
period of P'o-lha-nas's rule) the military expenditure, both for the
Tibetan standing army and for the contribution towards the supplies
of the Chinese garrison.
..

G. T h e a r m y
The Tibetan standing army was created by P'o-lha-nas. Before
his time, the Tibetan go17ernment had depended on the regional
Tucci, Tibetan Painted Sc~olls,pp. 69-70.
Fr. Amiot in Mdmoires concevnant les Chinois, p. 150.
Fr. Cassiano da Macerata gives a detailed account of the enormous
expenses of the smon-lam ceremonies; MIThT,I\', pp. I 23-127.

and feudal levies, which were summoned every time an emergency
occurred. As a general rule, every five families had to give a soldier
for the militia (yul-dmag) and had t o supply him with arms, accoutrements, food and pay. An exception was mNa'-ris; in this important strategic region every single family had to give a soldier. The
militiamen were gathered together by the provincial governors and
assigned to the various corps (infantry and cavalry) according to the
financial means of their families. The officers were drawn from the
more well-to-do families. The general expenses of the militia were
paid by the province to which they belonged. As soon as the war for
which they were summolled was over, the militiamen returned to
their homes. The lowest officer rank was that of the ldin-dpon; higher
ranks were the brgya-dpon (commander of one hundred) and YU-dpon.
Military affairs a t the district headquarters were entrusted to a brgyadpon or a YU-dpon,according to the importance of the district. This
military commander was equal in rank with the district governor
(rdson-dpon), and this fact gave origin to the system of dual governorship, which was prevalent in Tibet before 1951. At the top of the
military organization there were the mda'-dpon or provincial generals.
There were three mda'-dpon in gTsan and only one in dBus; a
second dBus mda'-dpon was added in 1751. Their charge was in this
period the apanage of a few noble families: 1Can-lo-can-pa, P'ulun-ba, Ram-pa-ba in gTsan ; 'Bum- t 'an-pa in dBus. Their authority,
however, did not extend to mNa'-ris, which had a special organization ; supreme civil and military authority there was vested in the
two sgar-dpon, on whom see later. The armament of the militia was
primitive; it consisted of swords, lances and bows and arrows,
with some blunderbusses. The artillery consisted mainly of swivels,
though there were some large cannon mounted on carts with large
wheels; but their use in open warfare was quite exceptiona1.l
The Tibetan militia described above was not very reliable, took
time to assemble, was undisciplined and ill-armed and, being composed of husbandmen, could not be kept under arms for any long
There is no special account of the Tibetan army, and the above sketch
is based mainly on the scattered evidence found in various texts. Some
incomplete accounts, extracted from the Ta-chcing i-tung-chih, depicting
conditions about 1740, are found in Fr. Amiot, Mkwzoiras concerna,nt les
Chinois, XIIT, pp. 142-143 and 147, and in E i n e chinesische Beschreibztng
v o n Tibet, pp. 2 2 and 24. Cf. also the short account of the Tibetan militia
in the time of Lajang Khan given by Desideri, in MITN, VI, pp. 79-80.
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period. P'o-lha-nas saw the inconvenients of this state of affairs,
and after the civil war he began organizing and training a small but
efficient professional army of 10.000 horse and 15.000 foot, on which
he bestowed much care. Well officeredby the most trusted comrades
of Pco-lha-nas, men who had proved their mettle in the battles of
the civil war, this army soon became a quite respectable force.
No part of it seems to have been quartered in or near Lhasa, a
town which had already the Chinese garrison to lodge. It was
distributed in various provincial garrisons and in great detachments
in the northern districts, on the watch against the Dsungars. Its
absence from the capital prevented it from taking part in the upheaval of 1750 and saved it from disbandment. But of course the
new ecclesiastic government did not bestow on the army the same
fostering care as the regent had done, and its efficiency declined;
this was sadly experienced during the Gurkha war of r7gr/z. At
the side of the standing army, the militia organization was of course
still maintained.

H. P o s t a l s e r v i c e a n d 'u-Lag
For the conveyance of travelling officials and of government
despatches, the system prevailing in Tibet from olden times was
that of the 'zt-lag, a word of Turkish origin denoting socage, or
compulsory labour due by the population to the government. In
this case it meant (and still means today) the supplying of porters,
drivers and horses or yaks sometimes for quite long periods. As the
travelling season coincides with the agricultural season, it meant a
heavy burden on the shoulders of the people, who had to give away
men and beasts sometimes even for three or four months, just
when they were most needed in the fields. Besides being oppressive and irritating, the system was not made for efficiency
or speed. In 1729 P'o-lha-nas reformed this service too, on the model
of the Chinese mail stages system, which he had seen a t work after
1721. The service was entrusted to officers sent from Lhasa and was
carried out by means of good horses belonging to the central
government. I t stretched from Lhasa to mNa'-ris on the one hand
and to mDo-k'ams on the other.' This system was expensive, but
so efficient that the Chinese entrusted to it the carriage of their
own mail. We have seen how this gave origin to a grave inconveM B T J , f . 326a.

nience, viz. that the Tibetan government could stop at will conlmunications between Lhasa and Peking. The Chinese therefore after
1751 resumed their own postal service; P'o-lha-nas's mail diSappeared and the Tibetan government again employed the 'u-lag,
or else used the Chinese mail, when the ambans chose to authorize it,
'U-lag was also due for public works and for several other purposes. I t should have been a service due to the Dalai-Lama alone,
but P'o-lha-nas appropriated it more and more for his private use,
making money out of it. When Fr. Cassiano journeyed to Lhasa in
winter 1740/41, he found that 'u-lag service was granted by P'olha-nas to travelling merchants, evidently against payment.1 Of
course it was of common occurrence that P'o-lha-nas allowed his
favorites to enjoy the same privilege. One of the first thing the
Chinese did in 1751, was therefore to remove these abuses. Henceforward and down to the end 'u-lag was only due to officials
or other men holding a document to this effect issued case for case
by the Dalai-Lama's government, the use of which was strictly
controlled.

I. P r o v i n c i a l g o v e r n m e n t
The government of the districts had been traditionally the task
and privilege of the local aristocracy. Even when the political power
of the nobles declined, the Lhasa government continued to appoint
the local aristocrats to these posts; basing themselves on their yrivate estates, they could be trusted to administer a district more
easily and with less expense than a governor sent out from Lhasa.
The title of these district governors was sde-#a, and the office not
seldom passed from father to
Of course when the central
government grew weak, these governors became half independent
and acted quite a t their own will. Of greater units, in this period
there were only three, the governments of dBus (always under direct
control of the central government), gTsan and m$Ja'-ris. There
were apparently no single officials appointed t o control the district
governors of the east and north of the country. The district governor
was thus the basis of the government machinery outside Lhasa.
M I T N , IV, p . 7 2 .
Several European travellers have given accounts of 'u-lag travelling
arrangements. A graphic description can be read e.g. in chapters 23-25
of Filchner, Onz m a ~ z padnze
i
h u m , Leipzig 1929.
On the provincial sde-pa see Desideri, M I T N , VI, p. 76.

The Chinese recognized their importance and tried to bring them
together to rule the whole country. But this attempt to entrust the
biggest provincial rulers with the central government failed lamentably. In the civil war we see gTsan, mr;u'a'-ris and the districts
of the other regions acting as independent units, forming alliances
and raising armies on their own account. This sliding back of Tibet
towards the century-old anarchy which had been ended in 1642,
was energetically halted by P'o-lha-nas. gTsan he maintained
under his personal rule (except for the new temporal rights of the
Pan-c'en), and dBus was governed as before directly from Lhasa.
As to the south-eastern, eastern and northern districts, the details
of his action against the local governors escape us. The process was
very gradual and moderate, and provoked no concerted resistance.
Step by step he placed his own men in charge of the districts. As
these favourites often preferred to remain in Lhasa, actual government of the districts was carried out by their protegees or even
slaves ; this made provincial government still more strictly dependent
from Lhasa. At the end of his twenty years' rule, the great provincial lords had disappeared from the scene. Tibet was divided in 53
districts; of these, 5 2 were governed by officials appointed by
and dependent from the government of Lhasa. The 53rd district
was represented by the autonomous principality of Sa-skya.
The modern organization of the districts in its broad outlines
goes back t o the reforming work of P'o-lha-nas, of which the main
characteristics were the following. At the head of a district, of
which there were thirty in dBus alone, there was a civil governor
(rdson-dpon or rdson-sdod) and a military commander with equal
status. The former was exclusively charged with the administrative
affairs and with the maintenance of law and order. This system then
underwent a slow evolution, and before 1950 the two governors
(both called rdson-dpon), appointed usually for a period of three
years, were on a foot of complete equality and the distinction between civil and military had become obsolete. In some outlying
districts (e.g. Nag- ts'an, Sa-dga'), where the population consisted
chiefly of nomads, the local governor had the title of 'go-pa (someLetter of Fr. Costantino d a Loro, dated Lhasa, October ~ ~ t 1741,
h ,
in MITN, 11, p. 41, where the number actually given is 2 3 ; this must be,
however, a mistake. On the administration of Sa-skya see C. 11'. Cassinelli
and R. B. Ekvall, A Tibetan principality: the political system of Sa-skya,
Ithaca 1969.

time nzgo-pa), which probably indicated a more rough-and-ready
and flexible administration.
Of the great historical provinces of dBus, gTsan, K'ams and
mNa'-ris, the two first were not administrative units, but merely
geographic and ethnic expressions; the district governors were
directly subordinate to the central government. K 'ams was largely
independent under its numerous local chiefs; there was, however, in
the northern part of that region a representative of the central
government, styled the mDo sgar-dp0n.l His functions were indefinite, but possibly more on the lines of a resident in vassal states.
mNa'-ris occupied a particular position. This great province
was a late addition to Tibet (1684) and was still considered as a
territory enjoying a special status. Since the times of Lajang
Khan, it had been the fief of K'an-c'en-nas and of his brother.
About 1730 P'o-lha-nas took it away from the dGa'-bii family,
entrusting it to his elder son Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan. After the death
of P'o-lha-nas, the murder of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan and the end of
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, the Chinese did away with this last remnant of feudal independence, and refused to recognize more than
the bare title of duke of m$Ja'-ris for the son of Ye-Ses-ts'e-brtan,
without political rights. Still, the administration of mNa-'ris continued to present deep differences from that of the rest of Tibet. In
the four districts which compose the province, there was no dual
government; there was only one rdson-dpon, in charge of both
civil and military affairs. Over the four rdson-dpon, there were at
.~
the head of the province two governors called s g a r - d p ~ nm$Ja'-ris
was thus the only greater province which preserved its individuality.
As we have seen, the militia depended from the district governors.
The stan ding army instead depended from the central government.
There was a moment in which its commanders seemed to be about
to become a political power; that was in 1751, when the five mda'dpon in dBus and gTsan received a greater sphere of influence and
seem to have exercised a short of supervision over the local government. But these political powers did not last for long, as it was but
natural in a country governed by an ecclesiastic government.
E.g. L7DL, f . 306a.
For conditions in m ~ a ' - r i sin the thirties of the present century see
Tucci & Ghersi, Cronaca della M i s s i o n e scientifica T u c c i nel Tibet occidentale
(1933), Rome 1934, p. 251; Tucci, S a n l i e briganti nel Tibet ignoto, Milan
1937, p p 177-178
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Provincial finance was in the hands of the district governors,
who remitted the surplus to Lhasa. The regular control and audit
by government accountants appears to he a later institution.
Summing up the changes of the Tibetan government from 1642
to 1751, we may conclude that the sde-srid can be counted as the
actual head of the state from 1642 to 1705, except in the years
from 1655 to 1679, when he sank to a mere puppet whose strings
were pulled by the Dalai-Lama. From 1706 to 1717 Lajang Khan
was the absolute ruler of Tibet. Then for three years Central
Tibet was under military occupation by the Dsungars. From 1721
to 1727 the supreme power was wielded by the council of ministers
under the chairmanship of K'an-c'en-nas. From 1728 to 1750 we
have the hereditary monarchy of P'o-lha-nas and 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal. I t is only from 1751 that we may date the actual sovereignty
of the Dalai-Lama. This statement may appear to contradict some
of the a.ccepted opinions. But I think that in replying in this manner
to the question put a t the beginning of this chapter, I am expounding
the only conclusion, we can reach after a careful perusal of contemporary sources.
I I. Chinese sz4,pervision

A. T h e a m b a n
With the solitarv exception of Ho-shou, sent out by K'ang-hsi
in 1709, there was no permanent representative of the emperor
residing in Lhasa till after the conquest of that city by the Chinese
in 1720. Even afterwards, the representative was withdrawn in
1723, and during the following four years we find only officials sent
to Lhasa on a special mission, but none in permanent residence.
The office of the two ambans,l as it existed till 1912, was established
only in 1728. There was a senior and a junior amban, but the distinction has been always a purely formal one, both enjoying in
point of fact the same authority. After the death of A-Qh-hsiin in
1734, one post remained vacant during the following years, and
there was only one amban in Lhasa. I t was only in 1748 that the emperor reenforced the old rule, which was then scrupulously observed
as long as the office lasted. The first ambans (Sen-ge and Mala) held
office for five years, but after them it became the practice, and soon
For the meaning and origin of the name, see before, p. 87. The Chinese
official title was chu-tsang la-chce'n if% E.

the rule, that an amban should remain in Tibet for a maximum of
three years; and sometimes he was recalled home even before the
end of his term.
During the rule of P'o-lha-nas and his son, the duties of the ambans consisted mainly in holding the command of the small Chinese
garrison, ensuring communications with Peking and reporting to
the emperor on the doings of the "King". We hear sometimes of
their intervention in matters of external relations ; but otherwise
they never interfered with the Tibetan g0vernment.l In 1751 the
powers of the ambans were greatly increased. Besides commanding
the garrison and having exclusive charge of the postal service, their
advice had to be taken by the council of bka'-blon on every important affair; this gave them a broad right of supervision on the actions of the government. Still, direct intervention of the ambans in
. ~ a regular
administrative work was a t first of rare o c ~ u r r e n c eAs
practice, it came later, as the result of the reforms carried out in
1792 after the Gurkha war.3
The staff of the ambans in the period under consideration was
not large. I t comprised one or two military officers of rank not above
lieutenant-colonel, and several faryuc'i and bic'bc'i. The latter were
the writers of the ambans, and it was to them that the clerical
work of the residence was entrusted; they also formed the personal
suite of all officials sent to bKra-Sis-lhun-po to pay homage to the
Pan-c'en. As to the faryuc'i, the meaning of this name as given
by the dictionaries is "judge". But they hardly can have functioned
as such in Lhasa, because there was no independent Chinese judiciary in Tibet during this period. From the Tibetan. sources we gather
firstly that they were superior in rank to the bic'gc'i and secondly
F r . Costantino d a Loro, in his already quoted letter of October ~ g t h ,
1741 writes t h a t the amban "does not interfere on any account with
the government of Tibet, b u t attends only t o the command of the Chinese
soldiers"; MITN, 11, p. 74. The above quoted letter of Fr. Costantino
d a Loro, dated Lhasa, September 2211d, 1741, says t h a t the whole ltingdoln
"is subject t o the great emperor of China; but he does not interfere on any
account with its government, as he has granted its despotic rule t o the present
king hlivagn Cugiab (hli-dban SKU-iabs)", A t I l ' N , 11, p. 35.
George Bogle writes t h a t the ambans "seldom interfere in the management
of the country"; Letter of December 5th, 1774, published by D . B. Disltalkar
in IHQ I X (1933)~p. 424.
On the reforms of 1792 see Roclthill, in TP 1910, p. 53.
Mayers, n. 181.

that they were quite often sent out on mission to b K r a - i i s - l h ~ n - ~ ~
and elsewhere, when the amban himself preferred to remain in
Lhasa. Sagaster has shown that the Chinese equivalent is yuan-waijang
f i ,@ , second-class secretary of the li-fan-yiian.2 Their
functions were probably those of a secretary to the residence. I t
was only in 1751 that the offices of the ambans were organized in a
proper manner, with the employ of a sufficient number of Manchu
banner officers.

B. T h e g a r r i s o n of L h a s a
A Chinese garrison in Lhasa was first established in 1721, and
its commander then carried out the same functions as the ambans
after 1728. I t was withdrawn in 1723, and permanently reestablished in 1728 after the civil war. In 1748 or 1749 its strength was
reduced to a mere skeleton of a few officers and men, but after I 751
it remained till the 20th century a considerable body, numbering
(at least on paper) 1500 men. I t was composed of Manchu bannermen and Chinese soldiers from the western provinces in varying
proportions. At first it was quartered in Lhasa itself, but it was
shifted in 1733 to the Grva-bii barracks north of the town, which
remained henceforward their permanent quarters. The garrison
was under the direct orders of the ambans, but we may suppose that
the actual command of the force was held by the senior military
aide-de-camp to the ambans. The troops were paid by the Chinese
exchequer, and the money arrived regularly from China in heavily
excorted convoy^.^ The supplies were partly purchased on the spot
(with funds contributed by the Tibetan government) and partly
imported from China.4
In the period under consideration the garrison was always concentrated in Lhasa. The only exception was the field force of I500
drawn from the garrison and stationed every summer from I730
to 1733 in the fortified military zone of the Tengri-nor. I t was
commanded by officers appointed directly by the emperor, but a
K. Sagaster, Subzdd E r i k e , , , E i n Rose?zkranz a u s Perlen", Wiesbaden
1967,p. 106 n.
Adayers, n. 164.
In 1744 two Chinese Christian officers arrived a t Lhasa with one of these
convoys. Letter of Fr. Orazio della Penna dated Lhasa, September a st,
1744;in MITN, pp. 1 5 8 - 1 5 9
* Shgng-tsu Slzih-lu, ch. 299, f. gb.
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right of inspection was reserved to the ambans. Apart from this,
there were no other detachments. I t was only after 1792 that a
small force was permanently stationed a t Shigatse, to guard the
Pan-c 'en.
C. T h e C h i n e s e m a i l s e r v i c e
Immediately after their expedition of 1720 the Chinese organized
a postal relay system on their usual model on the Ta-chien-luLi-t'ang-Batang-Lha-ri-Lhasa
route. I t was based on a series
of relay stations, providing food, lodging and fresh mounts for the
official couriers. The stages were guarded by Chinese soldiers distributed along the route and based on the two garrisons of Chamdo
and Lha-ri. The system, ceased to function a t the time of the civil
war, and in 1728 the Chinese preferred t o entrust their communications to P'o-lha-nas's newly established mail service; hence the
breakdown of 1750. The postal service was reestablished on the
old lines in 1751, and functioned remarkably well for a century and
a half, even after the old stage system had fallen into decay in China
proper with the advent of Western systems of communication.

D. T i b e t a n a f f a i r s a t P e k i n g
In Peking Tibetan affairs were a t first managed through the Grand
Secretariat (nei-ko
When the Grand Council (chiin-chi-ch'z~
#j$i)
was established in 1729-1732, a t first with the character of
a Bureau of Military Affairs, it took over also the responsibility
for Tibetan affairs. The ambans in Lhasa normally corresponded
directly with the Grand Council. But in times of crisis they were
directed to forward their despatches through the provincial governor of Szechwan. The reason for this seemingly peculiar arrangement
was that any military action in Tibet, if such became necessary,
would have to be organized by the Szechwan authorities. It was
better therefore that they should possess a direct knowledge of the
relevant documents and memorials (of which a copy always remained with them), than if they had to be informed of Tibetan events by
despatches sent out from Peking.

nm).

On the Chinese postal service under the Manchu dynasty see Fairbank &
Teng, On the transmission of Ch'ing documents, in HJA S, 4 (1g3g),pp. 12-46.

Questions concerning Tibetan tribute missions and the trade
relations between Tibet and Kukunor-Kansu-Mongolia were treated
by the Mongolian Superintendency (li-fan-yuan g BE), which
seems at times to have had some say also in the appointment of
lower officials to Lhasa.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

CONCLUSION
If we analyse Chinese policy towards Tibet during the reigns of
K'ang-hsi, Yung-ch&ng and Ch'ien-lung (1661-1796), we may
divide it into the following periods :
I-Till 1705 ; this period is characterized by the absence of direct
political action in Tibet, the Manchu emperors possessing only that
shadowy form of suzerainty, which they inherited from the Yiian
and the Ming dynasties.
2-Between 1706 and 1717 K'ang-hsi tried to exercise a protectorate over Tibet without military occupation and (except at the
beginning) without a regular resident in Lhasa, banking only on the
personal loyalty of his friend Lajang Khan. The year 1710 saw
the formal proclamation of the Chinese protectorate.
3-After the Dsungar storm had blown over, from 1721-1723
the Tibetan government was supervised by the commandant of
the Chinese garrison in Lhasa.
4-From 1723 to 1727 Yung-chhg tried a return to the methods
of the second period, withdrawing the troops and leaving the
Tibetan government without control.
5-Between 1728 and 1750 the leading ideas of the third period
were taken up again, and there were two residents with a garrison;
but they had no powers of intervention and their task was only to
keep the emperor informed.
6-In 1751 the organization of the protectorate took its final
shape, which it maintained, except for some modifications in 1792,
till its end in 1912. The ambans were given rights of control and supervision and since 1792 also a direct participation in the Tibetan
government.
The Chinese government thus wound their way through several
experiments to the only possible form of control over Tibet, the one
which was to last for 160 years without serious challenge, and was to
disappear only wj t h the collapse of the old order of things in China j t self.
The intimate political connection established between China and
Tibet in the early 18th century favoured of course some degree of
reciprocal influence between the civilizations and the ways of life
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of the two countries. But this opportunity for cultural relations
was to a great part nullified by the fact that both the Chinese and
the Tibetan civilizations had already reached and surpassed their
highest point and had to a great extent crystallized along fixed and
immovable lines, beyond any possibility of deep-going changes.
This is especially true with regard to religion. Orthodox Confucianism would not and could not possibly seek to establish its influence
in Tibet. Lamaism on the other side found much favour at the court
of the Manchu emperors. Temples were built, texts were printed,
great incarnates were recognized and installed; in short, Peking became what t o a small extent it remained till recent times: a centre of
Lamaism. A most important step in this direction was taken in 1732,
when the Yung-cheng emperor transformed the palace, where he
had lived before ascending the throne, into the Yung-ho kung
$0 g ; this temple was the Lamaist cathedral of Peking.l The
high favour enjoyed during the Yung-cheng and Ch'ien-lung
period by the T'u-kuan Qutuqtu and the 1Can-skya Qutuqtu contributed to enhance the position of the Yellow Church. The climax
of its ascendancy was marked by the visit of the Third Pan-ccen
to Peking in 1780. But this favour was limited to the court circles
and to Peking, Jehol and one or two other places. Lamaism never
became popular in wider circles. I n China proper it did not penetrate
among the common people, being limited to Tibetans, Mongols and
perhaps some Manchu. As to the Confucian ruling class, it was as
contemptuous and coldly hostile towards Lamaism as towards
every other foreign religion.
Nor can we speak of any appreciable mutual influence of the two
literatures. Both were too standardized and linked to fixed traditional patterns to be able to accept any external influence. Tibetan
literature was almost exclusively religious and failed to impress the
Chinese literati for the same reasons, wherefore Lamaism could not
penetrate China. The Chinese residents in Lhasa, mostly of Manchu
extraction, were as a rule no scholars and were too contemptuous
of everything Tibetan to concern themselves with native literature.
The patronage of the Manchu emperors towards Tibetan scholars
resident in China (the 1Can-skya Qutuqtu, the T'u-kuan Qutuqtu
etc.) did, it is true, substantially favour the development of that
See F. Lessing, Yung-ho-hung, an iconogvaphy of the La~nnistcathedval of
Peking, Stockholm 1942.

copious production of encyclopaedic and cornpilatory character
which marks the 18th century in Tibetan literary history. Rut these
works cannot be said to reveal any appreciable Chinese influence,
a t least as far as goes our scanty knowledge of them.l
Thus the connection between China and Tibet reflected itself
mainly in the smaller things of everyday life. Tibet, as the conquered
country, was much more frequently the receiver than the giver.
I t was in this period that many words borrowed from Chinese
found their way into Tibetan, while a few Tibetan words became
part and parcel of the language of Chinese traders, remaining of
course debarred from literary usage.2
Also in other fields the influence was wholly one-sided. The dress
of Manchu and Chinese officials became popular among the Tibetan ruling classes, which adopted it as state dress in preference to
the Tibetan one; and this fashion survived even after the fall of
the Manchu d y n a ~ t y Chinese
.~
cooking too found its way into the
Tibetan homes of the upper classes, where it still reigns supreme.
The one big exception in this list of small unimportant things
is the deep influence exerted by China on Tibetan painting. The vicissitudes of Tibetan painting have been reconstructed in masterly
fashion by Tucci, to whose monumental work I beg the reader to
refer. Suffice it to say that Tibetan painting, which had already
incorporated some Chinese elements in the 14th and I 5t h centuries,
was subjected in the 18th century to a very deep and far-reaching
Chinese influence. I n Tucci's words, "a new Tibetan art was then
developed, which in a certain sense was a provincial echo of the
Chinese 18th century's smooth ornate preciosity". But Tibet
"worked out the Chinese style in its own way, so that the model
translated in its own language took on a local colour and this new
born painting, although inspired by Chinese art, was something

Perhaps there was some trace of Chinese influence in the technique of
Tibetan historiography of the late 18th century.
B. Laufer, Loan words in Tibetan, in T P XVII (1916). Of the loanword
from Modern Chinese (nn. 253-31 I ) not a few appear to have been introduced
during this period.
See, e.g. the portrait of the Maharaja of Sikkim in full Chinese dress,
opposite p. 26 in E. Schafer, Geheimnis Tibet; and the portrait of the rdsorid p o n of Tsaparang, in Tucci Sr Ghersi, C ~ o n a c adella Missione scientifica
Tucci, p. 253.
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different and peculiar".l Also Chinese architecture, particularly
the typical Chinese roof, influenced to some extent the building
fashion in Lhasa and in the greater provincial centres. The artistic
influence of China was perhaps the best and most lasting fruit of
the renewed contact between the two countries.
1

Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 2 8 3 .
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CHINESE DOCUMENTS
A. Selected documents from the Shih-tsung Shih-lu concerning
the civil war of 172718
Doc. I
(ch. 52, ff. 29b-30b)
Ting-szfi/I = February 20th) 1727) The members of the Office
for administrative Deliberations (i-chtng wang ta-clz'tn % & 5
A E) l discussed and reported on a memorial by the imperial
clansman brigadier-general Oci which ran as follows : I have gone to
Tibet and have carefully investigated the conditions of the country.
The men who are at the head of its administration do not agree among
themselves; very often this becomes apparent from their words and
mien. The Dalai-Lama, although very wise, is still young, and it is
unavoidable that he should be biassed in favour of his father bSodnams-dar-rgyas. K'an-c'en-nas personally is a very fine man ; but he
trusts overmuch in his merits, despises all the bka'- blon (ka-lung @ @ ) 2
and is hated by all. Na-p'od-pa (A-erh-pu-pa p ~ @ E)
& has a
treacherous character, and he acts in opposition to K'an-c'en-nas.
Besides, bSod-nams-dar-rgyas has married two daughters of Lumpa-nas (Lung-pu-nai @ &@). These three men form a clique. If
they instigate the Dalai-Lama to quarrel with K 'an-c 'en-nas,
certainly it will come to open strife and revolt. Again; if the
bka'-blon are very numerous, this contrarywise [to what might
be expected] would increase the complexity and trouble. The
behaviour of Lum-pa-nas is treacherous and rebellious. sByarnas (Cha-erh-nai $L@B)is a weakling, without abilities. I t is
neccessary to order these men to retire from their posts of bka'-blon.
Then Na-p'od-pa will have nobody to support him; of course his
The i-thing-chcu %i&@
was the immediate forerunner of the Grand
Council during the first years of the Yung-chhg period. See Fairbank &
T2ng, On the types and uses of Chcing documents. in H J A S V ( 1 9 4 0 ) ~p. 2 1 .
This transcription is used in all the documents of the present Appendix.
Another common transliteration, both in the Shih-lu and in other texts, is
ka-pu-Zun @j & (3.
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influence will be weakened and there will be nobody to rebel. I pray
that a rescript may be issued, proclaiming to the Dalai-Lama, K'ariccen-nas, and Na-p'od-pa that they must govern the country in
good accord.
[The Office proposed]: All these requests should be granted.
An amban (ta-ch'in) should be sent to carry this rescript and to
proclaim [in Tibet] that they are ordered to carry on the government
by common agreement. Again; the maternal uncle of the Dalaie),
Lama, SKU-mdunsriags-rams-$a (Kun-tu-a-la-mu-pag p~q+d.
is sincerely protecting his nephew ; we must grant him the title of
darqan and give him six pieces of silk cloth.-The following rescript
was issued. The sub-chancellor of the Grand Secretariat Sen-ge and
the brigade-general Mala are sent to the residence of the Dalai-Lama ;
they will be given 1000 taels each.

a

*

Doc. I1
(ch. 59, f. aza-b)
(Kuei-yu/VII = September 4th) 1727) The bka'-blon of Tibet,
jasak Taiji P'o-lha-nas, and others report to the throne: K'anc'en-nas had waged war against the Dsungars. All the measures
which he took were really beneficial. But Na-p'od-pa, Lum-pa-nas
and sByar-ra-nas, acting in concert with the chiefs of Anterior
Tibet, on 18/V1 have murdered K'an-c'en-nas. I have collected a t
once the troops of Ulterior Tibet, to defend my residence. Na-p'odpa and the others repeatedly have sent troops to raid it, but these
have been killed and wounded by me without numbers. Now I will
lead my soldiers to fight and capture Na-p'od-pa and the others.
I humbly beg the emperor to send quickly governmental troops to
Tibet, to exterminate the rebel chiefs and to pacify Tibet .-Report
received and submitted to the emperor.
Doc. I11
ch. 62, ff. 21b-22b)
(Chi-hai/X = November 29th) 1727) Imperial edict to the Office
for Administrative ~e1iberations.-Na-p'od-pa has sent troops
against mNa'-ris, wishing to destroy P'o-lha-nas. But the soldiers
sent by him have been completely wiped out by P'o-lha-nas. Already troops are being led to Lhasa (Chao @ ) , I in order to destroy
On this name, derived from t h a t of the Jo-bo, the holy image in the
'P'rul-snan, see the remarks of L. S. Yang, in H J A S 14 (1g51), pp. 657-660.
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Na-p'od-pa. This undertaking, if it can be carried to an end, will be
advantageous for Tibet. But at present there are in Tibet the imperial envoys Mala and Sen-ge. I fear that either they may be misled by Na-p'od-pa to act as mediators for arranging a settlement,
or that they may be deceived by Na-p'od-pa etc., so that P'o-lha-nas
may be damaged by this. This can have serious consequences.
order Yiieh Chung-ch'i to select from among the officials serving in
Szechwan and Shensi some who are conversant with the peculiarities
of the Tibetans, who know perfectly the Tibetan language, and are
fit to be sent to Tibet. They must be ordered to start a t once. All the
circumstances are to be secretly told to Mala and Sen-ge, to enable
them to have the matter clear in their minds. Then everything will
be easy. Let the sub-chancellor Bandi be despatched, and let him
orally transmit the details.
Doc. IV
(ch. 63, ff. ~ a - 3 a )
(Kztei-ch'ou/XI = December 13th~1727) Edict to the Office for
Administrative Deliberations. At present P'o-lha-nas of Tibet,
having led his troops t o avenge K'an-c'en-nas, is fighting against
Na-p'od-pa. I t is necessary to send an official (ta-ch'A) on duty to
command our troops and to conduct the administration. The edict
notifying the Dalai-Lama [to this effect] has been already transcribed. Now, with regard to the official t o be sent next year, it is
necessary to prepare now the troops which he is t o take along,
so that they shall leave as soon as the young grass grows. About
these troops which will be sent, We order the Office for Administrative Deliberations to deliberate and report.
Formerly, when troops were sent out, apart from the funds
being provided for official rewards and prepared for the bestowing
of favours, whenever there were small shortages, it was expected
that these would be mostly advanced by them from their pay. This
time in sending governmental troops this [practice of] borrowing
shall be stopped, and We shall order them to be generous19 paid. We
order the President of the Censorate Jalangga and the brigadiergeneral Mailu to go ahead, to organize the affairs of military supply
inside Tibet. They will select 400 men from the Manchu troops of
Hsian-fu to accompany them. As t o the Green Banner soldiers of
Szechwan, We order the commissioner of the Equipage Depart-
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ment with the rank of an assistant chamberlain Chou Y ing to take
their command. As to the Green Banner soldiers of Shensi, We order
B , to take
the brigade-general of Hsining, Chou Kcai-chieh
their command. As to the Green Banner soldiers of Yunnan, Jalangga and Mailu together with O-&rh-t'ai
3 must consult and
nominate a brigade-general and a c ~ l o n e lWe
. ~ order that one of
them be kept stationed a t Chamdo, and one should command the
troops which enter Tibet. Chou Ying will be paid 4000 taels.
Chou K 'ai-chieh together with the brigade-general sent from Y unnan will be paid 3000 taels each. The colonels will be paid 1000
taels each. The lieutenant-colonels will be paid 500 taels each. For
the salaries of the majors and of the subaltern officers you will
deliberate and present a proposal.
[The Office] examined the matter and advised : As these officials
are going to Tibet to reduce it to order, they cannot but take
troops with them. Therefore, for the 400 men of the Manchu troops
of Hsian-fu, whom they will take with them, we must appoint a
colonelI6 two majors,' two captains,* four lieutenant^,^ to command them for the march to Tibet. Furthermore, we shall send
8000 men of the Green Banners of Shensi, 4000 of the Green Banners
of Szechwan, 3000 of the Green Banners of I'iinnan. For every
2000 soldiers, a colonel will be appointed ; for every 1000, a lieutenant-colonel or a major will be placed in charge. As to the secondcaptains, lieutenants, sergeants and other officers, we shall order
the governor-general, the provincial commander etc. concerned to
send them out as it is fit and proper. As for their pay, each of them
will be generously paid in accordance with the edict. The majors
will receive 400 taels ; the second-captains 300 ; the lieutenants
zoo; the sergeants 160 ; the troopers 20 ; the infantrymen 16 taels.
Everything should be made ready beforehand. They will wait
until next year, and they will march out a t the time when the green
Luan-i-shih % {$$ @ . Mayers, n. I I I .
San-chik-ta-chceAn% $& E, hlayers, n.

94.

B. 1680, d. I 745 Governor-general of Yiinnan and Kueichou 1726-1732.
His biography in Hummel, pp. 601-603.
Fu-chiang i l l # , Mayers, n. 442.
Yu-chi g!$Z,Mayers, n. 444.
Hsieh-ling
Mayers, 11. 428.
Tso-ling
Mayers, n. 429.
Fang-yi4
Mayers n. 430.
Hsiao-chci-hsiao @$ f$j @, Mayers n. 431.

#$a,
&fa,

fis,
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grass grows. We shall order the president of the Censorate Jalangga
to start on his journey within the 1st month of the next year, from
Peking through Hsi-an-fu to Hsining ; together with Chou K'ai-chieh
he will leave for Tibet. They must take with them four able secre. v-V.
, ~ bzcecz, two quartermasters 3
taries of the governor's ~ f f i c e four
of the Mongolian Superintendency; each of them to be paid with
salary and rations. They are to arrange for the departure.-These
proposals were agreed to.
Doc. V
(ch. 71, f f . 17"-18b)
(Hsin-yzb/VII = August 17th, 1728) The governor-general of
Szechwan and Shensi, Yiieh Chung-ch'i, reports to the throne:
According to a report by the lieutenant-colonel Yen Ch'ing-ju
residing in Tibet,4 on 25/V P'o-lha-nas led the troops under
his orders through the pass of 'P'an-yul (P'an-yii f f z )to the
locality of Gar-pa (K'a-pa 1 1 E).He sent forward about 1000 men to
attack the barrier of dGa'-mo (K'a-mu @ *). There was a fight with
the troops of Lum-pa-nas. That night all the soldiers in the outposts
of Lhasa joined P'o-lha-nas. On the 26th day P'o-lha-nas, leading
his troops, marched straight into Lhasa.
The ambans resident in Tibet, Mala and Sen-ge, a t once went
into the Potala, t o protect the Dalai-Lama. P'o-lha-nas on the
one side pacified Lhasa, on the other sent troops to surround the
Potala. On the 27th day Mala and Sen-ge returned to Lhasa. On
the 28th the lamas of all the monasteries arrested and handed over
N a - p ' ~ d - ~ aLum-pa-nas,
,
sByar-ra-nas etc. ; P'o-lha-nas placed
them under custody. Then he went to visit Mala and Sen-ge to
make his report [as follows]: Now at the head of the troops of
mNa'-ris and of those of Ulterior Tibet, more than goo0 men
in all, I have advanced on Lhasa. As I have already arrested the
rebels, I wish to return to Ulterior Tibet a t once. As to the soldiers
who defend and garrison the passes, I pray that you make a report
to the emperor, mentioning [also the appropriateness of granting
them tokens of his] favour, rewards etc.
SzC-kuan 4 g ,Mayers, n. 166.
Pu-yuan ya-m2n 3 I% 85 PI.

+a#,

Ling-tscui
Mayers, n. 546.
Apparently a member of the staff of the Chinese mission of Sen-ge and
RiIala.
Kca-lun *li;;i ; Manchu kavun.
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I (Yiieh Chung-ch'i) have examined the statement of P'o-lha-nas.
Before our army arrived, he had exerted himself to avenge [K'aric'en-nas] and had arrested the rebels. All this has been caused by the
gracious majesty of the emperor spreading far out. But although the
rebel chiefs have already been made prisoners, $ J a - p ' ~ d - ~ ason
's
mGon-po (Kun-pu S &) is still in rGya-mda' (Chiang-ta alg),l
being posted there a t the head of some troops. I have given orders to
the commissioner of the Equipage Department Chou Ying to keep
himself strictly on the defensive, to wait till our great army arrives in
Lhasa, and then to attack in cooperation with it. As to the troops of
P'o-lha-nas, who number about goo0 men, I beg that they may be rewarded, and this proclaimed in public, in the way of encouragement.
The following rescript was issued: The troops of P'o-lha-nas
have made great efforts. We order Jalangga and the others to draw
30.000 taels from the taxes levied for providing the military supplies, to hand them out to P'o-lha-nas and to order him to reward
the troops as may seem appropriate.
Doc. VI
(ch. 73, ff. z6a-27a)
(Ting-ch'ou/IX = November st, 1728) The president of the
Board of Civil Office sent to Tibet, Jalangga, and the others
report: Complying with the edict, I took the command of the army.
On the 6/V we left Hsining. On r/VIII we reached Lhasa. At once
we, together with the brigadier-general Mala and the sub-chancellor
Sen-ge who were already in residence in Tibet, tried Na-p'od-pa,
Lum-pa-nas, sByar-ra-nas and the others. According to the cona it was true that they had plotted the
fession of N a - ~ ' o d - ~etc.,
murder of K'an-c'en-nas. Considering that, although Na-p'od-pa
and the others had personally received many favours from our
empire, they did not even think of attempting to repay them, but
in their hearts they bred rebellion, they have greatly offended
against the law. We had to differentiate the punishment according
to the circumstances. N a - ~ ' o d - p aand Lumpa-nas were both sentenced to death by slicing to pieces. Na-p'od-pa's son dGa'-ldanp'un-ts'og (K'a-erh-tan-p'Cn-ch'u-k'o), dKon-mc'og-lha- ? (Kunch'u-k'o-la-ku-pu) and O( ?)Darqan bsKal-bzan-c'os-dar (O-ta-CrhGiamda-dsong of the maps, the capital of I<on-po, about 92" 37' long.,
30' lat.
* Li-pu Efi, Mayers n. 153.
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han-k 'a-&rh-tsang-ch'ui-ta-&rh),and Lum-pa-nasJs son gzims-dpon
C'os- ? (Hsi-mu-pen ch'ui-cha-t c&) were all sentenced to decapitation.
sByar-ra-nas was sentenced to decapitation; his wife with his sons
Lhag-bsam ( ? :La-k'o-sang) and Byams-pa (Cha-mu-pa), together
with the wives and daughters of the two culprits and with the elder
and younger full brothers, were all sent into exile. Furthermore,
there were the lamas and common people, who had collaborated with
I(la-p'od-pa and the others; here too, we discriminated in punishing
the crimes. The nature of the Tibetans is cruel; in the case of Nap'od-pa and the others, we had to order the Tibetans t o be present at
the execution, so as t o show them an example. On the one hand we
submit the above t o the emperor. On the other, as to N a - p ' ~ d - ~and
a
those criminals in the case who had t o be decapitated, we proceeded
a t once t o the execution. With regard t o those men who must be
exiled, we shall consult together and charge some from among the
soldiers, who are sent back, with delivering them to the marshallresidences of Chiang-ning, K'ang-chou and Ching-chou; [the deportees] will be given to the soldiers as slaves.-The above report
was received and presented to the emperor.
Doc. VII
(ch. 76, f. 4a-b)
(Ting-hai/XII = January 20th) 1729) The Office for Administrative Deliberations, following an imperial edict, deliberated and
submitted [the following] : The administrator of Tibetan affairs,
President of the Board of Civil Office Jalangga, and the others
report : The original residence of P'o-lha-nas is in Ulterior Tibet.
He has lived together with the Tanguts (Tibetans) for a long time,
and the populace has come to trust him. According to orders
received, we were to appoint P'o-lha-nas as Chief Administrator
for the affairs of Ulterior Tibet. From Ulterior Tibet to the KailasaI1 mI(la'-ris and other districts, all of them we were to entrust
to his administration. As to the affairs of Anterior Tibet, we were
to seek out two men usually trusted by the native Tibetans, and to
appoint them as bka'-blon. Accepting the guarantee given by
P'o-lha-nas, we have selected two men; the one is called Sri-gcodts'e-brtan (Se-chu-t'6-se-pu-t '&ng & #;: Ei .@l, 6B),
the other is called
Ts'e-rili-dban-rgyal (Ts'e-ling-wang-cha-&rh @ 03 $1@). Both of
Kang-ti-sz~,Tibetan Gans Ti-se.
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them are sons of high officials; they are commonly respected by the
pople. We consider these men to be sincere and intelligent. We
shall entrust them with the administration of Anterior Tibet and
&all nominate them to bka'-blon. However, the country of Lhasa
(Chao) has only just been pacified, and it is to be feared that the
two bka'-blon just appointed will not be able to give satisfaction in
their administration. P'o-lha-nas [on the other hand] is transacting
the business of a bka'-blon in such a way that he makes the people
feel contented. Now, Anterior Tibet and Ulterior Tibet are not very
distant from each other, and their affairs can be managed together.
We therefore shall provisionally appoint P'o-lha-nas to govern Anterior Tibet and Ulterior Tibet. We shall wait till the transfer of the
Dalai-Lama has been completed and we have withdrawn our troops
from the country of Lhasa (Chao), and then again we shall appoint
P'o-lha-nas to deal particularly with Ulterior Tibet.
[The Office for Administrative Deliberations 'says that] all these
requests should be granted.-It was agreed to.

B. Selected documents from the Kao-tsung Shih-lu concerning
the upheaval of 1750
Doc. VIII
(ch. 376, f f . zgb-31b)
(Kztei-clz'ozb/XI = December 12th~1750) The governor-general
of Szechwan, Cereng and the provincial commander Yiieh Chungch'i report: Earlier we had received a report from the assistant
sub-prefect of the paymaster's office l of Tibet, Ch'ang-ming
to the effect that 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had proclaimed
to his subjects that he had already contrived to have about 400
men of the Chinese troops sent back; the rest of them, if they did
not find an opportunity for returning home quickly, certainly
would be completely massacred; and other words to this effect.
Also the first -class assistant department magistrate detailed
to the supply office of Lha-ri, Tung-kung 8 ,reports that 'Gyurmed-rnam-rgyal has ordered that on the roads neither troops nor
civilians, Chinese or native, and no written communication should
be allowed to travel to and fro. And so on.

w,

Liang-wu t'ung-pCan $S%%2
$l, Mayers, n.
Chou-t'ung M'I
Mayers, n. 285.

m,

283.

Now according to the report of the non-commissioned officer
residing in Tibet Wang T'ing-pin -EE@ and others, 'Gyur-medrnam-rgyal had plotted to revolt. Fucing and Labdon, the two
officials resident in Tibet, on 13/X= November 11th enticed him
into the K'rom-gzigs-k'an palace (T'ung-szfi-k'ang ya-mGn 4
g ~ q for
) an interview. There they cut him down. As the rebel mgrongrier Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis(Cho-ni Lo-pu-tsang-cha-shih4 gE p aft)
and others got intelligence of this, he a t the head of a crowd of several thousands surrounded the building, discharged guns and swivels
a t it, and set [the palace] on fire on all sides. The Dalai-Lama sent
many monks to save [the inmates], but they could not effect an
entrance. I n the uproar, Labdon was wounded by a sword-cut, and
Fucing was hit by a gunshot ; immediately afterwards he committed
suicide. Most of the civil and military officers there were killed. In
the ya-mkn of the paymaster's office, the treasury was looted
with a loss of more than 85.000 taels. On the r 4th) the mgron-grier
Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis at the head of his men fled away. On the 15th)
the Dalai-Lama first commanded duke Pandita, the brother-in-law
of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, to discharge provisionally the duties of a
king of Tibet. The lamas of the neighbourhood and all the Tibetans
gave him their allegiance. The military and civil personnel who
have escaped the catastrophe, are now cared for by the DalaiLama. And so on.
Then again, following the report of the major (yu-chi) commanding
the frontier posts, Yin-jui ,$g %$,on the 18/X and on the following
days the Dalai-Lama published an order to the effect that all the
postal stations must transport the governmental troops as before.
As soon as they heard the proclamation of the Dalai-Lama, no
single Tibetan did any more harm to the Chinese. And so on.
Again, according to the report of the assistant sub-prefect
Ch'ang-ming, on the 23/X and on the following days, more than
half the rebels, according to the report of duke Pandita, had been
already arrested. The rest too will be caught without difficulty.
The pay funds are now searched for, and already more than 20.000
taels have been recovered. Everywhere on the entrances to routes
of strategical importance, soldiers have also been posted to guard
them. And so on.
Again, we received two memorials by the Dalai-Lama and
Duke Pandita, forwarded by the officers of the frontier guards.
We (Cereng and Yiieh Chung-ch'i) have studied these events.
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That 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal has been killed by surprise, corresponds to the truth. His rebellious followers too, according to the
Dalai-Lama and duke Pan$ita, are being sought out and arrested
one after the other. mGron-g6er Blo-bzari-bkra-Sis dared lead the
mob to attack the ambans; this is a heinous crime. It is therefore
necessary forthwith to send troops to have him executed. Perhaps
this terrible calamity is not yet a t an end, and there may be disturbances also in future. We therefore advise: Yiieh Chung-cll'i must
go in all haste to Ta-chien-lu. First, from among the provincial
troops of the garrison of Chien-ch'ang @ he shall mobilize 3000
men and send them outside the passes. As second echelon, he shall
mobilize 2000 men and he shall order brigadier-general Tung-fang
commanding the garrison of Chien-ch'ang, to follow him.
Cereng, in his turn, a t the head of 3000 men shall go to Ta-chienlu to keep order there. According to circumstances, he will decide whether to attack and destroy [the enemy] or to come to the
assistance [of the others]. Now some able officers must be sent to
issue proclamations along the route to the Tibetan population.
Besides, the Dalai-Lama and duke Pandita are being informed of
the reasons why troops are being sent out to arrest the rebels, so
that the minds of the Tibetan populace may be reassured.-Again,
the brigadier-general Bandi is now travelling froin Kukunor to
Tibet with his suite of only about 20 men. The Dalai-Lama and the
others perhaps do not yet know the reason why he comes to Tibet.
We shall a t the same time inform the Dalai-Lama, commanding him
to send some men to meet and escort him on the road.

gz,

Doc. I X
(ch. 377, ff. 2gb-30b)
(Ting-mao/XI = December 26th, 1750) The governor-general
of Szechwan, Cereng, and the others report: On 20/X, according
to the report of the assistant sub-prefect Ch 'ang-ming [the situation
was this] : After 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyalJs execution, duke Pandita
is provisionally regulating the affairs of Tibet. The fighting has
ceased. When the lieutenant-general Fucing and the others were
killed, there were about 80 soldiers left, and of the common people
IIO or 120. All of them entered the Potala, and everybody received
from the Dalai-Lama a sufficient allourance of money and food.
On the ~ 3 r dduke
)
Pandita reported that the rebel chief mgron-giiev
Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis had been caught and imprisoned. More than
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half of the rebels had been already arrested. The stolen pay funds
too had been found for the greater part. The K'rom-gzigs-kcafi
and the other places were already calm. On the 24th, ChCang-ming
together with the soldiers and civilians were brought back to their
lodgings. And so on.
Now tlie army which has been despatched, probably has been
sent out uselessly. We pray that we should enter Lhasa with only
800 men. As in former times, we consider that troops should be
posted in Ta-chien-lu to maintain order.
An edict was received to the effect that a rescript would be issued
separately.
Doc. X
(ch. 379, ff. zzb-zqa)
(W*~-hsii/XI1= January 26th, 1751) The brigadier-general resident in Tibet, Bandi, reports: On ZI/XII I have arrived in Lhasa.
I have gathered together the officers and men still surviving, and
have questioned them on the particulars of the rebellion. Thus I
heard that on I ~ / XFucing and Labdon invited 'Gyur-med-rnamrgyal inside their palace. When he arrived upstairs and met them,
Fucing drew his word and cut down 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal.
At the same time the latter's attendants, four of five men in all,
were killed. When mgron-gGer Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis hearcl of it, he jumped down from the upper storey and went to call his comrades. He
gathered soldiers and surrounded the house; he fired a t it with guns
and swivels. Fucing sent somebody to summon Pandita to his rescue.
But Pandita's power was small ancl he was unable to save him.
He informed in all haste the Dalai-Lama, who thereupon sent messengers to stop [the mob]; but the rebels did not obey them. They
set fire to the house and burnt it down. Fucing received three wounds
on his body and a t once committed suicicle. Labdon was wounded
several times and was ltilled by the rebels. The second-class assistant
secretary Ts'8-t 'a-Erh and the lieutenant -colonel Huang Yiian-lung
too committed suicide. The bic'ec'i Ch'i-chC8ng @fg cut his own
throat, but dicl not die. The assistant sub-prefect Ch'ang-ming
too was wounded by arrows and stones. Two lieutenant^,^ 49
soldiers ancl 77 servants and traders died figl~tiilg.All the funds
Chu-shih
$, Mayers, n. 166.
Clt 'ien-ts~rng 7
' $9 , Alayers 11. T 47.
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that were kept in the paymaster's office were looted. mGron-giier
Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis and the rest utilized the pause [after the massacre] for escaping. On the following day the Dalai-Lama gathered all
the remaining soldiers and pacified the mob. Duke Pandita arrested
the criminal mgron-giier Rlo-bzan-bkra-Sis and others, 13, in all and
kept them securely imprisoned. I have further severely questioned
them under torture. They implicated as accomplices TG-shih-nai
t g i + g and others, 14 altogether. All these rebels had gathered
together for sedition, had killed the ambans, had looted the monies.
Their violence and insolence has been extreme. I t was necessary to
restore the laws of the empire at once. Thereupon on the z5th, Ingrongfier Blo-bzan-bkra-Sis who had been the leader, Rab-brtan (A-la-putan pii~@u b g ) and Ch'ui-mu-cha-t'e
$Lf+ who had led the
mob to kindle the fire and to loot the monies, SeEen HaSiha (Ch'ech 'en-ha-shih-ha S
)
who had killed many persons,
Darqan YaSor (Ta-Srh-han Ya-hsiin
a),Padma-skurje-c'os-'p'el (Pa-t '6-ma-ku-erh-chi-ch'un-p'i-lo E!?
& @ & &&I)
and dBan-rgyal (Wang-chieh
fi) who had fired with fowling
pieces and bows and arrows to wound the ambans, all of them died by
the slicing process. P'yag-lndsod-pa Lha-skyabs (Shang-cho-t's-pa
La-cha-pu fi:] $ gj E $1 b ), who in obedience to the rebel leader had
killed some men, had carried straw and kindled the fire and as the
first had mounted upstairs to help the criminals, rdson-dpon dBanrgyal (Ts'eng-pen Wang-cha-lo f & 03 f~ gJ),Man-chin Te-shih-nai 9
& 1% I+@J and others were all beheaded. The messenger bKra-Sis- rabbrtan (Cha-shih-la-pu-tan $1St- 1- w ) and others, who had followed
the rebels, were strangled. As to Pei-lung-sha-k'o-pa #$;T\R& k E!?,
who fearing punishment had committed suicide, and to La-k'okun-pu ~TJ .g6, who perished in prison, they were both decapitated; together with the other criminals whose bodies had been torn
apart, their bones were crushed. As customary, all the severed heads
were exposed to the view of the populace. The remaining rebels were
banished to different places. Their property was sold and the proceeds paid into the treasury.

+

~

Doc. X I
(ch. 385, f f . 15b-19b)
(I-ch'ou/III = April 23rd, 1751) The governor-general of Szechwan, Cereng and his colleagues report: We have considered
and decided the measures for the reorganization of Tibet.

I

Firstly: The blza'-blon who govern Tibet arc customarily four.
bh'a'-blon 'Bron-btsan had become blind and had been relieved of
his post by 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal. Now the following three are
left: Pandita,
..
Ts'e-rin-dbari-rgyal and Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan. Pandita
..
has received a special rescript as duke exercising the functions of
bka'- blon. As to Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal and Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan, it has
been ascertained that they showed no rebellious behaviour ; besides,
they have a rescript which appointed them as bka'-blon and at the
same time gave them the rank of a first-class Jasak Taiji. I t is
expedient to keep them as before in the office of bka'-blon. In the
place of 'Bron-btsan, a lama deeply learned in the doctrines of the
Yellow Church shall be selected and appointed. He will be granted
the title of Jasak Ta Bla-ma.
Again: The joint management of affairs by the bka'-blon was
formerly transacted in the official building of the bka'-s'ag (ka-sha
Since the time of P'o-lha-nas, every bka'-blon has carried out
his official work in his private home. They discontinued, as not
necessary, the officially appointed executives, and increasingly employed their favourites for the purpose. Henceforward they must as
before betake themselves to the official buildings for transacting
business jointly. Privately appointed officials must be eliminated.
Again: the officials, such as the sde-pa (tieh-pa % E), of every
district are responsible for the administration of their zone and
for the instruction of the people. 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal had
appointed his favourites to all these posts. These men did not
go there personally, and sent their household slaves to act for
them. This caused trouble in the districts. Henceforward the bJza'blon shall conjointly report to the Dalai-Lama as well as to the
ambans resident in Tibet about the filling of any vacancies. [Officials], whose household slaves officiate for them, shall be removed.
Officials unsuited for their regions shall be replaced. In every temple
the nzk'an-Po bla-ma (abbot) shall be appointed as heretofore by
the Dalai-Lama.
P'yag-mdsod-$a
Again : the nzgron-gCer (cho-ni-trlz i )
(shang-cho-t'E-pa fi j )
rdsok-dpon (ts'tng-ptn )
gsoldpon (szti-ptnE ji), all these titles of officials, the Dalai-Lama alone
had formerly [the power of bestowing them]. After P'o-lha-nas had
been appointed wang, he too accordingly made additional appointments. These must be examined and cancelled. Only the two mgrongjier appointed to the council house, and the dnui-yig hir'ik (chmg-i

e*).

pi-ch'i-ko 41llP 9 t'48) who have received their original appointment along with them, shall transact official business.
Again : Formerly the bka'- blon took care of the government of the
districts only. Soldiers, horses and frontier guards, all this was
the responsibility of the mda'-dpon (tai-pbn I-t: %). Ulterior Tibet
is small, and yet three mda'-dpon have been appointed there.
Although dBus is large, there is only one mda'-dpon there. In case
of mistakes, there would be nobody to keep in order that regions
and to protect the Dalai-Lama. An additional officer must be
appointed, together with the existing nzda'-dpon ; a t the time of
filling the vacancies, all of them will be given an imperial commission.
Again : all the people of Tibet were once subjects of the DalaiLama. Compulsory labour was regulated for each person according
to the size of the district and to the number of the population.
P'o-lha-nas and the others arbitrarily appropriated it, trading it
underhand or giving excessive rewards, so that they even dared
to issue documents granting exemptions from corvke duties, while
the man whom they hated was ordered for service more often than
his due. Henceforward the bka'- blon, mda'-dpon etc. shall officially
examine the old documents. With the exception of rewards for encouraging merits, which need not be refunded, all those who
have been privately rewarded or granted excessive exemption
should be examined and reported by the bka'-blotz to the DalaiLama for restitution [of the sums unduly received]. [The turns of]
those ordered for service more often than their due shall be diminished.
Again: the duty of messenger of the Dalai-Lama formerly had
to be filled by the common people of the districts. Since P'o-lhanas etc. took office, every bka'-blow, mda'-dpon etc. sends men to
Hsining, Ta-chien-lu, S@-@rh-k'o-ma @ , , mNa'-ris sKorgsum and other regions for trading; thev also privately issue
official orders, so that 'zr-lag service is oppressive for the common
people. Henceforward this must be stopped. When official business
is at hand, it shall be reported to the Dalai-Lama and he will issue
a stamped document which shall be obeyed.
Again: the Dalai-Lama's granaries and treasury. Formerly there
were the 'brzt-pa (chu-pa $8E) of the granaries in exclusive charge
of them. When there were needs for the public business, the bka'blon begged the Dalai-Larna to act for them, because in order to
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ope11 or close [the granaries], everybody considered a sealmark of the
Dalai-Lama as the [necessary] credential. P'o-lha-nas etc. first
began taking [grain] arbitrarily. Henceforward they must proceed
as in former times.
Again: the Qara-usu is the region bordering with I<ukunor, and
n1Na'-ris is the region bordering with the Dsungars. I t is necessary
to invite the Dalai-Lama to send officials in residence there, and to
address at the same time a communication to the Board requesting the issue of nominative papers.
Again: the 'Dam Mongols. In the past P'o-lha-nas petitioned
that the said wang be empowered to commission them. After the
execution of 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal, they stealthily returned to
'Dam. We find that the above-mentioned Mongols are all of
them innocent people. Since they wished to return to 'Dam and
to wait there till they were given commissions again, of course
they must be satisfactorily organized. They have now eight chiefs,
whose title are either jaisang or taifi. They all have been abusively
appointed by P'o-lha-nas etc. I t is necessary t o change them into
Banner commanders l. Their subordinates will be chosen and
appointed as [Mongol] lieutenant -colonels or subaltern^.^ All the
eight chiefs will be granted rank buttons. They shall be under the
general command of the amban resident in Tibet. As before, each
lieutenant-colonel must be ordered to supply ro men, who will stay
in Lhasa ready for employment. As to the several scores of Mongol
families who reside in Lhasa to gain their livelihood, we shall examine them and keep their names on record; these we shall allow
to remain in Lhasa.
The following rescript was issued : [Order] to write in accordance
which what has been decided. Send it down to the Board, so that it
may take note of it. Order to the Grand Council: Concerning what
Cereng submits in order to provide for Tibetan affairs, We have
decided to endorse his proposals and approve them. Now, in the
relations with Tibet, which are of the utmost importance, emphasis
should be laid on the frontier posts; this is where the pivot of
traffic lies. We must consider the fact that in the past 'Gyur-medrnam-rgyal did not allow the postal stations to forward the official
Gusai da (ku-shun-ta
LL~&); in t h e 18th century corresponding in
rank t o the hsieh-ling, Manchu colonel. Nieh ChCung-chci,p. 1 1 2 .
Tso-ling B @ , Mayers n. 544.
Hsiao-chci-hsiao ,@$3@, Mayers 11. 545.
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despatcl~es,and the courier traffic was interrupted; then 1'ilqc!ita
sent orders to forward the mail, and only then the communic,r l t'10ns
were resumed. All this resulted from the fact that [the service]
is placed under their administration, and the ambans residing in
Tibet cannot regulate its functioning and its omissic-)ns and
commissions. How to obtain its control? I t is absolutely necessary
to give full attention to the handling of this problem. Even previously We repeatedly issued rescripts about this. Why in this
memorial of Cereng etc. they wrongly treat this matter as if not
yet deliberated upon, when a t present we have reached a dccision a short while ago? As whatever slackness happens in this
matter results in its turn in the suspicions of all men in Tibet, it is
but fitting t o order Bandi and Namjal to pay attention to it.
After a couple of years they may undertake to apply again for
an edict.
Among the present proposals there is also the appointment of
officials like the sde-pa etc., to be responsible for governing the district and instructing the people; concerning their appointment for
the future, this right should belong exclusively to the Dalai-Lama
and the ambans resident in Tibet; and so on. [Now we ask] : iVhat
are the affairs, what are the districts that this sort of sde-pa and headmen govern ? The postal stations of a single zone, such as Batang
and Li-t'ang, are they or are they not under the management of
these headmen? If they are under the management of these headmen, then the Dalai-Lama and the ambans resident in Tibet have
already the authority necessary for not allowing to happen
again, that the mail service be interrupted; then it is no longer
necessary to make arrangements in the matter which the present
rescript enquires about .
Again: When Chao-hui was specially sent out from the capital,
it was in order to take all suitable measures with regard to Tibet;
of course the only proper thing for him to do, would have been
to wait till all the affairs had been reported, approved and a
rescript concerning them had been received, before he should
have reported that in the near future he would return to the capital.
However, after having just made his proposals, without awaiting
the imperial rescript, on the one hand he presents his nlemorial,
and on the other he reports that he is starting on his journey
[back], having, moreover, the intention to hurry. Should he adduce
[as reason] the conditions of that country, then [We would observe
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that] Mre have known these perfectly for a long time, and that we
have no need of a personal report by Chao-hui in order to learn
them. What kind of matters are there in the capital of such an
urgent character that he cannot wait like this? In former times,
to be as rapid as the stars [on an Imperial mission] meant earnestness and zeal for the public welfare; but if in coming and returning he acts precipitately, it means that he has only his private
concerns in view.-Let this rescript be transmitted to reprimand him.
Doc. XI1
(ch. 386, ff. 17b-19a)
(Wz.1-yin/IV = May 6th, 1751) The governor-general of Szechwan, Cereilg reports: We have received the rescript ordering
that several men should be appointed as bka'-blon in Tibet, so as to
divide their power. At once we instituted a secret and deeper
inquiry in this country. We understand that according to the old
rule the bka'-blon were normally four. One was duke Pandita. The
others were Jasak Taiji Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal, Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan
and 'Bron-btsan. These three are issued from the noblest families
in Tibet, and for a long time they have been men obeyed by the
Tibetans. Among them, 'Bron-btsan is blind in both eyes. I t is
difficult to choose him a second time for appointment. Ts'e-rindban-rgyal and Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan are both aged, experienced
and wise; they are fit for this post. We therefore think it expedient to pray that they may be appointed to the post of bka'blon as before. As to the place which is left free by 'Bron-btsan,
since according to the Dalai-Lama the Tibetan laity cannot be
deeply learned in the tenets of the Yellow Church, he recommends Bla-ma Ri-ma-rgyal-mts'an (La-ma-Ni-ma-chia-mu-ts'an
rgft, E % S @), who is wise and trustworthy. We therefore suggest
to grant him the rank of Jasak Bla-ma and to appoint him bka'- blon,
to hold office concurrently with the others.
The report was approved. Edict to the bka'-blon duke Pandita,
Jasak Taji Ts'e-rin-dban-rgyal and Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan, and t o Jasak
Blama ni-ma-rgyal-ints'an, as follows. In Tibet the Yellow Chnrch is
widely flourishing; it is a most pure good land. The Dalai-Lama is
presiding over the Buddhist Church of the western countries. He
amply explains the siitras and the dharma. Formerly he fed and
maintained the lamas, while for all the affairs of state there were
originally the four bka'-blon. Then 'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal arbi-
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trarily concentrated in himself all authority. He did not consult
the bka'-blon, but ungratefully followed his own will. He secretly
entertained rebellious plans. Therefore, the ambans resident in Tibet
had him executed. Now inside Tibet everything is already peaceful
again. The business of bka'-blon cannot be managed by one man
alone. We therefore specially entrusted the governor-general Cereng
with the task of choosing good and competent men. According t o
the ancient rule, We have separately appointed four bka'-blon, to
hold office jointly. You must be grateful for Our favours. You shall
obey and honour the Dalai-Lama, shall exert yourself in a friendly
manner, shall do your best in your office, shall not think of your
private interests so as t o arouse distrust or suspicions. You shall
not be distrustful of each other, but shall esteem one another.
Whatever important question arises, inform the Dalai-Lama and
the ambans resident in Tibet, follow their directions and act accordingly. Grateful for this favour, exert yourselves in supporting
Our wish to propagate the Yellow Church and to pacify mankind.

CHIiONOLOGICAL LISTS FOR THE PEIIIOL)
1706-1751
I. Tibetan
A. The Dalai-Lama
6-Ts 'ans-dbyans-rgya-mts ' o
(Ye-ies-rgya-mts'o
7-Blo-bzan-bskal-bzan-rgya-nlts'o

1683-1706
1707-1717)
[I7081 1720-1757

B. The Pan-c'en
2-Blo-bzan-ye-Ses
3-Blo-bzan-dpal-ldan-ye-Ses

C. The K'ri Rin-po-c'e of dGa'-ldan
46-bSam- blo-sbyin-pa-rgya-mts'o
45-Ts 'ul- k 'rims- dar-rgyas (provisionally for a
second term)
47-Blo-bzan-c'os- 'p'el
48-Don-grub-rgya-m ts'o
49-Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas
50-dGe- 'dun-p'un- ts'ogs
51-dPal-ldan-grags-pa
52-Nag-dban-c '0s- 'p'el
53-rGyal-mts'an-sen-ge
54-Nag-dban-mc'og-ldan
55-Nag-dban-nam-mkCa'-bzaii
56-Blo- bzan-dri-med
57-bSam-gtan-p'un- ts'ogs
'

D. The Q6iot Khans in Tibet
GuSri Khan
I begin this series with the 46th ICCri liin-po-c'e in order to for111 a
continuation of the series given by Tucci, T i b e t a n P a i ~ z t e ~ Scr.olls,
Z
List D
in the Genealogical Tables after p. 706. Names and dates of my list are
drawn from the Collection of Biogvaphies of the K c v i R i ~ z - p o C e .
Based on L. Petech, Notes o n T i b e t a n histovy etc., pp. 266-270.
Died on 7/XII(Hor)/Wood-Horse = January 14th, 165.5.
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GuSri-Khan's ten sons
Dayan Khan
bsTan-'dsin Dalai Khan
bsTan- 'dsin Vangj a1
Lajang Khan

E. The

Tibetan government
sde-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts '0
sde-srid Nag-dban-rin-c'en
direct government of the Q6Sot Khan
sa-skyon sTag-rtse-pa Lha-rgyal-rab-brtan
Chinese military provisional government
Council of bka'-blon ; chairman: K'an-c'en-nas
bSod-nams-rgyal-po
Triumvirate
P'o-lha-nas bSod-nams-stobs-rgyas, administrator,

since 1740 "king"
'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal,

"

kingJ'

dGa'-bii Pandita, acting administrator
Dalai-Lama with council of four bka'- blo?z

F. Genealogy of the P'o-lha family
A-sum

c

Padma-rgyal-po
d.c. 1700

r

I

bSod-nanls-stobs-rgyas
ruled 1728-1747; d. 1747
I

I

'Gyur-med-ye-Ses-tsCe-brtan
d. I750

dGra-'dul
d. 1 7 2 0

1
Noyat~QoSi3Ei Rab-brtan
d. 1736

1

'Gyur-med-rnam-rgyal House of
ruled I 747-1 750 ; d. I 750 Hor-k'an-gsar

L

I

Pcun-tscogs-dban-po 'Gyur-med-dban-rgyal Dar-rgyas-tsce-rin
d. I777
d . 1751
d. I750
dukes of m ~ a ' - r i s
-

-

-

-

-- -

-

-

In or before 1658 they divided GuSri Khan's dominion; Tibet went to
the eldest.
fia-pcod-pa rDo-rje-rgyal-po, Lum-pa-nas
Members : I<cali-ccen-~las,
bIira-Sis-rgyal-po.After 1723, also Pco-lha-nas Sod-nams-stobs-rgyas and
sByar-ra-ba Blo-gros-rgyal-po.
Members: Na-p'od-pa, Lum-pa-nas, sByar-ra-ba,

G. Genealogy of the dGa'-bii family
Unknown
I

I

i

Tsce-brtan-bkra-Sis

Kcan-ccen-nas
d. I 7 2 7

d. I727

1

I

I
Pandita
d. I792

rNam-rgyal-tsce-brtan
d. 1739

I

I

bsTan-'dsin-dpal-'byor

Pa-sans-tsce-rin
d. after 1779

d. after 1809
dGa '-bLi family

11. Chinese
A. Emperors
ShGng-tsu (K 'ang- hsi)
Shih-tsung (Yung-cheng)
Kao-tsung (Ch'ien-lung)
B. Chinese representatives in Lhasa
Ho-shou, envoy
Yansin, commander of the army
Cewang Norbu, commander of the garrison
Orai, amban
vacant
Oci and Bandi, ambans
vacant
Sen-ge and Mala, envoys
Jalangga, commander of the expeditionary forces
Ambans
Sen-ge and Mailu
Cingboo and MiyooSeo
A-Grh-hsiin and Nasutai
Nasutai alone
Hanggilu
Chi-shan
So-pai
The dates are not those of appointment or dismissal, but those of
actual taking or leaving officein Lhasa,
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Fucing
Fucing and So-pai
So-pai alone
Labdon
Chi-shan
Chi-shan and Fucing
Fucing and Labdon
vacant
Bandi
Chinese commission presided by Cereng
Bandi and Namjal

I I I. Dsmgar rulers
B5tur (Qutuyaitu)
Sengge
SeEen Khan
Galdan
Cewang Arabtan
Galdan Cering
Cewang Dorji Namjal
Lama Darja
DavaEi
Chinese occupation
Amursana
Members : Cereng, Chao-hui, Brtndi, Namjal.
A c c ~ r d i n gt o Courant.
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bla-pcyag 247
Bla-bran (in Amdo) 10, 2 2
Bla-bran (in Lhasa) 246-248
bla-ma pcyag-mdsod-pa I 85
(mgron-gier) 1310-bzan-blcra-9is
217, 219, 222-225, 272-275
Blo-bzan-bsltal-bzan-rgya-mts'o
(= Dalai-Lama, Seventh) 77,
282
Blo-bzan-c '0s-kyi-rgyal-mtscan
(= Pan-ccen, First) 107, 282
Blo-bzan-c'os-'pCel 48
Blo-bzan-ccos-Its 'o 2 I
Blo-bzan-bstan- 'dzin I 86-188
Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas, see 'Bumt'an-pa B.
(dka'-ccen)Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas 64
Blo-bzan-don-yod I I 5
Blo-bzaii-padma-bkra-Sis 82
Blo-bzan-dpal-ldan-ye-Ses
(= Pan-ccen,Third), 181,
282
(Ta Bla-ma) Blo-bzan-dpal'byor 176
(sGo-mans Bla-ma) Blo-bzan-

blon-c 'en mi-drag 70
Bhu-ti-mur 58
(vdsoii-dpon) dBan-rgyal 275
(jasak taiji) dBan-'dus 21 2
dBu-ru 40

'Bum-t 'ail-pa 250
'Bum-tcaii-pa dNos-grub 29,
30, 36, 41, 42
)Bum-tcan-pa dfios-grub-rnamrgyal 2 2 0
'Burn-tcaii-pa Dar-rgyas-bltraSis 212
'Bum-t 'an-pa Blo-bzan-darrgyas 97, 1411 147, 185
'Bog 72
'Bras-kCud 125, 127, 129, 139,
140
'Bras-spuils 10-12, 16, 18, 21,
34, 47, 55, 56, 58, 82, 94, 127,
136, 142, 143, 145, 158, 164,
I94
'Bri-kcun 72
'Bri-cCu 72
'brzt-pa 277
'Brug-rgyal-rdson I 63
'Brug-pa 66
'Brug-rab-rgyas 161, 162
'Bron-dkar-rtse I 24, I 63
'Bron-stod, 'Bron-smad 97
'Bron-btsan
171. 217, 229,
276, 280
'Bron-rtse dBan-rgyal-rab-brtan
171
'Brom-ston-pcu 73
sBi-cca'i-cci(= bitt?c*i) 87
sBel-snon-na-la I 27
sByar-go-c'i (= jargdci) 87
sByar-ra-ba Blo-gros -rgyal-po
72, 80, 94, 104, '13, 117, 119,
123, 124, 126-129, 146, 149,
264, 265, 268-270, 283
(Jasak Ta Bla-ma) sByin-pargya-~nts'o I 59
Ma-sa-ma sByar-go-cci 86, 87
Man-mkCarbDe-glin 60
man-ja 150, 151
mi-tipon 245, 246
Mi-pcam-'jigs-med-nor-bu 162,
163
Mi-pcam-dban-po I 78
Mi-dban ( = Pco-lha-nas) 3,
1 2 1 , 134, 7.56
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Min-tscul Qutuqtu 141
me-skyogs 16, 125, 132
Me Ta-iin (= Mailu) 156
Me-rin Dsan-gi (= meiren-i
janggin) I I 6, 146
me'i-mda '-6 'en I 25
Mon-pa Pad-dkar-'dsin-pa
( = Pad-dkai -'dsin-pa) I 7
Mon-la-dkar-c (un 29
Myan-ston Rig- 'dsin-rgya-n~ts'o
57
sman-gyi-c'u-bo 36
sMan-t 'an-pa 163
sMin-grol-glin 27, 53, 56, 57,
83, 84, 106, 107, Iog
smon-lam 10, 153, 201, 232,249
gTsan 8, 13, 27, 29, 37, 40-43,
55-57, 60, 68, 70, 76, 79, 83,
87, 88, 91, 117, 118, 120-125,
127-131, 133-135, 138, 139,
147, 154, 155, 163, 176, 177,
181, 194-196, 208, 210, 212,
215, 224, 228, 230, 243, 245,
250, 252-254, 275
gTsan-pa 43
Tsan-po river 60, 63, 64, 79,
80, 83, 119
gl'san-ron I 32
gTson-k'a-pa 24, 104, 107, I j3
b'Isan-po Nomun Qa'an 105,
141, 142, I44
btsan-btsun 83
rtsis-kcan 28, 247
rtsis-@on 4, 79, 84, 89, 1 1 2 ,
148, 247
vtse-drun 230, 244
rTses 91
rTses-tcan 54, 83, 197
Tsca-ron 18
Tsca-ron-pa I 2 0
Tscans-pa-dkar-po I I
Tscans-dbyans-rgya-mtsCo
(= Dalai-Lama, Sixth) g .
15, 16, 2 0 , 21, 71, 282
1scul-k'rims 28
Tscul-lrcrims-tCar-pa 108, I I 4
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(Ta Hla-IIU) Ts'ul-kcrims-bsrari110
Hg, 86
'Tsce-mc'og-glin I 85
Tsce-brtan qg, 50
Tsce-brtan taiji 194
Tsce-brtan-bkra-Bis, see dGa 'bii-ba Ts.
Ts'e-brtan-rgyal (= Sebtenjal)
24
Ts ce-dban-rdo-rje-rnam-rgyal
(= Cewang Dorji Namjal)
I99
Tsce-dban-nor-bu (= Cewang
Norbu) 74
Tsce-dban-rab-brtan( = Cewang
,4rabtan) 32
Tsce-rin (= Cereng) 206
Tsce-rin (= Sereng) 67
Ts'e-rin-bkra-4is ( = JerinraSi)
II

Tsce-rin-bkra-6is(commander)
I99
Ts'e-rin-don-grub (= Cering
Donduk) 34
Tsce-rin-dban-rgyal, see mDomkCarTs.
mTsCo-k'a 22, 24
Dsum-le (= Jumla) 82
'Dsum-lan (= Jumla) 82
(msa>-ris)rDson-dkar 63
rDsogs-c 'en 83
rDson-dga' I 19, 122, 154
l'dS0n-Sd0d 253
vdsoli-dpon 84, 171, 246, 250,
253, 254, 275, 276
IVa-5ul Hor 103
IVan PCa-jo I 61
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Zan-zali 64
Zan-g . yan 106
Zab-don-lhun-rtse I 62
Zur-kcan-nas 123, I 24
gzims-'gag Zal-no I 2 7
gzims-dpon 2 I 2, 2 70
gzugs-btsun 83
gZun-dar Taiji 27

Irans-pa-can 98, 135, 136, 205
Yam-bu (= I<athmandu) 82
Yar-kluns 47
Yar-'brog I 35
Yul-sbus-sde 137
y.ul-dmag 250
Yul-Bul 97
Ye-ran (= Patan) 82
Ye-Ses-'p 'rin-las I 60
Ye-Ses-tsce-brtan I I I , 159, 164,
186, 189-191, 199, 206-214,
217, 228, 254
Yons-'dsin ccen-po I I I
Yon-tan-legs-sgrub I 93
gYan-ra 72, 136
gYas-ru 40
gYu-ru 40
g . yul-gyi-k ca-lo-p~.
( = nzda'@on) 89
pa-mda' 94
Ra-mo-cce 34
Ra-sa 'Pcrul-snail 93, I 15 ; see
also 'P 'rul-snan
Iiva-sgren 72, 175, 201
Rva-lun 59, 197
Rags- )kcor 198
Rab-brtan 275

(gYag-sde) Ram-pa-ba 57, 250
Ram-pa Dayan Taiji dPal-ldandban-rgyal I 32
Ri-rgyal $en-dar
54
Rig- 'dsin-gyi-slob-dpon-c 'en-po
107
Rig-'dsin gTer-c 'en Ccos-kyirgyal-po 109
Rin-rdson-nas 192
(nun-so) Rin-c (en-don-grub I 05
Rin-ccen-spuns I 35
(Noyan) Rin-c 'en-'p 'rin-las-rabrgyas 161, 164
Rin-ccen-rtse 28, 55, 57, 60,
118, 123, 124, 212, 229
Rin-po-cce-bstan-'dzin-rab-rgyas 161
Ru-tCog 120
ru-dp0n I 2 j, 250
Ru-lag 40
Rog-cce 85
La-stod 64
La-mo ccos-skyoli 10, I I
lag-'bab, lag yon 248
las-slob I 05
Li-tcan (=Li-tcang) 21
Lu-ma-dgo-dmar I 2 2
Lun-nag el-dltar 60, 88
Lun-dmar 59
Lum-pa-nas bKra-Sis-rgyal-po
72, 74, 79, 80, 88, 94, 98, 1 0 2 ,
108, 110, 111, 113, 115, 117,
1 2 0 , 123-124, 138, 139, 142,
146, 149, 264, 265, 268-270,
283
Le-ne-kca I 24
Legs-glin &ag-dban-'jam-dpal
120

legs-'bul 2 I o
Lo-dgon 136
1,otsawa Lha-btsun
Sag-ccu 28
Sans 36, 61, 64, 181

72
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Sans-ccu 135
Sarispa Ras-c (en I 2 2
S i ~ - s ~ o - l t a ~ - ~30
~ori
ie-tCam I 14
Sel-dkar K cul-mkcar 2 2 9
Sel-dkar Mi-'gyur-rdo-rje 60,
64
Sel-dkar-rdson 91, I 18, I 35,
160, 164
iod-drun 244
bier-dpa,i 245
Sa-skya 60, 122, 131, 133, 137,
163, 253
sa-skyon 53, 241
Sa-kcud-pa Ire-Ses-tsce-brtan
125, 127, 131, 181
Sa-ga, Sa-dga' 91, 117, 119,
122, 127, 129, 139, 212, 253
sa-nun 36
Sans-rgyas ( = Sanji) 35
Sans-rgyas-rgya-intsCo 8-10,
12, 13, 17, 43, 62, 237, 241,
246
Su-lu-rgyud-tcan 30
Sum-pa mK (an-po Ye-Ses-dpal'byor 4, 34, 136, 137
Se-ra 11, 13, 16, 34, 44, 47, 84,
93, 117, 127, 142, 143, 145,
158, 164, 170
Se-ra sMad 13
(rial.)-so) Se-ra gzims-lican giierpa 181
Sen-ge I 13, 114. 116, 128, 141,
143, 146, 155, 156, 158, 160,
164, 168-170, 255, 265, 266,
268, 269, 284
Sen-ge-rnanl-rgyal 8 2
Sen Ta-iin (= Sen-ge) 156
Sen-rtse 85
(Grub-dban) Sems-dpa'-ccen-po
136
Sag I37
Srad, Srad-c
28
Sri-gcod-ts'e-brtan, see Tcon-pa
S.
Sron-btsan-sgam-po I 73, 246
gSai1-c cen-siiin-po 107, 108
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gsan-ste 105
gSer-lcCog 72, I O I
gser-yig-pa-ccen-po 29, I 2 0
gsol-dpon I 93, 276
bSam-grub-glin-pa 43, I I il
bSain-grub-sgrol-ma 2 I 2, 2 2 0
bSam-grub-snan I 58
bSam-grub-pCo-bran 2 29, 2 32
bSam-gtan-glin 54
(sku-mdun snags-rams-pa) bSamgtan-rgyal-mtsLan 77, I I 3,
1459 265
bSatn-ldin 53
S a m - y a s 52, 83, 106, 110,
176, 178
bSod-nams-stobs-rgyas ( = Pcolha-nas) 3, 26, 27
bSod-nams-day-rgyas ( = Father
of the Seventh Dalai-Lama)
2 1 , 264
Hor-kCa-gii 28, 97
(Jasak Taij i) Hor-kcan-gsar
220

Lha-klu dGa'-tscal 16, 146
(pcyag-mdsod-pa) Lha-skvabs
275
Lha-rg\ra-ri 40
1,ha-rtse 28, 64, 1 2 2 , 124, 154
Iha-$01 48, 138
Lha-bzan (= Lajang Khan) 9,
I3
Lha-ri 258
Lha-lun-rtse-pa I 35
Lhasa 2 , 7 , 9 , 11, 12, 17-20, 2 2 ,
23, 25-27, 34-38. 40, 42-45, 48,
50-57, 59, 61-63, 65, 67-71, 73,
74, 76-82, 84-86, 88-93, 95103, 105, 107, 110-112, 115I 19, 122,123,125-146,148-156,
158,160,164-182,184, 185, 187,
191, 192, 194-196, 198, 199,
201, 203-209, 2 I 1-229, 231,
2339 235, 2379 239, 240. 245,
246, 249, 251-253, 255-261,
263, 268, 269, 271, 274, 278
Lhag-bsam 270
Lhun-grub-rdson 73
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Lhun-glin Blo-bzail-dge-'dun
178-181
Lho-dgon 64
Lho-pa 193
Lho-ron-ccu 98
Lho-ron-rdson So, 103
A-cci-tcuKci-y5 (= Mitu hiya)
23
A-C'OS 75
A-jo-dpal-dban I 34
-4-jo Bla-lna 122
A-iien-bkra-Sis 129
A-mdo 10, 51, 100
A-mdo-baC( = Cayan Danjin) 2 r

A-Ei-tsCail 21
A-li-ha Am-pa ( = uliha amban)
146
A-sa Am-ba, A-sa-han Am-ba
(= ashan-i amban) 86, 87,
99, 116
U-kcar-t5 (= UqZtu) 185
U-ccur Kca-Si-k'a 138
E-pa Blo-bzan-dkon-mccog 69,
70
E-spos ( = Aboo) 74
E-dmar-sgan 64
O-rgyan-glin g I
O-ron-pa 39, 40, 42

11. GENERAL
abhicavn 106
Aboo 74, 80, 81, 83-85, 92, 93
ACitu 23
A-Grh-hsiin 171, 178, 255, 284
A-Grh-pu-pa (= ;C'a-pcod-pa)
264
ala~!/kiiva 4
A-la-pu-tan ( = Rab-bttan) 275
Alashan 74
nliha amban 146, I52
Amdomba (= A-mclo-ba) 2 2 ,
32
avzban 61, 87
Angelico da Brescia 26
Arantai 189
asban-i amban 86, 94, 96, 98,
100, 116
ASita 37, 41
Atag Hopchiga 99
AvalokiteSvara I 5, 20
Ayuki 165
AyuSi Khan 39
Baksi 55
Bandhe rDor-kCeAn-pa
(= Bandi) 105
Bandi 104-106, 108, 213, 214,
221, 224-226, 228, 231, 266,
273, 279, 284, 285
Baring Taiji 29

Barkijl 160
Batang 67, 78, 80, 103, 179,
180, 258, 279
Bathor Tacy 21
Bayasqulang rDo-rje jaisang
185
beile 47, 164
beise 74, 78, 155, 231
Belluga, cardinal Luis Antonio
239
Bhatgaon 82
Bhutan 27, 29, 30, 35, 66, 82,
161, 163, 164, 171, 178, 190
biMEi 16, 28, 87, 100, 219, 227,
256, 268, 274
bilik 59
bithes'i ( = bitgc'i) 87, 94
bodhi 15
Bodhinlur 58
Bodh Nath 122
Rogle, George 256
Boitalaq 33
Booju 9
Bonaventura da Lapedona 26
BoSoytu f inong 2 2
Brah~na 11
BuSuqtu 43
Bya-gha (= Bya-dlcar) 30
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(nailing QoSbCli) Cayan Ilanjin
22-24, 28, 32, 41, Gc), 71, 72,
82, 95, 117, 261
Cayan Nomun Q&n 28, 101
Calon Poletagy(= bka'-blon
Pco-lha taiji) 142
Capuchins 2, 7, 20, 21, 25, 26,
34, 46, 54, 63, 88, 101, 117,
133, 142, 153, 189-191, 2 2 0 ,
246, 248
Cassiano (Beligatti) da Macerata
21, 113, 1.59, 172, 190, 244,
245, 249, 252
Central Asia 32, 2 0 0
Central Tibet 11, 40, 51, 78,
175, 193, 207, 255
Cereng 206-208, 220, 221, 223226, 230, 231, 271-273, 275,
278-281
Cering Donduk (Dsungar) 34,
35, 37, 39, 439 44, 46, 49, 5154, 56, 59, 62, 63, 66-68, 77,
107
Cering Donduk (Khan of the
Kalinuk) 179
Cewang Arabtan 32-34, 50, 5 I ,
62, 67, 69, 147, 285
Cewang Dorji Kamjal 199, 203,
285
Cewangjambu 33
Cewang Norbu 67, 70, 74, 8086, 92, 93
Cha-Qh-nai ( = sByar-ra-nas)
264
Chahar 17, 43, 50
Chalta-dsong ( = Bya-dkarj 30
Chaktak-tssngpo 91
Cha-kco-pa Ta-yen ( = Grags-pa
Dayan) I93
Chca-ma-chung 2 I
Cha-mu-pa ( = Bvams-pa) 270
Chamdo (= Ccab-mdo) 80, 86,
92, 94, 96, 157, 165-167, 170,
171, 187, 188, 192, 207, 258,
267
Chang Kco-tscai 168, 170
Chang-chia Qutuqtu (= 1Canskya Qutuqtu) 2

Chcang-ming 271-274
chang-tzzi 190
chcan-shih I O I
Chan-tui 192
Chao ( = Lhasa) 265, 271
Chao Erh-hsiin 6
Chao-hui 224, 226, 231, 279, 280
Cha-shih ( = Grva-bii) I 70
Cha-shih-la-pu-tan (= bKraSis-rab-brtan) 2 75
Chaya ( = Brag-g.yab) 225
Che ( = Tsce-inccog-glin I 85
Ch'6-chc&nHa-shih-ha ( = Seten
HaSiha) 275
Chc$ng-tu I 73
clz2n-kuo kung 74, 101
Chci Chiin-tsao 6
Chci Yiin-shih 6
Chci-chc$ng 274
Chci-mo-tc& 183
Chi-shan 180, 182, 184, 188,
205-208, 211, 213, 214, 2 2 2 ,
277, 284, 285
Chiang-ning 270
Chiang-ta (= Gya-mda') 269
Chiao Yin-chci ;.
Chien-chcang 2 73
chielz-li-pu shih-lang 94
Chcien-lung 6, 36, 176, 184,
189, 192, 213, 214, 216, 260,
261, 284
clz Cie?z-tszuzg 2 74
Chiesrk RintbocC ( = rG yal-sras
Rin-po-c 'e) I 53
Chin-chcuan 188, 2 0 2 , 205, 206
Chcing 2 j
Ching-chou 270
Chcing-pao ( = Cingboo) 165
ch cing-alang 74
Chonldo ( = bConz-~ndo) 72
cho-ni-&vh ( = mngrogz-gfie~) 276
cho-ni Lo-pu-tsang-cha-shih
(= mgron-giev Blo-bzailbkra-Sis) 272
Chou Chci-fCng 168, 170
Chou K'ai-chieh 267, 268
Chou Ying 95,98,99, 104, I 56,
267, 269
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chow-tcltng 271
Chcui-mu-cha-tcC 275
chu7zg-i pi-clzci-ko (= drztri-yig
bic'ik) 276
chiin-uang 74, 180, 190
chzi-pa (= 'Dru-pa) 277
ch~l-sk~h274
Chcii-t'an 23
clzu-Tsang la-chc&n 255
Cingboo 165, 168-171, 284
Cingwang Biitur Taiji (= DaSi
BZtur) 21
Ciilgurang WangCu k 2 I I , 2 I 2
C i n ~ - ~ o67
l
CobCi 35
Coytu Khan 43
Compil 35, 68, 69
Costantino da Loro 134, 238,
'53, 256
Culcinl Dsangbu Ranljamba
( = Tscul-kCri~ns-bzaii-potab'byams-pa) 85
Dabchi (= Grva-bii) 44
DaiCing Batur 36
DaiCing B5tur ( = Kcan-c'ennas) 78
DaiCing QoSfiCi ( = Cayan
Danjin) 41
Dalai Biitur (= 'Gyur-medrnarn-rgyal) I 75, I go
Dalai Khan 9
Dalai-Lama (in general) 5, 8,
19, 44, 236-240, 242, 244, 2479
252, 255, 276
Dalai-Lama, Third 2 I
Dalai-Lama, Fifth 8, g, 16, 17,
2 1 , 48, 49, 83, 107, 2 0 2 , 232,
236, 237, 239, 240, 246, 248,
253
Dalai-lama, Sixth 9, 10, 12-17,
2 0 , 2 1 , 56, 237, 238, 240, 241,
282
Dalai-Lama, puppet Sixth I 82 0 , 38, 53, 71, 76, 105, 108,
237, 240, 282
Dalai-Lama, Seventh 26, 32,
349 358 41, 43, 44, 51, 53, 54,

63, 68-73, 75-77, 81-84, 88, 89,
91, 93, 94, 96, 98, 100, 101,
103-106, 108-111, 113, 114,
116-118, 120, 123, 127, 128,
131, 1331 141-143, 145, 147,
148, 151-156, 158, 159, 161,
166, 167, 168-182, 185, 189,
191-193, 198, 199, 201, 204207, 209, 212, 217-223, 225227, 229-233, 237, 238, 241,
245, 264-266, 268, 271-282
Dalai-Lama, Eighth 179
Dalai Qungtaiji 95
Darin 86, 87
tlavqan 77, 265
Darqan YaSor 275
DaSiBatur 2 1 , 71
Datses 40
Dayan Qungtaiji 47
Dayan Taiji (= Ram-pa-ba)
132, 135, I37
DebRaja 161
Delhi 128
Derge (= sDe-dge) 22, 103
Des~deri,Ippolito 2, 7, 10, 12,
25, 34, 37, 40, 42-45> 47, 49,
50, 54, 61, 63, 70, 75, 76, 79,
100, 247, 248, 250
Dharma Raja 161
Dolon-nor 17
Donlenico cla Fano 17, 20, 25,
26, 34, 379 38, 46, 47, 53-55,
67, 70, 79, 242, 245, 247
Dondup Dorji 74
dovgi ashan-i amban I 06
Dorji 231
Drongtse ( = 'Broil-rtse) I 24,
125, 163
Dsungaria 13, 34, 35, 49, 61,
62, 64, 68, 76, 98, 99, 151, 188,
203, 208, 219, 2 2 2 , 233, 234
Dsungars 14, 24, 31-34, 36-41,
44-70, 72-78, 80, 83, 84, 88,
91-93? 97, 107, 114, 1 2 0 , 12.5,
132, 141, 145, 147-151, 1.58,
160, 165-169, 174, 179, 182189, 195, 199-203, 228, 2322349 237, 240, 241, 246,
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251, 255, 260, 265, 278, 285
Dugar 35, 68
Dugar Sanduk 35, 66
Druggye-jong ( = 'Brug-rgyasrdson) 163
(dPa'-rtul-can) Ilurai Taiji 43
Eastern Tibet 21, 175, 210
Erdeni Jinong 97
Erentei 25, 59, 60, 67, 69
Grh-ku-lung (= dGon-lun) 101
Erke DaiCing 2 9
(TCar-pa)Erke Taiji 38, 39, 41
fang-yii 267
Father of the Seventh DalaiLama (bSod-nams-dar-rgyas)
69-71, 739 75, 77, 79, 80, 8284, 94, 98, 100, 108-110, 113,
114, 117, 118, 124, 127, 131,
133, 137, 141, 142, 145, 148,
154, 172, 174, 175, 189, 244,
264
Francesco Orazio della Penna
73, 100, 115, 141, 148, 149,
153, 154, 165, 172, 181, 182,
195, 245, 257
French 26
Freyre, Manoel 61
Fuca clan 113
f i t chiang
267
Fucing, Fu-chcing 187, 192-

fib-kuo hung 50, 79, 159, 164,
173, 180, 189
Funingga 36, 66, 69
fli-ttt-tcztng I 16, 146
-;ab~rlztn( = bka'-blon) 45
Galbi 35, 67, 68, 80, 81
Galdan 2 2 , 78, 241, 285
Galdan Cering 33, 50, 150, 183,
185, 189, 199, 285
Galdan Danjin 28, 33, 34, 38
Galtsang Guja 99

gandhola I 211
Gartok 61, 62, 120
Giamda-dsong (= rGya-mdaardson) 269
Gioacchino da Santa Anatolia
53, 54, 88, 100, 115, 117, 142,
146, 153, 168, 169, 191, 195,
244
Giuseppe da Ascoli 18
Go lao-yeh 163
Grand Council 1 0 2 , 187, 206,
211, 221, 2 2 2 , 258, 278
Grand Secretariat 70, 92, 103,
106, 160, 258
Green Banners 86, 92, 145,
160, 266, 267
Guhyagarbha 107
Gungga-nor I 7
Gurkha kvar 6, w, 251, 256
gusai-da 278
GuSri Khan 8, 18, 21, 2 2 , 43,
52, 74, 95, '96, 236, 238-240
Gvantse ( = rGyal-rtse) 27, 28,
j9, 60, 64, 117, 119, 123-125,
130-132, 134, 135, 139, 1548
163,193,212
Ha-chi-$rh T6-pu-t'e-erh
(= Hajir Debter) 187
Hajir, Hajir Debter 187, 188,
200

Ha-la-ha-ta ( = Qara-qada) I 88
Hami 69, 182-184
Hanggilu, Hang-i-lu I 77, I 78,
180, 284
1ziju.x 23
Ho Yii-lin 96
Ho-er-kan-tzfi 95
homa 106
Horba 95
Ho-shang 163
Ho-Sh0~ 19, 20, 255, 284
Izoioefir 74
Hsi-an fu 24, 86, 145, 266
hsiao-chci-hsiao 267, 278
Hsi-chu 14, 16
hsieh-&rh-Po-mu(= bier-dpan)
245
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hsicI~-li I 03
hsieh-Zing 267,
hsiieh-shih 104
hsi-mu-pe^nChcui-cha-t'6 270
Hsi-ning 15-17, 23, 24, 54, 66,
69-71, 92, 98, 101, 117, 146,
168, 182, 2 2 1 , 2 2 2 , 267-169,
277
hsiin-fu 86
Huang Yiian-lung 218, 274
Huang-ho 72
Huang-110 Nan ch c i n g - ~ ~ a ~ 2z 2g
Izu-chiin-ts(an-ling I 4
hzt-clziin-t 'ung-Zing I 67
hui-tcungshih-Zang 102
hui-t 'ztng t 'i-tu I 04
Hui-yiian-miao I 73
Hung-shan 23
z-che"ng wang ta-chce"?z 264
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